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Foreword

L AND POLICIES ARE OF FUNDAMENTAL IMPORTANCE TO

sustainable growth, good governance, and the well-
being of and the economic opportunities open to rural
and urban dwellers-particularly poor people. There-
fore, research on land policy and analysis of specific
interventions relating to land have long been of interest

to the World Bank's Research Department and other academic and civil
society institutions. However, the results of such research have not
always been disseminated to policymakers and other key stakeholders
as effectively as they might have been. As a result, discussions on land
policies are often characterized by preconceived notions and ideological
viewpoints rather than by careful analysis of the potential contribution
of land policies to broader development, the scope for interventions in
the area, and the mechanisms that can be used to achieve broader social
and economic goals. Given this lack of analysis, the potential for using
land policies as a catalyst for social and economic change is often not
fully realized.

This report aims to strengthen the effectiveness of land policy in
support of development and poverty reduction by setting out the
results of recent research in a way that is accessible to a wide audience of
policymakers, nongovernmental organizations, academics in World
Bank client countries, donor agency officials, and the broader develop-
ment community. Its main message rests on three principles.

First, providing secure tenure to land can improve the welfare of the
poor, in particular, by enhancing the asset base of those, such as
women, whose land rights are often neglected. At the same time it cre-
ates the incentives needed for investment, a key element underlying

ix
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sustainable economic growth. In addition to highlighting these advan-
tages, the report discusses different mechanisms that can be used to
promote tenure security, their advantages and disadvantages, and the
ways in which they can fit into a broader development strategy.

Second, facilitating the exchange and distribution of land, whether
as an asset or for current services, at low cost, through markets as well as
through nonmarket channels, is central to expediting land access by
productive but land-poor producers and, once the economic environ-
ment is right, the development of financial markets that rely on the use
of land as collateral. The report demonstrates the importance of rental
market transactions and argues that removing impediments to these
can help generate considerable equity advantages and at the same time
establish the basis for a positive investment climate and the diversifica-
tion of economic activity, especially in the rural nonfarm sector. It also
recognizes that nonmarket mechanisms for transferring land, such as
inheritance, award of public and state lands, and expropriation of land
by the state for the broader public good, have historically played a
major role in either facilitating or obstructing broad land access and
effective land use and that policymakers should take careful account of
these processes.

Third, governments have a clear role to play in promoting and con-
tributing to socially desirable land allocation and utilization. This is
clearly illustrated by farm restructuring in the context of de-
collectivization and land reform and postconflict land policy in
economies with a highly unequal distribution of land ownership where
land issues are often a key element of social strife. Appropriate incen-
tives for sustainable land use are also required to avoid negative exter-
nalities and irreversible degradation of nonrenewable natural and
cultural resources. The report illustrates mechanisms, ranging from tax-
ation to regulation and land use planning, to address these issues.

Given the cross-cutting nature, far-reaching implications, and often
long time horizon of interventions in the area of land policies, effective
dissemination of knowledge and experience requires that research be
informed by the broad range of problems policymakers face and be
integrated into a broader dialogue with the Bank's development part-
ners. For this reason I am particularly pleased that this policy research
report builds on four regional workshops and an electronic discussion
that allowed civil society and donor representatives, policymakers, and

x



FOREWORD

academics to discuss the role of land issues in a regional context. These
workshops and discussion provide a strong basis for using the report as
an input into the development of strategies and activities at the country
level.

The Bank issued its last comprehensive overview of land policies in
1975. Since that time the world has changed profoundly. The policy
research report illustrates how these changes affect the issues decision-
makers have to be concerned about and the implications this will have
for specific policy advice. We and our development partners are now
more aware of the importance of taking a comprehensive and inte-
grated approach to development that includes attention to issues such
as land policy that require a long-term approach. This, together with
the consensus already achieved, encourages us to hope that the report
will be widely used in the policy debate on land and provide the basis
for integrating land into broader strategies and implementing specific
land policies that will help increase growth in a way that benefits poor
people.

Nicholas H. Stern
Senior Vice President,

Development Economics,
and Chief Economist,

The World Bank
May 2003
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Executive Summary

The Importance of Land Policies

L AND IS A KEY ASSET FOR THE RURAL AND URBAN POOR. IT

provides a foundation for economic activity and the functioning of
market (for example, credit) and nonmarket institutions (for

instance, local governments and social networks) in many developing
countries. Given this importance, institutions dealing with land have
evolved over long periods, and land policies will invariably be affected by
the presence of multiple market imperfections. Policy advice that is obliv-
ious of either the complexity of these issues or the historical and political
repercussions of policy interventions in this area can lead to unintended
negative consequences. Research has long pointed to the need for a careful
and differentiated approach as a precondition for making clear policy rec-
ommendations in relation to land that can help improve both efficiency
and equity. Frequently, however, this message does not seem to have been
clearly communicated to policy analysts and decisionmakers, with nega-
tive consequences. This report aims to summarize key insights from
research and practical experience, not only to highlight the importance of
careful and nuanced policy advice, but also to illustrate some general prin-
ciples for formulating such policy advice in specific country settings.

Origins and Evolution of Property Rights

Understanding the origins of property rights and their evolution over
time is important to appreciate how property rights to land affect
households' behavior and can, in turn, be influenced by government
policy. Historically, one reason property rights evolved was to respond
to increased payoffs from investment in more intensive use of land
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resulting from population growth or opportunities arising from greater

market integration and technical advances. In the course of develop-
ment virtually everywhere, the need to sustain larger populations or to
make use of economic opportunities associated with trade will require
investments in land that cultivators will be more likely to make if land
rights are secure. Appropriate institutional innovations to provide such

rights can lead to a virtuous cycle of increasing population and succes-

sively greater investment in land, economic growth, and increased wel-
fare. At the same time, failure of the institutions administering land

rights to respond to these demands can lead to land grabbing, conflict,
and resource dissipation that, in extreme circumstances, can undermine
societies' productive and economic potential.

In addition to this evolutionary perspective, the imposition of prop-
erty rights to land by outside forces or local overlords has affected the
nature of such rights in many countries of the developing world. The
goal of such intervention was to obtain surpluses from local small-

holder populations or to force independent smallholders into wage
labor by preventing them from acquiring independent land rights. To

do so, a variety of mechanisms, often supported by distortions in other
markets, was used. Not surprisingly, such imposition of rights often

disrupted the evolution of land rights as a response to population

growth or has, by co-opting local institutions or changing how they

functioned, implied vast changes in the way land was allocated and

managed at the local level.

Given that the historical evolution of property rights is not only a
response to purely economic forces, it is not surprising that the, arrange-
ments found in many countries are often not optimal from either an eco-

nomic or a social perspective. For example, in Africa, the vast majority of
the land area is operated under customary tenure arrangements that,

until very recently, were not even recognized by the state and therefore

remained outside the realm of the law. In Eastern Europe, collective pro-

duction structures have failed to contribute to rural growth. In Latin
America and part' of Asia, highly unequal land ownership and access to

assets have made it difficult to establish inclusive patterns of growth. As a

consequence, there is concern that in many of these countries economic

growth may widen pre-existing inequalities and tensions rather than

reduce them. Despite such shortcomings, socially suboptimal and eco-

nomically inefficient property rights arrangements have often remained
in place for long 'periods of time. In fact, far-reaching changes of land

relations have generally been confined to major historic transitions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Importance of Property Rights for Economic Growth

Property rights affect economic growth in a number of ways. First,
secure property rights will increase the incentives of households and
individuals to invest, and often will also provide them with better credit
access, something that will not only help them make such investments,
but will also provide an insurance substitute in the event of shocks. Sec-
ond, it has long been known that in unmechanized agriculture, the
operational distribution of land affects output, implying that a highly
unequal land distribution will reduce productivity. Even though the
ability to make productive use of land will depend on policies in areas
beyond land policy that may warrant separate attention, secure and
well-defined land rights are key for households' asset ownership, pro-
ductive development, and factor market functioning.

If property rights are poorly defined or cannot be enforced at low
cost, individuals and entrepreneurs will be compelled to spend valuable
resources on defending their land, thereby diverting effort from other
purposes such as investment. Secure land tenure also facilitates the
transfer of land at low cost through rentals and sales, improving the
allocation of land while at the same time supporting the development
of financial markets. Without secure rights, landowners are less willing
to rent out their land, which may impede their ability and willingness
to engage in nonagricultural employment or rural-urban migration.

Poorly designed land market interventions and the regulation of such
markets by large and often corrupt bureaucracies continue to hamper
smaHL enterprise startups and nonfarm economic development in many
parts of the world. Such interventions not only limit access to land by the
landless and poor in rural and urban areas of the developing world, but
by discouraging renting out by landlords who are thus unable to make
the most productive use of their land, they also reduce productivity and
investment. High transaction costs in land markets either make it more
difficult to provide credit or require costly development of collateral sub-
stitutes, both of which constrain development of the private sector. A
recent study estimates that in India, such land market distortions reduce
the annual rate of gross domestic product growth by about 1.3 percent.

Role of Secure Property Rights in Poverty Reduction

For most of the poor in developing countries, land is the primary
means for generating a livelihood and a main vehicle for investing,
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accumulating wealth, and transferring it between generations. Land is
also a key element of household wealth. For example, in Uganda land
constitutes between 50 and 60 percent of the asset endowment of the
poorest households. Because land comprises a large share of the asset
portfolio of the poor in many developing countries, giving secure prop-
erty rights to land they already possess can greatly increase the net
wealth of poor people. By allowing them to make productive use of
their labor, land ownership makes them less reliant on wage labor,
thereby reducing their vulnerability to shocks.

Given the key role of land as a determinant of access to economic
opportunities, the way in which land rights are defined, households and
entrepreneurs can obtain ownership or possession of it, and conflicts
pertaining to it are resolved through formal or informal means will have
far-reaching social and economic effects. The implications not only
influence the structure of governance at the local level, but also affect
(a) households' ability to produce for their subsistence and to generate
a marketable surplus, (b) their social and economic status and often
their collective idehtity, (c) their incentive to invest and to use land in a
sustainable manner, and (d) their ability to self-insure and/or to access
financial markets. For this reason, researchers and development practi-
tioners have long recognized that providing poor people with access to
land and improving their ability to make effective use of the land they
occupy is central to reducing poverty and empowering poor people and
communities.

Control of land is particularly important for women, whose asset
ownership has been shown to affect spending, for instance, on girls'
education. Yet traditionally, women have been disadvantaged in terms
of land access. Ensuring that they are able to have secure rights to one
of the household's main assets will be critical in many respects. This
includes meeting the challenges arising in the context of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, where the absence of clear land rights can lead to
costly conflict and hardship regarding possible loss of land by widows.

Impact of Secure Property Rights on Governance
and Sustainable Development

The ability of local leaders and authorities to control land has tradi-
tionally been a major source of political and economic power. Over
and above the economic benefits that may be derived from giving
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households greater tenure security, measures to increase households'
and individuals' ability to control land will have a clear impact on
empowering them, giving them greater voice, and creating the basis
for more democratic and participatory local development. For exam-
ple, fiscal decentralization is often hampered by the lack of own rev-
enue and accountability on the part of local governments. Both of
these could be increased by taxation of land. In countries where land
continues to be a key productive asset, governments could use land
taxation more effectively to motivate fiscal discipline and to strengthen
the voice of the local population by enhancing the accountability of
local officials.

Conflicting interventions in land rights systems by outsiders in
the course of history, or a failure to establish legitimate institutions
in the face of increasing population pressure and appreciation of
land values, have tended to exclude the poor from land access and
ownership and resulted in the creation of parallel or overlapping
institutions. Therefore ensuring minimum standards for rapid con-
flict resolution and dispensation of justice, accountability, and
transparency in land management and access is critical. Where long-
standing, systematic distortions in the area of land overlap with race
and ethnicity issues, a buildup of land-related conflict and violence
can even result in collapse of the state, with devastating conse-
quences. In Africa, for example, formal tenure covers only between 2
and 10 percent of the land. To avoid leaving the occupants of these
lands effectively outside the rule of law, many African countries have
recently given legal recognition to customary tenure as well as to the
institutions administering it; however, implementing these laws
remains a major challenge.

In many countries the state continues to own a large portion of
valuable land despite evidence that this is conducive to mismanage-
ment, underutilization of resources, and corruption. Broad and egali-
tarian asset ownership strengthens the voice of the poor, who are
otherwise often excluded from political processes, allowing them
greater participation that can not only increase the transparency of
institutions, but can also shift the balance of public goods provision,
especially at the local level. As appropriation of rents from land appre-
ciation through discretionary bureaucratic interventions and controls
remains a major source of corruption and a barrier to the startup of
small enterprises in many developing countries, this can help to signif-
icantly improve governance.
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Property Rights to Land

L AND RIGHTS ARE SOCIAL CONVENTIONS THAT REGULATE THE
distribution of the benefits that accrue from specific uses of a
certain piece of land. A number of arguments support public

provision of such rights. First, the high fixed cost of the institutional
infrastructure needed to establish and maintain land rights favors pub-
lic provision, or at least regulation. Second, the benefits of being able to
exchange land rights will be realized only in cases where such rights are
standardized and can be easily and independently verified. Finally,
without central provision, households and entrepreneurs will be forced
to spend resources to defend their claims to property, for example,
through guards, fences, and so on, which is not only socially wasteful,
but also disproportionately disadvantages the poor, who will be the
least able to afford such expenditures.

Desirable Characteristics of Property Rights to Land

Property rights to land need to have a horizon long enough to provide
investment incentives and be defined in a way that makes them easy to
observe, enforce, and exchange. They need to administered and enforced
by institutions that have both legal backing and social legitimacy and are
accessible by and accountable to the holders of property rights. Even if
property rights to land are assigned to a group, the rights and duties of
individuals within :this group, and the way in which they can be modified
and will be enforced, have to be clear. Finally, as the precision with which
property rights will be defined will generally increase in line with rising
resource values, the institutions administering property rights need to be
flexible enough to evolve over time in response to changing requirements.

Duration

As one of the main effects of property rights is to increase incentives for
investment, the duration for which such rights are awarded needs at
least to match the time frame during which returns from possible
investments may accrue. Clearly this depends on the potential for
investment, which is higher in urban than in rural areas. While indefi-
nite property rights are the best option, giving long-term rights that can
be renewed automatically is an alternative. Given the long time spans
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involved, attention to the way in which such rights can be inherited is
particularly warranted, and has often proven to be critical to enhance
women's ability to control land on their own.

Modalities of Demarcation and Transfer

Property rights to land should be defined in a way that makes them easy to
identify and exchange at a cost that is low compared with the value of the
underlying land. With limited land values, low-cost mechanisms of iden-
tifying boundaries, such as physical marks (hedges, rivers, and trees) that
are recognized by the community, will generally suffice, while higher-value
resources will require more precise and costly means of demarcation. Sim-
ilarly, where land is relatively plentiful and transactions are infrequent,
low-cost mechanisms to record transactions, such as witnessing by com-
munity elders, will be appropriate. More formal mechanisms will nor-
mally be adopted once transactions become more frequent and start to
extend beyond traditional community and kinship boundaries.

Enforcement Institutions

The key advantage of formal, as compared with informal, property rights
is that those holding formal rights can call on the power of the state to
enforce their rights. For this to be feasible, the institutions involved need
to enjoy legal backing as well as social legitimacy, including accountabil-
ity to and accessibility by the local population. Yet in many countries,
especially in Africa, the gap between legality and legitimacy has been a
major source of friction, something that is illustrated by the fact that
often more than 90 percent of land remains outside the existing legal sys-
tem. Failure to give legal backing to land administration institutions that
enjoy social legitimacy can undermine their ability to draw on anything
more than informal mechanisms for enforcement. By contrast, institu-
tions that are legal but do not enjoy social recognition may make little
difference to the lives of ordinary people, and have therefore often proven
to be highly ineffective. Bringing legality and legitimacy together is a
major challenge for policy that cannot be solved in the abstract.

Subject of Rights

Whether it is more appropriate to give property rights to individuals or
to a group will depend largely on the nature of the resource and on
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existing social arrangements. Group rights will be more appropriate in
situations characterized by economies of scale in resource management
or if externalities exist that can be managed at the level of the group but
not the individual. Group ownership is also often adopted in situations
where risk is high and markets for insurance are imperfect or where the

resource in question is abundant and the payoff from any land-related
investment that individuals could undertake on their own is low. Even
if these conditions apply, group rights will be the option of choice only

if the group to which such rights are assigned has a clear definition of its

membership; if the responsibilities of individuals within the group are
well identified; if mechanisms for internal management and enforce-
ment, for example, the imposition of sanctions, are available; and if

there is a clear understanding of the ways in which decisions to modify
rules can be made.

Evolution over Time

Unless there are clear externalities that can be dealt with most effectively

by groups, the relative advantage of group, as compared with individual,
land rights will generally decrease in the course of development because

of a number of factors. Technical progress reduces the risk of crop failure
while at the same time increasing the potential payoff from investments;
development of the nonfarm economy provides access to more pre-

dictable income streams; and greater access to physical infrastructure
reduces not only the risk, but also the cost, of publicly providing prop-

erty rights. Thus one would expect to see a move toward more individu-

alized forms of property rights with economic development. At the same
time, historical evidence suggests that transformation of property
toward increased individualization is not automatic. To the contrary, it

wil be affected by political and economic factors, and thus will often
coincide with major conflicts, upheavals, or power struggles.

Exogenous dernographic changes, especially in the absence of eco-

nomic development, will increase the scarcity and value of land. This

can challenge traditional authorities and institutions that previously

had unquestioned authority over land allocation and dispute resolu-

tion. If they coincide with land claims by outsiders and are overlaid
with race and ethnicity issues, such situations can lead to serious crises

of governance, including civil war. Even neglecting broader noneco-

nomic impacts and possible indirect effects, the direct costs of land

conflicts that may arise in this context are high and are borne mostly by
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the poor, who are generally least able to afford them. Land conflicts
often generate large, negative, external effects. In the extreme, they can
undermine the state's authority and effectiveness by leading to the cre-
ation of a multiplicity of parallel institutions, as illustrated by the fact
that unresolved land conflicts have in some cases escalated to become a
significant contributor to state failure.

To avoid such consequences, the institutions managing land rights
will need to be able to re-interpret traditions and social norms authorita-
tively and in a way that protects the poor and vulnerable from abuse of
their rights by those with political power and economic resources. This
requires attention to legal provisions that can instantly eliminate tradi-
tional rights or the rights of specific groups, such as women or herders.
Even where an appropriate legal and regulatory basis is in place, opera-
tional mechanisms for putting laws into practice in a way that protects
vulnerable members of society and precludes the elimination of sec-
ondary rights will be important. Seemingly simple alterations of the
property rights regime can have far-reaching impacts on the poor.

Empirical Evidence on the Impact of Tenure Security

In many countries of the developing world, insecure land tenure pre-
vents large parts of the population from realizing the economic and
noneconomic benefits, such as greater investment incentives, transfer-
ability of land, improved credit market access, more sustainable manage-
ment of resources, and independence from discretionary interference by
bureaucrats, that are normally associated with secure property rights to
land. For example, more than 50 percent of the peri-urban population
in Africa and more than 40 percent in Asia live under informal tenure
and therefore have highly insecure land rights. While no such figures are
available for rural areas, many rural land users are reported to make con-
siderable investments in land as a way to establish ownership and
increase their perceived level of tenure security. This illustrates not only
that tenure security is highly valued, but also that in many contexts
existing land administration systems fail to provide secure tenure. We
discuss first the economic and then the noneconomic benefits of more
secure tenure.

A first benefit from increased tenure security that can easily be mea-
sured is the increase in land users' investment incentives. Some studies
have reported a doubling of investment, and values for land with more
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secure tenure are reported to be between 30 and 80 percent higher than

those for land where there is a higher probability of losing it. Transfer-

ability of land will greatly increase this effect, something that will be espe-

cially important in situations where the scope for transacting land

between less and more productive producers has increased, for example,
because of development of the nonagricultural economy and rural-urban
migration. Higher ievels of tenure security, not necessarily formal title,

will also reduce the time and resources individuals have to spend trying to
secure their land rights, thereby allowing them to invest these resources

elsewhere. For example, in Peru the formalization of land rights increased

the supply of labor to the market by more than 50 percent.
Where effective demand for credit exists, giving formal title to land

can help producers gain access to credit and improve the functioning of

financial markets. It has long been noted that the impact of such credit
access may be differentiated by the size of landholdings, and therefore

that attention to the anticipated equity effects will be required. In situ-
ations where the credit effect associated with title is unlikely to materi-
alize in the near future, a more gradual and lower-cost approach to

securing land rights and improving tenure security, with the possibility

of upgrading once the need arises, will allow for provision of most, if
not all, the benefits from increased tenure security at lower cost.

While targeting efforts aimed at increasing tenure security for the

poor will therefore automatically lead to greater equity, two additional

issues are of interest. First, the ability to make decisions about the allo-

cation of land is a key element of political power wielded by traditional

authorities or modern bureaucrats. Devolving some of this authority to

democratic decisionmaking within the group or to individuals can
greatly improve governance as illustrated by the example of Mexico,

where beneficiaries mentioned improved governance as a key benefit of

property rights reforms introduced after 1992.

Second, ensuring secure land tenure will be of particular relevance for
groups that were traditionally discriminated against. In addition to being

warranted based on basic considerations of equity, attention to women's

land rights will have far-reaching economic consequences where women
are the main cultivators, where out-migration is high, where control of

productive activities is differentiated by gender, or where high levels of

adult mortality and unclear inheritance regulations could undermine
women's livelihood in case of their husbands' death. The importance of

doing so is reinforced by strong evidence suggesting that the way in

which assets are distributed within the household will affect spending
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patterns. Greater control of assets by women often translates into higher
levels of spending on children's education, health, and food. Similarly,
even though the significance of land for indigenous peoples and herders
goes beyond economics, even its economic impact has often been under-
estimated. Transferring property rights to indigenous communities, espe-
cially if combined with technical assistance, can allow them to manage
these better or to derive greater benefits from the resources associated
with their land. For herders, different countries have developed promis-
ing approaches to resource tenure and management that recognize the
central role of mobility and risk management on an ecological scale that
may transcend traditional boundaries.

Ways to Increase Tenure Security

The findings described in the previous section imply that governments
have a role to play in providing secure tenure to owners and users of
land. Even though formal title will increase tenure security in many
situations, experience indicates that it is not always necessary, and
often is not a sufficient condition for optimum use of the land
resource. The goal of providing tenure security for the long term,
administered in a cost-effective way through institutions that combine
legality with social legitimacy, can be achieved in a variety of ways
depending on the situation.

Customary Land

In customary systems, legal recognition of existing rights and institu-
tions, subject to minimum conditions, is generally more effective than
premature attempts at establishing formalized structures. Legally recog-
nizing customary land rights subject to a determination of membership
and the codification or establishment of internal rules and mechanisms
for conflict resolution can greatly enhance occupants' security. Demar-
cation of the boundaries of community land can remove the threat of
encroachment by outsiders while drawing on well-defined procedures
within the community to assign and manage rights within the group.
Conflicts historically often erupt first in conjunction with land trans-
fers, especially to outsiders. Where such transfers occur and are socially
accepted, the terms should be recorded in writing to avoid ambiguity
that could subsequently lead to land-related conflict.
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State Land

Occupants on state land have often made considerable efforts to
increase their level of security, in some cases through significant invest-
ments, but often remain vulnerable to eviction threats. Because of their
limited land rights they generally cannot make full use of the land they
occupy. Giving them legal rights and regularizing their possession is
therefore important, along with ensuring that appropriate means are in
place for resolving any conflicts that may arise in the process. In many
situations, political or other considerations may preclude the award of
full private property rights. If existing institutions can credibly commit
to lease contracts, giving users secure, transferable, long-term lease
rights will permit the realization of most, if not all, the investment ben-
efits associated with higher levels of tenure security. In these cases, the
recognition of long-term, peaceful occupation in good faith (adverse
possession) and the award of long-term land leases with provisions for
automatic renewal will be the most desirable option. If the leases
awarded by state institutions are not credible, measures to increase
tenure security or, alternatively, full privatization, will be required to
give users sufficient security of tenure and the associated benefits. An
indicator of limited credibility of leases is that even where there is
strong, effective demand for credit, financial institutions will not accept
long-term leases as collateral.

Individual Title

Where, after considering the arguments advanced earlier, formal and
individual ownership title will be the option of choice, inefficiencies in
the land administration institutions responsible for demarcation of
boundaries, registration and record keeping, adjudication of rights, and
resolution of conflict can still preclude realization of many of the bene-
fits of secure tenure. If these institutions are not working well or are
poorly coordinated, inefficient, or corrupt, transaction costs will be
high, thereby reducing the level of transactions below what would be
socially optimal, and in many cases excluding the poor completely. In
the extreme, lack of clarity about who is responsible for specific areas or
infighting between institutions has evolved into a major source of inse-
curity that has undermined the value and authority of titles or certifi-
cates of land ownership distributed during systematic interventions. In
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such situations, institutional reform, including improved coordination
within the government and with the private sector, will be a precondi-
tion for the state's ability to deliver property rights effectively.

If no previous records exist, or where these are seriously out of
date, a strong case for systematic, first-time registration can be made
on the grounds that a systematic approach, combined with wide pub-
licity and legal assistance to ensure that everybody is informed, pro-
vides the best way to ensure social control and prevent land grabbing
by powerful individuals, which would be not only inequitable, but
also inefficient. In addition, interventions should be designed so that
they are fiscally sustainable and so that the costs involved do not pre-
vent individuals from subsequent registration of land transactions.
Although it is often not necessary to have uniform standards for land
administration throughout the whole country, coverage should aim to
be comprehensive.

Even though most countries mandate equality of men and women
before the law in principle, the procedures used by land administration
institutions often discriminate against women, either explicitly or
implicitly. To overcome this tendency, a more pro-active stance in favor
of awarding land rights to women by governments, together with more
rigorous evaluation of innovative approaches aiming to accomplish
greater gender equality in control of conjugal land on the ground,
would be warranted.

Land Transactions

L AND TRANSACTIONS CAN PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE BY

allowing those who are productive, but are either landless or
own little land, to access land. Land markets also facilitate the

exchange of land as the off-farm economy develops and, where the con-
ditions for doing so exist, provide a basis for the use of land as collateral
in credit markets. Capital market imperfections and policy distortions
have, however, prevented land sales markets from contributing to
increased levels of productivity or reduced poverty in many instances.
This has led some observers to take a negative stance on any type of
land market activity and to support government intervention, despite
the considerable scope of rental markets and the evidence on limited
effectiveness of government intervention in such markets.
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Conceptual Foundations

To understand why in some cases land transactions may fail to con-
tribute to improving productivity and equity, it is necessary to review
the conceptual foundations that underlie the operation of land markets
and how some of the market imperfections frequently encountered in
rural areas of the developing world will have a differential impact on
land rental and sales.

Basic Elements

A large literature has demonstrated that unmechanized agriculture gen-
erally does not exhibit economies of scale in production, even though
economies of scale from marketing may in some cases be transferred
back to the production stage. At the same time, the need to closely
supervise hired laborers implies that owner-operated farms are more
efficient than those that rely predominantly on large numbers of per-
manent wage workers. However, credit rationing and the scope to use
collateral as one means to overcome imperfections that are inherent to
credit markets will favor farmers who own larger amounts of land. In
environments where access to credit is important, this can lead to the
appearance of a positive relationship between farm size and productiv-
ity, possibly counteracting the supervision cost advantage of small
owner-operated farms. These factors will have different implications for
land rental as compared with sales markets.

Rental Markets

Rental markets are characterized by low transaction costs, and in most
cases where rent is paid on an annual basis require only a limited initial
capital outlay. This, together with participants' ability to adjust contract
terms so as to overcome market failures in capital and other markets,
implies that rental is a more flexible and versatile means of transferring
land from less to more productive producers than sales. Renting is thus
more likely to improve overall productivity and, in addition, can provide
a stepping stone for tenants to accumulate experience and possibly make
the transition to land ownership at a later stage.

The importance of tenure security for rental markets is illustrated by
the fact that where land tenure is perceived to be insecure, long-term con-
tracts are unlikely to be entered into. Indeed, relatively insecure tenure
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has been claimed to be one of the key reasons for the virtual absence of
long-term rental contracts in most countries of Latin America.

The literature has long pointed out that rental arrangements based
on fixed rather than share rents are more likely to maximize productiv-
ity. Poor producers may, however, not be offered fixed rent contracts
because of the risk of default. In these circumstances, sharecropping has
emerged as a second-best solution. Hypothetically, sharecropping con-
tracts could be associated with sizeable inefficiencies, implying that
government action could improve efficiency. In practice, the efficiency
losses associated with sharecropping contracts were found to be rela-
tively small, and improving on them through government intervention
has proven to be difficult, if not impossible. Given that the contracting
parties have considerable flexibility to adjust contract parameters so as
to avoid inefficiencies, for example, by entering into long-term rela-
tionships or through close supervision, the general view is that pro-
hibiting sharecropping or other forms of rental contracts is unlikely to
improve productivity. The welfare impact of rental contracts depends
on the terms of the contract, which in turn are affected by the outside
options open particularly to the weaker party. Efforts to expand the
range of options available to tenants, for instance, via access to infra-
structure and nonagricultural labor markets, are likely to have a more
beneficial impact on land rental market outcomes and rural productiv-
ity than prohibiting certain options.

Sales Markets

Transfer of land use rights through rental markets can go a long way
toward improving productivity and welfare in rural economies. At the
same time, the ability to transfer ownership of land will be required to
use land as collateral in credit markets, and thus to provide the basis for
low-cost operation of financial markets. This advantage comes at the
cost that sales markets will be more affected than rental markets by
imperfections in credit markets as well as by other distortions, such as
subsidies to agriculture.

Activity in land sales markets will depend on participants' expecta-
tions regarding future price movements, creating a potential for asset
price bubbles that are not justified by the underlying productive value,
as well as a tendency toward speculative land acquisition by the wealthy
in anticipation of major capital gains. Ample historical evidence also
shows that in risky environments where small landowners do not have
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access to credit markets, distress sales of land by the poor can occur, with
consequent negative equity and efficiency impacts. The impact of such
distress sales is magnified by the fact that where, as in most rural areas,
land sales markets are thin, land prices can fluctuate considerably over
time. High transaction costs associated with land sales, which are often
further increased by government intervention, can result in the segmen-
tation of such markets whereby certain strata deal only with each other
or sales remain entirely informal. All these factors imply that land acqui-
sition by the poor through the land sales market will be difficult, and
that as a consequence, the potential for productivity-enhancing land
redistribution through sales markets is likely to be very limited.

Empirical Evidence

The general conclusions discussed in the foregoing section, and the
importance of government policies in shaping the outcomes from land
sales markets that can be observed in practice, are supported by empir-
ical evidence from different regions of the world.

Industrial Countries and Eastern Europe

In many industrial nations high levels of activity in rental markets,
which cover more than 70 percent of cultivated land in some countries,
illustrate that land rental is far from archaic. Indeed, because of lower
capital requirements, many producers prefer to rent rather than to buy
land. The fact that well-functioning, though often strongly regulated,
rental markets in most industrial countries allow households to enter
into long-term contracts that do not appear to be associated with a vis-
ible reduction of investment incentives, demonstrates the flexibility and
possible advantages of land rental. It also highlights that long-term
security of tenure is critical to achieve such outcomes.

In countries of Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States (CIS), land rental was particularly important in the initial
phases of the transition to a market economy, and continues to be rele-
vant for facilitating access to land by younger producers and for consol-
idating operational holdings in situations where the ownership
structure is highly fragmented. The potential for rental markets is par-
ticularly high where land plots were restituted to original owners who
had little intention of becoming involved in farming, but where macro-
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economic uncertainty and shallow financial markets slowed the devel-
opment of land sales markets. Land rentals are also important to
achieve market-based consolidation in countries that distributed
extremely small plots of land.

Long-term leases are not common in Eastern Europe and the CIS
because of tenure insecurity. Short-term leases of public land are widely
applied to privatize enterprise land owned by local governments in

Eastern Europe, but doing so may be highly inefficient. The reason is
that the need to renew these periodically encourages rent-seeking and

causes insecurity about contract terms that is likely to undermine the

scope for long-term investment on such lands. In this case, sales or
other means of transferring ownership would be preferable to rental.

Developing true lease markets is also difficult where land was privatized

only in share form, and where a combination of high risk, scant market
development, and limited knowledge about their property rights pre-
vents owners from making the most effective use of their endowments

or establishing operations different from the former collectives.
The fragmentation of ownership and operational holdings caused by

restitution implies that there may be considerable scope for land sales

markets to bring about an ownership distribution that more closely
matches the operational distribution of land. Furthermore, the high
number of landowners in some of these situations increases the transac-

tion costs of rental markets, and in some cases has reportedly led to pref-

erences for sale rather than rental. However, in the absence of long-term
credit, and with an uncertain overall economic outlook, the level of
activity in land sales markets remains limited, implying that most of the

adjustments of operational holding sizes are arrived at through rental.

Africa

The current differences in land market activity across African countries
can often be directly traced to past policy interventions. Rental mar-

kets, including long-term transactions that are in many respects equiv-

alent to sales, are extremely active in West Africa, even though they

mostly remain informal. Land transfers are more limited in East and
southern Africa, where colonial policy had outlawed them for a long
time. Recent studies suggest that activity in rental markets can never-
theless increase relatively quickly once the opportunities to engage in
such activity exist. In most empirical settings rental markets improved

efficiency as well as equity, and evidence from Ethiopia indicates that
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restrictions on the operation of rental markets also tend to undermine
the emergence of nonfarm enterprises. This would imply that eliminat-
ing remaining restrictions on the operation of rental markets could

make a critical contribution not only to better land utilization, but also
to accelerated development of the broader rural economy.

While the cross-country variation in activity in land sales markets is
even wider than in the case of rental markets, evidence points toward
the rising importance of informal land sales in pern-urban locations and
in areas with potential for high-value crops. Although long-term land

transactions are often recognized by communities, failure to formalize
them creates opportunities to raise doubts about their legality at a later
time, something that has often given rise to serious conflict. Greater
efforts to formalize transactions at the local level could therefore have a

beneficial impact, especially where the buyers are from different ethnic
groups or are migrants.

Asia

Most South Asian countries have legislation restricting land rentals to

avoid exploitation of tenants by landlords. Although such laws may have

provided advantages to sitting tenants, they are likely to have a negative
impact on the ability of the landless to obtain land through the market,

as well as on landowners' incentives to undertake land-related invest-

ment. The case for gradual abolition of such restrictions is strengthened
by the example of China and Vietnam, where rental markets transfer
land to more productive and land-poor producers in a way that is more
effective than what was achieved by administrative reallocation. Evi-
dence from Southeast Asian countries also illustrates that active markets

in use rights can develop quickly as the availability of nonagricultural

labor increases. Indeed, broader economic development provides con-

siderable potential for the development of land rental markets that in
many instances has not yet been fully tapped or developed.

In most of Asia, markets for long-term use rights have developed

only recently. The scant empirical evidence available suggests that such

markets will generally help to improve both equity and efficiency,

except in situations where credit markets do not work well and shocks
may therefore force households into distress sales of land. The threat of

government expropriation without compensation is reported to lead to

a large number of informal land sales by individuals who hope to use
such sales as an opportunity to recoup at least a small part of the real
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value of the land. Land sales markets in Asia, especially at the rural-
urban fringe, are subject to a variety of restrictions. For example, in
many peri-urban areas restrictions on conversion from agricultural to
urban land limit the availability of such land for settlement and lead to
high prices, which may put such land out of the reach of large portions
of the population.

Latin America

In Latin America, a perception of weak property rights and a history of
land rental market restrictions imply that rental markets are less effec-
tive than one might expect in transforming a highly unequal distribu-
tion of land ownership into a more egalitarian operational distribution.
Even though evidence suggests that land rental is more effective in
bringing land into productive use than government programs, weak
and insecure property rights, together with high transaction costs, con-
tinue to limit the scope for exchange, in particular, long-term contracts,
in many countries. As a consequence, markets remain segmented and
thin, and transactions are often limited to close relatives, where private
enforcement without recourse to formal authorities is possible.

While in much of Latin America macroeconomic liberalization led to
a significant drop in land prices during the 1990s, the expected results in
terms of greater land market activity have only partly materialized. Even
where sales markets are active, they are often highly segmented in the
sense that large and small landowners trade with each other, but trades
rarely occur across different size classes of producers. The rather muted
impact of land market liberalization would be expected in a situation
where confidence in property rights is still low, capital markets are
imperfect, and transaction costs are high. It supports the hypothesis that
land markets alone will not be able to equalize the land ownership dis-
tribution in a sustainable manner, thereby helping to overcome the
structural difficulties plaguing rural areas in the region.

Policy Implications

To realize the full benefits that can accrue from rental markets, govern-
ments need to ensure that tenure security is high enough to facilitate
long-term contracts and eliminate unjustified restrictions on the opera-
tion of such markets. Limitations on the operation of land sales mar-
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kets may, in some cases, be justified on theoretical grounds. In practice,
efforts to implement such restrictions have almost invariably weakened
property rights, with the result that the unintended negative conse-
quences of sales market restrictions have often far outweighed the posi-
tive impacts they were intended to achieve. With few exceptions in the
case of rapid structural change, there is little to recommend such
restrictions as an effective tool for policy.

Rental Markets

Short-term rental contracts will provide only limited incentives for
users to undertake land-related investment. For longer-term contracts
to be feasible, long duration of land rights and high levels of tenure
security are critical, and finding ways to ensure such tenure security is a
key policy issue. Another constraint on land rental markets has been
the imposition of rent ceilings or the award of implicit ownership rights
to tenants. While effectively implemented tenancy regulation can ben-
efit sitting tenants, implementing such regulation is costly, and may
therefore not be an efficient way of transferring resources to the poor,
even in the short term. In the longer term, tenancy restrictions will
reduce the supply of land available to the rental market and undermine
investment, directly hurting the poor. Evidence from countries that
have eliminated such restrictions suggests that doing so can not only
improve access to land via rental markets, but can also increase house-
holds' participation in the nonfarm labor market and, by reducing the
discretionary power of bureaucrats, improve governance. A key policy
issue is therefore how to sequence the elimination of such restrictions in
a way that does not undermine equity.

Sales Markets

Credit market imperfections will affect the functioning of sales markets
and may lead to situations where government intervention could, in a
hypothetical world of perfect implementation, lead to outcomes that
would improve efficiency and equity. Implementing such interventions
has, however, proved to be exceedingly difficult in practice. In the vast
majority of cases, restrictions on land sales markets have undermined
tenure security and ended up making things worse than they were at
the outset.
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Restrictions on the transferability of land imposed by a central
authority have generally limited credit access and often only pushed
such transactions into informality. Except in situations of rapid eco-
nomic transition, they are unlikely to be justified. Local communities
are more likely to be able to appreciate the costs of limiting the trans-
ferability of land to outsiders or the benefits of eliminating such restric-
tions than central government institutions. As long as such decisions
are reached in a transparent way and can be enforced, allowing com-
munities to decide on whether to maintain or drop the restrictions on
land transactions with outsiders that generally characterize customary
land tenure systems may be more effective than imposing central
restrictions that are difficult or impossible to enforce.

Land ownership ceilings have generally been ineffective as a means
to facilitate the breakup of large farms, and instead have led to red tape,
spurious subdivisions, and corruption. Where they were low, they have
apparently had a negative impact on investment and landowners' abil-
ity to access credit, as in the Philippines. The only situation where they
can be justified is where high enough land ceilings may help to limit the
speculative acquisition of land, something that may be relevant in some
CIS countries.

High levels of fragmentation, caused either by successive sub-
division in the course of inheritance or by the desire to award at least
one plot of a specific quality or use type to each producer in the
process of land distribution, are often thought to lead to inefficiencies
in agricultural production. The magnitude and importance of such
inefficiencies increase as agricultural production becomes more mech-
anized. Dealing with fragmentation based on individual initiative will
incur high transaction costs. This provided the justification for gov-
ernments to adopt programs to complement market mechanisms in
an effort to facilitate more rapid consolidation of holdings at lower
costs. Although significant monetary and nonmonetary benefits are
reported from Western Europe, such programs have often been costly
and slow. Evidence from China highlights that in environments
where administrative capacity is limited, programs aiming at consoli-
dation can run into great difficulties and fail to yield the expected
benefits. Rigorous evaluation of the costs and benefits of different
approaches to consolidation in Eastern Europe would be desirable,
and will be required before wider adoption of such measures can be
recommended.
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Socially Desirable Land Use

D ECENTRALIZED TRANSACTIONS BASED ON SECURE LAND
rights are likely to be more conducive to efficiency and equity
while offering less scope for corruption and other undesirable

side effects than administrative intervention, especially as the number
of exchanges increases and the contractual arrangements become more
complex. At the same time, governments have a clear role to play in a
number of respects. Governments need to help establish the legal and
institutional frameworks within which land markets can function and
create a policy environment that rewards transactions that will increase
productivity and welfare rather than the opposite.

Even though the need to do so is particularly obvious in the case of
farm restructuring in Central and Eastern European (CEE) and CIS
countries, devolution of authority over state land has also emerged as a
critical issue in many other contexts. Where the land distribution is
highly unequal and large amounts of productive land are unutilized or
underutilized, governments may find it necessary to deal with funda-
mental issues related to the distribution of asset endowments that mar-
kets will not be able to address. In view of the large number of failed
attempts at doing so in a way that increased efficiency and equity, draw-
ing lessons from experience would be particularly relevant.

Finally, governments have a number of fiscal and regulatory instru-
ments at their disposal to provide incentives for land use that maximize
social welfare, for example, by helping to internalize effects that are exter-
nal to individual land users. Their shortage of administrative capacity
notwithstanding, many developing countries rely disproportionately on a
regulatory rather than a fiscal approach, often with the result of encour-
aging discretionary bureaucratic behavior. Awareness of the rationale,
mechanisms, and most appropriate level for intervention can help pro-
mote an approach that could produce more satisfactory outcomes, both
in terms of compliance and in terms of reducing the red tape with which
private entrepreneurs have to deal.

Farm Restructuring

The performance of production collectives, as opposed to service coop-
eratives for marketing, has been dismal worldwide, and many of the
production units in CIS and CEE countries were economically unvi-
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able long before the political changes of the 1990s. The process of
reform was affected by a number of factors. First, many of the produc-
tion units performed important social functions, and viable local gov-
ernments to take over these functions have emerged only slowly.
Second, establishing the infrastructure and supporting institutions
needed to facilitate the smooth operation of other markets is a process
that requires time. Finally, the magnitude of the transition and the large
number of interests affected implies that progress toward a stable post-
transition equilibrium is unlikely to be smooth and linear.

Indeed, rather than being based on economic considerations, the
specific modalities of farm restructuring were determined by a political
process. Most CEE countries adopted restitution of land, while the
majority of CIS countries and Albania opted for equal distribution of
land to farm members. The distribution of physically demarcated plots,
as adopted in Albania, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Moldova, was slower
and caused considerable fragmentation, whereas the distribution of
land shares that could be taken out of the collective under specified
procedures allowed quick privatization, but led to hardly any change in
the production structure.

The experience of farm restructuring illustrates that it is impossible
to divorce land tenure from broader policy and institutional issues and
access to local as well as global markets. Most of the economic benefits
of titling have initially been concentrated in urban areas, where credit
markets were much faster to emerge than in rural ones. The malfunc-
tioning of rural output and factor markets in a risky environment has
in many cases prevented households from leaving former collectives.
Improvements in the legal and institutional environment will therefore
be critical. To ensure a gradual improvement in the functioning of rural
markets, including those for land, establishing a correspondence
between land shares and physical property and eliminating implicit and
explicit restrictions on land rental will be important.

Land Refonn

The fact that in many countries the current land ownership distribution
has its origins in discriminatory policies rather than in market forces has
long provided a justification for adopting policies aimed at land reform.
The record of such policies is mixed. Land reforms have been very suc-
cessful in Asia Uapan, Republic of Korea, Taiwan [China]), and positive
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impacts have been reported from some African countries such as Kenya
and Zimbabwe in the early phases of their postindependence land
reforms. At the same time, land reforms in Latin America, other Asian
countries, and more recently South Africa, failed to live up to their objec-
tives and remain incomplete in many respects. A key reason for such lim-
ited impact was that reforms were often guided by short-term political
objectives, or that implementation responded more to planners' concep-
tions than to the needs of berieficiaries, often limiting the reforms' sus-
tainability and their impact on poverty.

Where extreme inequality in land distribution and underutilization
of vast tracts of productive land co-exist with deep rural poverty, a case
for redistributive measures to increase access to land by the poor can be
made, both politically and from an economic perspective. Even in such
cases, a number of different instruments (ranging from expropriation
with compensation to activation of rental markets) to effect the transfer
of land will normally be available. To ensure success of the reform and
productive use of the land, land reform needs to be combined with
other programs at the government's disposal. Access to nonland assets
and working capital and a conducive policy environment are essential.
Those benefiting from land reform need to be able to access output
markets as well as credit, the selection of beneficiaries needs to be trans-
parent and participatory, and attention needs to be paid to the fiscal
viability of land reform efforts.

Governments are more likely to meet these challenges if they use the
mechanisms at their disposal in concert and with the objective of maximiz-
ing synergies between them. This also implies a need to integrate land
reform into the broader context of economic and social policies aimed at
development and poverty reduction, and to implement programs in a
decentralized way with maximum participation by potential beneficiaries
and at least some grant element. Given the continuing relevance of the
issue, the often heated political debate surrounding it, and the lack of quan-
titative evidence on some more recent approaches, rigorous, open, and par-
ticipatory evaluation of ongoing experiences is particularly important.

Land Conflict

Increasing scarcity of land in the presence of high rates of population
growth, possibly along with a historical legacy of discrimination and highly
unequal land access, implies that many historical and contemporary con-
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flicts have their roots in struggles over land. This suggests a special role for
land policy in many postconflict settings. An ability to deal with land
claims by women and refugees, to use land as part of a strategy to provide
economic opportunities to demobilized soldiers, and to resolve conflicts
and overlapping claims to land in a legitimate manner will gready increase
the scope for postconflict reconciliation and speedy recovery of the produc-
tive sector, a key for subsequent economic growth. Failure to put in place
the necessary mechanisms can keep conflicts simmering, either openly or
under the surface, with high social and economic costs. In such situations,
subsequent transactions can lead to rapid multiplication of the conflict
potential, which in some rural areas can result in generalized insecurity of
land tenure that jeopardizes the broader rule of law.

Although empirical evidence is limited, even comparatively "minor"
conflict over land can significantly reduce productivity and, as it is
likely to affect the poor disproportionately, equity. Such conflicts are
more likely in situations of rapid demographic or economic transition.
Where this is an issue, existing institutions must have the authority and
legitimacy to re-interpret rules and thereby prevent relatively minor
conflicts from evolving into large-scale confrontation. Instead of open-
ing up parallel channels for conflict resolution, something that has
often contributed to increasing rather than reducing the incidence of
land-related conflict, building on informal institutions that have social
legitimacy and can deal with conflicts at low cost may be preferable.

Land Taxation

Local governments' lack of adequate sources of own revenue may not only
affect their financial viability, but also limit their responsiveness and
accountability to the local population. Lanid taxes have long been identified
as a source of own revenue for local governments that is associated with
minimal distortions, the use of which can at the same time encourage more
intensive land use. Even though the extent to which land taxes are used
varies widely across countries, actual revenues are generally well below their
potential. Reasons for this include deficient incentive structures and neglect
of capacity building with respect to assessment and administration, in addi-
tion to the political difficulty of having significant land taxes.

The high visibility of land taxes implies that establishing them may
be difficult politically, especially in settings where landlords still wield
considerable political power. In addition to democratic election of local
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governments and administrative support to the different aspects of tax
collection, schemes to encourage fiscal responsibility and tax collection
at the local level, for example, by matching local taxes collected with
central funds, can help to design and subsequently collect land taxes
appropriately. This can have a significant impact on incentives for effec-
tive land use, local government revenues, types and levels of public ser-
vices provided, and governance.

State Land Ownership

Governments should have the right of compulsory land acquisition, with
compensation, for the broader public benefit. At the same time, the way in
which many developing country governments exercise this right, espe-
cially for urban expansion, undermines tenure security and, because often
little or no compensation is paid, also has negative impacts on equity and
transparency. In a number of cases, anticipation of expropriation without
compensation has led landowners to sell their land in informal markets at
low prices, thereby not only forcing them to part with a key asset at a frac-
tion of its real value, but also encouraging unplanned development and
urban sprawl that will make subsequent provision of services by the gov-
ernment harder and more cosdy. Limiting the scope for such uncontrolled
exercise of bureaucratic power is a precondition for transparent decentral-
ization and improved tenure security in many pern-urban areas.

The state, especially in developing countries, often lacks the capacity
needed to manage land and bring it to its best use. Nevertheless, surpris-
ingly large tracts of land continue to be under state ownership and man-
agement. In pern-urban areas, this can imply that unoccupied land of
high potential lies idle while investment is held up by bureaucratic red
tape and nontransparent processes of decisionmaking that can attract
corruption. Experience demonstrates that transferring effective control of
such land to the private sector could benefit local governments, increase
investment, and improve equity. Where public land has been occupied by
poor people in good faith for a long time and significant improvements
have been made, such rights should be recognized and formalized at a
nominal cost to avoid negative equity outcomes. In cases where valuable
urban land owned and managed by the state lies unoccupied, auctioning
it off to the highest bidder will be the option of choice, especially if the
proceeds can be used to compensate original landowners or to provide
land and services to the poor at the urban fringes at much lower cost.
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Land Use Regulation

Even though direct management of land through government agencies has
rarely been effective, there is a clear role for government to ensure that
resources that embody broader social and cultural values and benefits, such
as landscapes, biodiversity, historic sites, and cultural values, will not be
irreversibly destroyed by myopic individual actions. Furthermore, public
action is warranted to reduce undesirable externalities and nuisances, pro-
vide incentives for the maintenance of positive external effects such as
hydrological balances, and facilitate cost-effective provision of government
services. Ensuring that these goals can be met requires paying attention to
the nature of property rights and to the ability to adopt specific regulations.

External environmental effects can often be internalized if property
rights are designed in a way that encourages prudent management of
natural resources, for example, by awarding property rights to groups
that jointly benefit from optimum resource use, by strengthening the
capacity of these groups for collective action, or by making award of
property rights either to individuals or to groups subject to certain
restrictions or rewards for desirable behavior. With the exception of
interventions to obtain environmental benefits, regulatory action to
avoid negative externalities from land use is more likely to be justified
in urban and peri-urban than in rural areas. The two questions that
need to be answered in this context are whether such measures should
be imposed by central or local authorities and how specific interven-
tions should be designed.

Zoning and other land use regulations should be established based on
a clear assessment of the capacity needed to implement them, the costs
of doing so, and the way in which both costs and benefits will be dis-
tributed. Failure to do so has often implied that centrally imposed regu-
lations could either not be implemented with existing capacity, that
doing so was associated with high costs that were predominantly borne
by the poor, or that they degenerated into a source of rent-seeking. Too
little thought has often been given to providing mechanisms that would
allow local communities to deal with such externalities in a more decen-
tralized, and therefore a less costly, way. To facilitate this, it is essential
that local governments have sufficient capacity and be aware of the
advantages and disadvantages of different approaches. A gradual devolu-
tion of responsibility for land use regulation to local governments, if
coupled with capacity building, could make a significant contribution to
efforts toward more effective decentralization.
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Land in the Broader Policy Context

Land policy addresses structural issues that, in the longer term, will
affect the ability of the poor to take advantage of the economic opportu-
nities opened up by broad macroeconomic changes. Measures to
increase land tenure security, reduce the transaction costs of transferring
land rights, and establish a regulatory framework to prevent undesirable
externalities do, however, cut across traditional boundaries. As a conse-
quence, institutional responsibilities are often dispersed among min-
istries such as those responsible for the environment, land reform, and
urban planning, many of which do not have strong capacity. To over-
come the compartmentalization that may result from such arrange-
ments, it will be essential to have a long-term vision and to include land
issues in the framework of a development strategy that has broad back-
ing, as well as being supported and coordinated by a high political level.
The extent to which goals are achieved should be monitored indepen-
dently, and the results compared with those achieved by other govern-
ment programs aimed at poverty reduction and economic development.

Land policy issues are complex, country-specific, of a long-term
nature, and often controversial politically. Even though specific inter-
ventions in the land policy area can make society better off, such mea-
sures may be challenged by vested interests that derive benefits from the
status quo. To prevent stalemate or inaction, proper sequencing of
reforms and attention to their political economy will be critical. To
make reforms feasible, strong local capacity, an open and broadly based
policy dialogue, carefully chosen and evaluated pilots, and sharing of
experience across countries will be essential, and can also help build
capacity for policy formulation.

Challenges Ahead

T HE LAST PUBLIC PRONOUNCEMENT BYTHE WORLD BANK ON

land issues was in the 1975 Land Reform Policy Paper, which
analyzed land largely in terms of agricultural use and produc-

tivity, devoting little attention to the importance of land rights for
empowering the poor and improving local governance, the develop-
ment of the private sector outside agriculture, the gender and equity
aspects associated with land, and the problems arising on marginal
areas and at the interface between rural and urban areas. Review of the
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extent to which the substantive messages have changed since 1975 and
the implications of this for operational approaches can illustrate the
challenges ahead as well as the, scope for successfully addressing them.

It is now widely realized that the almost exclusive focus on formal
title in the 1975 paper was inappropriate, and that much greater atten-
tion to the legality and legitimacy of existing institutional arrangements
will be required. Indeed, issues of governance, conflict resolution, and
corruption, which were hardly recognized in the 1975 paper, are
among the key reasons why land is coming to the forefront of the dis-
cussion in many countries. While there are more opportunities for win-
win solutions than may often be recognized, dealing with efficiency will
not automatically also resolve all equity issues. Stronger rights for
women, as well as improving access to land by herders, indigenous pop-
ulations, and other groups that were historically disadvantaged, can be
justified on the basis of basic human rights considerations, even if they
do not imply an immediate increase in economic efficiency.

Another area where the policy recommendations of the earlier paper
needs to be corrected is the uncritical emphasis on land sales, without
being aware of the high transaction costs and the many obstacles that
might impede the functioning of sales markets, especially for the poor.
Transferability of land is more important today than it was earlier, as evi-
denced by the high incidence of rental markets and the role these markets
play in facilitating the development of an off-farm sector. At the same
time rental markets, whose outcomes in terms of equity, productivity,
and long-term investment are more beneficial than had been assumed,
can address nearly all productivity concerns. Eliminating remaining
restrictions on the functioning of these markets is of high priority.

Even though the earlier paper acknowledged the scope for land redistri-
bution to improve equity and efficiency, little follow-up action took place
and no criteria to make this recommendation operational were proposed.
This report goes beyond this position in two respects. First, it acknowl-
edges that land reform can be a viable investment in a country's future, but
that to ensure that the potential is fillly utilized, there is a need to carefully
assess the requirements and scope of this intervention as compared with
others to determine both target groups and necessary complementary
measures. The targeting and impact on poverty reduction, empowerment,
and productivity, as well as the cost of such a program, need to be evalu-
ated carefully and in a transparent and participatory way, explicitly allow-
ing for modifications of program design in response to results. Second,
there are many land-related interventions with a clear poverty-reducing
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impact that are less controversial politically and less demanding in
terms of institutional capacity and fiscal resources. Initiating a program
of land reform without at the same time exhausting these other options
will not be prudent. Moreover, even where redistributive land reform is
either not needed or is not politically feasible, much can and may need
to be done to improve land rights and access by the poor.

Not surprisingly, in view of the controversial nature of the subject, in
1975 the Bank was very cautious about offering policy advice and did
not confront the political dimension of land directly. Few links between
land and broader economic development were drawn that could have
helped to integrate land issues with a long-term strategy that had broad
support at the country level, and little detail was offered on how the
insights gained could be made operational. As a consequence, the
impact in terms of implementation was limited. This report illustrates
not only that substantive policy advice has evolved considerably since
then, but also that the general principles and recommendations derived
here need to be translated into the local realities prevailing in any spe-
cific setting. Doing so will require not only an active policy dialogue,
but also the collaboration of all major stakeholders, drawing on their
respective comparative advantage. It is hoped that building on the
process embarked upon in its preparation, this report will make a con-
tribution toward reaching this goal.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

A CCESS TO LAND AND THE ABILITY TO MAKE

productive use of such land is critical to poor people
worldwide. In addition to its direct effect on house-
holds' welfare and their strategies for risk coping,

together with other factors, the system of land tenure

will also affect the scope for the emergence of markets
and the structure of governance at the local level. Over the last decade de-

collectivization in Eastern Europe; legal and other action to overcome the
legacy of colonial administration in Africa; and a mix of structural and

macroeconomic reforms, de-collectivization, and postconflict situations in

Latin America and Asia have all contributed to increasing the importance
of land tenure, land markets, and effective and sustainable governance of
the land resource. This importance is reflected in a growing and increas-

ingly sophisticated body of research that goes to great lengths to adopt a

methodological approach that does justice to the topic, and can therefore

lead to policy recommendations that take the complexity and the politi-

cally controversial nature of the issues at stake into account. As insufficient
communication of the results from such research to decisionmakers and
other interested parties has often given rise to misunderstandings, this
report aims to summarize available insights in a form that is relatively eas-
ily accessible; to present general recommendations; and to illustrate how

these could be translated into specific, real-world situations.

The Relevance of Land Rights

A CCESS TO LAND AND THE ABILITY TO EXCI-fANGE IT WITH

others and to use it effectively are of great importance for poverty
reduction, economic growth, and private sector investment as
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well as for empowering the poor and ensuring good governance. Even

though the nature of the issues at stake varies considerably across regions

and countries, the last decade has seen a tremendous increase in the

demand for policy advice on land. Two reasons underlie this phenome-

non. First, stakeholders are now more aware of the need to complement

macroeconomic policies with attention to structural issues if the desired

response to greater economic opportunities is to be forthcoming. Struc-

tural characteristics will affect the way in which the benefits of other pol-

icy interventions are distributed among the population and different

groups' incentives for long-term investment in physical and human capi-

tal. Addressing these issues is critical to ensure that such opportunities will

indeed benefit the large majority of the population. Second, policymakers

now better understand the shortcomings of past approaches to land policy.

Even though land markets are no longer considered to be exploita-

tive of the poor, poorly designed land market interventions and regula-

tions continue to hamper the development of land markets in many

parts of the world. This directly limits access to land by the landless and

poor in rural and peri-urban areas and, to the extent that it discourages

renting out by landlords who are therefore unable to make the most

productive use of their land, reduces productivity and investment.

High transaction costs in land markets can also either increase the cost

of providing credit or require the costly development of collateral sub-

stitutes, in both cases constraining private sector development The far-

reaching impact of distortions is, for example, illustrated by a recent

study that estimates that taking both direct and indirect effects
together, land market distortions reduce the annual rate of gross

domestic product growth in India by 1.3 percent.

Empowerment of the Poor and Governance

Historically, the imposition of systematic barriers preventing the poor

from accessing land has been a key strategy for limiting the scope for

their economic advancement. The ensuing legacy of exclusion and

extra-legality is large: in many African countries, the large majority of

land (more than 90 percent on average) remains under customary

tenure, which often lacks legal recognition. Informality is similarly

widespread in urban areas. This is of particular concern, because in

many of these countries growing populations and expanding nonagri-

cultural demand lead to an appreciation of land values and increase the

potential for land-related conflict. Recent examples from both East and
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West Africa illustrate that failure to attend to such conflicts early on
can, especially if land issues overlap with ethnicity and race issues, eas-
ily lead to broader social strife, including possible state failure, with
devastating consequences for household welfare and economic growth.

In situations where access to opportunities and resources is insecure
or is distributed in a highly unequal fashion, generating the sense of
participation and belonging that researchers now generally believe is a
precondition for good and democratic governance at the local level will
be difficult. Where households have reason to believe that raising their
voice will undermine their access to land and other resources, they are
much less likely to do so. This will make ensuring consistent minimum
standards of accountability and transparency extremely difficult. Simi-
larly, many of the recent attempts at decentralization have had limited
success, partly because of a lack of fiscal discipline, and partly because
of limited success in giving voice to the local population and allowing
them to effectively articulate their demands. In countries where land
continues to be a key element of households' wealth, land taxation
could be used more effectively as an incentive to motivate fiscal disci-
pline by local governments, and by enhancing the accountability of
local officials can also strengthen the voice of the local population.

Land Policy in Different Regional Contexts

A BRIEF REVIEW OF EVIDENCE ACROSS THE WORLD'S MAIN
regions illustrates not only that close links exist between land
policy and economic growth, poverty reduction, and empow-

erment, but also that during the last decade, the relevance of such pol-
icy has increased considerably for a variety of often region-specific
reasons. Therefore, despite the complexity and long-term nature of
land policy issues and the fact that they cut across different institutions,
there is now increasing recognition that, in view of their far-reaching
implications, ignoring them can jeopardize social peace and efforts at
long-term, sustainable development.

Political and Social Changes in Eastern Europe

The political changes Eastern Europe has experienced during the last
decade have moved property rights and privatization issues to the cen-
ter of many policy discussions. Contrary to earlier expectations, the
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transition from a centrally planned to a market economy has been more
difficult than anticipated, highlighting that establishing the infrastructure
for markets to function takes considerable time. Even in the most

advanced countries much remains to be done and progress differs consid-

erably, especially between Central and Eastern European and Common-
wealth of Independent States countries. Often the failure to quickly
define clear rules for land access and ownership appears to has negatively

affected investment. Other countries have made considerable advances in

privatizing land and, through the provision of an enabling institutional

environment, in allowing landowners to make better use of land and
thereby bring about much needed economic restructuring. In the future,
in addition to balancing the goals of equity and productive efficiency in

the process of transition, policy advice is needed on how to allow
landowners to exchange their rights and thereby improve the efficiency of

land use as well as the functioning of other factor markets.

Structural Reforms in Latin America

With many countries in Latin America having undergone significant eco-

nomic liberalization, second-generation reforms will be required to tackle

more deeply rooted structural problems, including the unequal distribu-

tion of land, if persistent poverty and destitution are to be overcome.
Implementing such reforms will require formalizing the often highly

informal property rights held by the poor; improving the security of

tenure, and thus the functioning of land rental and possibly also of sales
markets; addressing the legacy of reforms that were only partially success-

ful; and making further efforts to redistribute land and nonland assets to
the poor. Providing secure land rights and establishing clear rules to guar-

antee broad access and facilitate the exchange of land have proven critical
in postconflict situations where land was often a key contributor to the

conflict. Where local institutions that enjoy little legitimacy control

access to land, this is clearly linked to broader governance issues.

Colonial Legacies in Africa

Until recently, customary tenure systems have not enjoyed legal recogni-

tion in many African countries because of colonial policies that discrimi-

nated against customary tenure, reinforced by policy advice that regarded

such forms of tenure as anachronistic. As lands under customary tenure

continue to account for the vast majority of rural, and often also urban
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and peri-urban, land, a large part of the population has remained outside
the purview of the law, with far-reaching consequences for investment,
the scope for formal land transactions and credit access, and the ability to
control land conflicts. In many cases the negative consequences of this
lack of legal recognition were exacerbated by misguided policies to
nationalize land. In recent decades some countries have realized that rad-
ical change will be needed to adapt the legal framework to current condi-
tions. Implementation of new laws is, however, seriously lagging. Where
adequate laws exist, combining their implementation with interventions
to enhance the productivity of rural producers or the transferability of
land in peri-urban areas is likely to have a major impact on poverty
reduction, investment, and economic growth.

Combination of Situations in South and East Asia

Although South and East Asia are characterized by huge differences in
economic development and in policy frameworks, the importance of
land policy issues has increased in virtually all of them. Evidence of the
positive fiscal and economic impact of long-term programs to modernize
land administration, as demonstrated most clearly by the case of Thai-
land, has led to increased attention to land administration by a number
of countries in the region. In South Asia, interventions to increase the
security of tenants have a long tradition. The de-collectivization of agri-
cultural production has allowed China to realize tremendous productiv-
ity gains, and policy experiments in rural and urban areas have provided
the basis for a gradual strengthening of tenure securiry and an extension
of the duration of lease rights given to households, all of which culmi-
nated in the 2002 passage of the new Land Contracting Law. Attention
to land issues has also proven to be critical for equity in countries that
have only recently emerged from conflict and civil war.

The Role of This Report

ESEARCHERS ACROSS A VARIETY OF DISCIPLINES ARE WELL

aware of the importance of land issues, and a large body of
research has been accumulated that aims to improve under-

standing of land issues and the scope for and impact of specific interven-
tions. From simple beginnings and often naive recommendations that
showed little awareness of the potential complexities of land markets,
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there has been a considerable evolution and increased sophistication. As a
consequence, researchers now widely recognize that in the presence of
multiple market and institutional imperfections, "first-best" policy advice
that was based on an ideal world of perfect markets without transaction
costs and structural rigidities is unlikely to be appropriate. The need for a
more cautious approach is reinforced by the fact that the patterns of land
ownership, access, and use observed in most countries are not the prod-
uct of the interplay of supply and demand in an impersonal market, but
rather the result of political power struggles and noneconomic restric-
tions. All this has led researchers to frame their results carefully and to
make policy recommendations that are much more nuanced and differ-
entiated than in the past, and that attempt to take market imperfections
and the presence of self-interested actors with limited information into
account in any analysis and in the policy conclusions derived from it.

At the same time, the conclusions from such research have not
always been sufficiently well disseminated or transmitted to policy ana-
lysts and decisionmakers. In some cases this has given rise to policy
advice that, because it failed to adequately reflect the need to account
for local conditions, may not have been the most appropriate for the
goals of pro-poor development. The failure to communicate the results
of recent research clearly or to critically evaluate innovative approaches
has also created misunderstandings between different groups interested
in land policy.

This report aims to summarize recent research and operational expe-
rience in the area of land tenure and to illustrate the policy implications
arising from it in a way that is accessible to a broader audience. Doing
so is expected to have two tangible benefits. First, by showing that dis-
agreement on key principles is less than is often presumed, the report
should make it easier to address key policy issues in this area, thereby
helping to close the gap between research and practice, improve the
integration of land into long-term country strategies, and focus discus-
sion on areas where no unambiguous evidence exists. Second, by high-
lighting the need for policy discussion and careful evaluation to adapt
general principles to local conditions, the report aims to encourage the
formulation of policy advice that, by taking the specifics of any given
situation into account, will harness the full potential of land policy for
poverty reduction, economic growth, empowerment, and improved
governance in the Bank's client countries.



CHAPTER TWO

Property Rights to Land

A SOCIETY'S ABILITY TO DEFINE AND, WITHIN A

broad system of the rule of law, establish institutions
that can enforce property rights to land as well as to
other assets is a critical precondition for social and
economic development. Better access to markets as
well as increased population density tend to increase

the value of land and can lead to either the emergence of institutions
that facilitate a more precise definition of property rights to this asset or
the emergence of costly conflict over land rights. Together with the
exogenous imposition of property rights by overlords, these factors
determine the evolution of property rights systems throughout history.
A review of history illustrates that the way in which land rights are
assigned does affect economic and human development in the long
term. Moreover, property rights arrangements that may not be con-
ducive from either an economic or a social point of view may stay in
place for a long time.

Three reasons account for public involvement in the establishment
and guarantee of property rights to land: (a) the elimination of the need
for individuals to dissipate resources in trying to establish property
rights, (b) the cost and equity advantages normally associated with a
systematic approach, and (c) the network effects resulting from consis-
tent availability of information across administrative units. This chap-
ter identifies and discusses key elements such as duration of land rights,
identification of boundaries, types of rights, enforcement mechanisms,
and scope for gradual evolution of property rights arrangements in
response to changing economic and social conditions.

The magnitude of the benefits that result from establishing property
rights, and the type of intervention most appropriate in any given set-
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ting, will depend on the scope for investment (by locals and outsiders)
and transfer of property rights, the possible threats of dispossession or
conflict, and the potential for increasing output and efficiency by
means of land transfers. Empirical evidence from across the world
reveals the demand for greater security of tenure and illustrates that
appropriate interventions to increase tenure security can have signifi-
cant benefits in terms of equity, investment, credit supply, and reduced
expenditure of resources on defensive activities.

To increase the security of property rights, legal and institutional issues
need to be tackled in tandem or evolve jointly, with reference to the
broader social and economic environment within which land rights are
embedded. On the legal side, the definition of property rights to land and
the way in which people can acquire them must be clear and equitable, in
line with practice on the ground; rights must be sufficiently long term;
and risks of losing them to discretionary bureaucratic behavior must be
eliminated. On the institutional side, procedures need to be formulated,
institutions need to be accessible, and services should be provided effec-
tively and at low cost. All this implies that beyond the formulation of
general principles, practical implementation of any measures to increase
the security of tenure has to start with in-depth analysis of the current sit-
uation. If the administrative infrastructure is thin and resources are
scarce, this will imply a significant role for local communities.

The Historical Context

Land rights can be A HISTORICAL REVIEW OF LAND TENURE ARRANGEMENTS IS

understood properly only Kf Lsimportant not only because dealing with current land policy
viewed against the context issues is impossible without an awareness of the underlying his-

of their evolution torical dimensions, but also because many of the systems that have his-
torically been encountered in the evolution of property rights, from the
nomadic existence of hunter-gatherers to haciendas and highly mecha-
nized farms, still exist side by side in different regions of the world. Plac-
ing these within the broader historical evolution of land rights will help
in understanding not only their origins, but also the possible paths of
development. Doing so does not aim to substitute for the literature on
the subject but rather to build on the available work to identify driving
forces that underlie the evolution of land tenure arrangements over time
and to use these as a backdrop for the challenges policymakers face and
their options for addressing them.
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Property rights generally emerge as a result of the interaction of eco-
nomic and political forces. Economists have long used the concept of
induced innovation (Hayami and Ruttan 1985) to explain how, with
increased population density, a more precise definition of property rights
can reduce open access to and provide individuals with investment incen-
tives. According to this theory, social groups adopt property rights
because the benefits from doing so exceed the costs, implying that society
will always gain. However, there are many cases where the virtuous cycle
of increased scarcity of land leading to more precise definition of property
rights has not materialized, but instead conflict has arisen. A second
strand of the literature emphasizes that those in power may establish cer-
tain types of property rights to exclude others or affect their behavior. In
this case, the imposition of property rights will not necessarily be associ-
ated with economic benefits and may be extremely sub-optimal from a
social perspective. Therefore, institutions that lead to socially undesirable
outcomes can originate in the inability to respond to the pressure result-
ing from increased population or outside intervention. In either case, and
irrespective of the original causes, inefficient institutions can prevail for a
long period and changing them may be politically difficult. Nonetheless,
the impact on economic outcomes may be considerable.

Evolution of Customary Tenure with Population Growth

A key justification for secure property rights is that they provide incen-
tives for investment in land and sustainable resource management. In Societies adopt property
areas that are naturally suitable for arable cultivation, with low popula- rights when high
tion densities, cultivators have no incentive to invest in soil fertility, and population density
instead will practice shifting cultivation. Under this system the cultivator requires land-related
clears a plot of land and grows food crops for a few years until the soil fer- investment or if other
rility has been exhausted. At this point the cultivator moves to a new plot factors increase the
and leaves the previous plot fallow to restore its soil fertility (Boserup value of land

1965).1 Because land is plentifil and no labor input is needed to restore
fertility, ownership security is not required. Instead, the general right to
cultivate a piece of land is an inseparable, and in principle inalienable,
element of tribal membership. Cultivation rights are assigned to individ-
uals on a temporary basis, normally for as long as the cleared plot is culti-
vated. Once cultivation has ended because soil fertility has been
exhausted, the plot falls back to the lineage and the family either selects a
new plot or has a plot allocated by the chief of the tribe. There is litde

9
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incentive to claim individual property rights in land, and the general
right to use land, though not specific plots, is available to all members
of a lineage. The need to expand the level of agricultural production in
line with higher population density implies that fallow cycles will
become increasingly short until shifting cultivation is no longer ade-
quate as a method of restoring soil fertility. Other means, such as apply-
ing manure, planting trees, terracing, or irrigating, will be needed to do
so. Unless property rights to land are defined in a way that will allow
those making the investment to reap at least part of the benefit, none of
these investment activities will be undertaken voluntarily. Historically,
this has been one of the driving forces underlying the adoption of more
secure property rights as well as the development of social structures to
facilitate collective action to engage in land-related investment.

The diffusion of exogenous technical change and/or expansion of
trade generally can have an investment-increasing effect similar to the
one caused by increased population density. By increasing the stream of
incomes that can be derived from a unit of land, technical change and
trade expansion increase incentives for better definition of property
rights in land. Indeed, establishment of tree crops, and the associated
investment in clearing and leveling of land, was generally undertaken
only where institutional innovations had enhanced tenure security ade-
quately so that individuals could be sure to reap the benefits from such
investments. Similarly, the transportation revolution caused by the
steamship in the late nineteenth century led not only to the involve-
ment of hitherto unexplored countries and states in global trade but
also to increased demand for individualized ownership of land. For
example, the opening of Thailand to international rice trade through
the Bowering treaty of 1826 induced a quantum increase in the
demand for rice land in the Thailand plains and brought about the
introduction of a formal land registration system (Feeney 1988).

Failure to develop property The above describes a virtuous cycle where greater resource values
right institutions will lead lead to an increasingly precise definition of property rights that induces

to conflict and resource higher levels of investment. However, there are many examples
dissipation throughout history where failure to establish the necessary property

rights institutions has led to conflict and resource dissipation rather

than investments that would enhance resource values and productivity.
Both conceptual models and empirical evidence suggest that the
broader economic impact of the way in which property rights are
secured will be significant (Eggertsson 1996; Grossman 2001, 2002;
Grossman and Kim 1995).

10
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Outside Interventions

On a global scale, the gradual increase of tenure security described in Colonial rulers often
the previous section was followed only in a few marginal areas where no introduced discriminatory
minerals were available. Most other regions at some time experienced systems of property rights
colonial intervention or the imposition of overlords. The nature of such
intervention was affected by the level of population density prevailing
at the time of colonial conquest, and its impacts can be seen most
clearly in the case of low population densities. At low levels of mecha-
nization, and with the exception of a few plantation crops, agricultural
production does not entail economies of scale. Smallholder agriculture
will therefore maximize both output and social welfare. As long as land
can be accessed freely, the establishment of large-scale plantations, for
example, coffee plantations, as well as the recruitment of labor for agri-
culture at wages that are below the marginal return to labor in indepen-
dent agricultural production, will not be feasible unless governments
adopt interventions to systematically reduce the benefits that small-
holders can obtain on their own holdings. Such interventions to reduce
overall welfare so as to benefit a particular group have been common
throughout history (Binswanger, Deininger, and Feder 1995).

Low population density or the drastic decimation of the domestic These systems often
population in the context of colonial conquest in many of the colonies reduced efficiency,
in the Americas and Africa required the imposition of coercion to undermined equity,
obtain labor either for agricultural production on large farms and plan- and had to be
tations or for a supply of labor to work in the mines. As shown and for- maintained by force
malized in detail elsewhere (Conning 2002), in such landlord
economies, getting households that would otherwise engage in higher-
productivity family farming to supply labor to mines or large farms
requires that the supply of land be artificially restricted. To do so, the
colonial powers applied three main strategies, namely:

Reducing the land available for peasant cultivation by allocating
rights to "unoccupied" lands so that they went to members of the
ruling class only, thereby confining free peasant cultivation to
infertile or remote areas with poor infrastructure and market
access (table 2.1 lists a variety of cases in which access to high-
quality land was restricted). Farm profits or welfare on free peas-
ant lands were thus reduced by the higher labor requirements
needed to produce a unit of output on poor land, by increased
transport and marketing costs, and by increased prices for con-
sumer goods imported to the region.
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Table 2.i Ontevencon to establish anDd supp3ort large farmS selede DocatDons anidI pveids

Continent Taxes and interventions in labor
and country Land market interventions and output markets

Africa
Algeria Titling, circa 1840 Tax exemption for European farmers' workers, 1849

Land grants under setdement programs, 1871 Credit provision for European settlers
Setders' law, 1873

Angola Land concessions to Europeans, 1838, 1865 Slavery until 1880
Vagrancy laws, 1875

Egypt Land grants, 1840 Corvde labor from 16th century
(Ottomans) Corve exemption for farm workers, 1840s

Land tax exemption for large landlords, 1856
Credit and marketing subsidies, 1920s and 1930s

Kenya Land concessions to Europeans, circa 1900 Hut and poll taxes from 1905
No African land purchases outside reserves, 1926 Labor passes, 1908

Squatter laws 1918, 1926, and 1939
Restrictions on Africans' market access from 1930:
* Dual price system formalized
* Quarantine and forced destocking for livestock
* Monopoly marketing associations
* Prohibition of African export crop cultivation
Subsidies to mechanization, 1940s

Malawi Land allotments to Europeans, 1894 Tax reductions for farm workers, circa 1910
Mozambique Comprehensive rights to leases under prazo, Labor tribute, 1880

19th century Vagrancy law, 1899
Abolition of African trade, 1892
Forced cultivation, 1930

Sokotho Land grants to settlers, 1804 Slavery, 19th century
Caliphate
(Nigeria)

South Africa Native reserves, 19th century Slavery and indentured labor, 19th century
Pseudo-communal tenure in reserves, 1894 Restrictions on Africans' mobility, 1911, 1951
Native Lands Act, 1912 Monopoly marketing, from 1930
* Demarcation of reserves Prison labor, circa 1950
* Elimination of tenanicy Direct and indirect subsidies, 20th century
* Prohibition of African land purchases outside

reserves

Tanganyika Land grants to sertlers, 1890 Hut tax and corvle requirements, 1896
(Tanzania) Compulsory cotton production, 1902

Vagrancy laws (work cards), 20th century
Exclusion of Africans from credit, 1931
Marketing cooperatives to depress African prices, 1940

Zimbabwe Reserves, 1896 and 1931 Poll and hut taxes, 1896
Discrimination against tenancy, 1909
Monopoly marketing boards, from 1924
* Dual price system in maize
* Forced destocking of livestock, 1939

(table continues on following page)
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Continent Taxes and interventions in labor
and country Land market interventions and output markets

Asia
India (north) Land grants from 1 st century Hacienda system, 4th century B.C.

Corv&e labor, from 2nd century
China (south) Limitations on peasant mobility, circa 500

Tax exem1ption for slaves, circa 500
Gentry exemption from taxes and labor services, 1400

Japan Exclusive land rights to developed wasteland, 723 Tribute exemption for cleared and temple land, 700
Java and Land grants to companies, 1870 lndentured labor, 19th century

Sumatra Cultivation system, 19th century
Philippines Land grants to monastic orders, 16tlh century Encomienda

Repartimiento
Tax exemption for hacienda workers, 16th century

Ceylon Land appropriation, 1840 Plantations tax exempt, 1818
(Sri Lanka) Indentured labor, 19th century

Euirope
Prussia Land grants, from 13th century Monopolies on milling and alcohol

Restrictions on labor mobility, 1530
Land reform legislations, 1750-1850

Russia Land grants, from 14th century Restrictions on peasant mobility:
Service tenure, 1565 * Exit fees, 1400-50

* Forbidden years, 1588
* Enserfment, 1597
* Tradability of serfs, 1661
Home farm exempt from taxation, 1580
Debt peonage, 1597
Monopoly on commerce, until 1830

South America
Chile Land grants, 16th century Encomienda, 16th century

Labor services, 17th century
Import duties on beef, 1890
Subsidies to mechanizationi, 1950-60

El Salvador Grants of public land, 1857 Vagrancy laws, 1825
Titling of communal land, 1882 Exemption from public and military services for large

landowners and their workers, 1847
Guatemala Resetdement of Indians, 16th century Cash tribute, 1540

Manamieffto, circa 1600
Debt peonage, 1877

Mexico Resettlement of Indians, 1540 Encomienda, 1490
Expropriation of communal lands, 1850 Tribute exemption for hacienda workers, 17th century

Debt peonage, 1790
Return of debtors to haciendas, 1843
Vagrancy laws, 1877

Peru Land grants, 1540 Encomienda, 1530
Resettlement of Indians, 1570 Labor service exemption for hacienda workers, 1550
Titling and expropriation of Indian land, Slavery of Africans, 1580

17th century

Source: Binswanger, Deininger, and Feder (1 995).
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* Imposing diffeirential taxation by requiring free peasants to pay
tribute, hut, head, or poll taxes (in cash, kind, or labor services),
while often exempting workers or tenants of manorial estates or
taxing them at much lower rates. Such systems were used widely
in Western Europe during the feudal period; in ancient Japan; in
China, India, and the Ottoman Empire; and by all colonial pow-
ers (table 2.1). Tribute systems survived into the second half of
the 19th century in Eastern Europe and Japan. As long as free
peasants could pay tribute or taxes in kind or in cash and have
equal access to output markets, taxation alone may have been
insufficient to generate a supply of workers or tenants, and it was
therefore often complemented by output market interventions.

* Restricting market access or confining public goods (roads, exten-
sion, credit) to rulers' farms was often done by setting up cooper-
ative or monopoly marketing schemes to buy only from the farms
of the rulers. The prazo system in Mozambique combined rights
to labor and tribute from peasants with monopolies on inputs
and outputs. In Kenya the colonial government prohibited the
production of coffee by Africans outright until the 1 950s. Euro-
pean monopolies on sales of tobacco in what is now Malawi and
Zimbabwe were directly transferred to large farms after the coun-
tries gained independence. In some cases this was combined with
direct subsidization of these farms to make them competitive
with peasant farms that would otherwise have shown superior
economic performance.

A fourth strategy was the importation of indentured labor or slaves.2

The workers had to be indentured to prevent them from establishing
plots of their own or going into mining at least for the period of inden-
ture. Once members of the ruling group began to establish viable agri-
cultural production, getting enough workers for their estates required
interventions in more than one market. The most common pattern was
to combine restrictions on land use with differential taxation. This pat-
tern led to the establishment of haciendas, the defining characteristic of
which is that a large landowner manages most of the land and workers
have access only to small house plots to ensure their subsistence,
emerged as the predominant form in Algeria, Egypt, Kenya, South
Africa, and Zimbabwe; in Bolivia, Chile, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Peru, and other countries in Latin America; in the Philip-
pines; and in Prussia and other parts of Eastern Europe.
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A major purpose of the concentration of land by individual land-
lords was to restrict the indigenous population's possibility of engaging
in independent cultivation, something that is illustrated by the fact that
the landlord's home farm often vastly exceeded the area actually culti-
vated and much of the land remained under forest or fallow or was
devoted to extensive livestock grazing. At the height of the feudal
period in Western Europe, between one-quarter and one-half of the
total area on manorial estates was cultivated by the owner of the home
farm. On Latin American and African haciendas, that share was ini-
tially much lower, in some cases only about one-tenth (Palmer 1977).

By contrast to the case of low population density, in situations
where population density was already high at the time of colonization,
colonial powers could simply replace pre-existing structures, some-
thing that the British did in India, the Dutch did in Indonesia, the
Dutch and the Portuguese did in Sri Lanka, and to some extent the
French did in West Africa. 4 They either established overlords who
would collect tribute in return for cultivation rights or conferred land
ownership on the crown or an overlord. The latter in practice con-
verted small farmers into tenants or sharecroppers. Landlord estates
were prevalent in China, Egypt, Ethiopia, eastern India, Iran, Japan,
the Republic of Korea (henceforth referred to as Korea), and Pakistan.
In many of these colonial environments, landlords could easily restrict
peasants' alternatives and maintain control over land and labor, and
sometimes over output markets.

Reforns of Land Relations

To overcome the long-term effects of outside intervention and noneco- Land reform was often
nomic distortions, land reform measures were often needed. The way in needed to correct the
which land relations were transformed from feudal landlord estates or bias introduced
haciendas continues to affect systems in place at present and shape the by nonmarket
challenges current land policy efforts face. As land reform involves the intervention
transfer of rents from a ruling class to tenant workers, it is not surpris-
ing that most large-scale land reforms were associated with revolts
(Bolivia), revolutions (Chile, China, Cuba, El Salvador, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Russia), conquests (Japan and Taiwan [China]), the demise
of colonial rule (eastern India, Kenya, Mozambique, Vietnam, Zim-
babwe), or the end of major wars (Hungary and much of Eastern
Europe). Attempts at land reform without massive political upheaval
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have rarely succeeded in transferring much of a country's land or have
done so extremely slowly because of a lack of political commitment to
provide the funding to compensate owners. This report distinguishes
among transformation of landlord estates to smallholder farms, transi-
tion to junker estates, and collectivization and de-collectivization. Even
in Europe, the reform of land relations has been a lengthy, conflictive,
and highly political process (Swinnen 2002), and often the introduction
of universal franchise has been essential to constrain the power of land-
lords (Acemoglu and Robinson 1999). This illustrates not only that
greater democratization is often inextricably intertwined with the
reform of property rights, but also that, in many instances, far-reaching
reforms to the property rights system have been undertaken only in con-
junction with major historic events, something that is confirmed by the
recent changes of-property rights in Eastern European countries.

Land reform was relatively Rapid transition from landlord estates to family farms in a market
simple in tenancy systems, economy has led to stable systems of production relations. The organiza-

but much more difficult tion of production remains the same family farm system; the only change
where haciendas prevailed is that ownership is transferred from large landlords to tenants who

already farm the land and have the skills and implements necessary to
clltivate their fields. Government involvement in the transition has often
been substantial, ranging from a ceiling on the size of landholdings and
on the amounts to be paid for the land, to the establishment of beneficia-
ries' financial obligations. Many reforms that followed this pattern pro-
vided stronger incentives for tenant-owners to work and invest in their
farms and led to increases in output and productivity. The resulting sys-
tems have had great stability. Since the end of World War II landlord
estates in Bolivia, large areas of China, eastern India, Ethiopia, Iran,
Japan, Korea, and Taiwan (China) have been transferred to tenants in the
course of successful land reforms. Theoretically, the productiviry gains
associated with such reforms come about because of improved work and
investment incentives associated with increased security of tenure. These
gains may be modest if tenants had to compensate landowners at near
market prices, if security of tenure had already been high, if cash rent
contracts had prevailed, or if the disincentive effects associated with share
tenancy had been low (Otsuka and Hayami 1988). Empirical evidence
shows that the reform of landlord estates led to considerable investment,
adoption of new technology, and increases in productivity (CaHison
1983; Dorner and Thiesenhusen 1990; King 1977; Koo 1973; Warriner
1969) and that costs to the government for complementary investments
supporting the transition in ownership structure, such as infrastructure,
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housing, and training in management skills, were low because the struc-
ture of the smallholder production system was already in place.

By contrast with the relatively smooth transition from landlord estates
to family farms, the reform of hacienda systems has been slow and diffi-
cult. The outcome has frequently been the emergence of large owner-
operated junker estates, with greatly increased home farm cultivation, that
produce a variety of crops and livestock products using a hierarchy of
supervisors. By substituting often subsidized capital for labor, junker
estates were transformed into large-scale, mechanized, commercial farms
that no longer depended on large amounts of labor. Collective farming
was also introduced in a number of countries based on an erroneous belief
in the productive superiority of large farms. For example, landlord estates
in China, the former Soviet Union, and Vietnam were initially converted
into family farms. The redistributed farmlands were later consolidated
into collectives, in which land is owned and operated jointly under a sin-
gle management. In Algeria, Chile, the former Democratic Republic of
Germany, Mozambique, Nicaragua, and Peru, junker estates or large com-
mercial farms were converted directly into state farms. In most cases work-
ers continued as employees under a single management, with no change in
internal production relations, to maintain the perceived economies of
scale and superior management associated with these arrangements.

Importance of Land Rights for Long-Term Development

In view of the far-reaching impact of land tenure arrangements on the eco-
nomic opportunities open to households, it should come as no surprise
that, in the long run, the initial land ownership distribution has decisively The initial distribution
affected the scope for broader economic development well beyond the of land affects the nature
agriculture sector. Land and real estate are major assets in modern societies and rate of long-term
(Ibbotson, Siegel, and Love 1985), with land being even more important economic growth
in developing countries, where it often constitutes not only the main ele-
ment in households' asset portfolios, accounting, for example, for about
60 percent in Uganda, but is also a key determinant of household welfare. 5

The way in which land rights are defined will therefore affect not only the
returns from specific investments and the direction and magnitude of
technical change, but also the way in which the gains from exogenous
increases in land values will be distributed, for example, through infra-
structure investment, better opportunities for trade, and economic growth
in general (Berry 2001). The desire to have the poor benefit from such
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Figure 2.1 Initial land distibution and economic growth, selected counbies
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investment was the basis for arguments to put redistribution before
growth (Adelman, Morris, and Robinson 1976). Indeed, in societies with

highly unequal access to assets and opportunities, ensuring that develop-

ment efforts do not end up benefiting a narrow elite of the rich and pow-
erful, thereby deepening pre-existing inequalities instead of helping the

poor, is often extremely difficult (Birdsall and Londono 1997).
Cross-country, regressions illustrate not only that the security of

property rights does have a significant impact on overall growth (Keefer
and Knack 2002), but also that initial access to assets affects subsequent

outcomes (Birdsall and Londono 1997; Deininger and Squire 1998;
Rodrik 1998).6 Figure 2.1 illustrates this graphically, highlighting that
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during 1960-2000, countries that had a more egalitarian distribution
of land tended to be characterized by higher levels of economic growth.
This general pattern is confirmed if more sophisticated panel tech-
niques are used and other control variables, including the inequality of
education, are included (Deininger and Olinto 2000).

The historical importance of land access in the industrial world is
illustrated by the divergent reaction of the western and eastern parts of
Europe to the plague-induced population declines of the 14th century.
As a large body of literature discusses, the associated drop in tribute con-
tributed to the erosion of serfdom in Western Europe, but led to the re-
imposition of serfdom in Eastern Europe (Brenner 1997; Hilton 1978).
Factors held responsible for this difference include a combination of
higher wages and urban opportunities, better definition and more equal
allocation of property rights, and higher levels of collective action and
social capital in the West compared with the East (Allen 1998). In the
latter, somewhat similar to what is still encountered in remote, backward
areas of some developing countries, a monopoly on the control of land
allowed lords to extract tribute and strengthened their political power to
claim the land, monopolize output markets, and control the movement
of peasants who, without secure and independent land access, and with-
out an entrepreneurial middle class as possible allies, were powerless to
resist the imposition of such constraints.

A more recent, but similar, assessment of the long-term importance of
land tenure institutions emerges from a comparison of Indonesia, the
Philippines, and Thailand. In Indonesia development was based mainly
on the exploitation of tropical rain forest under Dutch colonialism, result-
ing in bifurcation of the rural sector between rice-farming peasant propri-
etors and large plantations for tropical export crops that were based on
hired labor. In the Philippines the exploitation of a similar resource base
under Spanish rule resulted in pervasive landlessness among the rural pop-
ulation and successive, though not always successful, attempts at land
reform. By contrast, a relatively homogeneous class of land-owning peas-
ants continued to dominate in Thailand, where the delta plains were suit-
able only for rice production and formed the resource base for
development. These different agrarian structures associated with different
social value systems have accounted for differential development perfor-
mance across the three economies in the last 30 years (Hayami 2001).

While cross-country regressions are unable to provide a causal inter-
pretation for such a relationship, two possible explanations stand out.
One explanation is that where land is highly concentrated, landlords
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have an effective monopoly over the labor (as well as the output) mar-
ket, which makes the accumulation of human capital, or indeed of any
other form of investment, much less rewarding.

Land concentration reduces A comparison between Colombia and Costa Rica on the one hand and
efficiency of resource use El Salvador and Guatemala on the other can illustrate this. Even though

they share a common colonial history, language, religion, climate, topog-
raphy, factor endowments, and technology, these countries reacted in
quite different ways to the coffee boom of the 19th century. In El Salvador
and Guatemala, large landowners who depended on a repressive labor
regime to remain economically viable prevailed, and the boom led to land
expropriation, especially from Indian and indigenous communities, and
concentration of land on a massive scale. Landlords held a monopsony on
power in the labor market, which allowed them to pay their workers the
bare subsistence minimum, thereby eliminating any incentives for human
capital accumulation. By contrast, in Colombia and Costa Rica, two
countries characterized by small-scale landholdings where elites depended
on trade rather than on large-scale agriculture, the boom led to the emer-
gence of a smallholder coffee economy. As a consequence, literacy rates
differed sharply between the two groups of countries from the late 19th
century and continue to do so (table 2.2). Table 2.2 also reveals significant
gaps with respect to other human development indicators and the estab-
lishment of democracy, which occurred about 40 years later in the coun-
tries characterized by dominance by large landlords than in those
countries that relied on a smallholder production structure.7

It can also affect the A second, complementary, interpretation of the link between inequal-
political economy and ity in initial endowments and subsequent growth is that high concentra-

provision of local tion of land either reduces the incentives for provision of public goods
public goods such as infrastructure and irrigation or biases the provision of such goods

in a direction that is more useful to landlords. The literature has long
noted that communities' ability to provide public goods may itself be a
function of the underlying land ownership distribution (Platteau and
Baland 2001). In most cases the total surplus to be derived from land and
associated public goods tends to increase with greater equality in the asset
distribution (Bardhan and Ghatak 1999), something that is supported
empirically by the finding that in Mexico, as well as in India, communi-
ties with more egalitarian land access are characterized by higher levels of
collective action (Banerjee 1999; Dayton-Johnson 2000). Empirical evi-
dence from India highlights that patterns of land ownership and landless-
ness will affect the types of public goods provided, as well as how
efficiently they are provided (Foster and Rosenzweig 2001). Experimen-
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Table 2.2 Impact of land ownership distribution in four Latin American countres

Country Colombia Costa Rica Guatemala El Salvador

Structeural characteristics
Land privatization 1870-80 1820-40 1870s 1870s
Share of coffee farms smaller than 10 hectares 61.0 42.2 13.1 13.5
Share of coffee farms larger than 50 hectares 14.0 37.5 79.5 57.1

Share of toffee in exports (percent)
1900 49 76 56 83
1929 55 58 77 93

Adult literacy (percent)
1900 34 36 12 26
1910 40 50 13 26
1930 52 67 18 27
1980 85 91 54 64

Social and economic developmenit
GDP per capitia (PPP US $, 1995) 6,130 5,850 3,340 2,610
RanlkonHLinuan Development Index (1994) 51 33 117 112
Democracy since 1958 1948 1996 1992

GDP = Gross domestic product.
PPP = Purchasing power parity.
Source: Nugent and Robinson (2002).

tal evidence points in a similar direction, suggesting that in communities

where initial asset endowments are highly unequal, the ability to engage
in socially optimal collective action is seriously impaired and, as a conse-
quence, welfare losses are incurred (Cardenas forthcoming).

The exogenous imposition of two different kinds of land revenue

settlement by the British in colonial India provides a "historical experi-

ment" that allows investigators to make inferences about the long-term

impact of land tenure arrangements in an environment where other

factors, for instance, endowments and colonial power policy, differ lit-

tle. Under the zamindarior landlord system, revenue collectors (zamin-

dars) received full rights to land subject to delivering a fixed amount of

revenue to the colonial power. The cultivator-owner (mahalwari) sys-

tem, by contrast, vested land rights in village bodies, essentially estab-
lishing individual land ownership by producers. Thus the differences in
the concentration of land ownership that were first documented in the

late 19th century and persist to this day are not surprising, despite the

successful abolition of intermediary interests following independence
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and more than half a century of land reforms. More interesting, a com-
bination of reduced incentives for investment, constrained credit mar-
ket access, low effort supply, and little potential for collective action
(which is more difficult for extremely heterogeneous groups) associated
with the historical assignment of property rights has had far-reaching
impacts on long-term development. In particular, differences emerged
in the ability to get the state to deliver public goods, the associated
human development outcomes, and the adoption of agricultural tech-
nology (Banerjee, Gertler, and Ghatak 2002). In non-landlord districts
the availability of village schools is 20 to 60 percent above what is
found in landlord districts, infant mortality is 40 percent lower, and
levels of literacy are 5 percent higher. Adjusting for other characteris-
tics, non-landlord areas were characterized by a higher availability of
such public goods as irrigation, which was 25 percent higher than in
non-landlord areas, leading to faster adoption of high-yielding varieties,
use of inputs such as fertilizer (45 percent higher), and significantly
higher yields, even though the differences in land tenure institutions
had long been eliminated.

Conceptual Framework
Land rights are social
conventions about the ROPERTY RIGHTS ARE SOCIAL CONVENTIONS BACKED UP BY

distribution of benefits the power of the state or the community (at various levels) that

from land use - allow individuals or groups to lay "a claim to a benefit or income
stream that the state will agree to protect through the assignment of
duty to others who may covet, or somehow interfere with, the benefit
stream" (Sjaastad and Bromley 2000, p. 367). Governments play an
important role by determining how property rights are defined, how
they can be enforced, and how they evolve in line with changing eco-
nomic conditions. This, in turn provides a basis for the level of tenure
security enjoyed by individual landowners and their ability and willing-
ness to exchange such rights with others. All this suggests that property
rights are a social construct. Property is not merely the assets them-
selves, but consensus between people about how these assets should be
held, used, and exchanged (de Soto 2000). Moreover, property rights to
land are not static, but evolve in response to changes in the economic
and social environment.

By defining who is entitled to reap the benefit streams that flow from
a given resource and thereby establishing correspondence between the
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effort expended in trying to increase the value of this resource and the
reward to be had from such activity, land rights are not only a key ele-
ment of the social fabric of most societies, but also a critical determi-
nant of investment, and thus of economic growth. The nature and
characteristics of rights and enforcement institutions together define
the perceived security of property rights to land, and it is this security
that will affect decisions about land use, land-related investments, and
the willingness to engage in land transfers. In many cultures, official
land records were among the first documents to appear once a written
language had been developed. 8 Indeed, the benefits of well-defined and
secure property rights and the advantages of public provision of such
rights have, over history, led virtually all economically and politically
advanced societies to establish state-managed systems for regulating
land ownership and land transfers (Powelson 1988).

Property Rights as a Public Good

Establishing and enforcing a system of property rights to land has ben- Property rights have public
efits that extend beyond the individual landowner. The benefits are to a good characteristics
large extent nonrival; that is, one person's enjoyment will not reduce
others' ability to benefit from the system. However, it is possible to
exclude some individuals or groups from access to these benefits. The
broad distribution of the benefits associated with providing informa-
tion about the assignment of property rights to land, as well as the
enforcement of such rights, provides a strong rationale for government
involvement. The infrastructure needed to physically demarcate and
delineate plots, to establish and maintain accurate records of land own-
ership, and to enforce these rights and resolve whatever disputes might
arise is associated with high setup costs. The tools used to record land
rights, such as maps and inventories of land use, also provide essential
inputs for planning and providing other public services. All this implies
that significant cost advantages are associated with public provision of
information in the form of land records and a judiciary and enforce-
ment system to guarantee property rights to land.

The existence of clear and well-defined property rights to land will Public establishment of
prevent the dissipation of valuable economic resources in attempts to property rights will prevent
secure and define such rights by individuals. This will allow landowners resource dissipation,
to invest resources in productive activities instead of spending them on providing particular
defending their land claims. Where property rights are incomplete or benefits to the poor
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ill-defined, entrepreneurs and households will need to spend resources
to maintain their existing property rights or to establish new ones.
Investments such as guards, fences, and other demarcation devices to
demonstrate the legitimacy of property claims and to defend such
rights against possible intruders often have little direct social or produc-
tive value, lead to the dissipation of potential rents, and divert resources
from more productive uses of land (Allen and Lueck 1992). Studies
show that the privately optimal amount of spending on protection will
often be excessive from a social point of view (De Meza and Gould
1992; Feder and Feeny 1991; Hotte 2001; Malik and Schwab 1991).
Thus well-defined property rights reduce the need to expend economi-
cally valuable resources in defending claims and allow these to be used
for productive investment instead (Grossman and Mendoza 2001).

The benefits individual land owners derive from public provision of
property rights will be proportional to the amount of land they own. At
the same time, in situations where government institutions do not
function well, the ability to invoke the powers of the state and to resort
to self-enforcement will be highly correlated with individuals' wealth.
For this reason, establishing institutions to systematically protect and
enforce property rights will generally provide high benefits to the poor
and vulnerable. As they have better access to local information than
central bodies, communities can in many instances enforce and admin-
ister property rights at the local level at very low cost. As it is the poor
who are less able to defend their rights in this way, government mea-
sures to improve the definition of property rights can have significant
potential to improve equity.

Universally recognized Even though informal rights normally provide security within a
ights facilitate transactions well-defined and socially cohesive group, their enforcement is not

with outsiders and offer costless and is generally limited to this group. Similar to common
cost advantages in legal standards and the ability to enforce them in different con-

infrasbucture provision stituencies and administrative entities, broadly recognized property
rights facilitate abstract representation and impersonal exchange of
rights, thereby increasing the scope for exchange with outsiders. This
provides a necessary, though by no means sufficient, condition for
participation in a modern economy through mechanisms such as
mortgaging and the associated development of financial markets.
Legal authority and patterns of conflict resolution allow the state to
establish standards of acceptable behavior, and social norms to govern
individuals' behavior, that transcend the community and provide the
basis for the rule-of law.
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The establishment of secure property rights, that is, rights that are
defined with sufficient precision and can be enforced at low cost so as
to instill confidence in economic agents, requires considerable invest-
ment in both technical infrastructure, such as boundary demarcation
and generation and maintenance of maps and land records, and social
infrastructure, such as courts and conflict resolution mechanisms. In
view of the fixed costs related mainly to the establishment of a spatial
data infrastructure, there are advantages to public delineation and
enforcement of property rights to land. Clear cost advantages are asso-
ciated with public provision of the geographic data infrastructure as
well as with the enforcement of rights, because the state can solve the
problem of standards and reliability and guarantee enforcement
through a legal system and its monopoly on power, and because the
spatial data infrastructure required to identify land rights has many
applications in related fields.

Key Elements in the Definition of Secure Property Rights to Land

To assess the elements needed for a property rights system conducive to
growth and poverty reduction, this section identifies key components
of the definition of property rights and briefly describes, at the concep-
tual level, how such rights are likely to affect economic behavior. In
doing so, it focuses on the duration of rights; the identification of
boundaries; the need for enforcement institutions, that is, institutions
that can interpret land rights in an authoritative manner so as to avoid
the emergence of land-related conflict in an environment characterized
by demographic and economic transition; and the evolution of rights as
relative scarcities change.

Duration of Rights

The "bundle" of property rights defines the nature of legitimate uses The duration of rights
that can be made of land and the benefits to be derived from doing so. needs to match the horizon
Such rights may comprise access for gathering, usufruct for a specified of expected investment
period of time, or more complete rights (often referred to as full owner-
ship), with or without the ability to transfer the rights to the resource
temporarily or permanently. Not only are there many combinations of
rights, but also of the specifications of such rights, which may affect the
specific resources covered, the acceptable amount of extraction, and the
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period over which such extraction may occur. Of all of the attributes of
land rights, the duration for which use may be enjoyed is one of the
most important. Full ownership normally extends in perpetuity and
includes the ability to bequeath land across generations. By contrast,
use rights may be permanent or of a more limited duration, and many
lesser rights, such as seasonal rights to graze animals, may be applicable
only for certain periods. The length for which rights to land are
awarded, and the mechanisms available for extending them, that is,
whether they are automatically renewed or whether extension depends
on a discretionary process, will affect the incentive to invest in and
manage land in a sustainable fashion. Awarding permanent rights is
most appropriate if the intent is to maximize welfare over an infinite
horizon, although the extent of investment will also depend on the
opportunities available. In practice, most customary systems award per-
manent land rights to the lineage precisely because of the importance of
providing investment incentives.

Land rights in urban and peri-urban areas are generally of longer
duration, because of the higher value and longer time horizon of the
investments involved. In China use rights to urban lands are given with
longer time limits than for rural lands (70 years for residential use and
50 years for industrial and cultural use); are renewable; and can be
transferred, bequeathed, and mortgaged within the specified lease
period. As a result, an active market in land use rights has emerged in
the advanced coastal provinces (Wang and Murie 2000). Similarly,
Botswana defines urban land use rights for 99 years that can either be
renewed or require the government to pay compensation for any
improvements, whereas many rural rights are under the customary
regime. (Kalabamu 2000).

Adverse possession awards Countries where unoccupied land is still available often have rules
rights at low cost for "adverse possession," meaning that long-term, peaceful occupancy

of a plot in good faith for a minimum amount of time confers owner-
ship rights to the occupant. This provides a mechanism of awarding
secure land tenure that is not only associated with minimal institutional
requirements but also, because possession and use are required, is
unlikely to be associated with negative equity consequences. Extin-
guishing ownership claims after a certain period eliminates the risk of
past owners suddenly surfacing and claiming the land, and at the same
time prevents valuable land from being left vacant for long periods at
the cost of monitoring of land use by the owner. This implies a trade-
off between the social objective of having land visibly utilized and the
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insecurity that may prevail if adverse possession is recognized after only
a short period of time. Adverse possession was the main mechanism
whereby most settlers in the United States acquired their land (de Soto
2000), and all 50 U.S. states have legal provisions upholding the ability
of squatters to acquire ownership rights through continued possession
of a property in good faith for a specified period.9 Short horizons for
recognition will increase the security of current owners' property rights
and provide greater incentives to invest, but will require owners to
spend more time monitoring their vacant land to prevent squatters
from obtaining title. Empirical analysis of the length of time for which
a squatter must occupy a property in good faith, enacted by 46 U.S.
states in 1916, confirms that better title records, a more effective legal
system, and higher gains from development can all be linked statisti-
cally to shorter statute lengths (Baker 2001). Thus, even though
adverse possession reflects a trade-off between investment and impos-
ing costs on current landowners, it is justified, because in most cases
long-term occupants have made land-related investments, and provid-
ing them with basic protection can increase investment.

Identification of Boundaries

Defining boundaries is associated with some transaction costs, implying Boundaries need to be
that the degree of precision with which boundaries will be identified will easily identifiable
depend on the nature and use of the land in question.10 To be unam-
biguous, and therefore enforceable at low cost, the boundaries of the
resource, for example, a piece of land or the type of extraction that a
given right allows to any user, need to be clearly defined. Precise, observ-
able, and well-defined boundaries are easier to enforce and cost less to
protect than poorly defined boundaries, implying that the way in which
boundaries are defined will affect the cost of enforcement. Territorial or
geographical boundaries are the most common, because they are easy to
demarcate and are permanent. Note, however, that boundaries can be
defined with respect to resource categories, attributes (such as specific
trees), or time of use, thereby creating multiple tenures over the same
parcel of land. Examples are use of the same plot of land by sedentary
agriculturalists to grow a crop and by nomads who graze their livestock
on the stubble or by apartment time shares. Arrangements characterized
by overlapping tenures, defined according to traditional custom, are
widely found in lands with low commercial value. A relatively vague def-
inition of boundaries will be unproblematic as long as institutions to
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interpret the rules authoritatively are available, though this may develop
into a source of conflict if either the value of the resource increases or the
authority of traditional institutions is challenged.

The costs and benefits From an economic point of view, formal recording of boundaries

of demarcation need will be efficient if the benefit from doing so, in terms of warding off
to be weighed challenges to resource ownership or use or facilitating transfers between

users, is higher than the cost of doing so. The cost of recording rights,
that is, the efficiency of the system that registers property rights and
their boundaries, is an important element of these costs. Moreover,
well-defined property rights will be characterized by boundaries that
minimize external effects; that is, they will provide as close an overlap as
possible between the unit to which property rights are assigned and the
area from which the main resource value originates. This implies not
only that, for some resources such as extensive pastures or noncommer-
cial forests, the externalities may be sufficiently important to warrant
some kind of group rather than fully individualized ownership, but
that, even in the case of individual ownership, some mechanisms will
be needed either to internalize or limit the amount of externalities gen-
erated. The factors shaping the trade-off between efficiency losses
caused by incentive problems and exclusion costs caused by potential
encroachment have been discussed extensively in the literature.
Attempts to translate multiple tenures into systems with geographically
well-identified boundaries have been difficult.

Subject of Rights

Individual assignment of Individual assignment of property rights is the arrangement that pro-
land rights has many vides the greatest incentives for efficient resource use. It is the most

advantages preferable for society if the resource over which property rights are
given is of sufficiently high value to justify the costs of establishing and
enforcing individual rights and if externalities associated with resource
use are few and of a nature that allows addressing them through regu-
lation. Individual ownership has emerged as the predominant form of
land ownership in many cases where the benefits from continuous
land use and the associated investment are high enough (Ellickson
1993). However, in even the most individualistic system, the rights
enjoyed by individuals are never unrestricted, but instead limited by
the need to have rights holders contribute to the broader public good.
Most countries' constitutions contain a provision for a social function
of land, implying that governments have the ability to expropriate
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land, with compensation and following a well-defined judicial process,
for public purposes. In addition, individuals can come together in user
groups and other formal or informal associations, to establish volun-
tarily norms and restrictions on owners' ability to exercise their rights.
Such rules can not only help eliminate externalities, but can also pro-
vide public goods, for instance, environmental amenities and green
spaces. Thus, even where land rights are individualized, they are never
unrestricted. Group rights are more

Group rights may be desirable where there are economies of scale in appropriate if there are
managing the resources so that users have the option of improving pro- economies of scale and
ductive efficiency or internalizing harm that co-owners might do to each externalities, if risk coping
other. Examples include the use of economies of scale to break seasonal and mutual insurance are
labor bottlenecks (Mearns 1996) and investment in community-level important, and if benefits
infrastructure (Boserup 1965; Dong 1996).1 In such circumstances, the from land-related
costs of delineating and enforcing boundaries to individual plots are investment are low
high, and even if feasible, the benefits from a transition to formal and
individualized titles may not be sufficient to cover the expenses associ-
ated with their establishment and maintenance. Indeed, in a number of
African countries, titles that were generated at high cost have lost their
value as landowners have failed to update them. These considerations
are particularly important in situations where, with limited economic
development, the scope for realizing gains from land exchanges remains
limited.

Similarly, in areas where risks are high and insurance markets not
well developed, the guaranteed access to land that is implied in cus-
tomary systems can make an important contribution to greater equity.
To the extent that they have better access to private information than
central bureaucracies, local communities can provide some insurance
against idiosyncratic and, to a more limited extent, covariate shocks, as
well as eliminate the threat of permanent asset loss. It is well known
that, at low levels of development and with limited development of
financial markets, communal land ownership that gives individuals use
rights that they can draw upon even after a temporary absence may
perform an important insurance function. It is thus not surprising to
find that group ownership has been prevalent where risk is high and
where factors such as remoteness, environmental hazard, or presence
of external enemies imply that superior insurance mechanisms are
unavailable (Ellickson 1993). Similarly, the types of property rights
that emerged among more than 40 Indian communities before they
came into contact with outsiders were significantly affected by the
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physical environment (harsh winters) and by such community vari-
ables as regular warfare, expulsion, nomadism, and population density

that affected the deadweight, governance, and exclusion costs of estab-
lishing and maintaining different access regimes (Anderson and Swim-

mer 1997).
A further reason for group rights is that in environments with low

population density, high environmental risk, and limited access to infra-
structure and markets, the benefits from individual assignment of land

ownership rights may not be sufficiendy high to justify the costs
involved. In many of these cases, state weakness and limited outreach
and administrative capacity of central government institutions will limit
the ability of these institutions to effectively enforce property rights. As
a consequence, even where they are not sanctioned by formal law, local
institutions are bound to have a significant impact on the way in which
land rights are actually implemented. In such situations, aiming to
improve the way in' which local institutions work may be socially advan-
tageous and administratively less costly, and may permit covering large
areas in a much shorter time, which is important if resources are scarce.

To be effective, group rights Given that there are many contexts where group rights will be more

need to match resource feasible and cost-effective than individual assignment of property

properties and group rights, such group rights need to meet certain minimum criteria to be

characteristics effective. While group rights define the boundaries of the community,
and thus the limitations nonmembers are to respect, failure to specify
rights clearly within the group may still result in suboptimal arrange-
ments. Where this is the case, open access by group members and the
associated disadvantages or disincentives for investment and sustainable
use may still prevail. Specific characteristics of the management group,
as well as of the resource under consideration, that are conducive to

better management can be identified and provide a basis for policy
advice (McKean 1996). In terms of resource characteristics, the litera-
ture on common resource tenure suggests that for rights to be defined

on a group basis, a number of conditions need to be satisfied. First, the
boundaries of the common property regime need to match ecosystem
boundaries. Second, the award of property rights must make the com-
munity of resource users or co-owners better off than it would have
been without such rights, for example, by allowing them to ward off

encroachment by outsiders. Finally, the allocation of benefits from the
common needs to be roughly proportional to the effort (time, money,
and so on) invested. This illustrates that specific rights held under mul-

tiple tenures need not be less individualized than those under "private"
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property rights structures. In fact, most customary systems provide
individuals with strong and inheritable rights to cropland, whereas pas-
tures, forests, and water are often held in common.

The benefits of group rights are also enhanced if the co-owners of
resource rights constitute a self-governing group with sufficient cohe-
sion that has established accepted mechanisms for resolving internal
conflict and the rules governing resource access provide for monitoring
behavior and enforcing sanctions. At the same time, where deep-rooted
socioeconomic differentiation of communities has taken place, there
are high levels of institutional contestation, and giving group rights
may not be the most preferable option. Also, rules need to be easily
enforceable and ecologically conservative. The importance of easy
enforcement is illustrated by the fact that in many societies rules that
are not fully optimal but are easily enforceable seem to be preferred over
ones that would be preferable economically but are difficult to enforce
and monitor. Moreover, the stability of group rights can be greatly
enhanced by a formal recognition of such rights by the state that would
allow co-owners to call for protection by the police and the courts when
they encountered challenges.

In cases where there are no externalities or economies of scale in The desirability of group
resource management, group rights often tended to disappear as other rights will often decrease
mechanisms to cope with risk became available; markets for output, with economic development
capital, and insurance developed; and technical progress allowed for
greater diversification and reduction of the covariance of yields as well
as the risk of crop failure. Improvements in the institutional environ-
ment and greater ability to access noncovariate streams of income in the
nonagricultural economy are likely to decrease the cost of formal
demarcation of boundaries relative to the expenses, in terms of forgone
earnings, from policing informal rights. The development of financial
markets will also reduce the value of the insurance offered through cus-
tomary arrangements linked to land. At the same time higher land val-
ues increase the benefits from exchanging property rights among
cultivators through decentralized mechanisms rather than through vil-
lage authorities who may not have access to information on individual
households' productive ability. This is, for example, visible in China
where, until very recently, reallocation of land among producers was
almost exclusively through administrative means, something that
enjoyed considerable support among producers (Kung 2000). Greater
opportunities for off-farm migration have led to the emergence of
longer-term use rights and decentralized land transactions through
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rental markets that, by giving land to those with the highest ability, can
be demonstrated to be more efficiency-enhancing and more equity-ori-
ented than administrative assignments (Deininger and Jin, 2002).

When and how property While most of today's developed countries have undergone a process

rights evolve also depend of gradual individualization of property rights to land (Boserup 1965),
on political factors the evolution of property rights is neither automatic nor independent

from political factors. In fact, the distribution of political power, result-
ing patterns of distributional conflict, inability to commit credibly to
new rights, and costly decisionmaking all can either block such institu-
tional change or lead it into undesirable directions. This is confirmed
by the persistence of insecure tenure in C6te d'Ivoire and Ghana
(Firmin-Sellers 2000) and blockage as well as premature imposition of
more specific land rights in Imperial Ethiopia (Joireman 2001). The
importance of political considerations in shaping the nature and direc-
tion of institutional change is confirmed by findings from the United
States (Kantor 1998). Thus, while economic changes that increased
land values and at the same time improved functioning of other mar-
kets have led to greater individualization in many cases (see, for exam-
ple, Feeny 1989), this is by no means a linear process or a historical
necessity. From a policy perspective, the most critical issue is to provide
for sufficient flexibility to respond to local needs and to ensure that, if
property rights change, such change will not eliminate rights that have

been enjoyed by weaker groups.

Properties ofEnforcement Institutions

Formal rights imply an Mechanisms of informal collective action through customary arrange-
ability to draw on the ments to increase individuals' tenure security and limit unsustainable use

state's enforcement of land and dissipation of rents have evolved in many situations (de Soto

institutions, but the 2000; Umbeck 1977), The enforcement mechanisms associated with such
institutions to implement informal means are, however, often effective only in smaller communities;

these rights need to are difficult to enforce against outsiders; and may break down if individu-
combine legality, als within the community, especially leaders, behave opportunistically as

legitimacy, and resource values rise. Thus a key difference between informal possession
accountability and a more formalized property rights system is that in the case of the lat-

ter, rights holders will be able to call on the coercive powers of the state to
ensure enforcement if their rights are violated, rather than being forced to
rely solely on their own efforts. In addition, informal social contracts and
their property representations are not sufficiently codified and fungible to
have a broad range of application outside their own geographical perime-
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ter. The fact that informal rights cannot be traded and exchanged beyond
the community is one of the reasons why, in many historical circum-
stances, they have been replaced by more formalized property rights once
resource values have increased sufficiently to justify the cost of doing so.
The main mechanisms for formalizing rights have been land registries and
title documents, which not only provide protection from challenges to
individuals' rights, but also make transferring these rights easier, and there-
fore allow the emergence of secondary financial instruments, such as
mortgages, that are built on the existing rights system.

In any given situation, the ability to enforce rights depends on the ease
with which rights holders can access the required institutions and obtain
legally binding decisions from them and whether such decisions enjoy
local legitimacy. Examples abound of cases where legislation mandating
strong formal protection of property rights was of limited value as it
could not be enforced at the local level, where the institutional capacity
to do so was lacking. Having a legally defined right will be of little value
if, in case of violation of this right, access to the courts is difficult, the case
will not be heard for a long time or will not be resolved without paying
bribes, or court orders in relation to a specific piece of land cannot be
enforced. Indeed, investigators have identified the failure to enforce "for-
mal" property rights in Kenya as one of the reasons for the failure of
titling efforts to provide increased security of tenure (Atwood 1990;
Pinckney and Kimuyu 1994). Where institutions to enforce formal prop-
erty rights are either not available or do not enjoy broad legitimacy, the
expected advantages are unlikely to materialize. In these cases a more
advantageous option may be to build on existing systems and structures
rather than try to replace them with new ones. The use of local institu-
tions and a relatively simple system in Lithuania, as described in Box 2.1
is only one of several examples from Eastern Europe that illustrate the
feasibility of a gradual approach. It illustrates the general principle that a
gradual evolution of property rights that builds on local institutions is
often a quicker, more cost-effective, and less conflict-prone way to secur-
ing tenure than trying to impose radical one-time change.

Evolution of Rights in Response to Changing Relative Scarcities

The precision with which resource rights are defined and the rigor with
which they are enforced normally increases with the value of the
resource, which is often closely related to population density. Indeed, for
resources of low value, boundaries are often demarcated only loosely,
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THE CASE OF LITHUANIA ILLUSTRATES NOT ONLY self-financing. The relatively rapid progress was
the scope for putting in place decentralized and facilitated by the establishment of the single
temporary systems that can then be absorbed into a Department of Land Management that had juris-
more unified framework, but also demonstrates that diction over rural, urban, and forestland (Valetta
doing so provides tangible benefits for which own- 2000). The structure was highly decentralized, with
ers are willing to pay. Village authorities registered registry offices in each municipality, and the first
ownership and use rights, establishing a temporary, priority for the administrative units carrying out the
person-based cadastral register of landowners at the technical tasks was the economic imperative of
village level. A parcel-based, integrated system quickly transferring ownership to land rather than
under the National Agency for Cadastre will inte- the utmost in technical precision. Private sector
grate these registers and eventually take their place. agents, including surveyors, real estate brokers, and
While initial registration is based on sketch maps property appraisers, helped to make progress rapid.
with a low level of precision, more detailed surveys Virtually all farmers now have an official document
will be required for subsequent market transactions certifying their land ownership rights, and more
when the money to pay for them is available, amd than two-thirds paid for this, on average, a third of
the hope is that this will help to make the registry the monthly wage.

and resource use is governed by informal arrangements or social norms.
Some minor or temporal rights, such as the right to pasturage after the
harvest or right of way, are rarely formally registered, because in most

circumstances the cost of doing so would exceed the value of the right.
Instead, reference is made to social norms governing behavior. Simi-
larly, given the cost involved in monitoring and writing detailed con-
tracts regarding the specific rights to resource use transferred in any
given transaction, the specifics of such contracts are left to common law
or practice and custom. In fact, high-cost systems providing "full"
enforcement may not always be optimal or preferable to lower-cost
mechanisms at the local level. This is illustrated by mining claims in the
late 19th century, where miners could either spend resources to have
their claim titled or could cope with the higher enforcement costs of
untitled claims by means of informal mechanisms. A general reduction

Sharp changes in resource in the risk of conflict led to a decline in the demand for formal docu-

vaDues wDfhouDiuDnsiCuNna ments and a greater reliance on informal mechanisms (Gerard 2001).

change increase Qe consfldc The optimum type of property rights depends on the nature of the
podenDuaD, especiaWy duoing resource, its relative scarcity, the externalities that arise in its use, the cost of
demnographic or economic specifying and enforcing property rights, the state's capacity to enforce

23ans$Dons property rights, the ability to minimize external effects through regulation,
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and the means available within a given group to delineate and enforce
rights and responsibilities internally. As none of these factors is static, the
most appropriate property arrangement would be one that could respond
to changing conditions in predictable ways. Once economic and social
conditions change, for instance, if land values increase with higher popu-
lation density or improved opportunities for trade, the value of attributes
that were previously left undelineated may increase sufficiently to make
delineation worthwhile (Barzel 2000). If such shifts occur rapidly and if
agreed mechanisms to re-interpret past norms and contracts are unavail-
able, this can lead to widespread contestation and to conflict over property
rights, with negative social and economic consequences.

Higher levels of resource scarcity caused, for example by population
growth, will increase the value of land and can cause friction and conflict
over the interpretation of traditional informal rights. To avoid these, a way
to authoritatively resolve disputes about previous contracts or redefine
property rights as needed in line with new economic realities will be
needed.'2 This would then lead to a more precise definition of property
rights in line with increased values, setting a precedent to guide the assign-
ment and specification of property rights and contracting between parties
in the future. In practice, especially in countries where the legal system is
weak and multiple authorities claim to be the legitimate authorities,
opportunistic behavior by the parties involved may lead to vast differences
in the re-interpretation of "custom" in response to changed realities. This
can give rise to prolonged claims and "institutional shopping," that is, par-
ties pursuing disputes through different channels, for example, formal and
informal authorities and legal and administrative channels, at the same
time in the hope of obtaining a favorable solution (Berry 1993). Such
behavior will not only increase the cost of resolving disputes but will also
have an impact on the credibility of the broader legal system.

Failure to resolve disputes over land is associated with a number of Authoritative interpretation
negative impacts, in particular: (a) the inability to obtain a definitive of past norrns and contracts
solution for a long time impedes investment; (b) the transaction costs is essential to avoid conflict
associated with legal proceedings imply that most of the increased value over rights
of the resource is dissipated rather than benefits users; and (c) the pos-
sible emergence of vested interest groups which, because they benefit
from legal insecurity prevent resolution of the conflict. The last appears
to be one of the reasons underlying the inability to solve conflicts in
some West African countries, where court cases are drawn out for
extremely long periods and where, when solutions are found, they can
rarely be generalized to other cases, thereby contributing to continued
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insecurity (Berry 1993). Such systems are not only costly, as they imply
that individuals spend large amounts of resources in a relatively unpro-

ductive way, but they also pose a danger that apparently minor conflicts

about land may evolve into large-scale strife with possibly devastating

social and economic consequences. This has been particularly relevant
in cases where conflicts run along ethnic lines or occur between
migrants and the indigenous population, as has occurred, for example,
in C6te d'Ivoire (Chauveau 2000). In all these cases, mechanisms that

would help to resolve conflicts quickly and early on could not only pro-
vide large economic benefits, but could also help avoid great subse-

quent damage.

Demand for and Impact of Secure Properly Rights

Insecure land tenure P -1 HE EARLIER DISCUSSION ILLUSTRATES THAT TENURE SECURITY

is pervasive in the I depends on a host of both objective and subjective factors,
developing world 1 including the clarity with which rights and obligations are

defined; the quality and validity of property rights records and whether
or not the state guarantees them;' 3 the precision with which boundaries

are demarcated; the likelihood that rights will be violated; and the abil-
ity to obtain redress by an authoritative institution in such cases, along
with the reassurance that whatever measures that institution decides are

deemed appropriate and can be enforced effectively. Deficiencies in any

of these areas, or a mismatch between different components of the
property rights system, can seriously undermine tenure security,
thereby increasing the potential for conflict and undermining incen-

tives for investment and exchange. Although there are few internation-
ally comparable data from the rural sector, data from urban areas
illustrate the magnitude of the problem of insecure tenure in a way that

can be compared across regions. Figure 2.2 illustrates the widespread

incidence of land-related insecurity, taking as an indicator the share of
the urban population that is either squatting or living in unauthorized

housing. It illustrates that, for example, in Africa more than 50 percent
of the housing is in the informal sector (Angel 2000).

High levels of tenure insecurity are illustrated by an implicit or

explicit demand for instruments that can increase land ownership secu-
rity. For example, in Nicaragua the demand for registered certificates was

significant even though households already had informal documents.

Not surprisingly,' this demand came mainly from the poor, who did not
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Figure 2.2 Infonnal land occupation in urban areas, by region
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have the means to increase tenure security through other channels

(Deininger and Chamorro forthcoming). In Zambia, despite its low
population density, almost 50 percent of farmers believe that their land

tenure is insecure and would be willing to pay an average of US$40 for

higher levels of land tenure security (Deininger and Olinto 1998), a

finding that is confirmed by informal evidence suggesting that house-

holds have a great interest in demarcation of their plots. Qualitative sur-

veys in urban areas similarly indicate that the priority demands of

households in irregular settlements are, in descending order of impor-
tance, access to services, security of land tenure that would preclude

them from being evicted, and rights to transfer or sell their dwelling unit

or the land they occupy (Durand-Lasserve and Royston 2002a).
Indirect confirmation of the importance of property rights comes

from the fact that in many traditional tenure systems, households
undertake investments that range from marking boundaries to planting

trees and building houses or sheds with the primary purpose of estab-
lishing implicit property rights to land and increasing existing levels of
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tenure security (Brasselle, Gaspart, and Platteau 2002; Gray and Kevane
2001; Place and Otsuka 2001). This can be seen as an indication that
these households attach a high value to greater levels of tenure security.
The most comprehensive evidence on this comes from Ethiopia, where

tenure insecurity increases households' propensity to establish visible
investments, such as trees, while at the same time decreasing their incen-
tive to invest in activities that have a more direct and positive impact on
productivity but are less directly visible, such as establishing and rehabili-

tating terraces (Deininger, Jin, Adenew, Gebre-Selassie, and Nega 2003).

An unitary model of Within the household, the way in which land rights are assigned or
the household is often will be transferred through inheritance will affect the range of land- and

inappropiate, and attention non-land-related economic opportunities open to women and the
to women's control over spending outcomes directly under their control. Women's ability to have

assets is particularly independent access to and to exercise control over assets is a critical
relevant determinant of their welfare and their income-earning capacity

(Fafchamps and Quisumbing 1999). Past research and conceptual work
were often based on a unitary model of the household; however, a grow-
ing literature indicates that this model is often inadequate and that the
way in which control over land rights is assigned within the household

has far-reaching implications for a wide range of outcomes (Schultz
1999). Evidence suggests that in a number of circumstances, the prefer-
ences of women and men in the same household for different types of

consumption are not equal, and the ability to control assets or the bene-
fits derived from them will have implications on the way in which

household income is spent across different types of consumption items.
Equality of women's land rights to those of men is warranted from a

rights-based perspective. Furthermore, a growing literature demon-

strates that in Africa and Asia women's control over household assets
affects consumption patterns. Households where women control

greater shares of assets and land at marriage have been shown to spend
more on food and on children's welfare and education (Leroy de la

Briere 1996; Doss 1996; Fafchamps and Quisumbing 2002; Haddad

1997). In Honduras and Nicaragua the amount of land women own
has a significant and positive impact on food expenditure as well as on
children's educational attainment (Katz and Chamorro 2002). Given

the importance of land in the asset portfolio of the average rural house-

hold in many developing countries, increasing women's control over
land could therefore have a strong and immediate effect on the welfare

of the next generation and on the level and pace at which human and

physical capital are accumulated.
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Increasing security of tenure does not necessarily require issuing for- Formal title is not always
mal individual titles, and in many circumstance more simple measures necessary or sufficient
to enhance tenure security can make a big difference at much lower cost for high levels of
than formal titles. In fact, many of the investment effects discussed thus tenure security
far can be observed even in situations where land is not fully alienable,
implying that it will be important to distinguish between tenure secu-
rity and transferability. Note that many studies indicate that in Africa
formal land title had little or no impact on either investment or farm
income (Atwood 1990; Carter and Wiebe 1990; Migot-Adholla 1993;
Pinckney and Kimuyu 1994), something that is often mirrored by sim-
ilar findings for urban areas (Durand-Lasserve and Royston 2002a).
This strongly suggests that title is not necessarily equal to higher tenure
security. One example to illustrate this comes from Cameroon, where
demand for tenure security was great; however, even though formal
means, which were incompatible with traditional norms, were avail-
able, households only used less expensive ways to increase tenure secu-
rity that were compatible with social standards (Firmin-Sellers and
Sellers 1999).14 The most appropriate and cost-effective mechanisms to
increase tenure security, and whether or not transferability will be
needed, will have to be determined by applying the general principles
discussed earlier to the circumstances prevailing in any given situation.

From an economic point of view, secure tenure is critical to provide
incentives for households and entrepreneurs to undertake land-related
investments. If their ability to keep the benefits from investments is uncer-
tain, they are unlikely to invest or exert effort. Indeed, the desire to gain
more secure property rights in situations where informal rights systems
prevail induces individuals to undertaken such actions as planting trees on
land they possess or setting up boundary markers as a way to increase
tenure security. The need to provide more secure tenure cuts across rural
and urban sectors of the economy. While early work in the urban sector
has often underestimated the importance of land tenure (Werlin 1999),
development practitioners now recognize that lack of secure tenure and
the associated threat of eviction and poor access to basic services are
important determinants of poverty in urban areas. Security of tenure has
been identified as one of the most important catalysts in stabilizing com-
munities, improving shelter conditions, reducing social exclusion, and
improving access to urban services (UNCHS 1999). The United Nations
Centre for Human Settlements has identified security of tenure and better
governance as the two main priorities that require immediate and urgent
attention, noting that there are many links between the two.
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Equity Benefits of Greater Tenure Security

Greater tenure security Even though interventions to increase tenure security are often justified

allows reduction of private in terms of their expected impact on productivity and investment, the
spending on securing reduction in households' need to spend resources on defending such

of property rights rights is no less important. Within communities, households' level of
tenure security and the transparency and accountability of the institu-
tions administering land rights will affect governance as well as the

extent to which conflicts will arise or can be resolved without generat-
ing negative effects on social cohesion and productivity. In the context

of their evolution, many customary tenure systems reward investment
in visible land improvements either with more individualized rights to
the land after the investment has been made or with secure rights to the

flow of benefits from the investment itself, for instance, trees.
A public guarantee of tenure security reduces the amount of

resources individual land owners have to spend on defending their

resource, sometimes with dramatic effects. For example, in Peru for-

malization of land ownership in a local registry allowed households to

significantly increase their participation in the formal labor market,
because they were no longer required to invest in a multitude of infor-

mal activities required to maintain tenure security. Field (2002) esti-
mates that receipt of a preliminary document increased the supply of
hours worked by 17 percent, whereas full legal ownership increases
labor supply by about 50 percent, or 45 hours a week per household.

This finding is particularly noteworthy against the background that
other welfare programs are generally associated with a decrease in labor

force participation. The fact that land ownership provides an incentive-
compatible safety net has long been noted in the literature (Burgess

2001). This can lead to behavioral adjustments that are not directly

reflected in land prices or land transactions. For example, observers

generally believe that higher levels of land tenure security in China

allow households to temporarily migrate and take off-farm jobs (Yang
1997). Indeed, with greater security of land rights those households

with the lowest agricultural incomes will be able to transfer their land
to others, informally or formally, without fearing that they will lose the

land during their temporary absence, and will thereby be able to signif-

icantly improve their living conditions (Murphy 2000).
One reason why more secure property rights can improve equity is

because a higher level of tenure security through programs targeted to

the poor helps to increase the value of these households' endowments.
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Even if the use of land as collateral for credit is only a remote option, as

it is in most of the informal settlements where the scope for foreclosure

is dim and most of the residents are poor and do not have viable busi-
ness projects in the first place, there may be a large need for improving
tenure security to give official recognition, get an "address," and pro-

mote social stability. In addition to integrating households into the for-
mal system, such actions can significantly reduce the transaction costs

for informal lenders (Messick 1996). If the use of land as collateral is

not immediately required, the information and legal requirements for

land certificates can be relaxed, providing an opportunity for adopting
speedier and less costly registration procedures.

Increasing tenure security can also have benefits in terms of improv-
ing local governance structures (Alden-Wily 2002). In many countries

where tenure security is low, often as a consequence of past land reform,
political connections are important for people to gain or maintain access
to land. For example, in Mexico before the 1992 reforms, the ejido sec-

tor was subject to numerous restrictions on land rights, leading to clien-
telism, inefficient land use, and low levels of investment in rural areas
and chaotic informal settlement in peri-urban areas (Gordillo, de Janvry,
and Sadoulet 1998). In qualitative interviews, beneficiaries of a program

to establish land rights that were both more secure and better adminis-

tered highlighted that the two most important impacts of the reforms
were the reduction in conflicts and the increase in transparency, along
with the associated reduction of political influence in the ejido (World

Bank 2002a).
Even though land is, in the short run, virtually indestructible, defor- Greater tenure securit can

estation and environmental destruction undermine the long-term sus- reduce environmental
tainability of the natural resource base. Conceptual models and degradation
empirical evidence indicate that more secure property rights to land
will provide incentives for greater resource conservation, as illustrated

in the case of Brazil, where Cattaneo (2001) identifies tenure security as
a key factor in deforestation, or in Ghana, where Ahuja (1998) claims

that a more pro-active policy regarding land tenure could have signifi-

cant benefits in terms of natural resource management. This is sup-

ported by evidence indicating that improved forest management in
practices were adopted in Nepal and Vietnam after use rights to state

forests were transferred to communities and to individual farmers
(Kijima, Sakuria, and Otsuka 2000; Otsuka 2002). In Panama effective
property rights, even though not the only relevant factor, could signifi-

cantly reduce the danger of deforestation (Nelson, Harris, and Stone
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2001). The importance of adequate regulation is reinforced by the
fact that in many contexts individuals use deforestation as a strategy
to gain property rights (Angelsen 1999). Some evidence also suggests
that giving more secure property rights to indigenous people will
enable them to negotiate more effectively with outside interests, and
will thus reduce deforestation (Godoy 1998). Environmentally
appropriate land use generates externalities at the local as well as at
the global level. The international community's and governments'
increasing recognition of the value of such external benefits and will-
ingness to take them into account reinforce the need for a clear defin-
ition of property. rights to the lands from which these external
benefits originate.

In line with earlier discussion, to reap such environmental benefits,
attention to group and resource characteristics is warranted. Even in sit-
uations where full individualization of property rights is infeasible,
helping communities to develop structures that overcome the coordina-
tion problems associated with the optimum use of natural resources
and thereby establish effective property right regimes can enhance the
sustainability of resource use, prevent environmental degradation, and
promote the overall efficiency of land use (Baland 1996). For example,
in Mexico the collapse of groups' collective action potential was a key
factor in many cases of unsustainable use and degradation of natural
resources (Key and others 1998; McCarthy, de Janvry, and Sadoulet
1997) and efforts to improve internal structures could help to achieve
better resource utilization. In other instances, especially where resource
characteristics demand more specific investment, as in the case of high-
quality, valuable timber, groups have often chosen to assign ownership
rights to individuals (Kijima, Sakurai, and Otsuka 2000). What is rele-
vant in all of these cases is to ensure that groups have appropriate mech-
anisms to define and modify rules and that they are able to enjoy the
benefits from such decisions.

Impact of Tenure Security on Investment and Productivity

There are three main elements of tenure security that can affect house-
holds' behavior. First, greater security against eviction, which in prac-
tice is often equivalent to longer duration of land rights, will reduce the
need to spend resources on defending resource rights and the probabil-
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ity of getting caught up in land conflicts. This is likely to increase the
demand for land-related investment. Second, greater ability to transfer
land, while unlikely to affect the probability of conflict or eviction, will
increase the payoff from investments linked to the land because it will
allow the person who made the investment to benefit from it even if,
for some unforeseen reason, he or she will not be able to personally use
the land. Third, greater tenure security can enhance access to credit,
thereby increasing the value of investment undertaken in situations in
which limited credit supply constrains investment.

Empirical analysis of the relation between tenure security and eco-
nomic outcomes needs to take account of the different elements and
many graduations of tenure security. For example, open-access-
property regimes provide much less security than inheritable usufructu-
ary rights. On the other hand, long-term and fully transferable leases
may, in practice, provide levels of tenure security virtually identical to
those provided by titled individual ownership. Careful definition of the
underlying concepts is therefore essential in any empirical study of land
tenure.

In addition, empirical analysis needs to recognize the possible pres-
ence of spurious correlations between measures of tenure security and
economic impacts. For example, if wealthy households have better eco-
nomic opportunities but are also more likely to acquire land title, sim-
ple correlations may easily overestimate the impact of title as an
indicator of tenure security. Similarly, households may be more likely to
demand and acquire tide to land of higher quality where the payoff
from investment is higher. Failure to account for this, for example, by
adjusting for land quality or household characteristics, could also lead
to spurious and misguided conclusions. There are various ways to deal
with this problem, such as using panel data analysis with household
fixed effects or controlling for as many unobserved variables as possible.
The reliability of any empirical result depends on the care taken in
adjusting for these factors.

Lack of tenure security, in any of its dimensions, implies that house- Reducing the risk of eviction
holds or entrepreneurs face a risk of losing their property rights to a plot can increase land values
of land (and the associated income flows) at some point in the future. As
shown formally and empirically (see, for example, Besley 1995; Feder
1988), eliminating such a threat by enhancing the security provided
through either informal means or formal institutions such as land
titles will increase the expected benefits from productivity-enhancing,
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Figure 2.3 Impact of tile status on land values, selectd counbies and years
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long-term investments, and thus the owner's willingness to undertake
them. Also, without secure tenure households will have fewer incen-

tives to rent out land in the short term to other users even if doing so

could have significant equity and welfare benefits. We therefore distin-
guish the effects of tenure security on investment and land prices before
proceeding to the impact of formal land tide on credit supply. Figure

2.3 summarizes the impact of secure land rights on land values in

selected countries.
The importance of productivity benefits associated with more secure

In Asia, higher tenure and individualized forms of tenure, even in a single period without any
securit, even if not investment effects, is illustrated by the transition from collective to pri-

formalized, increased vate cultivation that has been associated with large increases in produc-
investment tivity, as in the case of China (Lin 1992; McMillan 1989). In addition,

the key result from a number of studies is that under formal as well as
informal regimes, greater tenure security, as measured by the extent of
rights possessed by the owner, significantly increases landowners'

investment incentives. Especially where investments are labor-intensive
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but involve few cash outlays, the unambiguous conclusion is that
higher levels of tenure security-even if they are not associated with
high levels of transferability and are defined only at an informal level-
do provide an important incentive for increased investment. Results
from China, Pakistan, and Vietnam confirm the importance of tenure
security for investment. Comparing plots planred with the same crop
by the same household but under different tenure regimes, Jacoby, Li,
and Rozelle (2002) find that farmers tend to apply more manure and
labor, and to obtain significantly higher yields, on plots that are pri-
vately owned and are therefore more secure. In India, land values for

titled land are, on average, about 15 percent higher than for untitled
land, suggesting that possession of formal title reduces the probability
of land loss (Pender and Kerr 1998).

In Thailand land ownership titles induced higher investment in farm-
ing capital (attached investments and other capital), and titled land had
significantly higher market values and higher productivity per unit.
Output was 14 to 25 percent higher on titled land than on untitled land
of equal quality (Feder 1988). A comparison of housing prices in non-
squatter residential areas and squatter areas of the city of Davao in the
Philippines revealed that prices were 58 percent higher in the formal
area than in the informal one and rents were 18 percent higher (Feder
and Nishio 1999). Accounting for a possible impact of greater tenure
security on crop choice, for example, shifting to orchards instead of
growing maize, may further increase these benefits. In Vietnam, Do and
Iyer (2002) provide evidence suggesting that land registration con-
tributed to increased levels of perennial cultivation and irrigation.
Higher levels of tenure security in Chinese villages have a strong and sig-
nificant investment-enhancing impact, such as the application of green
manure (Yao 1996). Panel data from China confirm that, controlling for
other factors, land transfer rights boost agricultural investment (Carter
2002). In India investment in conservation is much lower on leased
plots and on plots that are subject to sales restrictions, supporting the
hypothesis that more secure land rights significantly affect household
behavior (Pender and Kerr 1998). For urban settings in the Philippines,
the differential in property values between dwellings of otherwise equal
quality in the nonsquatter and the squatter sector was about 58 percent,
and this largely benefited the poor (Jimenez 1984). In Jakarta registered
land was up to 73 percent more valuable than similar land held by a
weak claim (Dowell and Leaf 1992). Figure 2.4 shows the impact of title
on investment in three countries.
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Figure 2.4 Impact of tile status on investment, selected counties and years
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In Africa, tenure security In Ghana plots with greater transferability, interpreted as more secure

and transferability tenure, increased the probability that individuals would plant trees and
are relevant undertake a wide range of other investments such as drainage, irrigation,

and mulching (Besley 1995). While tenure security affects farmers' invest-

ment behavior, this does not necessarily require fully individualized rights

or land titles. In Niger farmers apply significandy lower amounts of manure
on rented than on owned plots, suggesting that they are aware of the differ-

ence in long-term tenure security, but no significant difference is apparent

between parcels held under full private ownership and those held under tra-

ditional usufruct. The conclusion is that tenure security on the latter is

apparendy high enough for farmers to expect to be able to reap the benefits

from their medium-term investment (Gavian and Fafchamps 1996). In

Malawi higher levels of tenure security under a patrilineal system have led

to higher levels of tree planting, tobacco cultivation, and adoption of new

technology (Otsuka 2001). In Tanzania Briggs and Mwamfupe (2000)
have identified insecurity of property rights in pern-urban areas resulting
from disputed ownership as a key factor underlying lower investment.
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Indeed, a fundamental rule found in most customary or communal
land tenure institutions is that investment in observable land improve-
ments, such as planting trees, is rewarded with strong individual land

rights (Crisologo-Mendoza and Van de Gaer 2001; Otsuka 2001;
Shepherd 1991). In areas where long-term improvements such as ter-
racing or clearing land and establishing plantations have the potential

to significantly increase land productivity, a common arrangement is

that tenants can either establish quasi-ownership rights to the land or
significantly increase their share of the harvest, as in the case of the
Republic of Yemen (Aw-Hassan 200 1).'5 Similarly, in Sumatra joint

ownership of land is found in areas that grow rice, which requires little
investment, but an individualized system of land rights has evolved in

upland areas where cinnamon is grown, implying a need for long-term

investment (Suyanto, Tomich, and Otsuka 2001).

In Nicaragua, the greater security associated with registered tide Formal title has a positive
helped to bring the level of investment closer to the optimum and impact in Latin America
increased the value of land by almost 30 percent. Investment at the plot

level is affected by the rights to the specific plot, but not by whether

there is at least one titled plot (which could then be used to access credit)

in the household. This suggests that, rather than improved credit access,
it is the higher level of tenure security that drives the result, an interpre-
tation reinforced by the fact that there are no significant differences in
transferability between titled and untitled lands (Deininger and
Chamorro forthcoming). In peri-urban Ecuador, the unconditional

impact of title is to raise property values by 24 percent. Informal prop-
erty rights, which communities develop over time, can to some extent

substitute for formal property rights, implying that titling will have
maximum effect in newly established communities where no informal

rules exist yet (Lanjouw and Levy 1998). In Venezuela, from 1965 to

2000 the prices of land in informal markets were consistently between

40 to 60 percent lower than the prices for titled land (Delahaye 2001).
Analysis of the impact of higher tenure security and land titling in

the Brazilian Amazon also indicates a strong impact of higher tenure

security (Alston, Libecap, and Schneider 1995, 1996). For Indian reser-
vations in the United States, Anderson and Lueck (1992) found that

output on tribal and individual trust land was 85 to 90 percent and 30

to 40 percent lower, respectively, than on fee simple land. Salas (1 986)
provides less rigorous evidence for Costa Rica, where they estimate a
positive correlation of 0.53 between farm income and title security, and

Stanfield (1990) claims that titling programs have led to increases in
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the value of land. More anecdotal evidence supports this: de Soto
(1993) notes that in Peru investment in property increases ninefold
when squatters obtain formalized title to their homes.

Land Title as a Key Determinant of ForTnal Credit Access

ritle reduces the costs of In addition to inducing investment, secure land ownership that can be
transferring land verified and transferred at low cost is likely to increase the supply of credit

from the formal credit system. The reason is that because of its immobil-
ity and virtual indestructibility, land with secure, clearly defined, and eas-
ily transferable ownership rights is ideal collateral. The provision of
collateral-facilitated by the possession of formal land title-is generally
a necessary condition for participation in formal credit markets for
medium- and long-term credit. Titles may enhance access to informal
credit markets as well, as Siamwalla (1990) observed in Thailand. There-
fore, the existence of well-documented and transferable property rights
and of institutional arrangements to facilitate the low-cost transfer of
land can often make an important contribution to the development of
financial markets. Figure 2.5 presents some of the available evidence.

The importance of the credit supply effect associated with the provi-
sion of land title is supported by evidence from Thailand (Feder 1988),
where farmers' opinions and econometric evidence point toward
improved credit supply as the main benefit of titling: the availability of
title significantly enhanced households' credit supply in three of the
four provinces. Lopez (1997) finds a similarly positive impact of title
on credit access in Honduras.

For title to enhance The positive effect of title on the supply of credit will not emerge uni-
credit access, certain versally. Formal land titling and registration, as distinct from measures to

preconditions need increase tenure security in an informal setting, are more likely to have a
to be satisfied strong credit market impact in situations where informal credit markets

are already operational and a latent demand exists for formal credit that
cannot be satisfied because of the lack of formal title. This is generally the
case in countries where a certain level of per capita income has been
attained, so that land is no longer the primary safety net, and if profitable
investment opportunities are available for potential borrowers. Where
these conditions exist, providing formal land titles can indeed contribute
significantly to the emergence of financial markets. Even in these cases,
measures to improve the development of credit infrastructure or access to
markets may be appropriate simultaneous with titling efforts.
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Figure 2.5 Impact of title status on access to credit, selected counties and years
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By contrast, formal titles may not have an effect on access to credit

in situations where (a) the option of foreclosure is not feasible, (b) the

necessary financial infrastructure and/or a banking system that will

lend to small producers is not available, or (c) the profitability of pro-
jects by potential users of credit is low. In addition, at low levels of
income and in the absence of other mechanisms for social security, land
serves as a social safety net. Foreclosing on the land of households that
have defaulted on credit would deprive them of their basic means of

livelihood and may not be socially desirable, which is essentially the
reason for customary systems restricting the marketability of land. Even

where formal law decrees that land should be fully tradable, such legis-

lation may be impossible to implement, as was indeed the case in
Kenya (Atwood 1990). Because banks are unlikely to lend under these
circumstances, expected credit market effects will not materialize. In

India, for example, Pender and Kerr (1999) found that formal proof of
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land ownership had little impact on credit supply, either because other
factors strongly affected credit access by small producers or because
foreclosure by banks was not an option.

Where title increases credit The provision of credit is also normally associated with fixed trans-
access, the effect may action costs that are related to the need to screen applicants, enforced

be differentiated repayment, and other issues independent of the amount borrowed. The
by asset class need to recoup these expenses may cause lenders to provide credit to

small borrowers at significantly higher cost than to large ones, or to
exclude them altogether. Thus, even where land is titled and can there-
fore be used as collateral, the transaction costs associated with adminis-
tering such credit or with foreclosure procedures may be too high to be
attractive to commercial lenders. Thus, the credit access benefits of land
titling may be differentiated by wealth and accrue only to richer pro-
ducers. Indeed, a study in Paraguay confirmed the existence of such a
credit supply effect of title (Carter and Olinto 2003). Estimates indi-
cated that producers with less than 20 hectares remained rationed out

of the credit market and therefore did not benefit from the credit sup-
ply effect of title, implying that the credit-related benefits of titling pro-

grams accrue only to medium and large landowners. As figure 2.6
indicates, producers with a smaller landholding are more likely to be
rationed in their access to capital, especially if their landholding is unti-

tled, than producers with larger landholdings. While title is estimated

to increase access to credit for aHl producers, the effect is sufficiently
large to overcome rationing only for those with more than 20 hectares

of land, implying that other mechanisms need to accompany titling for
households below this threshold. Mushinski (1999) found a similar

pattern of wealth-biased credit rationing in Guatemala.
Whether, in the presence of heterogeneity in endowments, small

producers will benefit from policies to award title depends in part on

the presence of credit markets and the ability to reduce transaction
costs and policy-induced distortions that limit access to credit markets.

Considerable evidence suggests that in situations in which credit mar-
kets either do not function well or entail distortions that put smaller
and poorer farmers at a disadvantage, the establishment of formal and

individualized property rights through titling may have an adverse

impact on equity. Eliminating policy distortions and other barriers that

might reduce access to credit will therefore be important before, or
commensurate with, initiation of tiding activities. Where titling is

unlikely to increase access to formal credit even with the elimination of

such distortions, and where additional interventions to increase access
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Figure 2.6 Impact of titling and wealth on credit access, Parguay, 1990-95
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Source: Carter and Salgado (2001).

to credit by smallholders are not viable economically, lower levels of
formality and precision can be used. Experience illustrates that these
can be upgraded over time, as in the case of Botswana (Adams 2000).

Policy Implications

T HE PRINCIPLES AND EVIDENCE DISCUSSED EARLIER IMPLY
that the legal framework for land ownership should not only
be comprehensive, but should also be flexible, allowing for dif-

ferent options depending on population density, level of economic
development, and infrastructure access. Furthermore, it should explic-
itly recognize the rights of women and other groups that have tradi-

tionally been neglected or disadvantaged. Wherever justified and
compatible with the foregoing principles, the legal framework should
include formal recognition of customary rights subject to minimum

standards. Even where rights are awarded to the group, they should be

sufficiently specific regarding the obligations of individuals within the
group and the mechanisms by which these are specified or can be
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changed. Finally, the institutions that administer land rights need to be
backed by law, legitimate, accessible, accountable, follow clearly
defined procedures, make authoritative decisions and provide informa-
tion at low cost so as to not discriminate against the poor.

Definition and Demarcation of Property Rights

The foregoing discussion highlights that property rights should endure
long enough to provide investment incentives and should be supported

by accessible enforcement institutions that enjoy legal backing and social
legitimacy; that the responsibility of individuals needs to be clear even if
property rights are given to a group; and that the pertinent institutions
must have the possibility of evolving flexibly in response to changing
needs. Even where the ultimate right (root title) may be with a commu-
nity or the state, many options are available depending on the particular
situation and system. Botswana provides a good example of a gradual
change in the breadth of land rights that an individual can enjoy, start-
ing with group rights. Since 1970 the authorities have gradually
strengthened individual rights, starting with the right to exclude other
people's animals and to fence arable lands; allowing the allocation of
land to all adult citizens, whether male or female, married or single;

charging a price for transfers of developed land; and introducing com-
mon law residential leases for commercially valuable land (Adams 2000;
Toulmin and Quan 2000).The critical issue is that the different systems
are compatible and complement each other and that mechanisms for
making the transition between different systems are well defined so that

duplication and parallelism are avoided.

In customary systems, Customary arrangements are dominant in most African countries and
demarcation of external in indigenous areas of many Latin American and some Asian countries.

boundaries is critical, Systems meant to closely resemble customary tenure were re-established
subject to clear in Mexico in the form of ejidos after the 1917 revolution and in China

membership, internal and Ethiopia in the context of collectivization. In these cases individuals'
rules, conflict resolution secure and normally inheritable rights to receive land, generally for indi-

mechanisms, and vidual cultivation, are based on their membership in the lineage that
recording of transfers cleared the land. Therefore, the defining characteristic of customary

tenure is that land is owned by the community rather than the individ-
ual. Exchanges through sales or rentals are limited to the community, and
allowing the permanent transfer of land to outsiders formally and defini-
tively ends the customary tenure regime. Customary systems of land
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ownership have evolved over long periods of time in response to location-
specific conditions. In many cases they constitute a way of managing land
relations that is more flexible and more adapted to location-specific con-
ditions than would be possible under a more centralized approach
(Downs and Reyna 1978; Noronha 1985). The land rights provided by
such systems are often very secure, long-term, and in most cases inherita-
ble and can be transferred within the community (Feder and Feeny 1991;
Feder and Noronha 1987). Challenges will arise only once transfers with
outsiders become more widespread or if internal institutions are no
longer able to adequately resolve land disputes.

The literature is clear that even in cases where property rights are given
to a group-that is, a clear boundary is established between members and
nonmembers-whether or not an open-access regime will prevail within
the group will depend on the effectiveness with which mechanisms for
resource management within the group are established and managed.
The widespread presence of condominium associations in industrial
countries that share many characteristics with customary tenure systems
illustrates that well-defined group rights are not necessarily inferior to full
individual ownership and can have advantages in providing public goods.
It also illustrates that in addition to defining the responsibilities of indi-
viduals within the group, mechanisms for exit and/or the transition to
more individualized property rights structures need to be clearly defined
if such arrangements are to be viable. As long as readily identifiable, long-
term, and transferable rights to land are held by individuals within a
group that satisfies the criteria outlined earlier, first providing legal recog-
nition and regularizing groups' land ownership rights may well be a cost-
effective approach to providing tenure security (Heath 1994). In many
cases communities have well-established rules for assigning land rights
within the group, but may face threats of encroachment or conflict from
outside. If this is the case, high levels of tenure security can often be
achieved at low cost by delineating rights for a group rather than for indi-
viduals. Experience suggests that such arrangements will be sustainable
and equitable only if the rights and responsibilities of individuals within
the group are clearly defined and if mechanisms to enforce them or to
appeal infringements are in place.

In many instances conflicts arise because land transfers and the
agreements surrounding them are contested, or because one of the par-
ties involved challenges the validity of the way in which past conflicts
were resolved. For this reason land transfers and agreements undertaken
in connectioni with the resolution of conflicts should be recorded in a
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way that minimizes the possibility of ambiguity or re-interpretation. Pro-
viding administrative validation for arrangements and contracts, such as
transfers and sales, that have been agreed on locally, provided they do not
infringe on others' rights (for example, of women or holders of secondary
land rights) constitutes a promising option (Lavigne Delville 2000). In
fact, simple recording of sales agreements witnessed by respectable mem-
bers of the community has long been used to legitimize and give social
recognition to such transactions. Use of this mechanism is particularly
desirable in West Africa where, because it is often migrants who are
involved in land transactions, the conflict could lead to broader frictions
along ethnic lines.

Recognizing occupants or In situations where land users and the private sector are confident

formal long-term leases is that the government will honor contracts, long-term and secure lease
an option on state lands rights that are fully transferable can become virtually indistinguishable

from private ownership. For example, in Israel most land is state-owned
and leased to farmers for terms of 49 or 99 years without any negative
impact on the functioning of land or credit markets (Lerman 2001).
Where there are reservations or fears about the equity and productivity
impact of privatizing land ownership, award of long-term leases can pro-
vide a means of achieving many or all of the benefits, or to test out the
feasibility of such arrangements and then gradually expand on the basis
of the experience gained in the process. For example, in China after
1978, rural land was initially given on informal lease contracts for 15
years, a period thati has now been extended to 30 years. The gradual evo-
lution of tenure security on state-owned land is illustrated in box 2.2.

Similarly, in Vietnam the 1998 Law on Land provides automatically
renewable leases of 20 years for annual crops and 50 years for perenni-
als, allows some mortgaging, and permits foreign investors to obtain
leases to land under certain conditions (World Bank 2000). Obviously,
as lease contracts near the end of their term, uncertainty about their
continuity can reduce investment incentives. Thus, rules to ensure a
fair and transparent process of contract renewal will be required. The
desire to reduce transaction costs, uncertainty, and the opportunity for
discretional bureaucratic interference has led many countries to stipu-
late automatic renewal of leases in the absence of an overriding public
interest requiring termination of the contract.

Obviously, if there are doubts concerning the ability or desire of the
state institutions leasing out the land to honor long-term contracts, for
example by revoking leases or raising lease payments once investments
that increase the value of the land have been made, the benefits from
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Box 2.2 Land tenure security under state ownership

IN CHINA THE ADOPTION OF INDIVIDUAL USE fits are a growing problem (Li 2002). To increase
rights to land under the household responsibility sys- tenure security, in 1999 the Chinese government
tem in the early 1980s has contributed significantly to revised the 1986 Land Management Law to require
increased productivity anid output in rural areas (Lin that farmers receive written 30-year land use contracts
1992; McMillan, Whalley, and Zhu 1989). Nonethe- and that the scope for readjustments be circLumscribed
less, studies find that tenure security varies sharply or completely eliminated. This has had considerable,
across villages (Li, Rozelle, and Brandt 1998) and that though regionally differentiated, impacts on farmers'
periodic administrative reallocation of land con- perceptions (Prosterman 2001). Building on this, in
tributes to great insecurity of property rights Uacoby, 2002 the government adopted a new land law that
Li, and Rozelle forthcoming). Weak property rights strengthens individuals' rights, frees rental markets,
have been linked to environmentally unsustainable protects households against arbitrary expropriation by
methods of cultivation, overexploiration of scarce nat- village cadres by requiring that even small realloca-
ural resources, low investment, and decreased house- dons be approved by a two-thirds majority of village
hold welfare (Chen and Davis 1998). Furthermore, members, and aims to establish mechanisms to pro-
abuses of power by village authorities to effect reallo- tect women against losing their land endowments
cations that would provide them with personal bene- (Schwarzwalder 2002).

leasing of public land will be limited or completely absent. If it is not
possible to increase the credibility of government institutions and the
benefits from improved ownership rights are substantial, complete pri-
vatization may be indicated. At the same time, there may be broader

benefits from increasing the credibility of public institutions and mak-
ing them more accountable, something that illustrates the close link
between land tenure and broader legal reform.

If the value of land is sufficiently high, individual ownership rights to Private ownership will be
land are generally the option of choice. Where the magnitude of the task, key to tenure security
the high requirements of full title, and shortage of administrative capacity in many cases
render the award of fully surveyed and documented freehold title infeasi-
ble or impractical, at least in the short to medium term, intermediate

options to increase the tenure security of informal urban and rural
dwellers are needed. The options available include a streamlined and sim-

plified title registration system as introduced in Peru (de Soto 2000); long-
term and transferable leases as implemented in many Indian cities; or legal
measures that guarantee occupancy rights and recognition of such rights,
including record keeping, at the local level. These measures have often had
a significant impact on increasing tenure security at a relatively low cost.
Ensuring the compatibility of any simplified registration system with an
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eventual formal titling procedure is, however, essential in order not to set
up parallel systems.

Land ownership as certified by formal title will still be the option of
choice where land values are sufficiently high and the administrative
capacity for land administration is available. This is illustrated by the

fact that many middle-income countries such as Chile, Malaysia, Mex-
ico, Morocco, Thailand, and Tunisia have carried out large-scale tenure
regularization and upgrading programs that have provided formal title
with considerable success. In this context, land registration should be
accessible and provide authoritative and reliable information to finan-
cial institutions and potential investors at low cost. To ensure trans-
parency, public access to the registry needs to be enshrined in law, the
administrative structure must be sufficiently deconcentrated, 16 and the
physical records must be in a condition that permits such access at low
cost. The agency responsible for registering land rights should also be
independent from the courts and the executive.

Initial award of land As the benefit: of an official registry lies in providing authoritative
documents should information on all properties in a jurisdiction, the increment in tenure

be systematic security that can be offered by a legal and institutional framework that

covers most of the territory and that provides a possibility for gradual
upgrading as needed can outweigh the relatively low level of precision

that may be necessary for cost reasons. Greater precision and detail can
then be targeted' to areas where land values are higher, for example,
urban areas. Equity and efficiency considerations also imply that wher-
ever possible titling programs should be systematic rather than on
demand. Efficiency is increased through economies of scale, and equity
is enhanced if all claims in an area are registered at the same time. 7

Registration programs should be accompanied by publicity campaigns
to ensure widespread knowledge of the rules and procedures. Often,
involving communities is more cost-effective than a highly formalized way

of demarcating boundaries. Furthermore, local communities have the best
knowledge of the situation on the ground, and if there is a systematic
requirement for them to provide consent they can object to wrong bound-
aries, misquoted or omitted owners, and other irregularities. This is critical
to prevent the emergence of subsequent disputes that would jeopardize the

security of tides and certificates awarded, reducing their value and under-

mining the scope for subsequent land transactions. The importance of
local participation is widely acknowledged, systems that do not pay suffi-

cient attention to this issue are either slow and ad hoc or suffer from sub-
sequent disputes.
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Even where systematic registration is being implemented, it will not
be feasible at once for a whole country, thereby posinig the challenge of
dealing with nonpriority areas on a sporadic basis. The same is true for
areas that are not included under systematic adjudication. Given that
historically, ad hoc procedures of land adjudication without proper
consultation have arguably been the mechanism through which tradi-
tional communities and their members have lost most of their land
either to outsiders or to chiefs and community members, special atten-
tion to these situations is warranted. This will make adherence to a
transparent process even more important.

Unless the authorities can make land administration institutions pro- Sustainable mechanisms
vide services broadly, at low cost, and in a way that inspires public confi- for follow-up registration
dence and trust so that owners see tangible benefits that justify their are required
efforts to keep their property records updated, large investments in legal
drafting and physical infrastructure may have little long-term effect.
Indeed, institutional shortcomings can impose constraints on house-
holds' and entrepreneurs' ability to enjoy and transfer property rights
that are as detrimental as ambiguous legal provisions. In fact, the case of
India, where the registry essentially provides only a record of tax pay-
ments and where land disputes therefore abound (Wadhwa 2002), illus-
trates that a registry that does not provide authoritative and up-to-date
information may be of limited use. In many cases titling programs did
not achieve the expected outcomes because households failed to register
follow-up transactions, thereby rapidly invalidating the value of the
huge public investment. Analysis of the incentives for follow-up registra-
tion reveals that high transaction costs or transfer taxes often mean that
households do not register transactions, and the authorities need to take
appropriate measures to deal with this issue. Thus, to ensure sustainabil-
ity, if landowners are expected to register transactions and to use the reg-
istry, their costs in time and money for doing so should be minimized.

Strengthen Women's Land Rights

Past land policy initiatives that were based on a unitary model of the
household have often failed to recognize the importance of the way in
which control of assets, and in particular land, is assigned within the
household. This has often resulted in relative neglect of women's land
rights, despite the fact that this violates basic norms of equality and evi-
dence pointing toward the importance of women's access to assets and
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income for nutritional outcomes and human capital accumulation,
especially for girls,, as well as for women's bargaining power within the
household. Irrespective of whether or not women engage in agriculture,
independent asset ownership will considerably enhance their livelihood
opportunities; for example, they could use land ownership to gain
access to credit that would allow them to establish small enterprises or
engage in other nonagricultural pursuits. Even where measures
intended to enhance women's rights, such as joint titling, were intro-
duced, results and impacts have often lagged far behind expectations,
implying that greater attention to the effectiveness of interventions
would be warranted.

Attention to women's land In many societies women's land rights are of a secondary nature,
rights is particularly acquired through their husbands or male relatives. As a consequence,

important if women are women's ability to have independent land ownership in case of the death
the main cultivators, if of their husband or divorce was limited. Divergence between ownership

control of productive and control rights 'can have negative effects on productivity. Where the
activities is differentiated husband controls the proceeds from cultivation, this reduces women's

by gender, or if adult incentives to exert efforts, and thus lowers agricultural productivity. This
mortality is high is particularly relevant in African countries, where women are the main

agricultural cultivators, and in many Latin America and Asian countries,
where men migrate or women are traditionally heavily discriminated
against (Agarwal 1994; Deere and Leon 2001). In Burkina Faso the real-
location of factors of production from plots controlled by men to plots
controlled by women within the same household could increase output
by 6 percent (Udry 1996). Other studies highlight that bias in the allo-
cation of land rights against women is not justified, as the literature pro-
vides no evidence of inferior efficiency by women farmers; indeed, a
study from C6te d'Ivoire, for example, demonstrates that women's effi-
ciency is not significantly different from that of men (Adesina and Djato
1997). In addition, anecdotal evidence suggests that giving women title
to land will allow them to use the security this provides to access credit,
possibly to start up nonfarm enterprises.

Unless women's rights are specifically protected, increases in land
values caused, for example, by higher levels of population density or the
emergence of export opportunities, may lead to a progressive weaken-
ing, or even the loss, of women's rights to land. In some parts of West
Africa the introduction of export crops has resulted in men taking over
plots previously farmed by women (Kevane and Gray 1999), similar to
what occurred in Kenya (Dolan 2001). By contrast, the introduction of
export crops in Ghana has increased the demand for women's labor,
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causing husbands to "gift" them land rights in return for labor on their
husbands' cocoa plots. The resulting improved outcomes, such as
spending on girls' education and health, illustrate that strengthening
women's bargaining power and their control over assets clearly matters

and can help improve equity (Quisumbing and Otsuka 2001). In many
Indian states both laws and court rulings or prevailing practices are
often strongly biased against women. Government action to address the
issue has been recommended at the national level (Saxena 1999).

The devastation caused by the HIV/AIDS epidemic, together with

the fact that in traditional systems widows have only indirect, and
often insecure, access to land, is forcing significant adjustments.
Although traditional inheritance patterns are changing in some
African countries because of the significantly increased male mortality
(Ntozi and Ahimbisibwe 1999), in Uganda widows suffer from signif-
icantly higher levels of land-related conflicts than others, causing losses
in productivity and requiring them to spend money on trying to
obtain a resolution (Deininger and Castagnini 2002). Better defini-
tion and enforcement of women's rights to land and its inheritance
could therefore avoid burdening victims of such shocks with conflicts
over land that are likely to further weaken their ability to effectively

cope. Unless measures to effectively protect women's access to land
assets are taken, general efforts to increase the security of land rights
may in this context result in a higher concentration of land rights in
the hands of men, with negative implications for gender equality and

economic outcomes (Lastarria-Cornhiel 1997).
In most countries, traditional law implies that women's access to Legal recognition of

land is mediated through their relationships with men. Legal recogni- women's property rights
tion of women's ability to have independent rights to land is thus a nec- is an essential first step
essary, though by no means sufficient, first step toward increasing their

control of assets. While most countries recognize gender equality before
the law and outlaw discrimination against women, putting such regula-
tions into practice requires more specific actions. In Asia women's land
rights have been systematically eroded over a long time. While contes-
tation of the main property laws has helped to improve the legal frame-
work, shortcomings remain both in the legal basis for women's property
rights and in the actual ability to implement these (Agarwal 1994). In
Africa, where juxtaposition, and often conflict, between traditional
patriarchal authorities and democratic institutions based on gender
equality can create considerable friction, a number of countries, includ-
ing Mozambique, Nigeria, and South Africa, have anchored gender
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1az 2.CS3 OlgovatOve gendern Bgisdaton On Laft Amefta

IN AN ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE GENDER EQUALITY, Colombia (as of 1988), Costa Rica (1990),
Latin American and Asian countries have adopted a Nicaragua (1993), Peru (1997, for married couples
number of innovative practices. Explicit equality only), the Dominican Republic (1998), Ecuador
between men's and women's land rights is guaran- (1999), Guatemala (1999), and Brazil (2001,
teed by Nicaragua (as of 1981), Brazil (1988), option since 1988) and has been proposed in El Sal-
Costa Rica (1990), Honduras (1991), Colombia vador and Honduras. Furthermore, Chile, Colom-
(1994), Bolivia (1996), the Dominican Republic bia, and Nicaragua give priority and charge lower
(1998), and Guatemala (1999). Joint adjudication fees to female household heads in land-related
and/or titling of land to couples is a requirement in interventions.

Source: Deere and Leon (2001).

equality in their constitutions, with a clarification that this provision

supersedes any legal provision, including in customary law. The exam-
ple of Uganda, where the clause pertaining to co-ownership by women

was eliminated from the 1998 Land Act at the last moment, illustrates

that the legal emancipation of women is often highly political and that

in the absence of strong advocacy, proper attention to women's issues

may be difficult to achieve (Yngstrom 2002).

lnhe^once regulations For many women, inheritance is an important way of accessing

often play a cRitcal mDle land. Normally the rules followed are highly culture-specific, have
evolved over long periods, and continue to adapt to changes in the

socioeconomic environment. Investigators have repeatedly identified

lack of clarity in inheritance regulations as a major source of conflict.

Where modernization will clash with traditional values, the goal

should be to clarify the rules and explore the extent to which they are

consistent with other values, such as gender equality, and if they are
not, to examine how such consistency might be achieved at either the

procedural or the legal level. The issue has become particularly impor-

tant in the context of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa, where the

requirement to go through elaborate formal channels to effect transfers

of rights in the case of inheritance has, in some cases, developed into a
major burden for the poor (Fourie 2002). Legal changes to increase

women's rights undertaken in Latin America (see box 2.3), and more

recently in Asia, have made land legislation more gender-balanced

(Deere and Leon 2001).
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Although investigators have undertaken little systematic study of Legal change needs to be
changes in inheritance or other legislation, empirical evidence suggests translated into local reality
that even where legal provisions are adequate, if they clash with tradi-

tional norms their effectiveness may be limited. For example, in India

women often fail to exercise their legal rights because of social pressure,

and some evidence indicates that adjustments men have made to the

legal provisions may make them actually worse off (Saxena, 2002). In
Africa, laws in favor of women may not be effective, as those who are to
benefit from them often fail to insist on their rights for fear of being

accused of witchcraft or being socially stigmatized (Walker 2002). For
example, even though women's rights are adequately protected in law,

local institutions that male elites have traditionally dominated cannot
automatically be counted on to protect and enforce these rights, as
Khadiagala (2001) demonstrates for Uganda. In Eastern Europe, even

though countries' constitutions mandate equality of men and women
before the law, practice discriminates against the latter, for instance, by

allowing the registration of property in the name of only one person,

which will usually be the male household head.
All this implies that legal measures can only constitute a first step

within a broader process of education and capacity building that makes
women aware of their rights. To avoid or be able to counter undesirable
side effects early on, the impact of legal measures needs to be closely
monitored. Advocacy and awareness campaigns to draw attention to the
importance of gender issues in land policy, as well as measures to make

women aware of their rights and to provide them with legal aid, will be
required (Gopal and Salim 1998). Even though it is rarely enough by
itself, the right to inherit land can have an important role in preventing

the erosion of such rights by providing new opportunities and can
strengthen women's bargaining power (Gray and Kevane 2001).

One strategy to improve women's property rights that has not been
fully explored is the potential for giving priority attention to women as
beneficiaries of government interventions and programs. Titling programs

in Latin America have developed promising approaches, including, in
addition to legal changes, joint titling and explicit guarantees for women's

land rights. Experience from these suggests that legal initiatives that are

accompanied by dissemination campaigns are often insufficient to

improve women's status. Preferential treatment of women in public pro-

grams such as titling and land reform in Latin America suggests that this

provides an appropriate way to increase gender equity and has helped
improve the documentary basis for women's rights, which earlier attempts
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had almost completely neglected (Deere and Leon 2001). Much more can
be done with regard to positive discrimination in favor of women in spe-
cific projects and in rigorously evaluating the impact of gender preferences
in land registration.

Build on Customary Tenures and Existing Institutions

Eliminating or replacing Given that customary tenure systems have evolved over a long period of
customary tenure is often time, they are often well adapted to specific conditions and needs. Even

neither necessary in situations where such arrangements reach their limits, building on
nor desirable what already exists is in many cases easier and more appropriate than

trying to re-invent the wheel, which can end up creating parallel insti-
tutions with all their disadvantages. In the past, practitioners have often
considered customary tenure arrangements to be an economically infe-
rior arrangement, equivalent to collective cultivation. To facilitate eco-
nomic growth and prevent the static and dynamic efficiency losses
presumably associated with this form of tenure, they proposed estab-
lishing freehold title and subdividing the commons (World Bank
1975). Especially in Africa, this has helped to legitimize and continue
the dualism between "modern" forms of land tenure comprising lease-
hold and freehold systems and "backward" forms consisting of custom-
ary arrangements that most newly independent states had inherited
from their former colonial masters. In view of the limited outreach of
the modern sector, which in most African countries covers at most
between 2 and 10 percent of the total land area (Osterberg 2002), the
failure to formally recognize customary and other traditional institu-
tions has effectively excluded the majority of land and the population
using it from the rule of the law, with potentially far-reaching implica-
tions for governance.

In Africa, customary institutions administer virtually all of the land
area, including some peri-urban areas with high land values where
demand for land transactions and more formal property rights is
rapidly increasing. Such institutions not only often have a stronger field
presence than government institutions, but locals also trust them more,
especially in West Africa, where colonial intervention relied more on
local institutions. At the same time, the lack of legal recognition of
these institutions, which de jure puts them outside the scope of the law,
makes enforcing decisions extremely difficult for them and for those
who may be negatively affected or think these authorities abuse their
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Tlabe 2.3 antus of causlomavy QenDune in nee Band liws, segected Mfrican conugMes

Country Recognition of Customary rights Commons registrable
customary tenure registrable interests by group Implementation

Burkina Faso Permissive No No n.a.
C6te d'lvoire Partial Yes No n.a.
Eritrea No No No None
Ethiopia No No Yes None
Ghana Yes Yes Yes None
Kenya Permissive No No n.a.
Lesotho Yes Yes Yes None
Malawi Yes No Yes None
Mali Yes Yes No n.a.
Mozambique Yes Yes Yes Under way
Namibia Yes Yes No None
Niger Yes Yes No n.a.
Rwanda No No No None
South Africa Yes Yes Yes None
Swaziland Yes Yes Yes None
Tanzania Yes Yes Yes None
Uganda Yes Yes Yes Minor
Zambia Yes No No Under way
Zanzibar' No No Indirectly only Pilots
Zimbabwe Yes Yes Yes None

n.a. Not appliable.
a. Archipelago ofTanzania.
Source: Based on Alden-Wiley (2002).

power to appeal or bring other action against such decisions. Formal
recognition of their role could, by making such institutions more
accountable, benefit everybody.

Recent reforms in other African countries have gone a long way
toward recognizing customary tenure (table 2.3), thereby providing the
basis for integrating it into more formal systems. In addition to the

legal recognition of community rights that, for the first time, provides
an opportunity to integrate the mass of land users into the formal sys-
tem, a key element of these reforms is the extensive use of existing local
institutions, or in some cases the establishment of new ones, to solve

land disputes and provide guarantees for such rights at the local level
(Toulmin and Quan 2000). Experience illustrates that legal recognition

of the respective institutions is, however, only the first step that needs

to be followed up by actual demarcation of land, as well as capacity
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building for local institutions. While the former will require attention
to minor and secondary rights can have a significant impact on equity,
the latter will need clear principles, procedures, and rules to prevent
abuses of power and establish mechanisms of appeal. The dangers
inherent in the failure to recognize customary rights and the resulting
disconnect between legal stipulations and actual practice is illustrated
by the case of C6te d'Ivoire. Despite a long history of participatory
demarcation of community land, the 2000 Land Law failed to recog-
nize such rights and instead mandated that all customary rights not
transformed into full title within 10 years would revert back to the
state. The state's limited ability to implement these provisions was ques-
tionable from the outset. At the same time, predictions that the law
would create widespread tenure insecurity, conflict, and discretionary
action by bureaucrats seem to have been borne out by recent hostilities
in the country that were at least partly related to land issues.

To put the legal recognition of customary rights into practice, mech-
anisms for the demarcation and recording of the boundaries of com-
munity (or, if desired and feasible, individual) land are indispensable
and have been established in a number of countries. For example, Tan-
zania's land policy establishes a certificate for village land and designates
the elected village council as trustee for land. Individual households'
plots are registered as individual customary holdings, but land is held
and registered by the village. In this case the law also provides a range of
options for landholding, and land previously acquired by the state can
be transferred back to the village. In Mozambique the law establishes
the protection of customary rights without the need for registration.
The local community is given legal status, thereby eliminating the need
to survey all the individual plots, but at the same time providing pro-
tection by delineating community boundaries. Foreign investors and
other outsiders can acquire use rights only through consultation with
communities (Tanner 2002). In Benin customary rights are recognized
and will be validated in a participatory fashion. Once they have regis-
tered customary rights, individuals can apply either for land certificates
or full registration, both of which can be used for credit on a cost recov-
ery basis. Land is managed by a land management committee at the
level of the commune and a village land management committee
(Pescay 2002). By expanding on such innovative practices, possibly in a
decentralized fashion that allows gradual upgrading over time (see box
2.4), it will be possible not only to improve security of tenure but often
also to strengthen local government institutions.
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Box 2.4 The scope for gradually upgrading tenure securiy over time

FORTHE FREEHOLD SYSTEM IN NAMIBIATO COVER parallel registration system was developed that pro-
existing urban settlements would take more than 20 vides a lower form of title, called a starter title, that
years, even if the required knowledge, expertise, and guarantees perpetual occupation of a site within a

technical equipment were available. The lack of all block without identifying the exact location of this

these factors implies a need for a model of a land reg- site within the block. It also allows the possibility of
istration system that can be upgraded over time. To tranisferring occupation rights according to customs

this end, permissions to occupy were given for the or norms (by-laws) drawn up by the group occupy-

planned portions of urban areas, but these could not ing the site, but not the mortgaging of this right. A

be mortgaged, subleased, or otherwise transferred second tide, called a landhold title, adds the ability to

without permission. Urban expansion increases the mortgage the land. In both cases the whole block is

demand for serviced land for residential and business registered in freehold ownership by the central reg-

purposes. At the same rime, the high costs involved istry office, whereas the specific occupancy rights on

in planning and developing land, especially with the site are registered only locally at the district level.

high standards of infrastructure, make land in these While institutional issues have slowed down imple-

areas generally unaffordable for the poor. This, mentation, observers see this as a promising option

together with the lack of surveyors and other techni- to extend tenure securiry quickly to large numbers of

cal expertise, slows processes and encourages the poor people in circumstances where technical and

growth of informal settlements. To cope with this a humani resources are limited.

Sonrce: Jtlma and Christensen (2001).

As table 2.3 illustrates, there has been considerable progress in terms Putting new legislation into
of legal drafting. At the same time, the fact that some of these laws were practice poses technical and
passed some time ago without the necessary follow-up in terms of institutional challenges
implementation, is reason for concern. Indeed, studies from Uganda

indicate that the institutional vacuum created by new laws without

actual institutions for enforcement can become a major source of inse-

curity and conflict (Deininger and Castagnini 2002; McAuslan 1998).

Experience from Mexico illustrates that passage of advanced laws is

ineffective unless they are backed up by adequately funded, staffed, and

motivated institutions to resolve conflicts and assist communities,

implying that the implementation of advanced legal provisions will

require significant effort and resources to be put into dissemination and

capacity building at the local level, and to ensure that mechanisms of

appeal are available. In the case of Africa, integration of the customary

and statutory systems remains a major challenge for policy, and more

work is required to clarify both the technical and institutional options

available to implement new land legislation in a context of constrained

availability of human and fiscal resources (Fourie 2002).
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Strengthen the Land Rights of Indigenous People and Herders

Governments have often Forests and other common property resources contribute significantly to
underestimated the people's welfare, especially of the poor. In Africa and Asia poor people in

importance of land rights marginal areas often derive 30 to 40 percent of their consumption from
for marginal groups common property resources (Cavendish 2000; Jodha 1996). The litera-

ture suggests that governments often neglected or underestimated the
importance of land tenure issues in natural resource conservation and
the noneconomic values associated with "marginal" lands (Heltberg
2001; Shackleton, Shackleton, and Cousins 2001). This is important,
because with competing demands for land from outside, for example,
for logging and mining, and with collective action problems as commu-
nities' sources of livelihood and preferences become more diverse, many
of these resources are degrading, thereby jeopardizing the livelihoods of
a large number of poor and marginal people (Arnold 2001).

Recent policy changes and international conventions have led to
greater recognition of indigenous land rights in many countries, espe-
cially in Asia and Latin America, where a large share of the population is
affected. In Latin America the indigenous population amounts to about
50 million people, or about 10.5 percent of the total population, and
many more people are dependent on forest resources. Furthermore,
indigenous people are highly concentrated in specific countries such as
Bolivia (where 71 percent of the national population is indigenous),
Guatemala (66 percent), Peru (47 percent), and Ecuador (43 percent).
These four countries and Mexico (14 percent) account for almost 90 per-
cent of Latin America's indigenous population. About 100 million people
in India and some 120 million people (or 30 percent of the population)
in Southeast Asia are classified as forest-dependent (Poffenberger 2002).

A growing number of countries recognize indigenous land rights in
principle and allow for their internal management by the community.
For example, in the Philippines the 1997 Indigenous Peoples Rights
Act recognizes, promotes, and protects the rights of indigenous people
and provides rights to ancestral domains, rights to transfer lands, and
exemptions from property taxes. Lands that were previously adminis-
tered by centralized institutions are to be turned over to the commu-
nity. Similarly, in at least some Latin American countries the
recognition of indigenous property rights is followed up by more far-
reaching action.18 Even where a legal framework is in place, implemen-
tation has often been slow because of gaps in the extent to which
communities can actually exercise their management authority in prac-
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tice. Pilot projects in Brazil, Colombia, Peru, and other countries have
helped to streamline procedures for giving ownership title to indige-
nous communities and are currently being expanded and replicated in
other countries (Hvalkof 2002).

Clearly defined property rights are particularly relevant in cases
where rights granted to indigenous communities overlap with mineral
or logging rights that have already been awarded to others, and where
only legal clarity on their rights will enable communities to negotiate
effectively with outside interests. This is illustrated in Ghana, where
clear rights enable communities to negotiate with concessionaires on
uses for different purposes, replanting after harvest, and specified shares
of the proceeds (Amanor, Brown, and Richards 2002).

Pastoral communities are widespread in the marginal areas of the Overlooking the needs
Sahel, the Middle East and North Africa, East Africa, and Central Asia. of pastoral communities
In areas characterized by sparse rainfall, the high risk of crop failure may is dangerous
make strategies characterized by high mobility and the associated joint
ownership more rewarding than individualizing land ownership (Nugent
and Sanchez 1998; Steele 2001). Strategies to manage risk in these agri-
culturally marginal areas depend heavily on mobility and the ability to
temporarily use supplementary resources, such as crop residues, from
adjacent areas or from the market. Access to such resources was in many
cases unproblematic under conditions of low population density, but is
becoming contested with the expansion of crop agriculture and often
constitutes a source of conflict between nomadic and settled communi-
ties. Population growth and the expansion of sedentary agriculture may
therefore lead to significant conflict and/or a decision by nomadic herders
to shift toward sedentary agriculture themselves, as can be observed in
many areas of the world (van den Brink, Bromley, and Chavas 1995).
Despite the large physical areas involved, the fact that pastoralists often
constitute one of the most vulnerable groups, and the potential for con-
flict and violence at the interface between pastoral and sedentary com-
munities, the land tenure needs of pastoral populations have often been
neglected or marginalized in the policy debate.

By its nature, most pastoral activity takes place on lands with low
commercial value and incorporates mobility as a central element. In
highly marginal environments, the importance of temporary access to
feed resources is critical, and investigators have emphasized the impor-
tance of geographic mobility as an inherent element of a land tenure
system that provides flexibility and allows the merging and shifting of
rights to insure against risks (Breusers 2001; Niamir-Fuller 1999;
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Turner 1999). This is complicated by the fact that the routes followed
by pastoralists often cross state boundaries and change depending on
resource availability. The public good nature of the resources in ques-
tion and the coordination failures in managing them have led a number
of countries in Asia and North Africa to try to manage such resources
through the state to reverse the degradation of rangeland and enhance
the availability of feed (Leybourne and others 1993; Nordblom and
Shomo 1995; Osman, Bahhady, and Murad 1994). Many observers
have criticized this approach, whereby reserves to help reverse degrada-
tion and improve feed availability are opened during certain periods
and are rented to herd owners afterwards, because of the high costs of
fencing and guarding the reserves, the lack of financial sustainability,
the creation of incentives for overstocking and the resulting negative
equity effects, and the lack of any community participation.

Giving management Given the complexity of the institutional structures involved, in
authority to local most situations simply introducing private property rights will be nei-

communities is desirable, ther feasible nor c6st-effective (Blewett 1995). Experience with nation-
especially as pressure for alization of property rights previously held by traditional communities

settlement increases has been disappointing as well. It prevented tribal leaders who in the
past apportioned access to and use of tribal pastures to efficiently man-
age their resources, leading to private land appropriation and conflicts,
as in Jordan and Syria (Masri 1991; Nesheiwat, Ngaido, and Mamdoh
1998). In Ethiopia conflict ensued because traditional authorities man-
age access to and use of grazing resources, but are prohibited from
diverting land to crop use (Swallow and Kamara 1999). Tenure insecu-
rity increased because herders repeatedly lost their pastures to neighbor-
ing farming communities or to new migrant farmers (Ngaido 1993).
Giving greater management authority to local communities is also the
principle behind the gestion du terroir and natural resource manage-
ment approaches that have been used extensively to implement com-
munity-based pastoral or integrated natural resource management
projects, especially in West Africa. Although not always fully successful
(Delville 2002), these approaches have highlighted the importance of
local resource management and responsibility.

The negative impact of increasing scarcity of land during the lean
season is compounded by increased pressure to becoming settled within
pastoral communities themselves. The increase in the value of land with
higher population pressures will eventually lead to increased individual-
ization of land, implying significant changes for pastoralism (Jarvis
1991). Indeed, China's 1985 Rangeland Law emphasized individual
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household tenure as a necessary condition to improve incentives for
sustainable rangeland management. Such contracting of grassland to
households is appropriate in some areas with high human and animal
population densities, such as large parts of Inner Mongolia. At the same
time, in less densely populated areas pastoral tenure arrangements often
continue to be based on collective access and management (Banks
2001; Ho 2000). This has led to the development of herder-driven
cooperatives in Jordan that are reclaiming the management of parts of
traditional pastures as grazing reserves. Many communities are adopt-
ing such an approach, and the positive results of these initiatives are
being replicated elsewhere (Ngaido and McCarthy 2002).

Responding to this need, initiatives in a number of Sahelian coun-
tries, such as Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, and Niger, seek to grant
greater tenure security to pastoral communities, building on the posi-
tive experience with giving greater property rights and responsibility for
resource management to local communities. Mauritania, for example,
is introducing so-called focal-point management of lands vital to the
sustainability of pastoral livestock production, together with national
policy reforms to create the basis for a pastoral code that legally recog-
nizes customary resource management practices and property rights
and provides protection against encroachment by outsiders. Given that
rangelands are not only fragile but, in most instances, also characterized
by a legacy of mismanagement and unsettled land tenure, arriving at a
sustainable policy will require recognizing the importance of ensuring
access, taking account of the fragility of the land and focusing on risk
management, and acknowledging the multiple-use forms and objec-
tives of different groups of users.

Improve Functioning of Land Administration Institutions

Even if property rights are well defined by law, legal concepts need to be Land administration
translated into something that can be physically identified on the translates concepts
ground, referred to, and transferred if desired. This creates a need for into reality
demarcation and surveys of boundaries, registration and record keep-
ing, adjudication of rights, and resolution of conflicts. All these activi-
ties, together with other land management functions the state
performs, are normally referred to as land administration (UNECE
1996). The state has an essential role to play nor only in the legal defi-
nition of property rights, but also in providing the infrastructure used
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to demarcate and record property rights to enable their cost-effective
enforcement. To secure property rights to land, countries will therefore
have to establish institutions that carry out land administration func-
tions. While private users will appropriate some of the benefits pro-
vided by such institutions, the reliability and comprehensiveness of the
information they provide, their accessibility, and the trust they com-
mand will be critical for granting tangible tenure security to the poor.

Land administration can contribute to the achievement of broad
efficiency and equity goals if a number of preconditions are satisfied.
First, the institutions involved need to have clear mandates and a struc-
ture that allows them to function efficiently and free from political
pressure. Second, the poor will be the first to be left out of sporadic
approaches that cover part of the territory at high cost, and may even
lose their rights if nontransparent processes of sporadic titling are
adopted. Thus, where social and economic conditions warrant titling or
other forms of land rights regularization, the danger of excluding the
poor by adopting, approaches that are nontransparent, fail to make the
required information widely accessible, or impose high fixed or up-
front costs must be taken into account. This suggests that the scope of
any program should be comprehensive.19 Regularization efforts need to
be undertaken at costs that are commensurate with the benefits,
thereby allowing sustainability in the long term. Finally, as a public
good, the inforrmation on land ownership maintained in the registry
needs to be publicly available and accessible at low cost to minimize the
transaction costs for other users and to allow land and financial markets
to operate at minimum cost. The cost at which these services are pro-
vided and the way in which users are charged will have a critical impact
on the level of formality voluntarily chosen by landowners, and thus on
the extent to which the conceptual advantages associated with well-
defined and secure property rights can be realized in practice.

Cadastres and registries are Two main instruments used for land administration are a registry
key land administration that handles information on land ownership and transactions and a

instmments database, called the cadastre, that contains the boundaries of parcels as
defined by surveys and recorded on maps and any additional informa-
tion about these parcels. The cadastre provides the basis for a number
of other functions, such as land use planning, management and dis-
posal of public lands, land valuation and taxation, provision of other
public services, and generation of maps. The establishment of well-
functioning land administration systems was a lengthy process in the
industrial nations (de Soto 1993; Kawagoe 1999). Where these do not
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Box 2.5 Key differences between deed and'title registration

TVO TYPES OF Rte.l'l-PilON ' VF.IS ARE InLge; i1:ro prrnc iights will be handled through
prevalent in indurri.fl niirLk Lconomics registra- cli%J liga[rion In a tEale registration system, how-
tion of deeds and rogiscrrion ot ritks 1,1 ] cJl -d cr it is rihc enhr\ oF land rights into the registry
registration sysern-,. Icgallki rc.gnized and- pro- Lha[ hirn legal validity, guaranteed by the
tected rights to l.ind arise upon cv,ncIurih.ll of .Mn S[ 4. All cntr-ie, in tile register are primafacie evi-
agreement between the holder of the righ nd I, dellnceLtf he IcruIl legil statusoftheland.Thedeed
acquirer. The cnin otf h agreelcii,ni e\itenc and regkrrrlon ' term i1 used in the United States,
key content into the. public rcgiitrr is to provide h lule the tutle rcgiliration system is the norm
public notice of the existence of a right, and chal- throughout Europe, Australia, and most of Canada.

exist, developing a strategy that would provide a comprehensive spatial
data infrastructure at low cost and in an accessible and transparent man-
ner will be critical. Once such a data infrastructure is available and can
provide a frame of reference, registries of different categories of land can
often be managed at the local level, provided that ways to link the cadas-

tres to the registry and keep the latter up to date are available. These can
be quite simple, for example, information can periodically be transferred

from local institutions to the center. Similarly, there is a strong trade-off
between speed and the accuracy (and therefore cost) of land records. As
the physical demands on a registration system can be immense, depend-

ing on the number of land parcels in a particular country, the system
must be designed in such a way that it can deal with such demands
quickly, efficiently, and in a sustainable way. As illustrated in box 2.5,
the demands of title and deed systems differ considerably from each
other in this respect. In doing so, two dangers have to be avoided. On
the one hand, bureaucrats have in the past often been overambitious in
the design stage but subsequently failed to deliver, or covered only very
small areas. As a result, the land administration system has often failed

to ensure even the basic goals of providing affordable ways to maintain
tenure security and facilitate the emergence of a market. On the other There is the potential
hand, political imperatives of awarding a large number of titles within a to strengthen land
short period of time should not undermine the quality and long-term administration institutions,
sustainability of the titles awarded. to better define their

Studies of land administration systems worldwide suggest that insti- responsibilities, to improve
tutional rigidities, overstaffing, corruption, and limited outreach often coverage, and to enhance
seriously undermine public confidence in the land registration system financial independence
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(Adlington 2002; Sanjak and Lavadenz 2002). Many of the services

public sector institutions provide, such as surveying and mapping, can
be contracted out to the private sector, thereby reducing the scope for
political interference and allowing the reduction of staffing levels in the
public sector. To achieve this, proper regulation will be critical, some-

thing that includes the public sector's ability to enforce regulation. At
the same time, the creation of private sector capacity and the feasibility

of free entrance for qualified professionals needs to be maintained. In
Zambia, as in many other African countries, surveyors' associations
restrict entry by qualified individuals, resulting in backlogs of up to

seven years for issuing titles (Moll 1996). These entry restrictions are
similar to those observed in Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines

(Brits, Grant, and Burns 2002).
A common shortcoming in many countries is that different entities

deal with rural land, urban land, and natural resources or state land.

These entities may lack coordination and even compete with each
other. In the Philippines the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources, which is responsible for "protected areas," theoretically con-

trols 72 percent of the land, but in practice much of this land is used for

agricultural cultivation (World Bank 1998). Similar inconsistencies are
observed in Ghana (Kasanga and Kotey 2001), Indonesia (Wallace and

Poerba 2000), and Sri Lanka (Abt Associates 1999), among others.
Failure to clearly assign responsibilities and define the specific type of

land for which an institution is responsible will run the danger of creat-

ing overlapping mandates, which at best will increase transaction costs,

and at worst will undermine tenure security and the validity of titles or

land use certificates, result in resource degradation, and give rise to
avoidable conflict.2 0 Examples abound where lack of clarity in institu-

tional responsibilities has resulted in the issuance of multiple titles to

the same plot. This erodes confidence in the land administration sys-

tem and creates a need for corrective measures that can be politically

difficult and economically costly (Munoz and Lavadenz 1997) The
example of El Salvador, which undertook far-reaching institutional

reforms in a postconflict situation, demonstrates that in many

instances, institutional reform and clarification of responsibilities are

key to establishing an effective land administration system.

Earlier discussion demonstrated the desirability of comprehensive
coverage and the challenges it creates in situations where the basic infra-

structure for such coverage does not exist. Historical evidence suggests
that distortions introduced in the process of first-time registration will
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be more harmful than any degree of inequality that is normally gener-
ated through the working of competitive market processes (Deininger
and Binswanger 1995). In the African context, the relevance of land
grabbing during initial surveys for land registration and its impact on
dis-equalizing the ownership of land is well recognized (Downs and
Reyna 1978). As such inequality in the distribution of assets is difficult
to correct, having transparent processes for the adjudication of land in
the process of awarding initial titles is of utmost importance. It should
be complemented with a strong framework for quick and authoritative
conflict resolution on the spot. This requires a combination of system-
atic campaigns in areas of high relevance with minimum measures and
standards in areas where such systematic coverage is not feasible. In
India the inability to provide an authoritative record of land ownership
has greatly reduced the scope for privatizing high-value urban land and
associated industries (Wadhwa 2002). Unclear, nontransparent, and
discretionary rules for land use in urban areas in Eastern Europe, espe-
cially the separation of property rights to land and to buildings, are not
only a major source of discretionary abuse of bureaucratic power, but
also increase transaction costs in land markets, and therefore slow down
the emergence of a financial market that is based on real estate as col-
lateral (Butler 2002).

Low operational costs allow land administration institutions to be
self-financing and ensure sustainability and some protection from
political influence. This is enhanced by the ability to set fees that are
sufficient to recover costs. Examples from Eastern Europe, Asia, and
Latin America demonstrate that establishment of the cadastral infra-
structure is a public good, the cost of which should be financed by the
government with cost recovery through general taxes. By contrast,
land registration can and should recover its operational costs from fees
without discouraging registration and thereby contributing to the
growth of an informal sector (Adlington 2002; Sanjak and Lavadenz
2002). In Thailand a program of land titling provided the basis for a
substantial increase in the total amount of land revenue collected,
from US$300 million in 1984 to US$1.2 billion in 1995 (Brits,
Grant, and Burns 2002). High registration costs will discourage regis-
tration. This will have a disproportionate effect on the poor, who
could benefit the most from a comprehensive system, but will be the
first ones to be pushed into informality. This will deprive them of the
benefits of land registration and will undermine the value of the entire
registration system.
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Conclusion

W ELL-DEFINED AND ENFORCEABLE PROPERTY RIGHTS HAVE

many public good characteristics. They should be long
enough in duration to provide incentives for investment,

based on clear and easily identifiable boundaries, enforceable at low cost,
and have mechanisms in place for adjusting to a varying environment.
Although public good aspects call for government intervention, land
policy cannot be formulated in a historical vacuum. Rather it needs to
proceed from the understanding that some laws and institutions were
created with the explicit purpose of benefiting certain groups of land-
holders at the expense of others. Therefore, policies should attempt to
overcome such inherent inequalities. Even where the needs are clearcut
and do not pose major technical challenges, reforms often encounter
resistance from vested interests who benefit from the status quo.

Full individual ownership with formal title is a common means of
providing secure and transferable land rights once land scarcity and
commercialization of the economy have reached certain advanced lev-
els. Where this is not the case, less formal measures can often signifi-
cantly enhance tenure security at much lower cost than formal titling.
For example, secure long-term leases, especially if they can be trans-
ferred, can provide many of the advantages associated with full owner-
ship rights. In other cases, individual ownership and formal title do not
translate into high levels of tenure security and further measures, for
example, on the institutional side, will be needed to increase people's
ability to exercise effective ownership rights.

Clearly specified property rights to land that enjoy broad recogni-
tion will have important equity benefits. These equity effects come
about because it, is normally women, the poor, and other vulnerable
groups whose rights have historically been neglected and who are least
able to take costly measures to defend their land rights. Legal and insti-
tutional measures to increase their tenure security will enhance the
value of their endowment and thus of their earning capacity, or, in the
case of distribution of assets within the household, their bargaining
power and the economic outcomes directly under their control.
Numerous studies have shown that higher levels of tenure security
greatly increase the incentives for land-related investment and induce
better land management.

Legal reform is needed where discrimination against specific groups
(women or traditional rights holders) exists, where certain categories of
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users or owners face a high risk of land loss or expropriation, where the
status of existing property rights is not well defined or is out of align-
ment with reality, or where large amounts of state land cannot be trans-
ferred to users and privatized. Also, where undisputed rights exist on
the ground, giving legal recognition to these can be a major advance.
Giving clear rights to occupants of state land or auctioning off such
lands where this does not collide with equity objectives can have large
welfare and efficiency benefits. The same is true for legal recognition of
women's land rights, although such recognition is at best a necessary
condition that needs to be combined with legal assistance, dissemina-
tion of legal provisions, and capacity building to lead to improved land
access and use by women.

Where institutions are ineffective, inaccessible, or highly discre-
tionary, translating legal concepts into real rights and ensuring that
these rights are exercised in a way that produces social benefits will
require attention. This implies that interventions on the legal side need
to be complemented by attention to the institutional framework gov-
erning the implementation of laws. Which framework is the most
appropriate in any given setting will depend on the level and scope of
broader economic development, in particular the threat of disposses-
sion to existing owners (and the resources spent on defending property
rights to land); the scope for land-related investment; and the potential
for efficiency-enhancing land transfers. Mechanisms need to be chosen
that are consistent with the existing institutional environment and
achieve the objectives at low cost. For example, if mechanisms to allo-
cate land at the community level work well, are transparent, and enjoy
legal recognition, low-cost demarcation of community boundaries may
increase equity and tenure security at much lower cost than individual
demarcation and titling, something that can be left for a later stage if
needed. Institutions dealing with land administration need to be trans-
parent, accessible, and cost-effective.

In environments where the population is growing but economic
opportunities remain constrained, conflict over land is likely to
increase. If not effectively managed, this can mushroom into larger
incidents of often ethnically motivated violence and social tension.
Socially accepted and low-cost mechanisms of managing and resolving
conflict to reduce its socially disruptive and investment-reducing
impact and to prevent it from escalating into large-scale confrontation
are likely to become increasingly important, especially in Africa. Any
land administration system needs to anticipate conflict and include
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mechanisms for conflict resolution, especially where land is becoming
increasingly scarce.

The role of the state is to promote systems that ensure security of
tenure by individuals. Tenure security increases the productivity of land
and the incomes of those who depend on it. While the individualiza-
tion of land rights is the most efficient arrangement in many circum-
stances, in a number of cases, for example, for indigenous groups,
herders, and marginal agriculturalists, definition of property rights at
the level of the group, together with a process for adjusting the property
rights system to changed circumstances where needed, can help to sig-
nificandy reduce the danger of encroachment by outsiders while ensur-
ing sufficient security to individuals. As long as groups can internally
decide on individuals' resource access and other issues following basic
conditions of representativeness and transparency, securing group
rights can contribute to better and more sustainable land management
as well as more equitable access to productive resources.

Observers are often concerned that better definition of land rights
necessarily implies higher levels of transferability, and thereby creates
the danger that households could lose their main source of livelihood,
for instance, because of distress sales. This chapter has shown that
tenure security can often be enhanced quite independently from the
rights to transfer land. Indeed, many country examples demonstrate
that increasing the security of property rights does not require making
them transferable through sales markets to outsiders. The next chapter
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of transferability in more
detail.

Notes

1. This implies that fallow land is not unused, but southeast United States, where they could produce trop-
rather that fallowing constitutes a labor-saving method ical and subtropical crops, such as sugar, cotton, and
of restoring soil fertility that is in line with the relative tobacco, that faced no competition in European mar-
scarcity of labor and the abundance of land at low levels kets. By comparison, the temperate zones of the Ameri-
of population density. cas (Argentina, southern Brazil, Canada, and the

northeastern United States) escaped slavery because
2. The capital cost associated with slavery made it their products could not be exported competitively to

feasible only for crops with a ready export market. It was temperate zones in Europe until the advent of the
therefore used where native hunter-gatherers were too steamship and the railroad, at which time slavery was no
few to provide a steady labor supply, or simply moved longer acceptable. Large farms in areas with access to
away. For example, large farms imported slaves in the abundant labor reservoirs, such as the sugar islands of
east coast of Brazil, the South African Cape, and the the Caribbean and Mauritius; Sri Lankan (Ceylonese)
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and northeastern India (Assamese) tea plantations; and take them (Eckstein and Zilcha 1994; Galor and Zeira
Malaysia, Sumatra, and South Africa were able to rely on 1993), poor people who do not have access to assets
indentured labor, often of different ethnic origin, might be caught in poverty traps. They fail to get out of
instead of slaves. poverty not because they are unproductive or lack skills,

but they never get the opportunity to use their innate
3. Table 2.1 focuses on specific measures in indi- ability due to credit market imperfections. In such a sit-

vidual countries. It is worth noting that these were often uation, increasing the asset endowment of the poor can
preceded by more general land grants to rulers, for lead to permanently higher levels of growth (Aghion,
example, the papal bull of 1493 that gave the discovered Caroli, and Garcia-Penalosa 1999; Bowles, Bardhan,
and undiscovered land of Latin America to the crowns of and Gintis 2000).
Portugal and Spain.

8. For example, in Egypt as early as 2200 B.C., all
4. Even where this was done, colonial powers often lands were registered at the prime minister's office.

adopted measures that either completely eliminated or Ownership transfers had to be recorded, signed by three
greatly restricted the land rights that the original popula- witnesses, and authenticated by an official seal. Simi-
tion had customarily enjoyed. For example, in India's larly, in ancient China a key function of the bureaucracy
zamindari areas, the permanent settlement of 1793 for- was to allocate and enforce land rights. In Babylon
mally vested aHl land rights in the revenue collectors under Hammurabi (about 1700 B.C.) and Assyria
employed by the British, thereby transforming former (1250-750 B.C.), records of property ownership were
owners into tenants at will who could be, and in many registered and kept by the state, and sales were recorded
cases were, evicted upon nonpayment of the land revenue. by deeds, often had to be conducted publicly, and had to

be authenticated by witnesses or officials.
5. A number of studies fail to obtain significant

results in regressions of total income on land ownership 9. Collective action by squatters in the United
(for example, Lopez and Valdez 2000). Such a result can States was decisive in bringing about the change from
be due to a range of factors, in particular, assumptions, competitive auctioning of land to the policy of preemp-
including linearity, that may not necessarily hold. For tioni (Kanazawa 1996).
Mexico, relaxation of these assumptions, together with
the choice of a broader index of well-being, leads to a 10. Whereas physical marks, such as trees, rivers, or
strong impact of land access on household welfare even hills, are often considered to be sufficient for
(Finan, Sadoulet, and de Janvry 2002). More evidence on resources of relatively low value, identification of the
this issue and the specific channels through which land boundaries of high-value urban plots requires much
ownership affects welfare would be highly desirable. greater precision.

6. In addition, a large body of literature suggests l1. Comparisons of different settlements Uamestown,
that inadequate instittitions in a broader sense lead to Plymouth, Salt Lake City, and the Bermudas) suggest
policies that are not conducive to economic growth that while many frontier settlements started out with
(Acemoglu and Robinson 1999; Easterly and Levine group ownership and production to use economies of
2001). scale in defense and other activities, the length of time

during which group ownership is maintained can be
7. Other studies also formally analyze the problem related to the riskiness of the environment, the fre-

of an elite preventing human capital accumulation by quency of social interaction, and the hierarchical struc-
the masses (Acemoglti and Robinson 2000; Bour- ture of decisionmaking (Ellickson 1993).
guignon and Verdier 2000). Thus, even though invest-
ments in human capital would be socially and 12. Where land is relatively abundant and labor is
individually profitable and individuals who were uncon- scarce, societies focus more on the ability to secure access
strained in credit markets would easily be able to under- to labor, for example, through kinship ties and class and
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lineage structures, than on defining property rights to 16. While low transaction costs and broad access to
land. Given that in many cases the situation is changing land administration are extremely important, this can be
gradually, this generates a need for adjustment without achieved by deconcentrating a central government
associated frictions. agency rather than by establishing decentralized units

with independent decisionmaking power, which may
13. While a title provides absolute tenure security in lead to the absence of a national framework and of uni-

countries where the government guarantees the accuracy formity in the provision of land administration services.
of entries into the registry and stands ready to pay for
any errors that have been made, a title document may 17. Starting with the ryotwari system the British
have little value in a setting where, possibly as a result of introduced in southern India around 1820, successive
consecutive governments having given out titles without systematic titling programs show that conflicting claims
verifying pre-existing ownership claims, many overlap- can be dealt with through a relatively quick administra-
ping documents are known to exist. tive procedure rather than through lengthy and costly

legal channels. Public notice and viewing at the commu-
14. The local population used the possibilities for nity level are key requirements to prevent land grabbing.

increasing tenure security opened up by the 1974 Lands
Ordinance to place boundary markers as an inexpensive 18. Of the 17 countries in Latin America with
way to "formalize" existing rights at low cost without indigenous populations, only Chile, El Salvador, and
negating existing community norms. Full private title to Uruguay do not recognize indigenous land rights in prin-
land was obtained mainly by wealthy business people ciple, and 8 have translated the recognition in principle
and well-connected politicians in urban centers. This into concrete laws that give indigenous people either col-
illustrates not only the many gradations of tenure secu- lective ownership rights or usufruct rights. To ensure that
rity, but also that the state can play a constructive role in indigenous communities can effectively exercise the
enhancing tenure security, both by providing simple and property rights given to them, a number of countries
inexpensive ways to register land and by giving commu- have to develop their legal frameworks in more detail.
nities an active role in the maintenance of such reg-
istries, for example, by having representative local bodies 19. Where warranted, systematic titling is preferable
oversee registration and arbitrate disputes. for cost reasons and because ensuring transparency is

easier (Arrunada and Garoupa 2002).
15. Depending on how such actions affect the prob-

ability of land loss and whether or not community rules 20. Especially in countries with limited administra-
provide compensation for such investments when a plot tive capacity, having one agency be responsible for land
reverts to the community (Baland and Platteau 1998), administration functions may be the best option, but
one can envisage scenarios where communal tenure sys- this is not always feasible. If this is the case, then ensur-
tems may increase rather than decrease the amount of ing that no gaps or overlaps between the agencies occur
land-related investment undertaken (Sjaastad and and that they share information and coordinate their
Bromley 1997). systems is of utmost importance.
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CHAPTER THREE

Land Transactions

M _ AKING LAND RIGHTS MORE SECURE IS A

precondition for land-related investment;
however, unless rights are transferable, both
the magnitude and incidence of such benefits
may be limited. Land transactions can play an
important role by (a) providing land access to

those who are productive, but who own no or little land; (b) allowing
the exchange of land as the off-farm economy develops; and (c) facili-
tating the use of land as collateral to access credit markets where the
conditions for doing so exist. The ability to transfer land also increases
the incentive to undertake land-related investments.

Traditionally, much of the discussion on land markets has focused on
the permanent transfer of ownership through sales. However, similar
benefits can accrue from often informal transactions in land rental mar-
kets that are widespread across the world and that are less likely to be
affected by, or can adjust more easily to, the market imperfections that
are pervasive in rural areas of developing countries. To address these
issues this chapter first discusses key factors affecting the operation of
rural land markets and their potentially differential impact on land
rental and land sales, then reviews empirical evidence from different
regions of the world and uses this to draw some policy conclusions.

The opportunity for rights transfers will be important in many set-
tings, both rural and urban, but the functioning of other markets, in
particular, those for labor and credit, will affect the ultimate impact of
land markets. As the possibility for adjusting to imperfections in these
markets varies depending on whether land transfers are temporary or
permanent, this chapter discusses the interaction between land with
other factor markets separately for land rental and land sales markets.
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For rental markets It describes the contractual options and their effi-
ciency and equity implications, as well as evidence on the extent and
impact of the operation of formal and informal rental markets in the
world's main regions. Given the vast differences in the nature and level
of activity in rental markets across regions, we identify the link between
policy interventions and the performance of rental markets and draw
conclusions for policy and research. Overall we conclude that policy-
makers have underestimated the potential for efficiency-enhancing
transfers of land through such markets and propose a number of
avenues to improve their functioning.

If sales markets are sufficiently developed so that land can be used as
collateral for credit to finance investment, in addition to improving the
efficiency of land allocation, low-cost mechanisms to effect land sales
can also contribute to the emergence of a financial infrastructure and
associated broader benefits. However, distortions in other markets or
expectations about future land price increases may drive the price of
land beyond its productive value, thereby making land acquisition
through the sales market difficult for the poor. In addition, the transac-
tion costs of enforcing collateral may be high, depending, among other
things, on the efficiency of the land administration infrastructure. If
this is the case, poor buyers, who would gain the greatest benefit from
better access to land, may be disadvantaged in obtaining such access
through land sales and purchase markets and, in particular, will nor-
mally not be able to rely on mortgage financing for such purchases.
This illustrates that, more than for rental, the outcomes of land sales
markets will depend on the extent to which other markets function,
especially those for products and credit. We discuss the critical factors
involved, the extent to which policy measures have been able to address
them, and a number of policy implications.

Key Factors Affecting the Functioning
of Rural Land Markets

IN A WORLD OF PERFECT INFORMATION, COMPLETE MARKETS AND

zero transaction costs, the distribution of land ownership will affect
households" welfare, but will not matter for efficiency outcomes, and

everybody will operate their optimum farm size (Feder 1985). The fol-
lowing paragraphs illustrate how imperfections in labor and credit mar-
kets affect the performance of both land rental and land sales markets.
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Labor Market Imperfections

One main reason for imperfections in rural labor markets is the cost Supervision constraints for
of supervision, which arises because except in extremely limited cir- hired labor are particularly
cumstances, wage workers' true effort is not easily observable. Such pronounced in agriculture
imperfections imply that wage workers will have limited incentives to and often lead to the
exert effort, and either need to be supervised at a cost or be offered productive superiority of
contracts that provide higher incentives, such as piece rate contracts owner-operated farms
(Jensen and Meckling 1976). This issue, which has received consider-
able attention in the literature on industrial organization, has pro-
found implications for the organization of production and the
optimal size of the farm in numerous settings (Calvo and Wellisz
1978; Eswaran and Kotwal 1985a,b).

In agricultural production, spatial dispersion of the production
process and the vagaries of nature imply a need to constantly adjust to
micro-variations of the natural environment. Family members have
higher incentives to provide effort than hired labor.' They share in
output risk, and can be employed without incurring hiring or search

costs. Even though owner-operated family farms may hire or exchange
labor for seasonal tasks, they avoid the need to supervise permanent
wage workers, implying that they enjoy a productivity advantage com-
pared with large farms with numerous hired laborers. These attributes
underlie the general superiority of family farming over large-scale wage
operations.

Imperfect rural labor markets imply that land-scarce households
that have to sell their labor in the market will face some transaction

costs, which will imply underemployment and a marginal value of
labor time below the market wage. Land-abundant households that,
in a world without transaction costs and imperfect supervision capac-
ity, would contract labor to cultivate their land, will have a marginal
cost of labor well above the market wage. In this case the complete
absence of land markets would force households to cultivate the land
they happen to own, implying that land-abundant households would
need to cultivate their land with expensive labor and land-scarce
households would be trapped by underemployment in low-return,
own-farm activity. The latter would be particularly disadvantageous if

opportunities existed for off-farm labor market participation that
would require farmers to forgo the income from renting out their
land. Assuming that other factors such as ability, access to capital, and
technology were equal between the two types of households, the
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ability to obtain additional land would improve the livelihood of
land-scarce, labor-abundant households by allowing them to employ
their underutilized labor more effectively and increasing their shadow
wage.2 Indeed, such inefficiency, especially in the employment of
labor, is of considerable relevance for China, where the functioning of
land markets is significantly restricted.

Capital Market Imperfections

Collateral requirements The positive impact of rental market activation on land access by the
can help overcome moral poor is diminished if access to capital depends on initial wealth,
hazard in credit markets because of the need for up-front working capital to acquire inputs in

addition to land and labor. Such quantity rationing in credit markets
arises from the presence of asymmetric information and moral hazard
(Stiglitz and Weiss 1981). In informal credit markets, credit providers
use close familiarity and social control to select promising clients or
projects. This implies, however, that the scope for diversifying risks
across space and different types of clients is limited and means that
lending entails high levels of risk, resulting in high interest rates and rel-
atively short-term credits. Formal credit markets can overcome prob-
lems of asymmetric information by using collateral, often in the form
of land. However, the costs of and political impediments to foreclosing
on smallholders' land are often quite significant, implying that the
transaction costs associated with providing credit to small producers
may be so high as to exclude small farmers.

Thus credit market imperfections can offset the supervision cost
advantage family farmers enjoy. Consequently, in the presence of credit
market imperfections the supply of working capital depends on the
amount of land owned. The optimal size of the operational holding
varies systematically with the size of the owned holding, even if land
rental markets operate perfectly. While the magnitude and direction of
this effect depend on the elasticity of output with respect to effective
labor and of labor effort with respect to supervision, it can overwhelm
the productivity advantage of family farmers and give rise to a positive
relationship between owned farm size and productivity. Working capi-
tal constraints could therefore have significant impacts on land sales,
and even on rental markets. Interventions in credit markets to over-
come these shortcomings are difficult and often have not had the
desired effect (Brummer and Loy 2000; Kochar 1997).
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Few Economies of Scale in Agricultural Production

Discussion on the "optimum" farm size for different products and loca- Empirical studies confirm
tions has been considerable. Given the countervailing factors of capital the absence of economies
and labor market imperfections, the optimum farm size is very much an of scale in agricultural
empirical question. Technical economies of scale could arise from the production
presence of indivisible factors of production or fixed setup costs leading
to an initial range of farm sizes where the average cost of production
declines with farm size. In cases where other markets function reasonably
well, optimal farm sizes often do not exceed the scale at which family
labor is fully occupied (using seasonal hired labor for specific tasks). A
large literature has demonstrated that many agricultural activities do not
exhibit true economies of scale in production. Exceptions include cases of
highly specialized machinery, livestock production, or plantation crops
where economies of scale are transmitted from the marketing to the pro-
duction stage.3 Economies of scale associated with the processing and
marketing of many agricultural products do not necessarily have impor-
tant implications for the unit cost of farming operations as long as com-
petitive markets for outputs and inputs exist. Access to such markets is
sometimes arranged through cooperatives or contract growing arrange-
ments, while production may still be most effectively organized using
smaller producers (Adesina and Djato 1996; Townsend, Kirsten, and
Vink 1998). Therefore one would expect to find constant or decreasing
returns to scale in most empirical studies of agricultural production.

A number of studies find a negative relationship between farm size and
productivity for all but the smallest farm size classes (Berry and Cline 1979;
Burgess 2001; Carter 1984; Kutcher and Scandizzo 1981; Newell, Pandya,
and Symons 1997; Udry 1997), and others are unable to reject the hypoth-
esis of constant returns to scale in agricultural production (Burgess 1997;
Dong and Putterman 2000; Feder and others 1992; Lanjouw 1999; Olinto
1995; Wan and Cheng 2001). Some of the observed inverse relationship
can be explained by differences in land quality, as large farmers tend to cul-
tivate less fertile land and grow crops of lower output value (Benjamin
1995; Bhalla and Roy 1988; Verma and Bromley 1987). Yet even after con-
trolling for land quality and other differences associated with farm size,
empirical studies still indicate a significant inverse correlation.

The relationship between farm size and productivity will tend to be
positive in situations where credit access is more important than the abil-
ity to overcome labor market imperfections. A study of Sudan, for exam-
ple, shows that yields for virtually all crops are lower for smaller farmers
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Differential credit market and are higher for larger farmers because of the latters' ability to access cap-
access can generate a ital and other inputs. In this situation the land rental market leads to land
relationship between fann transfers from poor and labor-abundant smallholders to rich and relatively
size and productivity labor-scarce households (Kevane 1996). The reason is that capital market

imperfections combined with reasonably functioning land and labor
markets and a technology that is not too supervision intensive can make
renting out land and working for a wage more attractive for small, credit-
constrained households than engaging in owner cultivation without cash
inputs. The inverse relationship between farm size and productivity is
much weaker in Southeast Asia (David and Cordova 1994). Acute capital
constraints lead to the emergence of a positive relationship between farm
size and productivity in Malawi, where both land and labor are extremely
scarce (Dorward 1999). Data that allow direct comparison of the effi-
ciency of family farrns with that of partnerships and large-scale collective
and state farms suggest that collectives and state farms displayed lower
technical efficiency than family farms and partnerships, although this dif-
ference declined over time (Brooks and Koester 1997). Family farms are
not as efficient as partnerships and large-scale farms, and partnerships are
superior to all other organizational forms (Mathijs and Swinnen 2001).

The foregoing discussion leads to two main conclusions. First, in set-
tings where the production process is not capital intensive and where
access to credit and capital is broadly similar across farm sizes, labor mar-
ket imperfections result in the productive superiority of family farms.
Second, imperfections in input, product, credit, and insurance markets
will affect the functioning of land rental and sales markets, and will lead
outcomes to deviate from what one would expect in a hypothetical situa-
tion of perfectly functioning markets. As a consequence, undesirable out-
comes that may be observed in land rental or sales markets can be due to
imperfections in other markets. Even well-intentioned regulatory inter-
ventions or administrative restrictions on land markets that do not
address the underlying causes may end up worsening the situation rather
than improving it. This chapter illustrates some of these issues with con-
crete examples from specific country and regional settings.

Implications for Land Rental Markets

E CONOMISTS GENERALLY CREDIT LAND RENTAL MARKETS WITH
considerable potential to enhance productivity and equity by
facilitating low-cost transfers of land to more productive produc-
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ers and permitting participation in the nonfarm economy, thereby allow-
ing consumption smoothing in response to shocks and accumulation of
experience and capital. Because the structure of land rental contracts will
affect productivity outcomes and theory suggests that in many situations
wealth constraints by tenants may make the first-best contract (fixed
rent) infeasible, a major policy concern has traditionally been to avoid the
suboptimal outcomes that may arise in this context. In practice, however,
any potential losses associated with share contracts have been found to be
relatively small. Improving on share contracts through government inter-
vention is difficult if not impossible, especially given the considerable
flexibility for the contracting parties to adjust to imperfections in other
markets. Thus while the equity outcomes achieved in land rental markets
will still depend on the parties' outside options, and rental contracts are
clearly less suitable as collateral for credit market transactions, the oppor-
tunities for land rental markets are quite high.

General Potential

The possibility of users exchanging land through formal or informal Land rental markets can
rental arrangements is important for a number of reasons, suggesting enhance productivity and
that in many circumstances rentals can have advantages over sales mar- equity by transferring land
kets. For example, rental markets (a) allow flexibility in adjusting the to more productive users
land area used with low transaction costs; (b) require only a limited at low cost
capital outlay, thereby leaving some liquidity available for productive
investments rather than locking it all up in land; (c) facilitate easy real-

location of land toward more efficient users than the current owners,

especially if the current owners are old, are noncultivating heirs, are

urban beneficiaries of restitutions, and so on; (d) provide a stepping
stone toward land ownership by the landless; and (e) help overcome,

through sharecropping contracts, market failures in labor, insurance,
credit, management, and supervision, thereby potentially helping
secure the competitiveness of participants (de Janvry and others 2001).
Indeed, rental markets operate in a variety of forms, ranging from

highly informal transactions to formalized, long-term contracts.

If there are labor market imperfections or unobserved differences in

ability across producers, well-functioning land rental markets can help
transfer land to its best use at comparatively low transaction costs. This

can improve production efficiency, and also will often enhance the dis-
tribution of income and reduce the vulnerability of poor households by
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offering a more stable source of livelihood than they would have by sell-
ing their labor in frequently volatile and imperfect local labor markets.
Indeed, studies, some of which are discussed in greater detail later, sup-
port the notion thati land rental markets transfer land to more productive
producers, thereby increasing overall output in the economy. Land rental
markets serve an important function in equalizing returns to nontradable
factors of production, such as family labor and bullocks in India
(Skoufias 1991). If the distribution of the surplus between landlord and
tenant is not too skewed, rental will have a positive impact on equity.

Land rental markets As opportunities in the nonfarm economy increase, land markets
facilitate less skilled allow households to engage in migration, specialization, investment,

producers' participation and intergenerational land transfer, thereby improving productivity
in the nonfarm economy and participants' earnings. Households with low agricultural skills are

likely to be able to obtain higher incomes from off-farm employment
than from farming, and thus will be better off if they rent out some or
all of their land for others to cultivate. In a growing economy land
rental market activity will therefore increase over time, and if house-
holds' agricultural abilities differ, will unambiguously increase incomes
for everybody (Carter, Yao, and Deininger 2002). Policy measures to
facilitate the operation of such markets at low cost to effect this adjust-
ment would therefore be justified. Where restrictions on the function-
ing of land markets are severe, they can become an obstacle to
economic diversification. Indeed, results from Ethiopia indicate that
producers who are afraid of being affected by redistribution in the
future are significantly less likely to engage in off-farm work, suggesting
that the way in which land markets are regulated will affect the broader
rural economy and the emergence of off-farm employment (Deininger,
Jin, Adenew, Gebre-Selassie, and Demeke 2003).

Land rentals help to Rental markets also provide households that have suffered unfavor-
smooth consumption in able shocks another ex post option of coping with the consequences of
response to shocks and such an event. The importance of this aspect is illustrated in the context

facilitate accumulation of of the HIV/AIDS crisis in Africa, which has led to households making
experience and capital extensive use of land rental markets both before and after the death of a

household member to adjust their operational landholdings to the
available family labor force, and thus increase their income over what
they could have earned by their own cultivation (Drimie 2002).

Observers have long pointed to the possible existence of an agricul-
tural ladder, whereby landless households lacking capital can start as
renters or share tenants, build up knowledge and savings, and eventu-
ally become small owners. Evidence suggests that tenancy played an
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important role in the U.S. South after the abolition of slavery (Reid

1977). Similar movements are observed in Honduras (Boucher, Barham,

and Useche 2001) and, to a more limited extent, in Nicaragua (Carter

and Chamorro 2002). The difference between these countries can partly
be attributed to variation in tenure security, reinforcing the notion that

land transactions, and the scope they imply for households to move up

the agricultural ladder and accumulate capital, are impossible without

secure tenure arrangements in place. Indeed, a combination of tenure

insecurity, policy distortions, and restrictions on specific rental transac-

tions may well account for the limited evidence on mobility via the rental
market in developing countries. At the same time, observers have noted

that for varying reasons, land rentals often do not involve the largest
landlords, and that the absence of long-term rental contracts can seri-
ously reduce the scope for tenants to make the first step on the agricul-

tural ladder toward eventual land ownership. This implies that policies

governing the emergence and functioning of land markets will be of great

importance.

Contract Choice

One issue that makes land rental of interest to policymakers is that the

choice of contract will affect both efficiency and equity of the outcomes
achieved through such arrangements. At the same time, the nature of
rental market contracts is affected by the way in which markets for

labor and capital function, the distribution of endowments, and the
interventions by the government that may eliminate some contractual

options or reduce or increase the transaction costs associated with

them. To explain the variety of observed rental transactions this section

explores the theoretical underpinnings of market development and spe-
cific forms of market transactions in land rental or sales markets and

their impacts on efficiency and equity. A review of the empirical evi-
dence on the extent to which markets function in different settings and
how the differences can be explained follows. With this background

one can explain why, even for countries that are similar in many
respects, the extent of land market activity and the form that transac-

tions take vary considerably as a result of policy.

Landowners who are unable or unwilling to personally cultivate their The contractual options
land can either employ wage laborers, with or without supervision, or rent range from wage labor to
out their land under a share contract or a fixed rent contract. Economists sharecropping to fixed rent
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have long pointed out that the size of two parameters, namely, the fixed
payment and the share of the harvest to be received by either landlord
or tenant, generate, at any given point in time, a continuum of con-
tractual options that extends from pure wage labor over sharecropping
to a fixed rent contract. Any rental or wage labor contract can be

viewed as consisting of a fixed payment between the two parties, which
can be zero, together with a sharing rule that defines how output will be
divided between tenant and landowner. By affecting the incentives of
the parties, the surplus to be kept by them, and the risk each of them
has to bear, these two parameters will affect the efficiency and the
equity outcome associated with any contract in predictable ways. They
do so through their impact on the incentives for effort supply as well as
on the risk that each of the contracting parties has to bear. The final
impact of these on production, and thus the chosen contract, will
depend on the technology and the importance of long-term investment

for soil fertility and other productivity-enhancing measures.
The landlord maximizes income by choosing the number of tenants,

the fixed payment, and the output share subject to the constraint that
tenants achieve their (exogenously given) level of welfare in the next
best option without the land. Based on this, the tenant's effort-reaction
function determines the level of effort that will maximize utility in view
of the constraints. Because self-employed labor has higher productivity
than hired labor, for large landowners to rent out land under fixed rent
contracts is more profitable than working it using hired labor in the
absence of other market imperfections. If effort is unobservable, credit
is rationed or insurance markets are imperfect, and tenants are risk

averse, the fixed-rate tenancy contract may not be attainable or desir-
able and a second-best share contract would be adopted instead. Under
a wage contract, workers will not bear any risk; but because they do not
share in the output, they will also have minimal incentives to apply
nonobservable effort. At the other end of the spectrum, a fixed rent

contract will provide optimum incentives for effort supply to the ten-
ant, but because the tenant has to pay the rent even in case of a total
loss of harvest, for instance, because of flooding or drought, it may be
too risky for the tenant to undertake.

The welfare impact of land How land rental will affect the welfare of participating households
rental depends on the will depend on the size of the surplus achieved from engaging in rental

outside options available and on its distribution between landowners and tenants. A number of
to contracting parties studies demonstrate that the number and types of outside options avail-

able to tenants, such as wage labor, will affect the outcome of the bar-
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gaining between landlords and tenants as well as the efficiency of the pro-
duction outcome obtained (Conning and Robinson 2002; Mookherjee
1997). This is supported by the fact that throughout history large land-
lords have relied on systematically reducing the availability of outside
options to obtain labor at low wages. It also implies that restrictions on
the operation of rental markets are unlikely to improve welfare outcomes
unless they change the bargaining power of one of the contracting par-
ties. Where this is not the case, by limiting the set of contractual options
available, they may decrease overall welfare.

Effort Provision

Under conditions of certainty, and if effort is observable and enforce- Effort supply and intensity
able, all contracts lead to equivalent outcomes and the choice of con- of input use will be
tract type does not matter (Cheung 1969). If the assumption of perfect highest under fixed
effort enforceability is dropped, tenants receive only a fraction of their rental contracts
marginal product for all but the pure cash rental contract. Therefore
with effort unobservable and under conditions of certainty (or risk neu-
trality), the fixed rent contract clearly dominates the fixed wage and the
share contracts and will always be chosen in equilibrium. Given the
supervision costs for workers or sharecroppers, any type of contract
other than fixed rent would result in an undersupply of effort by the
tenant or worker, which would lower total production. This would
imply that the optimal course would be to offer fixed rent contracts (or
a higher share of output) to tenants who have higher skills or for tasks
and crops that are more skill intensive. In India, more experienced indi-
viduals receive tenancy or fixed term contracts and less experienced
ones receive wage contracts (Chaudhuri and Maitra 2001). Other stud-
ies show that landlords are indeed aware of tenants' level of ability (Lan-
jouw 1999) and that they adjust the terms of contracts to provide
higher incentives for more efficient operators and those with better cap-
ital endowments (DeSilva 2000).

If fixed rent contracts are not an option, the incentive for effort sup- Supervision or long-term
ply can still be increased by the contracting parties adopting long-term relationships can partly
arrangements that are built on reputation effects. Sadoulet, Fukui, and increase effort supply
deJanvry (1994) confirm that close social relationships can increase the
incentive for tenants to provide effort. Their study compares the attrib-
utes of sharecropping contracts with kin and with nonkin and found
that nonkin sharecroppers use significantly fewer inputs and obtain less
output, but for close kin they found neither a disincentive effect nor a
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reduction in output. This suggests that embedding contractual arrange-
ments in a long-term, personal relationship offers considerable poten-
tial to attenuate the disincentives and productivity losses that are
otherwise associated with sharecropping contracts. If landlords are
absentee or inexperienced in farming, they tend to choose fixed rent
contracts (Jodha 1984; McCarthy, Sadoulet, and de Janvry 2001;
Sharma and Dreze 1996). The time landlords spend on supervision has
an opportunity cost, although recent empirical estimates suggest that
this is more than compensated for by the percentage increase in tenants'
effort (Ai, Arcand, and Ethier 1997; Arcand and Rambonilaza 1999).

Indivisible Endowments and Capital MarketAccess

Tenants' wealth and With risk aversion and uncertainty, or with capital market imperfec-
borrowing constraints limit tions that prevent the tenant from either borrowing to obtain working

the scope for fixed rental capital or to smooth consumption in case of an unfavorable shock, a
share contract provides the possibility of partly insuring the tenant
against fluctuations in output (Ray and Singh 2001; Shetty 1988).
Under these conditions the optimal contract choice entails a trade-
off between the risk properties of the fixed wage contract, where the
landlord assumes all the risk and the tenant's risk is zero, and the incen-
tive effects of the fixed rent contract, which would result in optimal
effort supply by the tenant. A limit on the working capital available to
the tenant (or to landlord and tenant) because of imperfections in the
credit market can also lead to the adoption of a share contract as the
optimal solution to the bargaining problem, where the share contract
emerges as the optimum between the two extremes of too high or too
low incentives (Basu 1992; Ghatak and Pandey 2000). The prevalence
of share contracts in many regions around the world indicates that
the circumstances under which they are a second-best solution are

This limited scope common.
provides the rationale Tenants may be able to meet only part of their working capital
for sharecropping and requirements in the credit market because of the limited suitability of

interlinked contracts unharvested crops as collateral and at higher interest rates than the
landlord would get by offering the land as collateral. Landlords are
often in a better position to provide tenants with credit and actuarially
fair insurance than other financial intermediaries, because they possess
information about the tenants. As the amount of credit provided will
be related to tenants' expected future income, landlords can set the con-
tractual fixed payment to zero and still be free to adjust the interest rate
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or accept the customary interest rate and adjust the fixed payment and
share terms to realize an optimal outcome (Otsuka, Chuma, and
Hayami 1992). Thus the main reason that interlinked contracts and
cost-sharing arrangements are so common may be because they implic-
itly provide the credit or insurance tenants need in an environment
where credit and insurance markets are imperfect.4

In a study of Tunisian sharecroppers, Laffont and Matoussi (1995)
provide insights on the relationship between liquid assets and contrac-
tual parameters. The results suggest that differences in the contracting
parties' working capital endowments can account for the coexistence of
a variety of contracts, even in the same environment and among parties
with similar risk aversion characteristics. 5 Indeed, data confirm the pos-
itive relationship between the crop share and the tenant's working cap-
ital endowment that would be predicted by theory, even with perfect
monitoring of effort. Evidence shows that output increases significantly
with tenants' wealth for all contract types, including share contracts,
but that tenant wealth has no effect if only fixed rent contracts are con-
sidered. Similarly, the wealth of the landlord has, as expected, a negative
effect on the tenant's share and a positive effect on production under
the share contract, but none in other forms of contractual arrange-
ments. Working capital, therefore, appears to be a significant explana-
tion of the type of contract chosen and the production gains achieved
on a given plot. Landlords' preference for tenants who already possess
some land and draft animals, and such tenants' ability to obtain better
contract terms, which is well documented in the literature (Quibria and
Rashid 1986), point in the same direction. The importance of potential
tenants' asset endowments is also emphasized by evidence from India,
which indicates that because of wealth constraints, many potential ten-
ants are left out of the tenancy market (Shaban 1991).

In this context, both the smallest and the largest landholders rent
their land to farmers who are neither capital constrained nor suffering
from the disadvantage associated with the need to supervise hired labor.
This illustrates that the ability of the land rental market to bring about
efficiency-enhancing transfers is constrained by potential tenants'
endowment of assets and other means of production. Thus while land
rental improves the allocation of resources in the presence of unequal
factor endowments, potential gains are constrained by the wealth of
potential participants. In addition, evidence indicates that fixed trans-
action costs preclude some poor households that desire only relatively
minor adjustments of their operated land from entering the tenancy
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market. Similarly, data from India suggest the prevalence of imperfect
adjustment whereby, on average, farmers realize only about 75 percent
of the desired level of land transactions (Skoufias 1995).

Productivity losses The foregoing discussion suggests that share tenancy will be associ-
associated with share ated with some productivity loss compared with a fixed rent contract.

tenancy are small While numerous studies have been conducted on this topic, many of
them suffer from methodological flaws. Use of appropriate methodol-
ogy suggests that for India, tenancy was, on average, associated with a
loss of productivity of 16 percent once adjustments for differences in
land quality were made (Shaban 1991). In addition, inputs of family
labor and draft animals were significantly lower on sharecropped plots
than on owned parcels. The study did not find any statistically signifi-
cant differences in productivity between owned plots and plots rented
on a fixed rent basis, confirming that fixed rent contracts do not have
any negative impact on productivity. To interpret this finding, note that
it was obtained in an environment characterized by government con-
straints on fixed rent contracts, implying that the figure of 16 percent
in productivity losses is likely to constitute an upper bound. This is
consistent with the results from an exhaustive survey of the empirical
literature, which finds that no strong evidence supports the hypothesis
that yields under share tenancy are lower than under owner farming or
fixed-rent leasehold tenancy (Hayami and Otsuka 1993).

More recent case studies provide added support for the empirical
generalization that share tenancy provides a second-best arrangement
that, in any given environment, is difficult to improve on unless the
operation of factor and credit markets improves (Lansink, Pietola, and
Backman 2002; Otsuka 2002; Quisumbing 2001; Sadoulet, Fukui,
and de Janvry 1994; Sharma and Dreze 1996). Even though they can-
not completely eliminate structural impediments and bring about a
fully efficient allocation of land in an economy, land rental markets,
including share tenancy, can go a long way toward bringing the opera-
tional distribution of holdings closer to the optimum, given existing
constraints (Galassi and Cohen 1994). Given that, as noted earlier,
fixed-rent contracts may be either not feasible or not optimal for many
potential market participants because of wealth constraints and limited
ability to bear risk, concern about the potential undesirable implica-
tions of share tenancy was probably not warranted. Even where such
arrangements may result in some reduction of productivity, short of
redistributing assets, devising policies that would remedy this short-
coming at a reasonable cost is extremely difficult.
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Contract Length

Even if a rental contract provides tenants with adequate incentives to Where investment is
maximize production in any given time period, incentives to invest or important, long-term
to maintain soil fertility may be insufficient. Dubois (2002) illustrates contracts will be needed
the relevance of this empirically for the case of the Philippines, con-
firming that even in designing short-term contracts, landlords make
adjustments to account for the need to maintain land quality in the
long term. In a multiperiod context where tenants and landlords can
develop reputation, the likelihood of a more efficient contractual
arrangement is increased. In this case, the threat of losing reputation
will prevent tenants from shirking or landlords from cheating if they
provide essential inputs to production, and so the fixed rent contract
will tend to dominate the fixed wage contract as it does when no uncer-
tainty is present in the production environment (Otsuka, Chuma, and
Hayami 1993; Roy and Serfes 2000). This is confirmed by historical
data from Sicily, which demonstrate that landlords employed long-term
contracts for crops that had higher maintenance needs (Bandiera
2002). In the same vein, in situations where investment is important,
tenancy may be less desirable than the sale of land, because a number of
reasons could prevent landlords from reaping the full benefits of land-
related investments. Such a dynamic inefficiency of rental contracts is
indeed confirmed empirically, even though its magnitude may be quite
small (Jacoby and Mansuri 2002). Obviously, a critical precondition
for long-term contracts to be entered into is that the type and nature of
property rights available to the contracting parties allows them to do so.

Implications for Land Sales Markets

L ' AND SALES MARKETS PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN Land sales markets can
land for permanent use, which is normally associated with higher provide the basis for
investment incentives than short-term rental. In addition, making financial market

land marketable provides a basis for using it as collateral in credit markets. development
The ability to formally prove land ownership at low cost and, based on
this, to transact more extensively in sales markets, can be conducive to the
development of formal financial markets and producers' access to formal
credit even if few actual transactions are observed. At the same time,
imperfections in financial and other markets may imply that land sales
markets will, in cases where credit market imperfections are severe or a
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select subset of producers benefits from distortions in other markets,
not necessarily transfer land to the most productive producers.

Compared with rental markets, where contracts can be adjusted to
overcome the impact of capital market imperfections, land sales mar-
kets will be affected by credit market imperfections. Furthermore, any
distortions that increase the returns to land, such as subsidies, will be
capitalized in land prices. This has implications for the possibility of
land acquisition by the poor. A number of factors could increase the
price of land above the present value of profits from agriculture. For
example, in situations where financial markets do not work well or
where confidence in money as a repository of value is low, land may be
an important store of wealth and may be acquired for speculative pur-
poses. Where this is the case, for poor but efficient producers to gain
access to land through the purchase market may be difficult. Also, in
environments where credit markets do not work well, land sales mar-
kets are more likely to lead to undesirable outcomes, therefore market
imperfections or distortions in other markets could give rise to the
emergence of efficiency-reducing outcomes, such as speculative pur-
chases, distress sales, and artificially inflated land values that reduce
access to land by low-income and landless buyers.

Expectations, risk If all markets were perfect, the sale price of land would equal the net
preferences, and the present value of the stream of profits that could be derived from the land,

shadow price of capital and potential buyers would be indifferent between acquiring land
affect land prices through rent or through purchase. However, transaction costs that are

higher than in rental markets (Lence 2001), risk and portfolio considera-
tions, limited access to credit markets, and the immobility of land all
imply that the actual performance of land sales markets may be far from
the theoretical ideal. In this case, higher agricultural productivity would
not necessarily be translated into higher demand for land, and under cer-
tain conditions land sales markets may lead to outcomes that are not pro-
ductivity enhancing. Conceptually, in addition to the expected return
from cultivation, which is the same as for rental markets, the shadow
price of capital, the time horizon, the discount rate, and the expectations
about the future returns from agriculture and from other uses of land will
affect a producer's willingness to pay for land in the sales market.

In agricultural economies where risk is high and purchasers' savings
are the main source of funds for land acquisition-that is, access to
credit from outside is limited and land performs an important function
as a store of wealth-prices for land can fluctuate significantly over time.
The reason is that because returns from agricultural production are
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highly covariate, demand, and therefore land prices, will be high in good
crop years when savings are high, sellers are few, and potential buyers of
land are many. At the same time, the need to satisfy basic subsistence
constraints could give rise to a large supply of people who are forced to
engage in distress sales of their land in bad years, often to individuals
with incomes or assets from outside the local rural economy. Thus in
areas with poorly developed insurance and capital markets land sales will
likely be few and limited mainly to distress sales. Studies in Bangladesh
and India confirm this hypothesis. Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1985)
found that farmers in India who experienced two consecutive drought
years were 150 percent more likely than other farmers to sell their land.
Furthermore, individuals who had to sell off land during crises may not
be able to repurchase land during subsequent periods of recovery
(Bidinger and others 1991; Kranton and Swamy 1999).

During periods of macroeconomic instability nonagricultural in- Macroeconomic instability
vestors may use land as an asset to hedge against inflation, and thus an may lead to speculative
inflation premium is incorporated into the real land price. If expected overvaluation of land
inflation is fully reflected in interest rates, inflation alone will not affect
agricultural land prices (Feldstein 1980). The lack of other investment
options can have the same effect. However, if expected inflation is not
fully reflected in current or expected future interest rates, and if land is
perceived to be no riskier than alternative assets, excess demand for
land will increase the price of land as a speculative asset. Indeed, Falk,
Lee, and Susmel (2001) and Just and Miranowski (1989) showed that
inflation and changes in real returns on alternative uses of capital were
the main factors in explaining changes in land prices for the United
States. A simulation using the results of econometric estimation for
Brazil for 1966-89 finds that 6 percent of the increase in land prices
was attributable to credit subsidies and 28 percent to macroeconomic
instability (inflation) (Brandao and de Rezende 1992).

With populations growing and urban demand for land increasing,
people expect the price of land to appreciate, and some of this expected
real appreciation is capitalized into the current land price. This is sup-
ported by Robison, Lins, and Venkataram (1985), who find that
implicit rates of return to land under agriculture in predominantly agri-
cultural states in the United States are much higher than in states where
the demand for nonagricultural land is high. These returns are realized
only when the property is sold, implying that in the latter the rate of
return on an investment in land that is used only for agricultural pro-
duction may be low.
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Collateral value of land Because land has collateral value, its equilibrium price at given credit
makes mortgage-based costs will exceed the present discounted value of the agricultural income

land acquisition difficult stream produced from the land in areas where only larger landowners
have access to credit. Mortgaged land, however, cannot be used as collat-
eral for working capital, so owners who purchase land on credit do not
reap the production credit advantage, and therefore will be unable to
repay the loan out of increased income from the land unless some equity
is used to finance part of the transaction. Thus land sales are likely to be
financed mostly out of household savings so that the purchased land can
be used as collateral for credit to finance improvements and equipment.
This need to purchase land out of savings tends to make the distribution
of landholdings more unequal, despite the greater value of land to
smaller owners arising from its insurance value and their lower labor
costs. Thus both the limited availability of credit and the high cost of
borrowing would prevent those who do not have accumulated savings
from acquiring land. Combined with high transaction costs, these
attributes also make rural land markets rather thin.6 Speculative land
price bubbles that increase the price of land over and above the net pre-
sent value of the flow of services that can be derived from it are often
fueled by excessive credit (Foldvary 1998). Tax preferences for larger
farms or subsidies to crops typically grown by them will also drive the
price of land higher than the expected agricultural profits would justify
(Gunjal, Williams, and Romain 1996).

Where any of these factors drives. land prices above the capitalized
value of the income streams associated with such land, the poor have
difficulty buying land. Even if they are provided with credit on market
terms, that difficulty persists unless their productivity advantage from
lower labor costs is extremely large. Because some of the imperfections
and distortions are difficult to eliminate directly, for example, limited
credit access by tenant farmers, reducing poverty may require giving
grants to poor producers to overcome this disadvantage, especially in
situations characterized by long-standing discrimination against spe-
cific groups in the population.

Credit market imperfections Historically, distress sales have played a major role in the accumula-
may lead to distress sales tion of land by large manorial estates in China (Shih 1992) and in early

Japan (Takekoshi, 1967) and by large landlord estates in Punjab
(Hamid 1983). The abolition of communal tenure and the associated
loss of mechanisms for diversifying risk are among the factors underly-
ing the emergence of large estates in Central America (Brockett 1984).
Cain (1981), who compares land transactions in Bangladeshi and
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Indian villages with different access to risk-coping mechanisms during
1960-80, illustrates this possibility of transactions in the land sales mar-
ket being driven by lack of access to credit and insurance rather than by
cultivators' productive inefficiency. In villages that had access to a safety
net program, the poor were able to use the land market to augment their
landholdings by buying from richer farmers who sold land to undertake
productivity-enhancing investments such as digging wells, purchasing
pump sets, or paying for their children's education and marriages. By
contrast, where such consumption smoothing devices were absent, dis-
tress sales to obtain food and medicine accounted for most activity in
the land sales market. Thus whether or not households were able to
buffer consumption through mechanisms other than land sales during
crisis situations had a significant impact on whether markets helped to
equalize or dis-equalize land endowments.

Transaction costs related to land sales can take many forms and nor- High transaction costs
mally include notary fees, registration fees, and survey costs, as well as can result in segmented
any transfer fees. For example, in Russia, even though fees for notaries markets
and registration are not excessive, fees for private surveying are equiva-
lent to two years' of the minimum wage, constituting a significant
impediment to overall market activity and reducing the ability of the
less wealthy to participate (Rolfes 2002). Transfer fees that are assessed
by the public sector can also significantly reduce the extent to which
markets function, as in Moldova and the Philippines (Brits, Grant, and
Burns 2002). Another important element of the transaction costs is the

requirement, in some countries, to have any land sale approved by high
political authorities, something that makes foreclosure on land owned
by politically well-connected people virtually impossible (Moll 1996).
This can lead to segmentation and asymmetry of land sales markets
along geographic and social boundaries, a phenomenon that is indeed
frequently observed in countries with a dualistic land ownership distri-
bution and relatively undeveloped credit markets (Balcazar 1990;
Carter and Zegarra 2000; Munoz 1999). In such situations land sales
across farm size classes are virtually absent, but a considerable amount
of land transactions occurs within farm size groups, that is, large or
small farmers.

All the aforementioned factors will make land acquisition more dif- The redistributive potential
ficult for poor households and therefore have a clear implication for the of land sales markets is
extent to which land markets can serve redistributive purposes. In often limited
many instances land markets' ability to transfer land, for instance, from
inefficient and bankrupt state enterprises to private users, will still not
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only be beneficial in terms of efficiency, but will also be conducive to
the emergence of a reliable and robust financial system. For this reason
an efficient system of land administration that minimizes transaction
costs is likely to have considerable benefits.

Well-intended government The possibility of efficiency-reducing outcomes discussed earlier
intervention may not implies that public intervention in land sales markets might, in princi-

improve outcomes ple, be justified in some situations. Clearly the most important way in
which governments can help improve the functioning of land sales mar-

kets is to eliminate distortions that might bias land market outcomes; to

help reduce transaction costs that would increase the barriers to partici-

pation, especially by the poor; and to improve the functioning of finan-
cial markets. Other measures governments have taken to improve sales
markets outcomes have proved difficult to enforce, and their main effect

has often been to increase transaction costs for participants or to drive

land transactions underground, reducing the welfare of all participants.

Therefore before recommending intervention, one needs to establish

that such intervention can actually be effective in the given environ-
ment. Based on experience, the only interventions that appear to be jus-

tifiable are temporary land sales moratoria or limits on accumulating
extremely large tra&s of land in situations of rapid transition.

Empirical Evidence on Land Markets
in Different Regions

F OR THE REASONS ELABORATED EARLIER, WELL-FUNCTIONING
land rental markets will be most important in situations where

land ownership, agro-climatic endowments, and households'

skills vary widely or where economic growth, exogenous shocks, or

demographic and economic transition call for a quick and flexible

adjustment of holding sizes. In many circumstances both imperfections
in other factor markets and government regulations imply that the

actual performance and incidence of rental markets often differs widely

from what would be expected on theoretical grounds. As a conse-
quence, even in regions and settings with similar agro-ecological and

economic conditions and land ownership distributions, the extent of

land rental market activity often differs significantly between countries

(Melmed-Sanjak and Lastarria-Cornhiel 1998). For a better apprecia-

tion of the policy, issues involved, the following section reviews existing

evidence on land'rental and sales markets in the world's main regions.
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Industrial Economies

Throughout history governments in Western European and other Market regulation reduced
countries of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Develop- transaction costs and
ment (OECD) have regulated tenancy in various forms, in ways that increased tenants'
depended closely on the broader constellation of political power. bargaining power
Analysis of tenancy relations in several Western European countries
since the late 18th century indicates that changes in land tenure regula-
tions that improved tenants' welfare were closely related to improved
parliamentary representation of tenants, high agricultural prices, fiscal
crises, and the emergence of nonfarm economic opportunities that
weakened the bargaining power of governments dominated by land-
lords (Swinnen 2002). This implies that regulation has a role to play in
helping to enforce property rights and provide information that would
reduce the transaction costs of land rental. At the same time, the fact
that regulation of land market transactions followed rather than pre-
ceded political changes supports the notion that other economic and
noneconomic factors are critical determinants of the political bargain-
ing power wielded by individual actors and that the potential for regu-
lation by itself to have an impact should not be overestimated.

In most industrial countries, land rental constitutes an important
instrument for gaining access to land under conditions of often rapid
structural change. Swinnen (2002) reports that 71 percent of farmland is
rented in Belgium, 48 percent in the Netherlands, and 47 percent in
France. The share of land rented in the United States increased from 35
percent in 1950 to 43 percent in 1992, much of which involves share-
cropping (Dasgupta, Knight, and Love 1999). This illustrates the flexibil-
ity of land rental in an environment where security of property rights is
high and long-term contracts can be enforced. It also illustrates that land
rental is far from "backward" or incompatible with modern forms of
operation (Allen and Lueck 1992). One of the advantages of rental rather
than sales transactions in these economies is that in a dynamic economic
environment, with the possibility of using other assets as collateral, many
participants see few advantages in tying up large sums of capital in a land
purchase and prefer to invest in other farm-specific assets (Bierlen 2000).

To increase tenants' incentives for making investments with long Long-term contracts and
gestation periods, developing a regulatory and institutional environ- information are critical
ment where long-term leases can be enforced is important to ensure to achieve optimum
that rental markets can lead to optimum outcomes. Indeed, many outcomes
industrial countries regulate rental markets and assist parties in various
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ways to reduce transaction costs and contribute to broader rural devel-
opment. Long-term leases and greater market transparency can be ben-
eficial by allowing complementary investments by producers (Barry
2000). The French Society for Land Management and Rural Establish-
ment provides access to information and legal assistance in relation to
transfers of farms, both for owners and renters and across generations,
to facilitate land access by the young through rental and sales. Attempts
by the society to control the land sales markets through rights of pre-
emption have not always had the desired effect (Hernandez 2001). Also
the costs and institutional requirements associated with this particular
model may be too high for the typical developing country where
administrative capacity and transparency of the public service are lim-
ited (Feher 2001). At the same time, it illustrates that improving the
availability of information, reducing transaction costs, and enhancing
tenure security can help land markets to contribute to structural change
in specific situations, and that local producer organizations can play an
important role in helping to bring these effects about.

Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States

Land rental was The nature of land rental markets in Eastern Europe and the Common-
particularly important wealth of Independent States (CIS) is fundamentally affected by the char-

in the initial phases acter and status of the transition process. In countries where land was
of the transition restituted to former owners, short-term rental contracts were of overrid-

ing importance as an adjustment mechanism as long as formal property
rights still had to be sorted out. This was the case in both urban and rural
areas, and provided households that lacked either the ability or willing-
ness to farm their land themselves, for instance, pensioners, with an
opportunity to receive a stable return. In all the countries rental markets
helped consolidate operational holdings (see Burger 2001 for the case of
Hungary). In Moldova, for example, the emphasis on leases enhanced the
ability of the land market to develop rapidly compared with, say, Estonia,
which had discouraged the use of leases. More than 80 percent of the
440,000 registered private farms in Moldova operate through some type
of leasing arrangement (Lerman, Csaki, and Moroz 1998).

The share of producers who lease land in Eastern European coun-
tries ranges from 2 percent in Albania with its egalitarian land distribu-
tion; between 7 and 8 percent in Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania; and
about 40 percent in the Czech and Slovak Republics. In general, rental
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markets contribute to the intergenerational mobility of land, that is,
shift it to younger producers, in addition to transferring land to smaller
producers and to those with less land but higher capital endowments.
In many of the more advanced countries of Central and Eastern Europe
(CEE), the share of producers who would like to buy land is signifi-
cantly higher than the share of those who would like to rent more, indi-
cating that few constraints on rental markets remain, but that sales
markets do not yet function well (Deininger and Savastano 2002).

In situations where other markets are either completely absent or
highly imperfect, land rental markets are unlikely to bring about a
more optimal operational distribution of land. This is illustrated by the
case of CIS countries such as Russia. Even though lease markets in
these countries are active on paper, only a small share of households
(about 7 percent) have taken their land out of a former collective to
start individual farming. This implies that land is normally leased back
to former collectives, which often pay next to nothing for the land they
are cultivating,7 and in some cases have stipulated contracts that are dif-
ficult for landowners to cancel (Lerman and Brooks 2001). In such a
situation, regulation of lease terms may be difficult to implement and is
thus unlikely to be effective.8 The main reason for such an outcome is
that privileged access to machinery, capital, and output and input mar-
kets, together with political connections, greatly increase the bargaining
power of former collectives. To counter this, better functioning of mar-
kets, along with increased access to information to increase landowners'
bargaining power, will be needed. This would imply more systemati-
cally informing them about their options in relation to land use and
ensuring that lease terms are more transparent, that laws providing for
the possibility of taking land out of former collectives can be enforced,
and that widespread distortions that work against independent produc-
ers in output and input markets are eliminated (Duncan 2000; Pomfret
2000). Disseminating information, providing model lease contracts,
and registering longer-term leases will reduce transaction costs and, by
increasing transparency and ensuring that outcomes reached are "fair"
for both parties involved, are likely to be beneficial.

Although long-term leases with clearly identified rents and rights Short-term leases are not
could, in principle, provide many of the advantages of full land owner- appropriate for public land
ship, in practice such leases are quite insecure, as demonstrated by the sit- if they are not secure and
uation with respect to urban land in most countries of the former Soviet may encourage rent-seeking
Union. The various rules and regulations concerning leases are unpre-
dictable, and in some places lease covenants appear to have developed
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into an alternative form of land use control that is associated with high
levels of discretion by local governments. Even where long leases are
available, the strength of property rights under a leasehold system
depends on the courts and has not yet been fully tested. Refraining
from use restrictions, instituting fixed or predictable rents, and allowing
the transferability of leases are therefore important conditions that need
to be met for lease rights to provide incentives that are equivalent to
ownership. Where they can be satisfied, as is the case in a number of
countries, the provision of long-term leases rather than full ownership
can constitute a transitory policy to overcome political concerns associ-
ated with full ownership, with relatively minor efficiency losses. As long
as local governments' ability to credibly commit to honoring long-term
leases is limited, direct transfer of land into private ownership in a way
that does not reduce equity may be a more desirable strategy.

The disadvantages of doing so notwithstanding, local authorities in
many Eastern European countries have shown a distinct preference for
leasing public land. One of the reasons for this is that in the absence of
well-developed real-property tax systems, revenues from leasing are
higher and more reliable than revenues from taxation. The ability to
continue drawing on these revenues, together with a belief that leasing
will give local governments greater economic control, are central to the
reluctance to move ahead with privatizing public land and enterprises.
Tenants prefer leasing because it allows them to avoid up-front pur-
chase prices, which are frequently well above market rates, and there
may be many ways for them to avoid payment of full rents. However,
given that leases are likely to be much less secure than transfer of own-
ership, they are likely to reduce investment incentives, especially as
local governments may raise rental rates once land has been developed.
This is important, especially in systems where the state has a monopoly
on land allocation and where governance is weak and corruption is
rampant.

Where land is highly In some CEE countries, the high transaction costs associated with
fragmented, the transaction land rental have emerged as a constraint in two respects. First, to the

costs of rental will be high extent that landholdings are highly fragmented, assembling a contigu-
ous holding of land large enough to facilitate viable cultivation with
machinery requires entrepreneurs to negotiate with numerous small
landowners, something that is not only associated with high transaction
costs, but also increases the incentives for any of the landowners to
engage in opportunistic behavior by threatening to withdraw their
piece of the land in an effort to extract a high surplus. Second, for those
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renting land to make investments in complementary capital, longer-
term contracts are needed. Where these have not emerged, for example,
because many owners did not want to commit for the longer term
because of the significant uncertainty about the future course of land
markets, investment has been impeded. As a result, in some CEE coun-
tries there are now more producers who state that they would like to
buy land than producers who would like to rent (Deininger and Savas-
tano 2002). This highlights the importance of full clarification of own-
ership rights to land and the elimination of other obstacles that distort
land prices to facilitate the emergence of a financial market that could
help support sales transactions.

Such constraints are particularly relevant where insecurity related to
the impact of European Union (EU) accession on farm prices, as well as
demand for land by foreigners, has thus far limited the potential for sales
markets to become active, and the level of activity in these markets
remains limited (Mathijs and Swinnen 2001), These insecurities will
also affect the cost of other types of interventionis to speed the process of
consolidation of operational land holdings, which experts often consider
to be critical for future productive development of the region.

For private farmers in most Central European countries the highly
fragmented land ownership structure, the relatively high transaction
costs of renting, and the fact that many urban landowners have no
intention of going into farming implies that the potential for land sales
markets is high. For example, in Bulgaria 2 million landowners hold 20
million plots, that is, an average of 10 each, with an average size of 0.23
hectare (Kopeva 2002). While the lack of the necessary infrastructure
(clear title, cadastre, registries, and so on) to facilitate land sales contin-
ues to be a constraint, governments in most of the countries are imple-
menting programs to address this issue. High transaction costs,
including government-imposed transfer fees, are, however, a serious
obstacle to market development.

In many Eastern European countries the purchase price of land is sig- An uncertain economic
nificantly above the capitalized value of agricultural profits (Deininger outlook reduces the extent
and Sarris 2002) because of government restrictions that drive up land of sales market activity
prices, as well as speculation about the benefits of joining the EU and the
demand by foreigners that might materialize with EU accession in both
Eastern and Central European countries. Although peri-urban land mar-
kets and some mortgage lending are starting to develop in a number of
Eastern European, and even CIS, countries, activity in sales markets for
agricultural land remains low (Deininger and Savasrano 2002).
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Even where productive land does not seem to have been overvalued,
as in Moldova, the use of land as collateral is extremely limited, and
providing access to credit, including finance for land purchases,
through cooperatives or the use of movable collateral often provides a
more immediate option (Chiriac 2002). In CIS countries that have not
yet physically demarcated individual land plots in former collectives
and where mortgaging agricultural land remains prohibited, land mar-
ket activity is obviously even lower, and is restricted to peri-urban
areas-for example, in 2000 fewer than 1,500 land mortgages were
recorded in the whole of Russia (Overchuk 2002).

Inability to physically While the privatization of agricultural land has reduced the Russian
identify plots hinders government's ability to interfere in production decisions, much needs to
market development be done to improve agricultural productivity and use its potential for

stimulating rural growth. Ill-functioning land sales markets make the
transfer of land resources to more efficient producers difficult. The
authorities often viewed the distribution of land shares to members of
former collectives as a transitional tool on the road to reformulated large
farms, rather than as a step toward creating smaller farm units and did
not draw up parcel boundaries. Market transactions are limited, because
holders of land shares prefer to rent to the reconstituted collectives to
derive a continuing income, and even if they did sell their shares, few sav-
ings instruments are available in which they could invest the proceeds.

A danger of speculative In the typical transition environment, where risk is high, access to
concentration may justify input and output markets is imperfect, and information on legal options

high land ownership limits is limited, politically and economically powerful former managers of col-
lective farm enterprises have often been able to induce the new owners to
re-invest their land shares in a reformulated collective. Unless provisions
for their protection are in place, bankruptcy of the collective would imply
that the owners of land shares would lose their assets, which by passing
land into the ownership of creditors could re-create a highly concentrated
land ownership structure, with all the associated negative impacts on
equity and efficiency. The fact that in Russia some large conglomerates
have acquired millions of hectares of land for speculative purposes, largely
because they expect it to be valuable for mineral extraction, suggests that
such concerns can be of empirical relevance (Uzun 2002). To prevent
such speculative acquisition at prices that are well beyond the actual value
of the land, it will be important to inform landowners about their rights
and educate them about the value of land in the longer term. As long as
such knowledge remains limited, high limits on land ownership (in the
thousands of hectares) may also be justified.
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lX .1 The scope and fexf eV g mu}D w9meb h he McA

GHANA'S COCOA SECTOR CAN ILLUSTRATE HOW migrants who had acquired land in this way. With
markets and the contracts used in them evolve dynam- increasing land scarcity, the practice became less com-
ically in response to increasing land scarcity. In the mon, the terms of the contract shifted in favor of
early 19th century a share contract (the abusa) landowners to a 50 percent share contract (the abunm),
emerged as a way to attract migrants who were inter- and th-e increasing formalization of contracts ensued.
ested in establishing plantations, but did not have Contracts are now signed in front of witnesses, who
enough capital to buy land. Migrants received land on receive a fee, and are perceived as more secure than
which they established a cocoa firm and gave one- within-family access to land, where elders can behave
third of the developed area or one-third of the yield opportunistically or even disinherit their family mem-
back to the original owners of the land. By the 196 0s bers. Agro-industry has also developed similarly struc-
more than 95 percent of the land was cultivated by tured outgrower arrangements with share tenants.

Source: Anianor and Diderutuah (2001).

Africa

Evidence from Africa highlights that country- or region-specific con- ReMaD mnarDkef ave active
straints on land market activity that are associated with government inm Wesft Arica

intervention have a significant impact on land rental market activity. In
West Africa, where colonial administrations never seriously questioned
land ownership by indigenous communities and instead aimed to inte-

grate local populations into commercial production, rental markets have
a long tradition and have evolved in a dynamic way in response to envi-

ronmental conditions. Complex mechanisms to transfer land and tree

rights for varying periods have been common since the 19th century and

are often linked to recipients making long-term investments, as in the
humid areas of Benin, Cameroon, C6te d'Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria, and

Sierra Leone (Adesina and Chianu 2002; Amanor and Diderutuah
2001; Chauveau 2000; Edja 2001; Manyong and Houndekon 2000).
The case of Ghana (see box 3.1) illustrates the flexibility of contractual

arrangements and their adjustment to changed factor scarcities.

At the same time high levels of population growth with limited devel-

opment of the off-farm economy have led to increased scarcity of land,

higher rental rates, and a tendency for rental transactions to become
more widespread and formalized, often with the use of formal witnesses.

In many cases this has led the young to contest land transactions con-
ducted by their parents, especially if these involved immigrants or ethnic
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minorities. This suggests that in addition to more rapid nonfarm devel-
opment to help alleviate the land constraint, clarifying and formalizing
contracts could have benefits in terms of land productivity and conflict
avoidance and resolution.

Government intervention In Southern Africa, by contrast, rentals are rare, partly because of rel-
undernines rental in some ative land abundance, but mostly because of the earlier rigid division of

East and South African the land into native reserves, which were used mainly for semisubsis-
countries tence producers, and areas reserved for whites, which depended on

migrant workers (Otsuka 2001; Place 1995; Zeller, Diagne, and Kisy-
ombe 1997). While many of the regulations that had historically pre-
cluded the development of a land rental market have been eliminated,
land reform policies and the passage of strong tenancy protection laws in
some African countries continue to affect the development of the mar-
ket. In Ethiopia, a land policy that makes land rights conditional on res-
idence in the community discourages off-farm activities and migration.
In the absence of investment and technological advances, the adoption
of which may be affected by insecure tenure and the inability to use the
land as collateral, such a tenure regime has been claimed to run the dan-
ger of leaving agriculture in a Malthusian trap (Rahmato 1997).

In other countries of Eastern Africa, both land sales and rentals
appear to be relatively active and appear to contribute to the equaliza-
tion of operational or even ownership holdings of land, as confirmed for
the case of Uganda (Baland and Platteau 1998; Carter and Wiebe 1990;
Place 1995; Platteau 1996). Evidence from Uganda also suggests that
activity in rental markets has increased sharply with economic liberaliza-
tion and the associated growth of opportunities in the nonfarm econ-
omy; indeed, the share of households renting land increased from 13
percent in 1992 to 36 percent in 1999 (Deininger and Mpuga 2002).

Most empirical studies imply that in line with theory, land rental
helps to improve, efficiency and transfers land to those with low land
endowments. Data from Sudan suggest that land rental markets transfer
land to smaller producers (Kevane 1996). In western Ghana, Estudillo,
Quisumbing, and Otsuka (2001) show that tenancy transactions have
equalized the operational land distribution. Case study evidence also
suggests that such temporary land transfers have a positive impact on
equity, being generally pro-poor and beneficial for women (Place 2002).
Despite this positive outcome, a number of countries still fail to for-
mally recognize land rental transactions (Delville 2002). Others link the
ability to maintain land rights to residence in a village or to continued
cultivation. This neither enhances efficiency nor is in line with tradi-
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tional practice whereby households could migrate out and still retain

their land allocation rights. In Uganda, by transferring land to more pro-

ductive producers, rental markets facilitate greater allocative efficiency in

rural areas (Deininger and Mpuga 2002). Moreover, evidence from

Ethiopia suggests that restrictions on land rental not only reduce the

opportunity for more productive use of land, but may also constitute an

effective obstacle to the development of the nonfarm sector, as farmers

who had taken on nonfarm jobs perceived a significantly higher risk of

losing land through redistribution than those who engaged in self-

cultivation (Deininger, Jin, Adenew, Gebre-Selassie, and Demeke 2003).

Evidence suggests that higher levels of population density, commercial- Sales market activity
ization of agriculture, and migration increase activity in African land sales varies widely, even
markets. Observers have looked at market transactions in Ghana, Nigeria, in the same country
Sudan, Tanzania, and elsewhere (Feder and Noronha 1987). In central

Uganda, 58 percent of landholders reported that they had purchased land

as early as the 1950s (Barrows and Roth 1990), and land sales markets

seem to have been quite active ever since (Place 1995; Roth, Bruce, and

Smith 1994). In Ghana the proportion of land acquired through purchase
from individuals, which averages between 4 and 5 percent, reached 18.8

percent in migrant villages (Quisumbing and Otsuka 2001). In South

Africa, even though markets remain thin, some purchases by formerly dis-

advantaged households are emerging (Lyne and Darroch 1997).

While this suggests that informal land sales markets are fairly active in
some African countries, little analysis is available on either how market

prices compare with capitalized values from agricultural production or

how such markets affect the productivity of land use. Evidence from

Uganda suggests that actual purchase prices for land, while lower than cul-

tivators' self-assessed land values, are high compared with profits from
agricultural production, implying that land carries some premium as a

store of wealth. This would limit the scope for acquisition of land by poor

but efficient producers, a hypothesis that is supported by the fact that pro-

ductivity is not a significant determinant of participation in land sales

markets. At the same time, the fact that rental markets are active implies

that there is little negative impact on either productivity or land access

overall (Deininger and Mpuga 2002). More evidence on the links between

land rights, migration, and off-farm participation would be desirable.

While the activity of land sales markets is highest in peri-urban Informality of sales can
areas, evidence from this sector also illustrates that legal and institu- lead to conflict
tional restrictions often prevent the formalization of transactions. The

fact that land sales are often authenticated by written sales agreements
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that are witnessed by a number of people, including local notables,
local government officials, and sometimes even lawyers (Kironde
2002), clearly demonstrates a desire for greater formalization of trans-
actions. Instead of forcing them into informality, something that will
both increase the likelihood of them being disputed in the future and
reduce the price that sellers will be able to obtain, governments should
take appropriate steps to recognize informal transactions. Recognition
of such transfers may be a low-cost way to prevent future conflict, espe-
cially in peri-urban' environments, where because of population growth
or in-migration, land prices are often increasing rapidly.

Asia

Government regulation In addition to traditional factors such as population density, the owner-
accounts for large ship distribution of land, and the emergence of nonfarm opportunities,
differences in land the regulation of tenancy in some Asian countries but not others

rental activity appears to have given rise to considerable differences in tenancy rates.
In the 1990s the proportion of tenant households (including pure ten-
ants and owner-tenants) was high in Bangladesh, Pakistan, and the
Philippines; modest in Indonesia; and low in India and Thailand.
While a relatively egalitarian distribution of land, together with the
availability of forestlands that until recently could be used to expand
cultivation, appear to account for this low rate in countries like Thai-
land, the reason for low tenancy rates in India is likely to be related to
land reform regulations that prohibit tenancy (Radhakrishnan 1990;
Ray 1996; Thimmaiah 2001; Thorat 1997). Even if some tenancy has
moved into informality, this could have important welfare effects
(Deshpande 2002). In Bangladesh (Hossain 1978) and India (Pant
1983; Skoufias 1995) small farmers rent from large ones, although
other studies report tenancy contracts within farm size classes in India
(Sarap 1998; Sharma and Dreze 1996; Swamy 1988).

Rental markets can develop Land rental markets have started to emerge in Asian countries that
rapidly and generally have recently liberalized land tenure arrangements, such as China and

benefit the poor Vietnam. In China, where until recently rental was not needed because
of frequent land reallocations, the share of households participating in
land rental arrangements increased significantly from 2.3 percent in
1995 to 9.4 percent in 2000. Moreover, 22.4 percent of households
indicate that at the current market rate they would be willing to rent
(Deininger and Jin 2002), suggesting that with economic development
and greater emergence of off-farm opportunities, the potential for fur-
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ther increases in rental market activity is considerable. This can be
advantageous not only for productivity, but can also help consolidate
the high levels of fragmentation currently characterizing the Chinese
countryside. A similar increase in the incidence of land rentals over
time is apparent in Vietnam in an environment that started from a
highly egalitarian allocation of land. In 1992 only 3.8 percent of rural
households participated in land rental, compared with 15.8 percent in
1998, with more productive households being significantly more likely
to rent (Deininger and Jin 2003).

In an environment of rapid economic change, allowing markets to
reallocate land across households with differential endowments or abili-
ties can help attain significant gains in efficiency and equity (Benjamin,
Brandt, and Rozelle 2000). Figure 3.1, which provides a nonparametric
regression (including 5 percent confidence bands) of actual an-d desired
rentals in China against holding size and a measure of households' pro-
ductive efficiency or ability, illustrates not only that the rental market
shifts land to more productive and land-poor producers, but also that a
considerable unsatisfied demand for land rental exists. The latter can be
seen by comparing the thick line, which refers to actual land market par-
ticipation, to hypothetical participation at existing prices. This suggests
that reducing the constraints imposed on land rental would allow mar-
kets to contribute to greater equalization of endowments across house-
holds, thereby improving productivity and income distribution and
increasing the welfare of those concerned.

Because of differences in ability across households that village offi-
cials cannot observe, decentralized land markets will be better suited to
achieve the associated efficiency and equity gains than administrative
mechanisms. As the differences in skills across households normally
become more important with economic growth and the emergence of
off-farm opportunities, for a society to shift from an allocation of oper-
ated, as distinct from owned, land that is completely egalitarian to a sit-
uation where operational holding sizes are determined by supply and
demand at the local level will become increasingly advantageous.
Indeed, rental markets have developed quite rapidly following the
implementation of more secure property rights and the elimination of
local restrictions on rental. Compared with administrative allocation by
village cadres who have only limited opportunities to observe ability,
land rental markets allow more productive households to gain access to
land and thereby increase output by about 12 percent, holding other
things constant (Deininger and Jin 2002). This suggests that in an
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Figure 3.1 Actual and desired rental land, China
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Source. Deininger and Jin (2002).
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environment where land ownership is distributed in an egalitarian fash-
ion, decentralized land rental markets permit realizing much greater
productivity gains than would be possible under administrative reallo-
cation of land without the danger of negatively affecting equity. This
seems to be one of the reasons why countries such as China and Viet-
nam are increasingly restricting the scope of administrative reallocation
and loosening restrictions on land rental as the nonfarm economy
develops (Turner, Brandt, and Rozelle 1998).

In a number of Asian countries, such as Cambodia, China, and the Lao
People's Democratic Republic, the state or the collective still owns the
land, and insecurity of rights often implies that formal sales markets do
not exist, although observers report many informal, short-term transac-
tions. An analysis of the impact of sales of land use rights in Vietnam
reveals moderate levels of activity in the sales market depending on the
region. Although buyers were generally characterized by higher productiv-
ity, there is some evidence of distress sales in the sense that households that
experienced significant income loss were more likely to sell land. However,
better functioning of credit markets was found to attenuate this effect,
implying that liberalizing land sales markets will be less problematic in
areas where access to rural finance is assured (Deininger and Jin 2003).
Contrary to this, in Sumatra, Suyanto, Tomich, and Otsuka (2001) find
that land sales transactions contribute to greater inequality of landhold-
ings compared with rentals, which help equalize operational holdings.

Latin America

Given the high inequalities in land ownership, one would expect the
scope for efficiency- and equity-enhancing land rental transactions in A legacy of rental market
Latin America to be large. Contrary to that expectation, rental activity restrictions affects
in many countries is actually quite limited, something that can be market activity
explained to result from informational imperfections and the ensuing
high transaction costs, as well as the impact of past restrictions on
rental markets that have weakened landowners' perception of the secu-
rity of their property rights. The impact of rental restrictions has been
significant. For example, in Colombia the amount of formally rented
land decreased from 2.3 million hectares in 1960 to 1.1 million
hectares in 1988 following the imposition of rent ceiling legislation
(Jaramillo 2001), and much the same occurred in Brazil. Land rental
restrictions also led to widespread tenant evictions in many Latin
American countries. While in many cases the restrictions have been
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Figure 3.2 Land rental before and after agricultural market
liberalization, Nicaragua
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repealed, participation in rental markets continues to remain limited.
In 1998, more than a decade after the rental restrictions had been
lifted, tenancy rates in Colombia were still only about 11 percent, way

below their 1960s' level, highlighting that restoring confidence in the
property rights system takes time (Deininger and Gonzalez 2002).

In Nicaragua 22 percent of producers participated in rental markets
in 1998/99. Even though the areas involved were small and contracts

were typically short term, a comparison with 1995 data indicates that

the elimination of subsidies has considerably improved the rental mar-
ket's tendency to shift land to land-poor producers (Deininger, Zegarra,

and Lavadenz forthcoming). This impact of economic policies on rental
market outcomes is illustrated graphically in figure 3.2 using nonpara-

metric regressions and shows that before economic liberalization in
1998, rental markets shifted land from small to large farmers, whereas
the opposite was true after disproportionate protection for large farmers

had been eliminated in the context of macroeconomic liberalization.
Case studies from a number of other Latin American countries show

that the main factors limiting land rental transactions are weak property

rights and the lack of reliable conflict resolution mechanisms (Bastiaan
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and Plata 2002; Jaramillo 1998; Zegarra Mendez 1999). The ensuing

insecurity implies that landowners are reluctant to rent out for fear that

tenants will establish a claim to the land. Hence rentals are few, informal,

short term, and often limited to closely related people to facilitate enforce-

ment. The legacy of intervention, together with the external shocks and

financial crises experienced during the 1990s, may explain why, even

though a distinct effect of land market liberalization on rental activity can

be observed, the magnitude of this effect has been less than might have

been expected at the outset (Barham, Carter, and Deininger 2003).

Given that one of the main preoccupations of government policies Land rental can provide land
in Latin America has been to provide poor but productive producers to productive but poor
with land, a comparison of the results of decentralized rental with those producers

of centralized land reform efforts is of interest. In the case of Colombia,

Deininger and Gonzalez (2002) show that rental markets have been

much more effective than government-sponsored land reforms in

bringing land to productive and poor producers, similar to what was

observed in the case of China (Deininger and Jin, 2002). This implies

that land reform efforts may benefit from making greater use of land

rental markets, or even from taking specific measures to increase activ-

ity and improve the outcomes from the operation of these markets.

While land purchase prices vary widely, recent macroeconomic liber-

alization and the associated elimination of special privileges for large

producers have helped to lower land prices considerably, thereby reduc-

ing incentives for speculative land acquisition and bringing prices more

in line with profits from agricultural cultivation. For example, in Brazil

land prices dropped by up to 70 percent in the early 1990s (Bastiaan

and Plata 2002), making it easier to acquire land for productive pur-

poses. Much the same occurred in Colombia, where the overall level of

land purchase prices is now more in line with productive returns

(Lavadenz and Deininger 2002). Although lower land prices would be

expected to increase the demand for land sales transactions, low inter-

national commodity prices imply a need for those acquiring such lands

to make additional investments to allow a shift to other crops. The

undertaking of such investment may be prevented by the lack of the

necessary marketing infrastructure and technology or the absence of, or

high transaction costs associated with, rural credit.

Land sales markets in Latin America are relatively active, with aver- Even where they are active,
age annual turnovers of 5 percent in Colombia, 2 to 3.5 percent in sales markets are often
Venezuela,9 1.4 to 2 percent in Ecuador, and 1 percent in Honduras segmented

(Jaramillo 2001). However, even in situations where activity is high,
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markets are often found to be highly segmented implying that sales involve
either from large to large or from smaH to small producers but rarely across
different farm size groups. Such segmentation of land sales markets is also
observed in Nicaragua (Carter and Chamorro 2002). It is in part due to the
cost of subdivision and high transaction costs, and in part due to lack of
long-term financing for the poor associated with the continent's dualistic
land ownership structure (Barham, Carter, and Sigelko 1995).

Land markets' limited capacity to help equalize land ownership in an
environment characterized by highly unequal land access is illustrated
by the ambiguous impact of export booms in crops where smallholders
have some comparative advantage. In Guatemala, an export boom in
winter vegetable products induced a transfer of land from larger farms
to smaller farms. Farms that began with relatively large holdings (3
hectares) did not increase their landholdings significantly after the
boom period, while those households that had less than 1 hectare prior
to the boom and who began producing boom crops expanded their
landholdings significantly (Barham, Carter, and Sigelko 1995). By con-
trast, in Paraguay an agricultural export boom led to sharply increasing
real land prices and increased land access by the largest-farm-size class,
presumably because of its better access to credit and markets. Outside
the boom area, small farmers were little affected, and in some cases even
continued to accumulate land (Carter and Galeano 1995).

This suggests that the purchase market does not operate as a mecha-
nism of land access for labor-abundant, capital-constrained house-
holds, but that agents that are not capital constrained can translate
relative technical efficiency into effective demand for more land (Carter
and Salgado 20011). The importance of capital constraints as a determi-
nant of outcomes observed in land sales markets is also illustrated by
mobility analysis of small producers who benefited from Chile's land
reform. While upward mobility by these households is extremely lim-
ited, the analysis shows substantial upward mobility by a new class of
well-financed, often nonagricultural professionals and business people
who purchased land from the original beneficiaries (Carter, Barham,
and Mesbah 1996), which has led some to characterize Chile's agricul-
tural export boom as exclusionary (Jarvis 1989; Ortega 1988). This
interpretation is supported by the fact that only 20 to 30 percent of
those who sold their farms did so because of a lack of interest in farm-
ing or because of old age (Echenique and Rolando 1991). Observers
noted similar patterns of land concentration triggered by export booms
in several Central American countries in the 1970s and 1980s.
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Policy Implications

T HE FOREGOING EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT LAND RENTAL
markets have considerable potential to improve productive out-
comes, suggesting that failure to harness their potential could

forgo large equity and productivity benefits. To realize these benefits
governments need to ensure that tenure security is high enough and to
explore options for eliminating unjustified restrictions on the operation
of land rental markets. While limitations on land sales markets may be
based on a stronger conceptual foundation, efforts to implement such
restrictions have almost invariably weakened property rights, implying

that their unintended negative consequences have often far outweighed
the positive impacts they were intended to achieve, especially as such
restrictions may often be evaded. Because activity in land sales markets is
normally low or highly localized in most developing countries, getting
credit markets to function well is more effective than centrally imposed
limits on land transactions, with the exception of loose restrictions on
land ownership in situations of rapid change.

Land Rental Markets

Tenure security is a key precondition for the operation of land rental mar- Tenure security is a critical
kets. Indeed, the level of tenure security and of trust in the long-term secu- precondition for rental
rity of land rights seem to be key elements in explaining the large variation markets to function
in the incidence of rentals across countries. However, the literature has not
paid sufficient attention to this issue. Where land tenure is not secure,
landlords who rent out will run the risk of not being able to claim their
land back, implying that tenure security is especially crucial for the emer-
gence of long-term contracts. Evidence from Western European and other
industrial countries suggests that with secure long-term rights and long-
term rental contracts, many entrepreneurs with limited capital endow-
ments may actually prefer to rent than to buy land.

In Vietnam the provision of secure, long-term land rights, even at an
informal level, increased the volume of rental transactions benefiting poor
but productive households (Deininger and Jin 2003). In the Dominican
Republic insecure property rights not only reduce the level of activity in
the rental market, but also induce market segmentation, that is, rentals are
restricted to pre-existing social networks (Macours 2002). In Nicaragua,
Deininger and Chamorro (forthcoming) show that insecure tenure
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reduces participation on the supply side of the land rental market. In
Thailand, Brits, Grant, and Burns (2002) report increases in the incidence
of land transactions after tiding. In Ethiopia the fact that any land that is
not self-cultivated by the owner for two seasons can be confiscated is a
major impediment to the emergence of a rental market and off-farm
migration (Deininger, Jin, Adenew, Gebre-Selassie, and Demeke 2003).
Government intervention that undermines landowners' rights to land can
thus reduce the extent of rental market activity.

Secure tenure is parficularly Unless secure long-term contracts are available, the incentive for
important for long-term either tenants (who may be the only ones with the labor and informa-

contracts and investment tion available to do so) or for landlords (who may have the needed capi-
incentives tal) to make investments in land may be severely limited. The ability to

adjust for this type of market failure without long-term contracts that
can be enforced in a credible way is limited. The existence of long-term
rentals in many parts of the world implies that rental contracts can be
adjusted to avoid disincentives to land-related investment. At the same
time, in situations where past policies undermined either the security of
tenure or producers' ability to enter into unrestricted rental contracts,
restoring trust and providing the level of tenure security needed for
long-term rentals may not be feasible in the short term. Where, as a con-
sequence, long-term and secure rental contracts are not an option, land
rentals may need to be complemented with other mechanisms to facili-
tate the socially most desirable level of land transfers across producers.

Because of concerns about the loss of efficiency that could result from
sharecropping or a view that tenancy is an exploitative relationship, gov-
ernments in many countries tried to either limit sharecropping or regu-
late rental in a way that would improve the welfare of tenants. While
motivated by considerations of social justice, such interventions had
implications for productivity that often affected their ability to con-
tribute to social goals as well. Furthermore, to improve the equity out-
comes from rental markets in urban and rural areas, governments have
often imposed rent controls or ceilings on the amount of rent landlords
can charge, all aimed to increase the security of tenure enjoyed by ten-
ants.10 In many cases this led to large-scale self-cultivation by landlords
or the adoption of wage labor contracts, both modes of production that
are inferior to tenancy in terms of production incentives and outcomes
(Ray 1999). Indeed, studies show that implementing tenant protection
and rent ceilings effectively is not easy and that where implementation is
incomplete, they can easily reduce land access and thus equity, contrary
to the professed goals. For example, estimates indicate that the introduc-
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tion of tenancy legislation in India was associated with the eviction of
more than 100 million tenants, which caused the rural poor to loose
access to about 30 percent of the total operated area (Appu 1997). Fur-
thermore, by threatening landowners who lease out with the loss of
their land, the legislation has driven tenancy underground, thereby
reducing the opportunity for greater land access through rental markets
and greatly reducing informal tenants' bargaining position and their
ability to enforce contract terms.

Realizing that rent controls without tenant protection will simply Effective implementation
lead to widespread evictions, many Indian states have introduced more can lead to productivity
comprehensive tenancy reforms that combine low limits on rents with gains, but rent controls are
protection of tenants against eviction. The intent was to improve culti- unlikely to be an efficient
vators' status and welfare, and the reforms contain three main elements: way of transferring
(a) the imposition of rent ceilings; (b) the award of permanent rights to resources
tenants, subject to landowners' rights to retention; and (c) the transfer
of ownership rights to tenants on lands not claimed by landowners.
Such reforms met with considerable resistance by landlords and were
therefore difficult and costly to implement. Indeed, of all the Indian
states only West Bengal, after a communist victory in state elections in
1973, mounted an effective campaign for tenant registration. Analysis
suggests that the impact of doing so was positive and that agricultural
productivity increased (Banerjee, Gertler, and Ghatak 2002). Tenants'
ability to subsequendy acquire limited amounts of land through the
regular sales markets reportedly also increased slightly (Rawal 2001).
For India as a whole, tenancy reforms affected poverty reduction, but
not productivity growth (Besley and Burgess 2000), suggesting that a
productivity impact requires significantly more than just passage of a
law. This is in line with land reform experience in Japan and Korea,
where similar tenancy reforms were rapidly implemented.

Conceptual arguments also indicate that while rent controls can trans-
fer some resources to tenants, they tend to make everybody worse off by
restricting the supply of land available to the rental market, undermining
tenure security, and reducing investment (Basu and Emerson 2000).
Examples from a number of countries support the argument that rent
controls are normally an inefficient way to transfer resources for a number
of reasons. First, implementing tenancy laws is costly in terms of eco-
nomic resources and administrative capacity. Second, rent ceilings wiH
invariably reduce landlords' investment incentives and possibly their will-
ingness to rent out, implying losses in productivity. Finally, the benefits
from rental legislation are largely confined to current tenants, and the
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imposition of tenancy regulation will decrease the supply of land rentals

and access to land or housing by those who did not have a contract at the

time when the legislation was promulgated, that is, the landless and the

extremely poor. In South Africa, tenancy protection laws that were passed

as an interim measure until more comprehensive land reform would be

implemented could, in the absence of such reform, well end up undermin-

ing options for land access by the poor. In Asia, the negative long-term

effect on land rental market activity is often exacerbated by the prohibition

of subleasing by tenants who benefited from tenancy reforms or their heirs.

Rent controls reduce Moreover, rent or price regulation often obstructs the functioning of
investment and the land markets at the urban periphery, forcing large numbers of migrants

functioning of rental who are continuing to come to the cities into slums and informal set-

markets tlements, where they have to subsist without access to needed services

and often at high prices. This deprives them of incentives for housing-

related investment and may limit their ability to obtain credit to

improve their livelihoods and provide employment for others. Efforts

to promote equity by using rent or price regulation have proven to be

ineffective and costly, and where warranted other channels, such as tar-

geted subsidies, would have been more effective (Renaud 1999).

Although there are many instances where tenancy continues to be

widely practiced despite its legal prohibition, the de facto illegal nature

of the tenancy relationship might provide landlords with additional

leverage that they can use to bargain down the reward to tenants. The

unofficial nature also prevents including tenants in structures that are

often essential to ensure governance and sustainable resource use at the

local level, for example, water users' associations. Even in India consid-

erable discussion is now under way about eliminating rent ceilings to

facilitate greater access to land by the poor (Saxena 2002). More in-

depth study of specific steps in particular settings is warranted, includ-

ing the possibility of small farmers renting out to large landlords (a

phenomenon known as "reverse tenancy") and its implications.

The foregoing discussion and the strong evidence suggesting that

short-term land rentals will contribute significantly to efficiency and

equity imply that land rental restrictions have no merit. Legal or other

restrictions on the functioning of rental markets that continue to be in

place in many countries-for example, China, Ethiopia, and India-

will have a negative impact on agricultural productivity and house-

holds' welfare; will discourage investment, off-farm employment, and

migration; and will increase the insecurity of land rights. Similarly,

sharecropping has long been recognized as a second-best solution under
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given constraints. Ample evidence indicates that eliminating this con-
tractual option leads would-be renters to rely on wage labor, which is
both less efficient and less equitable, and that abolishing restrictions on
rental markets would be desirable. While some evidence suggests that
rent ceilings and tenancy restrictions can transfer resources to the poor
in the short term, both theoretical and empirical analysis suggests that
the long-term impact will not be advantageous to the poor. At the same
time basic preconditions, such as the security of property rights, the
ability to enforce contracts at low cost, and the availability of the neces-
sary information, are key to facilitate the longer-term contracts that will
be needed to cope with structural change. To a large extent, the magni-
tude of the impact of tenancy on equity and investment in the longer
term will depend on these factors. The only relevant policy questions
are how to sequence the elimination of rent ceilings and other restric-
tions on tenancy in a way that minimizes disruptions, ensures that sit-
ting tenants will be compensated for any investments they have made,
and avoids negative equity impacts.

In addition to eliminating distortions and undertaking measures to
improve the functioning of other factor markets in rural areas, steps to
reduce the transaction costs associated with land transfers, for example,
through better land records or standard contract formats (which the
individual parties can adopt or not as they choose) and default regula-
tion of tenancies, provide an opportunity to improve the level of activ-
ity in land rental markets.

Tenancy has long been viewed as an important transitional stage that The benefits of eliminating
allows peasants to accumulate capital and gain agricultural experience, rental restrictions could
therefore eliminating sharecropping as a rung on the agrarian ladder, be large
will not contribute to equity in the long run. The unavailability of share-
cropping as a contractual option is also likely to be associated with con-
siderable inefficiency in production, especially where risk and credit
market constraints impede the functioning of fixed rent markets. Bans
on sharecropping or the imposition of a low ceiling on landlords' share
therefore have no merit and may lead to large efficiency losses. Collier
(1989), for example, estimates static efficiency losses of more than 10
percent associated with the unavailability of share contracts in Kenya. In
view of the theoretical analysis and empirical evidence that suggest that
outlawing sharecropping will be neither feasible nor cost-effective, only
a few governments continue to openly advocate such a far-reaching mea-
sure. At the same time restrictions on rental in more general terms still
continue to be widespread.
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The elimination of restrictions on land rental in Mexico's ejido sector
illustrates not only that regulation can have far-reaching impacts even in
cases where in practice it is widely neglected, but also that in pursuing
this goal, legal and institutional changes need to go hand in hand
(Deininger, Bresciani, and others 2002). As in the case of India, many of
the restrictions imposed on land leasing in Mexico were widely circum-
vented in practice. Nonetheless, since the large-scale transfer of land into
ejido tenure in the 1920s and 1930s, restrictions on the ability to rent
out or sublease ejido land appear to have led to disproportional concen-
tration of poverty in ejidos (Gonzalez and Velez 1995). Comparison with
the private sector, where no such restrictions existed, suggests that rental
market restrictions were associated with reduced land market activity;
land underutilization; limited opportunities for the poor to access land;
lower incentives for investment; and increased susceptibility of house-
holds to threats and extortion by local authorities who, in theory, had
the right to withdraw the land allocation of anybody who engaged in
land rental (Zepeda 2000). As illustrated in box 3.2, recent reforms that
eliminated these restrictions not only had a discernible impact on gover-
nance at the local level, but also had a significant and positive impact on
activity in rental markets and household welfare (World Bank 2002a).

Land Sales Markets

The discussion thus far implies that even if land sales are not restricted,
land sales markets are likely to be much less active than land rental mar-
kets virtually everywhere in the world because of higher transaction
costs, difficulties in accessing long-term capital to finance land pur-
chases, and insecurity about future economic developments that would
significandy affect land prices. On the supply side some evidence indi-
cates that in an environment with limited insurance markets, exogenous
shocks can lead to distress sales of land. On the demand side distortions
in product markets, together with imperfections in credit and financial
markets, will have an immediate impact on the way in which land sales
markets function and, in a number of cases, for example, Colombia
Nicaragua, and Uganda, seem to be important enough to imply that

Government restrictions sales markets can be less productivity enhancing than rental markets.
on land sales have rarely Not surprisingly, in view of the manifold obstacles that may affect

achieved desired outcomes the functioning of land sales markets, these markets have attracted even
cost-effectively more attention and government intervention than rental markets. This
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1THE 1992 EJIDO REFORM IN MEXICO ILLUSTRATES terized the ejido sector, a procedural framework was
two issues. First, it shows that group rights can be established, including rules for decisionmaking. A
perfectly consistent with secure land tenure by indi- second element was the liberalization of land mar-
viduals, and that if adopted with a view toward mak- kets. Land rental transactions were completely
ing institutions more accountable, they can have a freed, while land sales were allowed within the ejido.
significant impact on governance. Second, it illus- Finally, and most important, ejidos could undergo a
trates that even without full ownership rights, efforts voluntary program of land regularization that, in a
to improve the functioning of markets can signifi- participatory process, helped to establish and
cantly increase land market activity thereby increas- demarcate the boundaries of community land.
ing access to land by more efficient producers as well With a 75 percent majority the ejido assembly
as participation in the off-farm economy. could decide which of the community lands should

The legal changes to recognize group tenure be parceled out to individuals and which should be
consisted of three main elements. First, the legal held in common property, or whether landowners
status of the qido was enhanced by recognizing the in the ejido should be allowed to make the transi-
legal personality of ejidos and vesting the general tion toward a private property regime. In all cases
assembly of all members with the ability to regulate households receive certificates that document their
internal matters, including establishing joint ven- share of the land. Studies show that this increased
tures with the private sector and regularizing land transparency led to increases in rental market activ-
ownership within the ejido. To ensure that these iry and household welfare and to improved gover-
sensitive questions could be tackled without the nance without the sell-off that many of the
political interference that had traditionally charac- program's initial critics had feared.

Source: World Bank (2002a).

section briefly discusses the different forms such interventions have

taken and their impact. The conditions under which land sales markets

would cause significantly negative effects are, however, likely to be quite
localized and time specific. Restrictions on land sales markets that may
be perceived as appropriate in one location or at one point in time may
be highly inadequate in other situations or at other times. Experience

worldwide supports the view that blanket restrictions on the function-
ing of markets are likely to be evaded and may have undesirable side
effects. Indeed, few of the restrictions that countries have imposed have

had lasting positive effects, and most of them were either difficult or

impossible to enforce and have had many unintended and negative
consequences, including the growth of bureaucracies to enforce them.
Two possible exceptions might be justified in specific situations where
the external environment is changing rapidly. One is the imposition of
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high land ownership ceilings. The other is that if transparent mecha-
nisms for decisionmaking are available and local communities bear the
costs of their decisions, they may be given the authority to restrict the
transferability of land as is the case in most customary systems. The
expectation is that with changing economic circumstances, restrictions
will be relaxed. Where transparent mechanisms are unlikely to prevail,
the preferred policy should be to forgo restrictions.

Transferability Restrictions

Restrictions on the Governments have frequently imposed restrictions on the transferability
transferability of land of land through the sales market on beneficiaries of land reform or settlers
reduce credit access on formerly state-owned land to prevent them from selling or mortgag-

ing their land. Such a restriction could be justified as a temporary mea-
sure to prevent the beneficiaries of a land reform program from selling
their land based on inadequate information or in response to temporary
imperfections in product and financial markets. Even temporary restric-
tions on land mortgages can be counterproductive, however, as they
would deprive beneficiaries from accessing credit during the establish-
ment phase when they need it the most. The literature has reported cases
where farmers were forced to resort to less efficient arrangements, such as
usufruct mortgaging and use of wage labor, to gain access to credit
(Hayami and Otsuka 1993). Investigators have also noted this problem
in Korea (King 1977) and in the Philippines (Chuma, Otsuka, and
Hayami 1990), where restrictions on land market activity have limited
investment. Land received under land reform in Chile was freely transfer-
able, and Jarvis (1985) views this as one of the key ingredients of its suc-
cess. Precluding land reform beneficiaries from sales in the medium term
would reduce efficiency by preventing adjustments in response to differ-
ential beneficiary abilities, and could, if combined with rental restric-
tions, cause large tracts of land to be underutilized. The danger of
beneficiaries' undervaluing their land could be reduced through other
means, and the goal of preventing small landowners from selling out in
response to temporary shocks would be better served by ensuring that
they have access to output and credit markets and to technical assistance,
and by providing safety nets during disasters to avoid distress sales.

Restrictions on land sales markets can increase the costs associated
with certain actions, but if the rewards from circumventing them are
high enough, will not eliminate them. For example, owners who have
no desire to farm tend to disregard the temporary prohibition of land
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Box 3.3 Dangers of land privatization in an environment
with multiple market imperfections

IN SOME CIS COUNTRIES, MANAGERS OF FARM this negative effect by temporarily restricting the buy-
enterprises took advantage of the rural population's ing and selling of land and instead limiting transfer-
complete lack of asset management experience to ability to short-term, or perhaps medium-term, lease
entice the new shareholders to sell their land shares. In transactions. Such an approach to the transferability of
this way, large segments of the rural population turned land would allow rural people to postpone irrevocable
over their main asset, and land was concentrated in the decisions to a later stage, when the economic situation
hands of a small number of farm bosses. In Kaza- has normalized and individuals have become more
khstan the governient could probably have avoided cognizant of the implications of land transactions.

Source: Csaki, Fedcer, and Lerman (2002).

sales in Nicaragua and circumvent it by long-term rentals with the
promise to sell, which because of the associated insecurity leads to
much lower land prices (Strasma 2000).

A number of countries have combined initial privatization of land

with a moratorium on land sales to prevent the possibility that, after

decades of collectivism, new landowners' exposure to land sales markets

may cause them to dispose of their assets without being aware of their
true value, leading to negative social consequences and concentration of
land in the hands of speculators. The example of some CIS countries

suggests that such concerns may not be completely unfounded (see box
3.3). Moratoriums may be justified as a way of allowing new landowners

to acquire better knowledge of their assets and prevent quick sell-offs at
unrealistic prices in an environment where markets work imperfectly.1 I
In Albania this restriction has been combined with a right of first refusal,

whereby before consummating a land sale to an outsider, neighbors or

village members must be given the opportunity to acquire the land at
the same price for some period. This has few adverse consequences and

can help allay communities' fears of being bought out by outsiders.

General imposition of restrictions on the transferability of land by
sale is unlikely to be enforceable or beneficial. In many situations such

restrictions will have little impact in practice because of the absence of

land or credit markets. Where appropriate institutions for intragroup
decisionmaking are available (Libecap 1986), permitting the commu-
nity to limit sales and giving it the right to decide whether to eventually

allow sales to outsiders may be an acceptable compromise between
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equity and efficiency concerns (Barrows and Roth 1990). Restrictions
on the marketability of land are common in many developing coun-
tries, and many customary or communal systems prohibit the sale of
land to outsiders. Some countries, such as Bolivia, have a minimum
holding size that cannot be mortgaged or alienated. While these regula-
tions impose some losses in terms of foregone credit market access, they
can also help to reduce undesirable social externalities from driving
some people into destitution (Andolfatto 2002). As long as they are the
product of a conscious choice by the group and the group has clear and
transparent mechanisms for changing the land tenure regime, they are
unlikely to be harmful. As traditional social ties loosen or the efficiency
loss from the sales restriction becomes too high, groups are likely to
allow sales to outsiders in some form. The recent constitutional reform
of the land rights system in Mexico allows for free sales and rental
within all ejidos and for decisionmaking by majority vote on whether to
eliminate the restriction on sales to outsiders. An initial evaluation of
the reforms suggests that with appropriate technical assistance commu-
nities are clearly able to make such decisions (World Bank 2002a).

Land Ownership Ceilings

Low land ownership ceilings Countries have often imposed land ownership ceilings to facilitate the
have been ineffective in breakup of large farms and the associated sales of land to small producers
facilitating the breakup or to prevent socially destabilizing accumulation of land. Even where such
of large fanrs and can measures had a strong economic and social justification and where condi-

significantly reduce tions for implementing them were favorable, ownership ceilings had only
investment a marginal impact on land redistribution. For example, in West Bengal,

where tenancy reform was implemented with considerable success, Appu
(1997) estimates that only 6 percent of above-ceiling lands were redistrib-
uted to the poor. Observers agree that the main reasons for such failure
were political, including an inability (or unwillingness) to act quickly,
which facilitated spurious subdivision of holdings on paper by landlords,
and exceptions for high-value crops, such as sugar or bananas, which gen-
erates considerable latitude for arbitrariness and corruption. Since the
imposition of ceiling laws in most Asian countries, population growth and
subdivision of land through bequest have further reduced the ability to use
land ceilings as a means of making land available to the market.

In some countries, for example, the Philippines, existing land own-
ership ceilings restrict the functioning of land markets. As these apply
to natural persons as well as to financial institutions, this not only elim-
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inates banks' incentive to foreclose on properties that have been mort-
gaged for irrecoverable debts, but also reduces the ability to use land as
collateral for existing loans, and may therefore contribute significantly to
the low level of rural investment observed in this country (Deininger,
Maertens, and others 2002). Application of ownership ceilings to plan-
tation crops has been linked to reduced investment and employment
generation by landowners who were above the ceiling, as well as by new
investors who were able to get access to the land they required only
through long-term leases from a large number of smallholders (Hayami
and Kikuchi 2000). Similar restrictions on land are present in Sri Lanka,
and observers claim that they have reduced land values by 50 percent,
thereby significantly reducing the value of the asset endowment of the
poor (Abt Associates 1999). Even where ceilings might have been effec-
tive when they were imposed, subdivision of land in the interim, either
as a consequence of population growth and inheritance or to evade the
ceilings, has greatly reduced their potential effectiveness. In addition,
given the significant cost of implementation, land taxation may be a
mechanism to improve the utilization of land or make land availabte to
the market in a less costly and distortive manner.

Some studies attribute a role to land ceilings in preventing new, large High ceilings may help to
consolidations after land reform (Cain 1981; Mahmood 1990), for limit speculative land
example, in Japan and Korea. Even though ceiling legislation is unlikely concentration
to have been the only factor, this argument seems to have some merit,
and ceilings above, say, 1,000 hectares, that are clearly aimed at dis-
couraging speculation following land reform or farm restructuring may
be justifiable if the issues related to enforcement can be tackled.

Land Price and Ownership Limits

To avoid the exploitation of landowners with limited information, a Land price ceilings are
number of countries fix minimum and maximum prices for land. For unlikely to be effective
example, some Eastern European countries have established "norma-
tive" prices for land that were either to guide activity in land sales mar-
kets or to specify a legally binding price range. While guidance on land
prices, preferably differentiated by region and some broad land use
classes, can be useful to provide information to market participants, a
binding price range is unlikely to be effective, and in practice has been
widely neglected, especially as normative prices were often set an unre-
alistic levels. While it is doubtful that such legislation has prevented
land sales with prices above the ceiling, it is likely to have reduced the
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price received by those transacting. A government role in disseminating
information on land prices can be justified as a public good to increase
transparency in the market. However, establishing a set price, especially
if it is independent of quality characteristics, is neither justifiable nor
easy to implement, and many countries seem to have been abandoned
it as impractical (Csaki, Valdes, and Fock 1998).

Land ownership by Many countries, including industrial nations, either prohibit foreign-
foreigners is often highly ers from owning land (for example, Bulgaria, Indonesia, the Philippines,

charged politically Romania, Switzerland, and Tanzania) or only permit such land owner-
ship under strict conditions (Hodgson, Cullinan, and Campbell 1999).
Even in developing countries, where because of shallow domestic capital
markets the benefits from abandoning such legislation could be consid-
erable, the issue is often politically charged and trying to eliminate such
restrictions could result in a divisive political debate that distracts atten-
tion from more urgent issues. Where this is the case, long-term leases
that are open to foreigners may be a more practical and preferable
option. Restrictions that limit the right to own land to physical persons
out of fear of promoting a concentration of land in the hands of anony-
mous corporations, as adopted in a number of Eastern European coun-
tries such as Estonia, Lithuania, and Moldova, have in practice proven to
be more harmful by limiting incentives for legal entities to invest in land
improvement. Some of these countries have now abandoned the restric-
tions following the realization that corporate forms of land ownership,
especially joint ventures, can provide much needed access to capital.

Land Consolidation and Minimum Farm Size Restrictions

Land fragmentation can Fragmentation of agricultural land has two main sources. One, which
result from inheritance has been of great historical relevance, is the successive division of small

or land redistribution farms into smaller and smaller plots through inheritance in a situation
where nonagricultural employment was limited. Over long periods of
time, social norms that either require equal division of land among all
heirs or the undivided passage of the family's land to only one of them
have had a significant impact on the rural landscape in many European
countries (Platteau and Baland 2001). A second source of fragmentation

is the type of land redistribution policy adopted in the course of de-
collectivization and farm restructuring. In many instances, providing
new landowners with a large number of plots of different quality was
politically more appealing than facing the tradeoffs associated with giv-
ing larger parcels with relatively homogenous soil quality (Tran 1998).
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This implies that in those CIS countries that privatized and distributed
land, but also in China and Vietnam, individual households can hold a
large number of land parcels, often in odd shapes, something that has
often been claimed to be detrimental to efficient cultivation.

Another instrument that governments have used to improve the Minimum farm size limits or
structure of agricultural landholdings or to prevent further fragmenta- subdivision restrictions are
tion has been the imposition of minimum farm size limits or restric- ineffective in preventing
tions on subdivision. Similar to what was observed in the case of fragrmentation
maximum farm size limits, where economic conditions often prompted
households to act in a certain manner irrespective of government regu-
lations, such restrictions have rarely prevented undesirable outcomes
entirely, but by making them illegal have forced households into infor-
mality. For example, Mexico prohibits subdivision upon inheritance to
prevent fragmentation, but this provision is widely neglected in prac-
tice. Rather than helping to improve the agrarian structure, this provi-
sion clogs up the judicial system: about half the conflicts before the
agrarian courts involve inheritance disputes (World Bank 2002a). Min-
imum farm size legislation was similarly ineffective in Morocco, and led
to many disputes. In Brazil, Graziano da Silva (2001) identified mini-
mum farm size legislation as a factor impeding the growth of the nona-
gricultural economy by making the pursuit of part-time farming
economically less rewarding. In all these cases, creating the conditions
for rental and sales markets to function better seems to be preferable.

Excessive fragmentation of agricultural parcels can harm agricultural The disadvantages of
productivity in a number of ways. It increases the amount of land needed fragmentation increase with
for paths and roads; adds to the time needed to get to plots; requires addi- the level of mechanization
tional spending on fencing and boundary demarcation; increases the dif-
ficulties of management, supervision, and pest control; and makes
investments in irrigation, drainage, and soil conservation, as well as the
use of certain machinery, more difficult. However, farmers may seek
some ftagmentation of plots to diversify crop locations and manage risks,
overcome seasonal labor bottlenecks, and match soil types with crops to
overcome inefficiencies in land, labor, credit, and food markets (Blarel
and others 1992; Fenoaltea 1976; McCloskey 1975). To decide whether
concern about such fragmentation is warranted, an understanding of the
causes underlying this phenomenon, the magnitude of the losses it may
impose, and the availability of policy options that could deal with the
problem at a reasonable cost is necessary. With the emergence of a
dynamic nonfarm economy, mechanized farming becomes desirable and
the losses from fragmentation may assume greater relevance. Experience
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in industrial countries shows that fragmentation becomes a serious con-
straint requiring intervention once it impedes the ability to use machinery
on a large scale in areas with a rapidly decreasing agricultural population
(Bentley 1987). In France, for example, Simons (1987) finds returns of up
to 40 percent for consolidation.

Empirical evidence suggests that the costs of fragmentation are rela-
tively modest in unmechanized, semisubsistence agriculture, where

rental markets can often be relied on to bring about a structure of oper-
ational holdings that is more in line with economic needs. For example,
Heston and Kumar (1983) suggest that in Asia, instances where frag-
mentation had historically involved high losses in output are rare, a con-
clusion that is supported by more recent evidence from Pakistan, where
benefits from consolidation are considered to be small (Ali, Parikh, and

Shah 1996). To date the quantitative evidence from studies exploring
the productivity impact of fragmentation in China is not particularly

positive, even though levels of fragmentation are extremely high, with
average farm sizes below one hectare split, on average, into nine plots
(Wenfang and Makeham 1992). To consolidate land, in 1988 the city of
Pingdu in Shandong province adopted the "two-field system," which
consolidated parcels that were then auctioned off among farmers. Analy-
sis suggests that the program reached some of its goals: the average num-
ber of plots held by participants decreased from 7.6 to 3.4 and their
technical efficiency was 6.7 percent higher than that of nonparticipants
(Chen and Brown 2001). Nevertheless, a poor record of implementa-
tion led to conflict and resistance, and in 1998 to the abandonment of
the program. Households prefer to be able to rent out land on an indi-
vidual basis and, in doing so, also seem to be able to capture most of the

effects that were hoped for from a more centralized form of consolida-
tion (Lin, Cai, and Li 1997). Other studies from China, which show
that consolidation could lead to output gains of up to 15 percent, also

recommend relying on voluntary and decentralized market processes
rather than on administrative solutions (Wan and Cheng 2001).

Market-based solutions Numerous countries have used the fact that the cost of negotiation
should be exploited before may be too high for individuals to bear voluntarily as a justification for

embarking on specific one-time interventions that combine inducements and restrictions to
consolidation programs bring about consolidation of operational holdings. Such programs can

be justified only in situations where, once consolidated, holdings are
unlikely to be fragmented once again, a condition that is normally sat-

isfied only at higher income levels or if fragmentation was the outcome
of an involuntary process. The fact that consolidation programs often
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incorporate development of rural infrastructure in an effort to improve
conditions for nonagricultural employment in rural areas has often added
to their complexity and costs, as well as the time taken to complete such
actions. In considering interventions to promote consolidation, an
important initial step is to ensure that the opportunity for decentralized
options to achieve consolidation of operational holdings through uncon-
strained rental and sales markets has been exhausted, and that the institu-
tional infrastructure to implement interventions in a transparent fashion
is available. Most developing countries have not yet met these conditions
(Giovarelli 2002).12 Even in some Eastern European countries where,
because of the mechanisms adopted to redistribute land, the benefits
from consolidating operational holdings could indeed be high, the eco-
nomic viability of consolidation programs remains to be demonstrated,
and careful evaluation of ongoing experiences would be highly desirable
and would be needed before more widespread adoption of specific
approaches can be recommended.

Conclusion

T HE METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSION DEMONSTRATES THAT
for a number of reasons, land markets cannot be viewed inde-
pendently from the broader social, institutional, and economic

framework. Subsidies will be capitalized in land values, therefore eco-
nomic distortions will affect households' propensity to acquire land. In
addition, imperfections in other markets will have differential impacts
on specific types of households and therefore affect land market out-
comes. Furthermore, institutional factors that affect the costs associated
with land market transactions are a key determinant of the level of land
market activity and its capacity to enhance equity. Neglect of institu-
tional issues by policymakers forces participants to adopt informal
arrangements and generally provides advantages to those with greater
endowments and better access to information, and may not be advanta-
geous to the poor. A differentiated approach to land market policy that
is aware of the trade-offs and the opportunities as well as the limitations
of government policies is therefore most likely to be appropriate.

In the past policymakers have often underestimated the potential for
land rentals to contribute to greater productivity and increase the welfare of
the poor. Evidence suggests that land rentals can provide access to land in a
low-cost fashion as a response to exogenous shocks, off-farm employment,
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and changing opportunities and interests, or even in situations where
the final ownership status of land is still being clarified. The extent and
direction of rental market activity, and by implication its impact on pro-
ductivity and equity, will be affected by the functioning of other mar-
kets, the outside opportunities available to potential tenants, and the
security of property rights. Imperfections and distortions in other mar-
kets, as well as wealth constraints, will affect the impact of land rental on
productivity, but in most situations rental markets, including sharecrop-
ping arrangements, improve the allocation of land and enhance equity.
Where property rights are not secure or are perceived to be insecure,
landowners will not be willing to rent out under longer-term contracts,
even though such contracts may be desirable to facilitate structural
change and the associated investment decisions. Finally, the impact of
rental markets on equity will depend on how the surplus is shared
between landlords and tenants, something that depends on the alterna-
tive opportunities open to the latter. Even though the transaction costs
associated with land rentals are normally lower than those in sales mar-
kets, making information on land ownership, contractual forms, and
prices more widely available offers opportunities to reduce them.

Scope for land rentals is While permanent land transfers normally provide higher incentives
often underestimated, and for long-term investment, land sales markets are normally associated

the potential difficulties with higher transaction costs than land rental markets. In addition,
associated with land sales acquiring land through purchase requires a considerable outlay of cash,
often have been neglected which may be out of reach for households that do not have access to

nonagricultural income, especially where long-term mortgage credit for
land acquisition is unavailable. In situations where markets for credit
and insurance are imperfect, the supply of land in the sales market may
be mainly through distress sales. Distortions that favor larger farmers,
as well as the tendency of land prices to exceed the capitalized value of
agricultural incomes from land, imply that even in situations where
small farmers have a strong productive advantage, the contribution of
land sales markets to bringing about a farm size distribution that is
more efficient and more equitable may be limited.

Restrictions on land sales Governments worldwide have adopted a large array of discretionary
market continue to be measures in relation to land sales, even though in principle economic

widespread, though incentives, for instance, through land taxation, are likely to be much
difficult to implement preferable to rigid regulations.13 These measures have rarely achieved

their desired impacts, suggesting that even where a case for restrictions
or other types of government interventions may exist, any judgment on
their merit has to include an assessment of implementation capacity. In
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many cases where centralized restrictions on land sales markets may be
justified, enforcement difficulties have generated distortions whose
impact was worse than that the restrictions had set out to remedy. With
the possible exception of loosely defined restrictions on maximum farm
sizes, universal limitations on sales markets are therefore unlikely to be
effective, but may lead to the emergence of large bureaucracies that
develop a self-interest in maintaining these restrictions. Given these dif-
ficulties, and the large variations in conditions in any given country, a
more decentralized approach may be preferable. Indeed, cohesive com-
munities have often imposed restrictions on the transferability of land to
outsiders at certain stages of their development out of a concern to
maintain social harmony and prevent landlessness. Policy should ensure
that the mechanisms for reaching such a transition are transparent and
representative, and that changes in such rules are feasible when they no
longer serve the interests of the majority of community members.

A final conclusion from the evidence presented is that it is unrealis- Land markets will not
tic to assume that restrictions on the functioning of markets will lead to equalize a highly skewed
significant and quick redistribution of land and other productive assets land ownership distribution
to the poor. Where a strong social, political, and economic case for such
redistribution exists, other mechanisms will need to be adopted. There
is considerable potential for such mechanisms to draw on market out-
comes in more imaginative ways than in the past, for example, to facil-
itate targeting and the acquisition of managerial experience by potential
beneficiaries. Relying on markets alone will, however, not be sufficient.

Notes

1. Empirical evidence confirms that family labor is vide credit in kind as well as technical assistance (Glover
more productive than hired labor and that the intensity 1990).
of supervision by family members affects the perfor-
mance of hired labor (Frisvold 1994). 4. The traditional interpretation that these inter-

linkages are devices landlords use to bring the second-
2. A similar argument about the excess value of best outcome closer to the first-best outcome by

land access could be applied to any household that had increasing tenants' supply of effort (Braverman and
an abundance of another imperfectly traded factor, such Stiglitz 1982) requires strong assumptions that are gen-
as farming skill. erally not satisfied in developing countries (Otsuka,

Chuma, and Hayami 1992).
3. However, the supervision advantages of owner-

operators have, in many cases, motivated large proces- 5. If risk were a major factor in choosing the opti-
sors to contract production out to smallholders under mal type of contract, one would observe significant vari-
outgrower or contract farming schemes that often pro- ation in crop shares according to the riskiness of the
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crops grown on particular plots. This has not been areas not only in South Asia and Southeast Asia

observed empirically, however. (Malpezzi, Chun, and Green 1998). In Eastern Europe,

similar legislation often limits the rent that can be

6. Rural land sales are relatively few, even in indus- charged to the land tax that has to be paid to the govern-

trial countries. The percentage of farmland transferred, ment, a measure that would tend to undermine the

on average, each year is 3 percent of the total in the functioning of rental markets. Note that in Western

United States, 1.5 percent in the formal sector in South Europe tenure legislation has historically been imposed

Africa, 1 to 1.5 percent in the United Kingdom, and 0.5 to advance equity goals; however, even in this case, pre-

percent in Ireland and Kenya (Moll 1988). The litera- venting over-regulation has been difficult (Ravenscroft,

ture highlights the difficulty of land acquisition through Gibbard, and Markwell 1998).

borrowing by would-be smallholders despite their pro-
ductivity advantage (Binswanger and Elgin 1988; Carter 11. The experience of the mass privatizations sup-

and Mesbah 1993). At the same time, even in develop- ports this argument. Many recipients of mass privatiza-

ing countries urban land markets can have much higher tion vouchers in Russia in the early 1990s rushed to sell

levels of transactions (Brits, Grant, and Burns 2002). them to speculators and professional investors. They did
not recognize the long-term value of the new asset and

7. This is often facilitated by regulations that limit precipitously converted it into something familiar-

the amount of rent to be paid or specify a minimum cash. These early voucher sellers understood the implica-

lease period. tion of their irrevocable decision only much later, when

gradual normalization had led to steep increases in the

8. Some countries adopt minimum lease terms to value of the privatized companies' stock, which they

facilitate the stability of land sizes, for example, nine could have owned had they only avoided selling the

years in France, while others impose maximum lease vouchers.

terms to discourage land re-concentration, for example,
three years in Vietnam. 12. In many instances consolidation programs have

been linked to infrastructure or other projects to provide

9. Activity varies considerably across regions. public goods to rural areas. Providing these benefits

Annual turnover of land a-mounts to as much as 12 per- independently from measures aiming at simultaneous

cent in recently colonized areas, but is about 2.5 to 3 land consolidation may often be more feasible and much

percent for private lands and only 1.5 to 2 percent for simpler.

lands that had been subject to agrarian reform (Delahaye

2001). 13. While part of this can be explained by problems

with implementing land taxes, it may also be related to

10. The literature includes considerable discussion the fact that direct interventions offer greater options for

of urban rent ceilings, which are widespread in rural bureaucratic discretion.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Fostering Socially
Desirable Land Use

HE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS DEMONSTRATED THAT

even basic institutions such as land rights and land
markets will be unable to operate without receiving

support from the state in the form of public goods
and a conducive policy environment, and that in

environments where other factor markets do not
work well, unfettered operation of land markets by themselves is
unlikely to bring about a socially optimal outcome. This chapter

reviews what this implies in terms of the government's role to either

establish the framework that will allow markets to function, to go

beyond markets to ensure that social and equity concerns are satisfied,
or to regulate markets so that externalities and other market failures are
adequately accounted for. All these areas imply an important role for

governments.
The chapter begins by reviewing the progress of and the remaining

challenges for the tremendous restructuring of the farming sector in
Eastern Europe and the CIS to lead to productivity-enhancing out-

comes. Then, based on historical and more recent experience with land
reform, it identifies and discusses a number of implications of produc-

tivity-enhancing land reforms. Next the chapter turns to conflict over
land, based either on historical grievances or on increasing scarcity of

productive land combined with limited off-farm opportunities, which
is becoming increasingly relevant in many developing countries.

Finally, it examines how governments can contribute to more effective

land use by privatizing land where no rationale for government owner-

ship exists, by taxing land to encourage its productive use and provide

resources for the delivery of public goods and the functioning of local

governments, and by land use regulations that maximize social benefits.
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Restructuring the Farm Sector
in CEE and CIS Countries

O VER THE LAST DECADE, THE RURAL SECTOR IN VIRTUALLY

all the countries of Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) has undergone dramatic change in

the context of the shift from a collective to a more individualized structure
of land ownership characterized by greater responsiveness to market
forces. In the countries affected by this transition, the main challenge is to
establish the basic legal and institutional framework for the development
of a diversified and productive rural sector, including the scope for well-
functioning markets for outputs and inputs, land, and other factors of
production. This section provides a background to the reforms, reviews
progress in their implementation, and highlights challenges that transition
countries may need to confront in the future to ensure that the expected
improvements in productivity and household welfare materialize.

Background and the Refonn Process

Beliefs in the productive Prior to 1989 all these Central and Eastern European (CEE) and CIS
superiority of collective countries were characterized by large-scale collective farming. Collectiviza-

farms were mistaken tion was imposed based on a belief in the superiority of large industrial
farms and their apparent economies of scale and to gain access to capital,
overcome imperfections in input and output markets, and provide other
services to members in times of need. The evidence does not support the
belief in the existence of economies of scale in agricultural production
except for marketing and input access. In virtually all cases of collective
agriculture, productive performance was dismal. Collectives in China,
Cuba, Ethiopia, Nicaragua, Peru, and Vietnam suffered from incentive
problems, absenteeism, underinvestment, tendencies toward discrimina-
tory employment of nonmembers, and low productivity, even if compared
with a smallholder sector that was discriminated against (Deininger
1995). In Nicaragua and Peru individualization ensued as soon as the pos-
sibility of doing so arose (Melmed-Sanjak and Carter 1991; Merlet and
Pommier 2000), as also occurred in Ethiopia, where collectives were dis-
banded in the early 1990s (Rahmato 1993). The transition from collective
to private models of cultivation has often been associated with large
increases in productivity, as in China after the 1978 introduction of the
household responsibility system (Lin 1992; McMillan, Whalley, and Zhu
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1989) and in Vietnam after the reforms of the early 1980s (Ravallion and
van de Walle 2001; Tran 1998). Land reform and restructuring of the
rural sector have therefore become a key part of the transformation of the
rural sector in all CEE and CIS countries. Farm restructuring poses

Individual countries' responses to the challenge of transforming the economic and social
land ownership structure and the consequences for productivity and challenges
household welfare differ widely. The adoption of vastly different processes
has led to the emergence of variation in farming structures, productivity,
development of rural factor markets, and poverty outcomes. The processes
chosen to privatize land and restructure the agriculture sector were
affected by such factors as the distribution of land ownership before col-
lectivization, the status of ownership after collectivization, the length of
communist rule, and the ethnicity of precollectivization owners (Lerman
2001; Macours and Swinnen 2000a). Collective structures were economi-
cally unviable long before the political changes of the 1990s. Nonetheless,
they were more than just a means of production, in particular, they pro-
vided workers with a wide variety of social services. The fact that many
employee-shareholders remain in collective structures rather than exercis-
ing their right to leave with land and property shares can be explained not
only by the adverse economic environment and the risk this implies for
private individual farming (Amelina 2000), but also by the fear of losing
access to social services. Thus policies will have to take account of the fact
that farm restructuring is not only about productivity, but also about
ensuring the availability of key social services to the rural population and
the provision of safety nets to accompany the process of structural reform.

Given the difficulty of establishing the legal and regulatory infrastruc-
ture for well-functioning markets, the initial impact of restructuring on
production was almost universally negative. Price liberalization and subsidy
cuts together caused a decline in relative prices for agriculture, contributing
to almost half of the observed decline in agricultural output and to the nec-
essary adjustment in the overall size of the agriculture sector. The uncer-
tainty associated with transition and with climatic factors caused an average
output fall of around 10 percent each, and the disruption associated with
privatization, farm restructuring, and the need to adjust both factors of
production and techniques account for the remainder of the drop in out-
put (Macours and Swinnen 2000b). The breakup of large farms into small
units was not necessarily a major source of output dedine, as illustrated by
the performance of Albania, which despite breaking up its collective sector
achieved the highest rate of output growth of all the CEE and CIS coun-
tries following transition (Cungu and Swinnen 1999).
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Modalities of Restructuring

Restitution was adopted The CEE countries all allow full private ownership of all types of land
mainly in CEE countries and have generally privatized land by restituting it to its former owners

in the form of physical plots (table 4.1). The exceptions are Hungary
and Romania, which pursued mixed strategies whereby land was resti-

tuted to former owners, but a portion of it was also distributed to agri-
cultural workers in the interests of social equity.' Poland is selling off

state-owned land, while Albania has pursued a strategy based on full
redistribution of land to cultivators.

The availability of old ownership records and the presence of a clear
legal basis for assessing their validity has generally made restitution eas-

ier to implement than in countries where records were destroyed or

where the legal basis remains unclear, such as Nicaragua. Nevertheless,
the processes have often been lengthy and complicated. 2 For example,

in Estonia, in marked contrast to the rapid privatization of assets, land

restitution is a slow and cumbersome process. About 75 percent of land
remains under state ownership and is leased out on short-term leases,
something that is not conducive to bringing about the structural trans-

formation needed (Csaki, Valdes, and Fock 1998). Bulgaria has
amended its restitution law at least 20 times since its promulgation in

1991 (Giovarelli and others 2002), and in Russia, from the first draft to

the actual passage of a law on agricultural land turnover took more than

six years (Overchuk 2002). Also Davidova and others (2001) cite the

continuing uncertainty about land claims associated with the restitu-

tion process as a main reason for the insufficient development of land

sales markets and of the supply of credit to rural areas. The fact that
restitution is difficult is consistent with experience from other countries

such as South Africa, where only a recent radical simplification of the

process has helped speed it up and ensure that uncertainty regarding
land ownership is resolved quickly.

The ensuing fragmentation In a hypothetical situation with perfect functioning of land rental
of land ownership increases and sales markets, the restitution of land to its former owners in many

the importance of land of the CEE countries, which was adopted mainly for political reasons,
markets should not affect productive outcomes. Instead, one would expect

entrepreneurs to initially rent and eventually possibly buy the land they

require to advance their activities. However, many of the factors dis-

cussed earlier, in particular, insecurity about land rights because of

changing legal frameworks and because of bureaucratic inertia and dis-

cretion even in cases where the legal provisions were clear, have initially
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Uboe 4AR 1Mabu of Band ngh, Wadeedl CElE asnd CBS ¢coa ddes

Region and Potential private Privatization Allocation
country ownership strategy strategy Transferability

CEE
Albania All land Distribution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Bulgaria All land Restitution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Czech Republic All land Restitution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Estonia All land Restitution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Hungary All land Restitution and Plots Buy and sell, leasing

distribution
Latvia All land Restitution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Lithuania All land Restitution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Poland All land Sale of state land None Buy and sell, leasing
Romania All land Restitution and Plots Buy and sell, leasing

distribution
Slovakia All land Restitution Plots Buy and sell, leasing

cis

Armenia All land Distribution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Azerbaijan All land Distribution Plots (from shares) Buy and sell, leasing
Belarus Household plots only None None Use rights

nontransferable;
buy and sell dubious

Georgia All land Distribution Plots Buy and sell, leasing
Kazakhstan Household plots only None Shares Use rights transferable,

buy and sell of plots
dubious

Kyrgyz Republic All land Distribution and Shares Five year moratorium
conversion

Moldova All land Distribution Plots (from shares) Buy and sell, leasing
Russia All land Distribution Shares Leasing, buy and sell

dubious
Tajikistan None None Shares Use rights transferable
Turkmenistan All land None, virgin land Intra-farm leasehold Use rights

nontransferable
Ukraine All land Distribution Shares Leasing, buy and sell

dubious
Uzbekistan None None Intra-farm leasehold Use rights

nontransferable

Sourcec Adapted from Csaki, Feder, and Lerman (2002).
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limited the scope for such markets in a number of countries. At the
same time clear differences are beginning to emerge across countries in
the extent to which markets function.

Redistribution was adopted CIS countries are characterized by greater variation than CEE coun-
mainly in the CIS tries concerning the recognition of private ownership rights (table 4.1),

the process of farmland privatization, and the transferability of such
land. Some countries, such as Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, the Kyrgyz
Republic, Moldova, Russia, Turkmenistan, and Ukraine, allow citizens
to hold private property rights to all types of land. Others, for example,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, do not recognize private ownership rights,
while Belarus and Kazakhstan recognize rights to household plots only.3

In addition to providing an important safety net, these plots have histor-
ically accounted for more than one-third of recorded production.

Table 4.2 shows the tremendous transformation, at least in quantita-
tive terms, that within a decade increased the share of land operated
individually in CEE from 21 percent in 1990 to 78 percent in 2000,
transferring a total of about 33 million hectares from collective to indi-
vidual ownership and management. Albania, Latvia, and Slovenia
transferred significantly more than 90 percent of their agricultural
areas, whereas other countries are still left with significant levels of state
ownership. The corresponding figures are lower for CIS countries,
where individually operated land increased from 4 percent in 1990 to
22 percent in 2000. Even in this group, only Belarus, Russia, and Turk-
menistan had less than one-fifth of their land area under individual
control in 2000, and given their physical size, the absolute amount of
land transferred into private operation was large by any historical mea-
sure (Deininger 2002). Despite the partial character of the reforms, the
total amount of land transferred into private ownership in the CIS
countries during the last decade is larger than Mexico's land reform,
which lasted almost a century (1917-92) and transferred about 100
million hectares to the "social sector." It was also larger than Brazil's 30-
year land reform effort, which transferred about 11 million hectares,
much of it in frontier areas, and the successful land reform in Japan,
which involved the transfer of 2 million hectares, compared with 0.5
and 0.2 million hectares, respectively, in Korea and Taiwan (China).

Land redistribution provided The experience with land privatization followed two different
a safety net during modalities. The first was practiced by "radical reformers" such as Arme-

transition nia, Georgia, Moldova, and to some extent Azerbaijan and the Kyrgyz
Republic, where land was distributed very broadly. In many of these
settings land makes an important contribution to households' subsis-
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rbOe 4.2 Share oi OanId heO pAvate0y, seOediad [EE ad COS co1nnes, 1000 and 2000

Region Agricultural area Percentage of individually Land transferred
and (millions owned land to private ownership
country of hectares) 1990 2000 (millions of hectares)

CEE
Albania 1.1 4 100 1.08
Slovenia 0.5 92 96 0.02
Poland 18.4 77 82' 0.92
Romania 14.8 12 67a 8.14
Hungary 5.9 6 543 2.83
Bulgaria 6.2 13 96 5.15
Czech Republic 4.3 5 80 3.23
Slovak Republic 4.9 5 99 4.61
Latvia 2.4 5 95 2.16
Lithuania 3.5 9 67 2.03
Estonia 4.5 6 65 2.66

Average CEE 66.6 21 78 32.82

Cis
Armenia 1.4 4 7 0.94
Georgia 3.0 7 26+25b 1.32
Ukraine 43.0 7 26 7.98
Moldova 2.3 9 84 1.73
Belarus 9.4 7 17 0.94
Russia 195.0 2 13 21.45
Kyrgyz Republic 11.0 1 23 2.42
Kazakhstan 222.0 - 29 63.94
Azerbaijan 4.4 3 33 1.32
Tajikistan 1.1 2 38 0.40
Uzbeckistan 26.7 2 28 6.94
Turkmenisran 40.3 - 16 6.37

Average CIS 558.6 4 22 115.73

- Neglible (0.2).
a. Figure refers to 1997.
b. Refers to leasing by households and by private enterprises.
Sourres: Csaki and Kray (2001); Csaki and Nucifora (2002).

tence, and the broad distribution has often been credited with helping
to avoid destitution during the transition. In the future, as the broader
economy develops, the challenge will be to link these producers to mar-
kets and to provide mechanisms for voluntary consolidation. Under a
second modality, followed by a much larger group of countries, land
has been privatized by giving households land shares that entitle them
to a parcel of land that is not physically identified and that in most cases
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continues to be leased back to new structures established on the basis of
the old collective farm enterprise and often closely resemble the latter.

Land shares allowed quick Because shares do not correspond to actual land parcels, privatization
pnivatization, but often did often made little difference to the way enterprises were actually run (Ler-

not lead to the restructuring man 2001). Whether and how such shares can be transformed into actual
of productive units parcels differs by country, but is critical for the extent to which privatiza-

tion will result in actual changes in production practices and the opera-
tional structure. Moreover, in cases where land shares have been

contributed to the capital of the restructured collective enterprises, the

danger is that if an enterprise becomes bankrupt, land share owners may

lose all their assets to new, large-scale landowners, often the former col-
lective farm managers, who enjoy preferential access to markets (Csaki

and Nucifora 2002). This is the case in some countries that issued

notional land use rights and asset ownership certificates to farm workers,
who either had to convert their land share rights into land parcels to start

private farms or contribute them to the capital of the collective enter-
prise. Not surprisingly, in view of prevailing market imperfections and

extremely risky environments, most farmers opted for the latter.

Russia illustrates the process as well as the outcomes. Out of an esti-

mated total of 195 million hectares of agricultural land, by 2000 the

state had transferred 126 million hectares, or 65 percent of the total,
into private ownership. Of these 126 million hectares, 118 million

hectares (an area comparable to the size of continental Western Europe)

were privatized by issuing land shares to some 12 million agricultural

workers, retired agricultural workers, teachers, health care professionals,

and other "social sphere" workers, while the remaining land was priva-

tized through land transfers for the creation of private farms and for use

as household plots. However, most of this land is held by agricultural
enterprises that, in practice, operate in a way that is similar to their pre-

decessor collectives. Farms that are truly privately operated account for

only 6 to 7 percent of the agricultural land (with household plots mak-

ing up another 6 percent). Similarly, in Ukraine 84 percent of the

landowners rented their land share certificates to the farms from which

the certificates were issued (Rolfes 2002). This implies that in many

CIS countries, little actual restructuring of the productive structure has

yet been accomplished.

The impact on economic The decline in output that characterized the initial phase of transition
performance has therefore has been reversed in most CEE, and even CIS, countries. In addition to

been limited increases in total output, there are clear signs of expansion by more prof-
itable farm enterprises and contraction of loss-making farm enterprises
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(Uzun 2002; Yanbykh 2002). Nevertheless, much remains to be done to
improve productivity in the rural sector. With hindsight, initial beliefs
that privatization would lead to the rapid establishment of a family
farming structure were too simplistic and unrealistic given the slow
progress in improving the functioning of other rural markets (Gardner
and Serova 2002). While the restrictions on land rights and their trans-
ferability made it more difficult for individuals to take the risk of estab-
lishing private farms, they were only one among many factors. This does
not imply that restructured collectives or corporate large farms will
remain the mainstay of the rural structure, and large farms may eventu-
ally give way to a diversified farm sector that entails family farms as well
as corporate farms and partnerships.

Challenges Ahead

Land shares were often used as a way to "privatize" land in an egalitar-
ian way with minimal political resistance. However, the continued
inability to link land shares to actual parcels in many countries has
made it difficult for holders of these shares to use the parcels directly or
to make any decisions about their management. Field studies show that
resistance from local bureaucracies and opposition from the manage-
ment of large agricultural enterprises, together with the difficulty of
obtaining startup capital or access to machinery, make claiming land
difficult even in situations where the legal possibility of taking land
shares out of the collective is well defined. While any procedures chosen
to link land shares with actual parcels will have to take the specifics of
the local situation into account, a number of countries have developed
and tested procedures that could serve as a model for others.

The earlier discussion implies that to achieve optimal social and pro-
ductive outcomes, well-functioning markets for credit and other factors
of production are critical; however, such markets do not emerge auto-
matically, but require a high level of institutional and legal infrastructure
that is still lacking in many of the transition countries. Experience shows
that implementing a program of land reform that will not only redis-
tribute land, but will also improve participants' welfare, requires paying
attention to a host of other factors. Given the complexity of the task and
the differences across countries, and even situations within countries,
carefully evaluating the emerging experience and trying to use the
lessons to provide a framework that can make an effective contribution
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to beneficiary welfare will be critical, rather than insisting on a patent
approach for ideological reasons. Even in CEE, large areas remain
under state ownership. Reducing transaction costs, including complex
bureaucratic proceedings; imposing hard budget constraints and bank-
ruptcy proceedings; and establishing mortgage legislation could help
deal with this problem and improve both efficiency and access to land
and help develop the financial sector.

One implication is that the opportunity for increasing agricultural
productivity and rural welfare will depend not only on improving the
functioning of land, but also on other factor markets in rural areas.
Progress in this regard is not only uneven across countries, but strongly
affects the extent to which land market liberalization can either be
achieved or can contribute to rural growth. For example, in Uzbekistan
the fact that controls on output and input decisions remained strong and
that outputs were heavily taxed clearly limited the incentives of private
producers to exit collectives, and thus whatever gains could have been
realized from the limited privatization of land rights (Pomfret 2000).

In addition to measures such as improving governance and account-
ability at the local level and providing infrastructure, creating an envi-
ronment where service cooperatives, as distinct from production
collectives, could provide access to markets, credit, information, bar-
gaining, and insurance, despite farmers' suspicions of "collective" insti-
tutions, would be important. Farmers' associations are widespread in
Romania and other CEE countries. In Azerbaijan farmers seek out
opportunities to establish farmers' associations for marketing (Csaki
and Nucifora 2002). Creating an array of service cooperatives and pro-
viding startup capital and links to extension services, market informa-
tion, and credit could offer considerable opportunities in such an
environment, as has been demonstrated in a number of countries (Ler-
man, Csaki, and Moroz 1998).

Unless an appropriate policy framework is in place, encouraging
land transfers may have negative equity and efficiency consequences.
Countries where the land rights that private farms can obtain are infe-
rior to those granted to state farms, or where the leases given to
landowners are too short to provide investment incentives and carry
numerous restrictions limiting the security of tenure enjoyed by indi-
viduals, will have to undertake further legal reforms (Duncan 2000;
Lerman and Brooks 2001; Pomfret 2000). In this context, privatizing
land in the form of paper shares can, at best, only be a first step in a
process of structural transformation that would include attention to
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markets for other factors. Even in situations where, as in Russia, large

differences in productivity across different types of farms have emerged

(Yanbykh 2002), transferring land from less to more productive users

or splitting up the land base into either private farms or smaller succes-
sor enterprises is difficult or impossible. Improving the transferability
of land, especially in rental markets, and enhancing the incentives to
foreclose on bankrupt farms could help speed up the restructuring in
these cases (Csaki and Lerman 2000).

Enhancing Land Access through Land Reform

E ARLIER DISCUSSION POINTED OUT THAT THE EXTREMELY
unequal and often inefficient distribution of land ownership

observed in many developing countries was in most cases the

outcomes of power relationships and distortionary policies rather than
market forces. The analysis of these phenomena also indicates that in
many of these situations one cannot expect markets alone to lead to
land redistribution at the rate that would be required to maximize effi-
ciency and welfare outcomes. This can provide a justification for sup-

port to land redistribution both on grounds of productive efficiency
and of the wider social impact of extreme inequality in the distribution
of productive assets. This section reviews the justification for such
intervention and highlights some of the key issues that need to be

addressed before reviewing the status of land reform in different regions
and drawing some conclusions for policy.

Historical Evidence

As noted earlier, rapid transition from landlord estates to family farms Hacienda and landlord
has led to stable systems of production relations, because the organiza- systems differ significantly
tion of production remained essentially the same family farm system. from each other
By contrast, the reform of hacienda systems, that is, systems where ten-

ants had a small household plot for subsistence but worked on the land-

lord's home farm for most of the time, has been difficult to the point

that observers have declared the "game of Latin American land reform"
to be lost (de Janvry and Sadoulet 1989). In most of these systems large

landowners responded to the threat of land reform by reducing their
reliance on hired workers or tenants who could have made claims to
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'ffabl. 4!.3 Exaen anGdl ¢chanr2sesucs of uM5al veffil s,D 5020ed¢21 emORnDsW 20ni year

Area Beneficiary households Average
Total area Percentage Percentage area per
(thousands of arable Number of rural household

Country of hectares) land (thousands) households (hectares) Period

Africa
Egypt 390 15.4 438 10.0 0.89 1952-78
Kenya 403 1.6 34 1.6 11.85 1961-70
Zimbabwe 2,371 11.9 40 3.1 59.28 1980-87

Asia
Japan 2,000 33.3 4,300 60.9 0.47 1946-49

Korea, Rep. of 577 27.3 1,646 45.5 0.35 1948-58
Philippines 1,092 10.8 1,511 24.2 0.72 1940-85
Taiwan, China 235 26.9 383 62.5 0.61 1949-53

CentralAmerica
El Salvador 401 27.9 95 16.8 4.22 1932-89
Mexico 13,375 13.5 3,044 67.5 4.39 1915-76
Nicaragua 3,186 47.1 172 56.7 18.52 1978-87

Soutlh America
Bolivia 9,792 32.3 237 47.5 41.32 1953-70
Brazil 13,100 11.3 266 5.4 49.32 1964-94

Chile 9,517 60.1 58 12.7 164.09 1973

Peru 8,599 28.1 375 30.8 22.93 1969-79

Sources: Eckstein and Horton (1978); El Ghonemy (1990); Grindle (1990); Hall (1990); Hayamiii, Quisumbing, and Adriano (1990);
McClintock (1981); Powelson and Stock (1987); Prosterman, Temple. and Hanstad (1990); Scott (1976).

land ownership under a possible reform program (Diaz 2000; Horowitz
1993). They either resorted to extensive livestock production and
ranching or, aided by significant credit subsidies, shifted to highly
mechanized self-cultivation (Binswanger, Deininger, and Feder 1995).
Former workers often joined the ranks of the landless, and in many
cases the reforms made them worse off rather than better off. Table 4.3
presents a historical summary of land reforms.

Experience in Asia, but also in Africa and, to a lesser extent, in Latin
America, illustrates that land reform can significantly improve house-
hold well-being. Land reforms in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan (China), all
of which were accomplished under external pressure, have helped
improve welfare, and often also productivity. Korea's land reform is
anchored in its constitution, which imposes a land ownership ceiling of
about 2.7 hectares per individual. In this context, large amounts of land
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were sold to tenants under favorable conditions, with average prices of
about 1.5 times the yield, significantly lower than earlier market prices
of about 5 times the crop yield. The land reform process took more than
10 years to complete, and in many aspects the state acted as an arbiter
between landlords and tenants (Jeon and Kim 2000). Similarly in India,
abolition of the land rights of rent collecting intermediaries is widely
judged to have been highly successful, in contrast to the more limited
success of land ceilings and tenancy legislation (Appu 1997).

In Kenya immediately after independence, the so-called million acre
scheme distributed about 300,000 hectares of formerly white-owned
large estates to small farmers, with positive economic results (Scott
1976). Even though the program gathered momentum, for example, by
farmers forming groups to purchase larger farms, the government discon-
tinued it, partly for political reasons (Kinsey and Binswanger 1993). Fol-
lowing independence in the early 1980s, Zimbabwe initiated a land
reform program that redistributed about 250,000 hectares of land. Par-
ticipation in the land reform program improved households' ability to
accumulate assets, as well as their crop income, and reduced overall
inequality (Gunning and others 2000). The first phase of land reform in
the Philippines, based on a 1972 law, benefited about 0.5 million house-
holds. Aided by the availability of green revolution technology, this mea-
sure led to significant improvements in household welfare (Otsuka
1991). Effects in terms of investment and human capital accumulation
have been estimated as significant, positive, and long term (Deininger,
Maertens, and others 2002). Evaluation of the implementation of a sub-
sequent law highlights that more progress has been made than often
thought (Borras 2001), even though some beneficiaries still lack the com-
plementary resources needed to make the land productive (Hirtz 1998).

Given the inequality of its land distribution, Latin America has a Land reform can have a
long history of land reform. Extensive land reforms in Bolivia, positive long-term impact,
Guatemala (reversed in 1954), Mexico, and Peru have all been the out- but success often
comes of political struggles for the restitution of ancestral territories remained elusive
and the recognition of political rights. Encouraged by support from the
general political climate in the early 1960s, which saw a smallholder
structure as an effective bulwark against communism, land reforms
moved ahead in Brazil, Chile (partly reversed in 1973), Colombia,
Ecuador, and the Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela. In many cases,
reforms had an explicit antifeudal purpose, seeking to displace the tra-
ditional agrarian elites and to eliminate labor relations based on peon-
age and servitude. In Nicaragua land reform occurred in the context of
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a revolutionary change of government in 1979, although the impact on
household welfare was limited because of the adoption of collective
structures (Enriquez 1992). Various waves of land reform were carried
out in El Salvador, where as in Guatemala, land was the subject of a long
political struggle and played a key role in peace negotiations to settle
armed conflict (Seligson 1995). In Chile a more egalitarian land distrib-
ution that was the outcome of the political turmoil of the 1970s was
judged to have permanently changed the nature of Chilean agriculture,
set off a boom in investment, and greatly activated land markets, thereby
having a significant impact on the agrarian structure Uarvis 1985).

Many reforms, especially in Traditional Latin American land reforms have often focused on access
Latin America, remained to land as opposed to a focus on broader household welfare and compet-

incomplete itiveness of beneficiaries. Not surprisingly, because of a failure to provide
beneficiaries with the prerequisites for making the best use of their land
in a competitive environment, their record of solving the problem of
rural poverty has been poor (de Janvry and others 2001). Another short-
coming of past land reforms in Latin America has been their tendency to
substitute frontier setdement for a true effort at land redistribution in
the interior of the country. The way in which land reform was under-
taken in these contexts has been empirically linked to increased defor-
estation (Fearnside 2001). In addition, the implementation of some
land reforms entailed perverse incentives. For example, where invasion
of land can lead to expropriation, in some circumstances landowners
and groups of individuals who are not the target group of the program
may collude to bring about an expropriation, leading to increased vio-
lence (Alston, Libecap, and Mueller 1999b, 2000). Clearly countries
should avoid setting up such perverse incentives.

Historical experience shows that giving access to land has been easier
than securing the competitiveness of beneficiaries, and that by failing to
do so a number of reforms remained incomplete (Warriner 1969). As a
consequence, second-generation issues related to securing the competi-
tiveness of reform beneficiaries, and in some cases even their tenure

Reforms were often guided security, remain to be addressed. As illustrated in box 4.1 for the case of
by short-term political Colombia, the relative lack of success has led to considerable changes in

objectives or an "agrarian" land reform policies over time in many countries.
focus on full-time farming, In most cases, the primary motivation for undertaking land reforms

with too little emphasis has been political rather than economic (Herring 1999). Past land
placed on productivity reforms in many countries often aimed at calming social unrest and allay-

aspects, and consequently ing political pressures by peasant organizations rather than increasing
a limited impact on poverty productivity. 4 Governments initiated many land reform programs in
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LAND REFORM HAS BEEN ON THE POLICY AGENDA to replace the centralist approach with one where
in Colombia since 1936, when a weak law to protect those in need of land would be able to obtain a grant
tenants and redistribute idle land proved ineffective (worth up to 70 percent of the purchase price up to a
and was unable to prevent violent conflict (Grusczyn- specified limit) that would enable them to acquire
ski and Jaramillo 2002). In 1961 the government set land in a decentralized manner from landlords willing
up a land reform agency, the National Institute for to sell was passed in 1994, but unwieldy regulation
Agrarian Reform and Frontier Setdement (Instituito and the fact that financing was limited to land pur-
Nacional de Colonizacion y Reforma Agraria), to deal chases implied that, in practice, the process was litde
with the issue. However, the focus was on frontier set- different from that in effect before (Rojas 2001). The
dement rather than on redistribution, and the contin- inability of many of the farms established to repay
ued existence of a distorted policy regime, together their debts has led to sharp cutbacks in financing for
with a tendency toward re-concentration of land land reform, the lion's share of which is now spent on
fueled by drug money, implied that land reform had the operational costs of INCORA rather than on
only a limited impact: the Gini coefficient for land investment, suggesting that any future attempts at
ownership shifted from 0.84 in the 1960s to 0.81 in land reform will have to pay attention to institutional
the 1990s. Following macroeconomic liberalization issues (Lavadenz and Deininger 2002).
and associated decreases in land prices, a law aiming

Africa and Latin America in response to political pressure (or to divert
attention from other problems) rather than as part of a long-term rural
development strategy. As a consequence reforms were often designed ad
hoc and were out of line with actual needs and capacities, and commit-
ment to them faltered once social emergencies subsided (Barraclough
1970). Moreover, individuals targeted to benefit from these programs
were often the politically most vocal and well connected rather than those
with the best ability to make productive use of the land or the most
deserving poor (Alston, Libecap, and Mueller 2000; Deininger and Gon-
zalez 2002; Fearnside 2001). The political nature of land reform pro-
grams implies that even in situations where such programs can lead to
significant improvements in productivity and household welfare, as in
the case of Brazil, which has recently stepped up its efforts (see box 4.2),
countries are unlikely to undertake them unless a strong political move-
ment campaigns effectively for their implementation (Teofilo 2002).

Another element that has often reduced the impact of land reforms
while increasing the cost of their implementation was the desire to
award land plots large enough that beneficiaries could derive a liveli-
hood from agriculture only. This was inefficient not only because it
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WITH A LAND DISTRIBUTION AMONG THE MOST As the constitution prohibits the expropriation
unequal in the world, Brazil is characterized by a of lands below a minimum size, the government has
high level of landlessness and a politically vocal initiated a model of community-based land reform,
demand for land reform. Recent studies estimate the whereby households receive grant resources for
number of households that are candidates for land investments on land acquired through voluntary
reform at 2.5 million. A land reform institute estab- negotiation. While the program was politically con-
lished in 1964, the National Institute for Coloniza- troversial and its impact has not yet been properly
tion and Agrarian Reform, distributed 10 million evaluated, preliminary evidence suggests that where
hectarcs to about 300,000 families and colonized it was well targeted to the poor and implemented
about 14 million hecrares for somc 75,000 benefi- with the involvement and support of local non-
ciary families in its first 30 years of its existence. governmental organizations, it acquired land at low
Greatly increased funding and political resolve prices, significantly lower than those in the market
meant that since 1995 more households have bene- or paid as compensation for expropriation of com-
fited from land reform than in the previous 30 years. parable land (Teofilo 2002), helped to expand the
Overall, 584,000 households received a total of 18.7 range of land and beneficiaries, and improved the
million hectares of land. At the same time, and welfare of participating households (Buainain and
partly because of macroeconomic adjustment and others 2002). The challenge is to guarantee the con-
the elimination of agricultural protection, which tinued competitiveness of land reform beneficiaries
decreased land prices, the cost per household more within a policy framework aimed at development of
than halved between 1995 and 2000 (Teofilo 2002). rural areas.

neglected the diversity of livelihood options among the poor and the

scope for beneficiaries to gradually expand their operations, but also
because in many cases other constraints, for example, on the ability to

obtain working capital, prevented beneficiaries from making full use of
the land they received. Recent evidence that suggests that access to rel-
atively small amounts of land, in some cases not even owned land, can

provide significant welfare benefits (Finan, Sadoulet, and de Janvry
2002) supports this view, suggesting that awarding smaller plots could,

in some settings, act as a catalyst and have considerable welfare benefits.

In some Latin American countries, the land reform institutes that were

in most cases established during the 1960s still implicitly or explicitly

follow the full-time farmer paradigm, suggesting that significant insti-
tutional change, and much closer collaboration with local govern-
ments, will be required if the remaining reform agenda is to be tackled
in a way that can be justified from an economic as well as a social point

of view.5
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While reform of landlord estates will benefit former tenants, all of
whom already have experience with managing a farm, selecting land as
well as beneficiaries is more difficult in situations where highly mecha-
nized farms or previously underutilized lands are to be distributed to
landless people. The desire to achieve quick results tempts reformers to
redistribute land that already comes with productive infrastructure.
The example of the Philippines illustrates that even in cases where
land reform is justified, having a mechanism that selects truly under-
utilized lands, with minimum side effects for lands that are well uti-
lized, is critical, because the productivity increase and thus the
economic and social benefits to be derived from redistributing well-
functioning plantations to former workers are likely to be extremely
limited (Hayami, Quisumbing, and Adriano 1990). In many cases
where this was done, lease-back arrangements soon emerged, whereby
land reform beneficiaries immediately rented back their land to the
former plantation owners under long-term contracts of 30 to 50 years,
and neither productivity nor household welfare improved. Even where
beneficiaries tried to establish their own cooperative or collective
arrangements for cultivation, the outcome was often conflict among
beneficiaries and de-capitalization of the farms, not dissimilar to what
Peru experienced in highly mechanized sugar plantations in the 1970s
(McClintock 1981).

In view of the significant wealth transfer involved, selecting benefi-
ciaries through administrative agencies and de-linking land reform
from other activities can lead to corruption. Establishing clear rules at
the local level, encouraging participation by civil society, and empha-
sizing a systematic program of training and preparation will be critical
(Deininger 1999). Land reform should also avoid the temptation to
focus only on beneficiaries, and not neglect those, such as farm work-
ers, who may lose their jobs but not receive land and therefore be neg-
atively affected. For example, in Zimbabwe workers on farms that
were subjected to redistribution constitute one of society's most vul-
nerable groups. Land reform that does not include provisions for this
group may lead to further deterioration of their welfare and may well
imply that the overall equity impact of reforms will be negative
(Moyo, Rutherford, and Amanor-Wilks 2000). This is particularly
relevant in the African context, where the challenge for land reform to
provide the basis for a vibrant and productive rural sector is large and
accomplishments thus far have lagged significantly behind expecta-
tions (see box 4.3).
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THE CASE OF SOUTH AFRICA ILLUSTRATES THAT independent agricultural operation, it was designed
land reform is one of a number of ways to increase to provide startup funds for an agricultural enter-
access to land and productive assets by the poor. Based prise and has since been replaced bv a more flexible
on a history of dispossession of its black population, scheme. Targets for land redistribution were
livelihood opportunities in the countrys rural areas are extremely ambitious: the government aimed to
distributed in a dualistic fashion, and the rural econ- transfer 30 percent of dte country's 99.07 million
omy depends on migrants' remittances and govern- hectares to about 3 million people between 1994
ment handouts. To hasten development of the sector's and 1999. After three years of operation, only about
productive potential, as of 1994 dhe country imple- 200,000 hectares of land had been transferred to
mented a program of agricultural liberalization. Th1is about 20,000 households, partly because of struc-
was complemented by a land reform program resting tural limitations (Zimmerman 2000).
on the three pillars of tenure reform, restitution, and Although some viable farm enterprises seem to
redistribution, given that markets will not help to have been established (Deininger and May 2000),
redress the inherited bias in the asset distribution. much of the potential of land reform remains unre-

Tenure reform aims to increase tenure security alized (Cliffe 2000; Hall 1998). In some cases
for about 6 million households: 3.9 million in for- bureaucratic processes and other restrictions have
mer homelands, 0.8 million permanent farm work- made it difficult for beneficiaries to enter into labor-
ers, and 1.3 million households in informal and intensive and high-return activities (Hamman and
squatter housing in and around urban areas. Restitu- Ewert 1999). Indeed, households participating in
tion provides specific compensation to victims of government-assisted land reform projects perceive
forced "black spot removals," that is, wholesale evic- themselves as having lower levels of tenure security
tion of black farmers located in white areas under- than formerly disadvanitaged households who
taken since 1913. More than 90 percent of the cases acquired land through private transactions outside
lodged come from urban areas, and progress was the government program (Graham and Darroch
slow until the process was simplified in 2000. The 2001), and more land appears to have been redis-
aim of the program of redistributive land reform was tributed to formerly disadvantaged groups through
to provide opportunities for the large number of the market than through government land reform
black households wanting to gain access to land, but (Lyne and Darroch 1997). To increase decentraliza-
that lacked formal documentation. Originally the tion and integrate the program into the broader
program provided a grant of up to about US$2,500 rural development agenda, the government has
per household equal to the maximum subsidy under modified the program to increase the role of benefi-
the National Housing Program. While this amount ciaries, local governments, communities, and the
was not expected to be sufficient to establish an private sector, thereby improving implementation.

C6ey Issues for Land Reform Programs

The fact that, as illustrated in previous chapters, the poor will often be

unable to access land through the purchase market, implies that market

forces are unlikely to be able to correct highly unequal and often ineffi-

cient distributions of land ownership (Carter and Zimmerman 2000).
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Moreover, rental markets suffer from dynamic inefficiencies with regard
to investment by either landlords or tenants (Jacoby and Mansuri
2002). In this case, land reform could have a role in helping countries
not only to overcome the legacy of the past, but also to establish a basis
for higher growth, distributed in a more egalitarian fashion, in the
future. Increasing awareness of the importance of more egalitarian land
distribution has led to renewed interest in redistributive land reform as
a way to achieve sustained poverty reduction and improved productiv-
ity. Before the 1990s, the ideological and political constraints associated
with the Cold War strongly affected the nature and impact of redistrib-
utive land reform. Since then, programs to adjust and eliminate agri-
cultural subsidization have created a better basis for the productive
operation of smallholder farms growing high-value crops. Domestic
political tensions have caused land reform to re-emerge as an important
issue in many countries where land remains highly unequally distrib-
uted, as well as in postconflict countries where access to land was often
a central demand that led to the conflict.

At the same time, policymakers need to be aware that land reform is Land reform can be justified
not a magic solution, and that a number of factors may affect the scope on efficiency and equity
for successful implementation. Distortions that would increase land grounds as one strategy
values should be eliminated and mechanisms to strengthen tenure secu- for providing access to
rity and improve access to land through (rental) markets need to be productive assets
exhausted, or at least addressed simultaneously with any land reform
program. Failure to do so will either make land reform unsustainable or
increase its cost to a point where replicability will be compromised.
Also, beneficiaries who want to participate in land reform will need to
make a conscious choice for this type of program, especially in view of
the experience of past programs that all too often put people on the
land who would have preferred to receive other assets instead.

Beneficiaries' ability to make productive use of land acquired during Access to nonland assets
land reform will depend on a change in the pattern of land utilization, and working capital is
clear delineation of responsibility for production outcomes, and the essential
construction of complementary infrastructure suitable for smallholder
agriculture. In many cases the lack of capital prevented beneficiaries
from significantly increasing the efficiency of production, and in the
case of redistributing well-run plantations may even have reduced pro-
ductive efficiency (Hayami, Quisumbing, and Adriano 1990). Even if
they are workers of the former farm, beneficiaries are generally unac-
customed to making independent entrepreneurial decisions, a con-
straint that is particularly important if realizing the benefits of land
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reform requires significant modifications to cropping patterns or mar-
keting arrangements. In the many cases where the farms acquired for
land reform were not farmed at full capacity, were run down and decap-
italized, or were highly mechanized, the neglect of simple works, such
as clearing pastures, erecting fencing, and constructing basic infrastruc-
ture, or of the need for some startup capital, can often be linked to ben-
eficiary failure and eventual desertion. Similarly, programs that were
limited to the mere transfer of land to existing workers without being
concerned about complementary investment, training, technical assis-
tance, and provision of resources beyond the mere land were generally
associated with limited equity and efficiency benefits.

Access to assets needs Without access to credit markets, land reform beneficiaries may well
to be complemented by be worse off than they were before, when their landlords provided them

credit and output market with inputs, and possibly even with credit for smoothing consumption.
access, transparent and A large-scale land reform program in Ireland actually worsened access to

participatory selection of credit by limiting the ability of new landowners to mortgage land while
beneficiaries, and fiscal at the same time cutting off the informal credit they had previously

viability obtained from their landlords (Guinnane and Miller 1997). Severely
restricted access to credit together with insecure property rights have led
to widespread selling of land by former land reform beneficiaries in
Nicaragua, often at prices below the productive value of the land Uon-
akin 1996), as well as in Brazil (Alston, Libecap, and Mueller 1999a);
Chile, where many land reform beneficiaries sold their endowments
within a decade Uarvis 1985); and the Philippines (Hayami 2000).

As many land reform programs award comparatively large grants to
beneficiaries, there is considerable scope for moral hazard in beneficiary
selection. To avoid this, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and
farmers' organizations have an important role in helping to make land
reform effective in transforming political as well as economic realities
(Barraclough 1999; El Ghonemy 1999). Considerations of beneficiaries'
ability to deal with risk will also be critical for land reform efforts. In the
presence of credit market imperfections, the redistribution of property
rights will improve incentives for work and investment, but lack of
access to credit may constrain beneficiaries' ability to improve produc-
tivity and increase investment (Bardhan, Bowles, and Gintis 2000).
Mechanisms to facilitate access to credit, possibly through micro-lenders
(Carter and May 1999), will therefore be extremely important in land
reform programs and may have been given too little attention in the
past. In some cases arrangements whereby a financial intermediary
supervises production, provides input credit in kind, and helps organize
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marketing have helped reform beneficiaries overcome obstacles posed by
market imperfections, at least during the establishment phase
(Deininger 1999). NGOs and grassroots movements can fulfill an
important role in providing access to markets, technology, and other
inputs critical to the success of land reform beneficiaries (de Janvry,
Sadoulet, and Wolford 2002). As the record of government institutions
in providing such services has not been encouraging (Molina 2002),
strengthening and building on existing organizations to help with the
initial establishment of land reform beneficiaries has many advantages.

A main reason why governments have favored land reform over
other redistribution strategies has been the belief that with a constitu-
tional provision for expropriating underutilized land, it would be a rel-
atively cheap option. They have often used nonindexed government
bonds as a means of compensation, thereby further reducing the real
value of payments for land. However, governments' ability to acquire
land at below market costs has been rather mixed, and they only seem
to have acquired land at much below market prices in Japan, Korea,
and Taiwan (China). In many cases governments ended up paying
compensation above what could reasonably have been considered a fair
market price following landowners' appeals to sympathetic courts. Lack
of funding was a key reason for terminating land reform programs,
especially where the continued existence of implicit and explicit distor-
tions, for example, protection and the use of land as a tax shelter, drove
land prices above the capitalized value of agricultural profits, which
implied that compensation to landlords was overgenerous. In addition
to increasing the fiscal cost of land reform, such distortions also reduce
its sustainability, as they encourage land reform beneficiaries to sell out
to large farmers, thereby contributing to the re-concentration of hold-
ings. In addition to eliminating distortions, approaches that would
make large rural landowners pay for at least part of the land reform
efforts, for instance, through a land tax, may be worthy of greater atten-
tion. The use of land taxes to finance land acquisition could greatly
increase the viability of such reforms at the macro level.

Implications

In practice, governments have applied a number of models to implement
redistributive land reform. These include expropriating land, mostly with
compensation; privatizing state land; auctioning off land owned by
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bankrupt enterprises; or providing potential buyers with a grant that can
be financed out of general revenue, a more decentralized mechanism than
the others. Specific programs differ from each other in broad parameters,
such as overall cost, targeting to poor producers, and incentive structure,
and in the extent to which they are achieving their goals. Common issues
that, according to evaluations, have compromised the scope for poverty
reduction inherent in these programs, include the following:

• A failure to pay sufficient attention to capacity building and
training before beneficiaries gain access to land not only creates
misperceptions about the nature and scope of a land reform pro-
gram, but generally also results in the selection of beneficiaries
who are better off or have pre-existing knowledge, thereby limit-
ing efforts to reach out to the poor.

* A failure to carry out ex ante assessment of the viability of the
activities to be undertaken by beneficiaries reduces the economic
sustainability of land reform projects, lowering their potential to a
point where the welfare impact of land reform is so limited that
beneficiaries might desert their lands. This would also include an
assessment of the extent to which access to land can be a way to
lift rural households out of poverty.

* The desire to gain access to productive resources or bureaucratic
inertia in the process of identifying land may prevent prudent
assessment of the potential of the land received or of the obliga-
tions incurred by those obtaining the land. Unless this is done,
large amounts of resources may be transferred to landlords or
bureaucrats instead of to beneficiaries who, in addition, may
assume unsustainable burdens.

As the example of Brazil illustrates (see box 4.2), a key precondition
for land reform to be feasible and effective in improving beneficiaries'
livelihoods is that such programs fit into a broader policy aimed at reduc-
ing poverty and establishing a favorable environment for the develop-
ment of productive smallholder agriculture by beneficiaries. If these are
in place, several instruments are likely to complement each other, for
instance, expropriation with compensation, negotiated land reform,
devolution of government land, and regular land sales as well as rental
markets, with different modalities being suitable for different target
groups (de Janvry and Sadoulet 2002). When land reform is appropriate,
governments should carry it out transparently, in a nondistorting fashion,
and as quickly as possible so as to avoid the possibility that regulations
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adopted to facilitate the implementation of land reform will negatively
affect other avenues for accessing land. Irrespective of the political and
institutional constraints that can hamper the implementation of effective
land reform, interventions to advance redistributive reform should have a
number of characteristics, namely:

* The land reform programs need to be integrated into a broader
strategy for rural development to, among other things, provide an
indication of the dimension of such a program and the role of
land compared with nonland assets, and cannot be abstracted
from the broader macroeconomic context.6 Land reform cannot
be limited to providing land, but needs to put households on a
viable trajectory of development. This normally requires a strong
element of training and capacity building, as well as provisions for
complementary investment to make the land productive.

* The design of programs should be based on clear and transparent
rules and provide incentives to maximize productivity gains, for
example, by selecting underutilized lands or employing labor-
intensive modes of land use. Landlords should be paid fair com-
pensation, but not more.

* A multiplicity of paths to access land will need to underpin land
reform, including, in addition to state-sponsored land transfers,
progressive land taxation to increase the supply of underutilized
land, divestiture of suitable state land, foreclosure of mortgaged
land, and rental and sales markets. Unless these are implemented
quickly and decisively, many of the measures-especially the
imposition of low land ceilings, rent controls, and tenancy legisla-
tion in an attempt to increase the supply of land or to reduce
prices-have been largely ineffective, and if they persist will have
negative long-term consequences.

* The rights given to beneficiaries need to be secure and uncondi-
tional.7 To allow access to credit and the possible movement of
beneficiaries' children out of agriculture, beneficiaries should be
allowed to rent or sell their land, perhaps after some initial period
to give them enough time to become more familiar with the pro-
ductive potential of their farms.

* A level playing field, that is, an undistorted policy environment
supportive of smaliholder agriculture, is critical if land reform
interventions are to be sustainable.' This implies that in many
cases interventions to increase land access need to be accompanied
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by policy changes and institutional strengthening for provision of
complementary services and access to markets and technology.

* The implementation of any land reform program should be
decentralized, with potential beneficiaries and communities tak-
ing the lead to help beneficiaries access social infrastructure;
diversify against risks; and allow them to take advantage of other
infrastructure, such as markets, technology, and credit. Efforts at
land reform should complement existing mechanisms for land
access, for instance, rental markets and programs in other areas.

* The provision of some grant financing will be needed for land
acquisition, complementary investments, and working capital.
Such grants should be justified with respect to the benefits to soci-
ety arising from the intervention, that is, increased social peace
and productivity. They should be explicitly targeted toward the
poor, and should ideally be provided in a form that facilitates
access to credit and output markets in the future.

* The government has a role in providing training and technical
assistance before and after the transfer of land to beneficiaries, in
addition to providing targeted support in the form of grants or
loans on a scale that is sufficient to establish economically viable
undertakings, while at the same time striving to accommodate a
maximum number of beneficiaries. Both types of support should
be explicitly targeted toward the poor in a transparent way that
precludes capture by powerful local elites.

* The rule of law, in particular, existing property rights that have been
acquired in good faith in systems where property rights are privately
held, need to be respected. Expropriation without fair compensation
would not only have deleterious effects on the economy as a whole,
but could also generate a wave of subsequent restitution claims that,
in addition to being expensive to setde in financial terms, would cre-
ate social conflict that is difficult to overcome. Taxation of land
would be a more effective way to increase supply.

These principles apply across a wide range of different approaches to
land reform, which suggests that countries have to confront the under-
lying issues irrespective of the specific land reform model used. Also,
there is considerable opportunity for learning from past mistakes. To
make such learning possible, rigorous, participatory, and transparent
evaluation that is undertaken with the express purpose of providing
feedback to the process of implementation will be needed.
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Reducing the Incidence and Impact
of Land-Related Conflict

E ARLIER DISCUSSION HAS ILLUSTRATED THAT LAND CONFLICTS

originating either in historical inequities or in increased land

scarcity can have far-reaching impacts on social peace. Such

conflicts are more likely to arise where (a) there is a history of large-

scale, historical expropriation of land rights; (b) land becomes more

valuable either because of technical and economic change or as a result

of increased scarcity of productive land brought about by population

growth; and (c) economic opportunities are lacking in other sectors of

the economy and/or the state is in fiscal crisis. History provides many

examples where the deprivation of land rights as a feature of more gen-

eralized inequality in access to economic opportunities and low eco-

nomic growth have caused seemingly minor social or political conflicts

to escalate into large-scale conflicts with devastating economic and

social consequences. At times this has led to disintegration of the state,

for example, in Burundi, C6te d'Ivoire, El Salvador, Guatemala,

Rwanda, and Zimbabwe. This section discusses how land policy can

help to deal with the issues arising in postconflict situations and how,

by helping to reduce the conflict potential, it can prevent small-scale

conflict from expanding into generalized violence. Given the limited

attention this topic has received in past research, this section is more

exploratory than others, aiming to draw attention to the issue rather

than presenting firm and established policy conclusions.

Dealing with Postconflict Issues

In many countries, protracted and violent struggles have significantly Many historical conflicts
reduced the performance of the agriculture sector and of the economy as a have their roots in
whole. Many analysts have emphasized the important role of peasant dis- struggles over land
content in incidents of regional and national violence (Goldstone 1991;

Huizer 1972; Kriger 1992; Migdal 1974; Moore 1966; Rueschemeyer,

Huber, and Stephens 1992; Scott 1976; Skocpol 1979; Wickham-

Crowley 1991). The losses caused by such conflicts are difficult to mea-

sure, but some notion of their magnitude can be gauged from their

duration, which often lasts over several decades, as in the case of Colom-

bia, where land has been a focal point for violence since the late 1930s,

and from the intensity of conflict if it erupts. The example of Colombia,
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IN GUATEMALA, COMMUNAL LANDS WERE IN EFFECT rural areas, and violence continued to escalate until
expropriated in 1879 by a law giving proprietors 1979, when reform-minded officers engineered a
three months to register land tides, after which the coup and introduced land reform. Narrow cligibil-
land would be declared abandoned. Most of the ity rules sharply limited the number of beneficiaries
"abandoned" land was then allocated to large coffee of land reforms, and more than a decade of civil war
growers. Redistribution attempts in 1951-54 were ensued. The 1992 peace accord mandates addi-
reversed following a military coup in 1954, when tional land reform.
virtually all the land that had been subject to land Colombia also demonstrates the perils of land-
reform was returned to its previous owners and related tensions. Conflicts over land between ten-
farms expropriated from foreigners were allocated in ants and large-scale farmers at the frontier escalated
parcels averaging more than 3,000 hectares (Brock- from isolated local attacks in the early 1920s to
ett 1984). Since then Guatemala has seen a repeated more coordinated tenant actions by the late 1920s.
pattern of suppression and radicalization of resis- While the government considered various kinds of
tance. The peace accords require land distribution as reform legislation during the 1930s, the law finally
a critical element of the postconflict strategy, but passed in 1936 vested rights in previously public
progress thus far has been limited and has not always lands with large landlords rather than with the ten-
led to the expected improvements in productivity. ants cultivating the land (Grusczynski and Jaramillo

Smallholder land was similarly appropriated in 2002). A series of tenant evictions followed, leading
El Salvador. A 1856 decree stated that all commu- to a quarter of a century of violence (1940-65).
nal land not at least two-thirds planted with coffee Land reform legislation in 1961 and 1968 regular-
would be considered underutilized or idle and ized previous land invasions, but did nothing to
would revert to the state. Communal land tenure improve the operational distribution of landhold-
was abolished in 1888. Sporadic revolts and coun- ings, and far fewer peasants benefited from the
termeasures followed. Areas with severe land pres- reforms than had previously been evicted (de Janvry
sure emerged as centers of the revolt of 1932, and Sadoulet 1989; Zamosc 1989). Peasant land
during which thousands of peasants were killed invasions intensified during the early 1970s, leading
(Mason 1986). Guerrillas promising land and other to the declaration of a state of emergency after
agricultural reform gained considerable support in 1974. The conflict has not yet been resolved.

together with many others, also demonstrates that the temporal link

between unequal access to land and open conflict is often not immedi-

ate. Indeed, unequal land distribution often becomes a rallying cry in

situations of economic hardship that are only indirectly related to land.

Thus even though land-related grievances are often not the sole source

of uprisings and violent conflict, failure to address them can signifi-

cantly increase the potential for conflict in situations where, as in the

case of South Africa and Zimbabwe, some groups have historically been

deprived of their land rights (see box 4.4).
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Especially where land was an important factor leading up to conflict,
attention to land issues in postconflict situations is critical. Specific
land-related aspects of such situations include (a) the need to use land
to provide a livelihood for demobilized soldiers and displaced popula-
tions; (b) the presence of large numbers of refugees who may have been
driven from their lands and whose documents to prove ownership have
been destroyed or lost; (c) a particularly severe situation for female-
headed households and widows, who typically account for 20 to 25
percent of all households in postconflict situations, and for orphans,
whose land access is particularly insecure not only because they lack
formal documents, but also because they originally accessed land only
indirectly, for example, through the head of the household; (d) a break-
down of traditional village structures and the often well-balanced sys-
tems of informal secondary land and resource rights that were
associated with them; (e) a rapid increase in the frequency and extent of
land disputes, which often constitute about two-thirds of the civil case-
load of a judiciary that is unable to cope with the demands, a situation
that is often complicated by the direct involvement of the military or
representatives of other state organs; and (f) a contamination with land
mines and difficulties in physical movement.

Given the historical precedents, dealing effectively with land issues Comprehensive resolution
has often been a pressing need in the immediate postconflict period. of land conflicts can help
The ability to deal with the requirements quickly and effectively has in postconflict recovery
often made a major contribution to postconflict recovery. In Mozam-
bique the government could only achieve the quick resettlement of
about 5 million people after the peace agreement, because instead of
drawing up elaborate plans, it relied on local institutions to mediate
and resolve the conflicts that emerged. Once this had been accom-
plished, the right to occupancy by rural families, as well as a strong role
of local institutions, was enshrined in the new Land Law, which was
subjected to elaborate public discussion and debate involving 200
NGOs and 50,000 individuals (Negrao 2002). Locals and outsiders
recognize that the new Land Law made a major contribution to social
and economic stability (Tanner 2002). Similarly in Ethiopia, the ability
to redistribute land quickly made an important contribution to the
rapid reintegration of demobilized soldiers into the economy (Ayalew,
Dercon, and Krishnan 2000). Recognition of land rights acquired
through mere occupation and rapid resettlement of displaced people
were critical in Cambodia, where calls for land users to register their
claims resulted in the lodging of almost 6 million initial claims, and
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observers have repeatedly identified the ability to deal with these quickly
as an important element of postwar reconstruction (Zimmermann 2002).

Failing to resolve By contrast, the case of Nicaragua illustrates that failure to resolve
widespread land conflicts property claims quickly can affect productivity and investment in the

can affect long-tenn long term. In this case, since 1990 property rights to land have been a
economic performance hotly contested issue in the transition from a revolutionary state to a

and social peace democratic market economy. Inability to arrive at an agreement on
property rights issues has led to the establishment of a legal and institu-
tional framework that instead of being conducive to conflict resolution,
contributes to the multiplication of conflicts and their persistence over
time (Everingham 2001). The macroeconomic consequences in terms
of the cost to the government of compensating expropriated holders of
property rights (estimated at between US$1.5 billion and US$2 bil-
lion) and to the private sector through the reduction of investment
caused by insecure property rights are considerable. In addition, the
need for the poor, in particular, the beneficiaries of the Sandinista land
reform, to spend scarce resources to defend their property rights has a
decidedly negative impact on equity.

In countries where protracted confrontations and social violence
over property rights threaten to undermine unconsolidated democratic
institutions, attention to establishing a legal basis for clarifying land
rights that is unambiguous and simple to implement will be essential.
This will often include strong provisions for adverse possession, as in
the case of Cambodia. In this context, many of the desirable elements
of legal and institutional reform, as well as land regularization in gen-
eral, will be relevant, although they will have to be implemented in a
more speedy fashion than in traditional programs of institutional
reform and land titling.

Avoiding a Buildup of "Low-Level" Conflicts

The empirical literature is unambiguous in highlighting that unre-
solved conflicts prevent investment and that establishing institutions to
resolve these quickly can, especially in peri-urban areas, help unlock
considerable amounts of investment (Kasanga and Kotey 2001; Merlet
and Pommier 2000). While rigorous quantification is scant, a recent
study from Uganda finds that unresolved conflict reduced output on a
plot of land by more than 30 percent (Deininger and Castagnini 2002).
Figure 4.1 illustrates this difference in productivity between plots with
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Figure 4.1 Productivity of plots with and without conflict, Uganda, 2001

Output per acre (log)
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Note. Noniparametric regressions of productivity. The difference in output is statistically signifi-
cant throughout. Bootstrapped confidence bands have been omitted.

Source: Deininger and Castagnini (2002).

and without conflict using nonparametric regression. As it affected
women and widows disproportionately, such land conflict was detri-
mental to equity. Furthermore, recent changes in the legal status of
women's land rights and the local implementation structure appear to
have increased rather than reduced the likelihood of conflict.

High levels of population growth with limited opportunities for non- Land conflicts are more
agricultural employment and the resulting competition for land and likely to arise during
threat of landlessness can give rise to serious land conflicts and accompa- demographic and
nying social tensions and violence, both across and within communities economic transitions
and within households. These demographic and economic changes cre-
ate multiple sources of conflict around land, including (a) land scarcity
and the associated appreciation of land resources; (b) emergence of

monetized land transactions in situations where previously land was
inalienable; (c) opportunistic re-interpretation of earlier contracts, espe-
cially if they involved outsiders; (d) clashes between traditional and
modern authorities with at least partly overlapping responsibilities and

often different norms and clienteles, which cause them to issue verdicts
that contradict each other; (e) grievances over appropriation of land by
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certain groups or outside powers, including the declaration of environ-
mentally protected areas that have a long history of utilization by com-
munities; and (f) state land policy that eliminates all community
ownership of land, questions foreign ownership, or establishes new legal
and administrative provisions with little consultation, and therefore
often with only a narrow basis for implementation and a lack of under-
standing by officials.

The wide variety of circumstances in which conflicts can arise is illus-
trated by case study evidence pointing to conflict between different types
of land use such as farmers and herders, between locals and migrants, and
between generations within families. Conflict within families often starts
to erupt in relation to inheritance-related land transfers. In West Africa
the younger generation, especially those unable to find nonagricultural
employment, often competes for land with the descendants of migrants
and questions their parents' giving away land cheaply to "foreigners," an
issue that can easily spill over into intercommunity relations, with a
potentially far-reaching impact. Unless broad growth occurs in the econ-
omy, such conflicts may be difficult to avoid. To deal with them appro-
priately, three elements appear to be crucial, namely: (a) the development
of an incentive structure that rewards setdement of conflicts and insis-
tence on informal resolution as a first step, (b) the ability to give legal
validity to agreements reached as a result of such informal settlements,
and (c) a system of conflict monitoring and information dissemination to
help establish norms of acceptable behavior that would help affected
individuals resolve conflicts among themselves.

Minor land-related conflicts The absence of mechanisms for informal negotiation and arbitration
can easily escalate and the lack of institutional capacity to decisively resolve conflicts

within, but especially across, communities in a way that is perceived as
fair generate a potential for even minor conflicts to fester and eventu-
ally escalate into violent strife (Kuran 1993). In Rwanda during 1988-
93, the buildup of land issues led to a gradual increase in the potential
for conflict and provided the conditions that finally led to the outbreak
of civil war in 1994 (Andre and Platteau 1998). Investigators have
identified the lack of adequate mechanisms for resolving conflict or
clarifying the nature of land transactions as prime reasons for continued
ethnic cleavages in Ghana (Fred-Mensah 1999) and C6te d'Ivoire
(Chauveau 2000), where recent events illustrate the link to more gener-
alized violence. Devoting sufficient attention and resources to establish-
ing mechanisms to facilitate the systematic monitoring and resolution
of land-related conflicts is particularly relevant, because land tenure
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issues are often strongly related to ethnicity and for conflict to escalate

along this dimension is often easy.
Setting up a legal framework that minimizes the emergence of new Avoiding escalation of

conflicts and provides accessible mechanisms and procedures for settling conflicts requires clear
old ones is a necessary, but insufficient, condition for a sustainable reduc- rules and legitimate and
tion of the conflict potential. The latter also requires the creation of an representative institutions
administrative or judicial infrastructure that can quickly and authorita-

tively settle conflicting claims. In doing so, documentary evidence,

proven traditions, and oral testimony may need to be accepted as evi-

dence of established rights where appropriate. The case of Mexico illus-

trates the magnitude of the claims that can be involved and the attention
that may need to be given to establishing appropriate mechanisms for

conflict resolution, including informal ones. Following far-reaching legal
changes, the government launched an intensive program of providing

legal assistance to make those affected aware of their rights and estab-
lished a decentralized system of 42 agrarian courts covering the whole

country. To make resolution of land conflicts more agile and accessible to
beneficiaries, and at the same time preclude overburdening the judicial

system, the court system was to accept only cases where prior efforts to

arrive at a setdement using nonjudicial means of conflict resolution had

failed. Despite the reduction in the number of cases this implied, the

judiciary spent more than four years dealing with the accumulated back-

log of cases (Zepeda 2000). This highlights the need to adopt procedures
that, while being accessible to those in need of redress, make efficient use

of public resources, possibly by complementing the formal apparatus

with a system of alternative conflict resolution mechanisms.
Limited outreach or credibility of state institutions can create a vac- Building on existing

uum that leads to a power struggle at the local level. Where this is the institutions is often
case, working with and building on existing institutions in an incremen- the only option
tal fashion may be the only option. This is illustrated by the case of

Burkina Faso, where, even though the state nominally owns all the land,
it often lacks the institutional presence and ability to enforce legislation,

implying that state institutions are unable or unwilling to settle land dis-

putes (Kevane and Gray 1999). Experience illustrates that such an
approach to recognizing growing individual control over land could

involve, for example, formal documentation of land transactions.

Reliance on written records, signed by participants, could help eliminate

part of the bias of existing informal systems toward the wealthy and
powerful, and at the same time reduce the arbitrariness that arises from
the ability to re-interpret historical facts according to the circumstances.
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Similar approaches could be adopted with respect to legal recogni-
tion of solutions found to specific conflicts (Lavigne Delville 2002).
Such mechanisms for conflict resolution, and accessible institutions to
resolve conflicts in an authoritative manner, will be particularly impor-
tant to avoid the tendency for institutional shopping whereby those
affected by conflict choose whatever institution they think will be most
favorable to their case and may even pursue parallel channels. Experi-
ence illustrates that such parallelism leads to wastefully high spending
on legal battles and implies that resolution of conflict through one
channel may not resolve the issue, and often contributes to a situation
of generalized insecurity where the ability to bring (and through appro-
priate actions win) spurious claims can undermine the credibility of the
entire property rights and associated judicial system.

Access to infonnation In addition to using local institutions as much as possible and giving
is essential legal validity to informal resolution of conflicts, knowledge of the law and

the institutional responsibilities by those who might be affected by con-
flicts is critical. Deficient knowledge about the applicable legal provisions
and processes has been one reason why members of former cooperatives in
Nicaragua failed to regularize their land ownership status. Their ignorance
and the lack of clarity on institutional responsibilities was often exploited
by powerful outsiders, with negative consequences for equity (Merlet and
Pommier 2000). Similarly, in Russia and other CIS countries, limited
awareness of legal provisions and ignorance about the proper institutional
channels implies that new "landowners" are often unable to engage in col-
lective action to resist pressures from individuals with better connections
and to gain access to the inputs and markets they need to make productive
use of the land. In many cases this has enabled former collective managers
to gain temporary or permanent access to land for free or for extremely
low payments. Case study evidence suggests that in such situations dis-
semination campaigns and the establishment of legal aid centers can have
a significant impact (Prosterman and Hanstad 1999).

Access to information and proper channels for complaint and, if
needed, appeal, are also relevant if land conflicts involve the state or its
representatives. In China, for example, resolving conflicts between indi-
viduals and the collective is difficult, partly because farmers are unaware
of their rights, and partly because the collective is often both judge and
defendant. Yet the country has an effective approach for addressing con-
flicts between households. The new Land Contracting Law deals with
these issues, but for it to become effective, wide dissemination and pub-
licity involving specific examples will be required (Li 2002).
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Land Taxation

T HE LAST DECADE HAS WITNESSED A TREMENDOUS INCREASE Lack of adequate revenue
in the decentralization of responsibilities to lower levels of gov- affects the viability of
ernment throughout the developing world (Bird 2000). At the local governments

same time central governments often assign responsibilities without
making adequate resources available, and even in cases where they do
so, the way in which resources are transferred often generates incentives
that are inimical to effective service provision. For example, excessive
reliance by local governments on central government transfers weakens
fiscal responsibility and accountability to the users of such services. In
the extreme, this can lead to a situation where unsustainable subna-
tional debts can threaten macroeconomic stability, resources are spent

in nontransparent ways, and the quality of service delivery is poor. A
number of observers have identified the failure to devote sufficient
attention to the availability of local revenue sources as a key deficiency
of recent decentralization initiatives (Boadway 2001; Eaton 2001).
Taxes on land and real property provide an ideal mechanism to increase
fiscal responsibility in a way that has few distortionary effects. While

such taxes have both advantages and disadvantages, they may have con-
siderable potential to strengthen fiscal responsibility at the local level in
a way that might encourage more effective use of land.

Because real property is immovable, implying that the only way in Land taxes are ideal
which households can react to differentials in property taxes is through local taxes
relocation, taxing it will be much less distortionary than levying taxes
on sales or income.9 Moreover, property taxes will often be capitalized

into property values in a particular community, thereby coming close
to being a benefit tax. Land taxes have therefore traditionally been con-
sidered to be an ideal revenue source for local governments (Brueckner
2000). If a land tax is based on the potential monetary yield from a cer-
tain plot under normal conditions, it will have minimal disincentive
and distortionary effects, and by taxing resource rents may contribute

to more efficient use of a valuable natural resource. Indeed, local taxes
are used extremely effectively in the United States, and some evidence
indicates that levying taxes on land can actually induce development

(Oates and Schwab 1997).IO On this basis, observers often note that a
land tax provides one of the few mechanisms to sustainably fund local

governments without recourse to transfers, which may distort incen-
tives and break the link between the level at which public services are
provided and the payment for such services
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Countries vary widely Taxes on land and property are an important source of local rev-

in the extent to which enue in many countries, and more so in developing than in industrial

they use land taxes or transition countries."1 In the 1990s land and property taxes
accounted for 40 percent of all subnational taxes in developing coun-

tries, 35 percent (up from 30 percent in earlier decades) in industrial

countries, but only 12 percent in transition countries (Bird and Slack

2002). They financed slightly more than 10 percent of subnational

expenditure in industrial and developing countries in the 1990s,

although only little more than half that much in transition countries.

To assess the rationale underlying these large differences and what

might be done to change this situation, the follows paragraphs review

key issues that need to be taken into account with regard to property

tax implementation.

To use land taxes effectively, Administering a tax on land effectively and equitably requires having

an accurate cadastre and an official record, or cadastre, of the size, value, and ownership status of
an assessment capacity each tract of land and its productive capacity along with information

are critical on the costs of outputs and inputs. Land tax administration also

requires a property tax law that assigns property rights and tax obliga-

tions and an administrative organization that keeps the register up-to-

date and assesses, collects, and enforces the tax (Bird 1974).

Taxes can be based on area occupied, on property value, or on a system

of self-assessment and can be levied on the value of unimproved land or

of land plus buildings. While levying a tax on unimproved land would be

least distortionary from a theoretical perspective, land and buildings are

normally subject to taxation. The assessment rates may be the same for

land and buildings, or may be different, and possibly adjusted for loca-

tion. Under an area-based assessment system, a charge is levied per square

meter of land area or building space, something that can be extremely

distortionary, because it does not adjust for differences in land quality. At

the same time, determining a market value based on comparable sales,

depreciated cost, or rental income may be difficult, especially where mar-

kets are thin, and mass appraisal techniques to deal with this problem

have become increasingly widespread. A final possibility is self-assess-

ment, that is, requiring property owners to place an assessed value on

their own property, with different mechanisms applied to provide incen-

tives for truthful declaration (Strasma 1965; Tanzi 2001). While appeal-

ing in theory, especially for poor countries with limited administrative

capacity, such approaches have not been widely accepted, and any per-

ceived lack of fairness may quickly undermine compliance. If land qual-

ity cannot be observed at low cost, a land tax may impose higher effective
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tax rates on landowners with low-quality land than on those with high-
quality land. This effect may be large enough to make a land tax less
desirable than an output tax (Skinner 1991).

Even though realization of the desirable features of a land tax Local governments need
requires that local governments are free to determine tax rates indepen- to have the authority to
dently, in many developing countries local property taxes remain highly establish tax rates and the
centralized. They are thus far from the ideal of responsible local auton- capacity to administer tax
omy, which combines the ability to set tax rates locally with a hard sub- collection
national budget constraint. In some countries, for example, Chile,
Japan, Thailand, Tunisia, and Ukraine, the central government essen-
tially sets the rate; in others, such as Colombia, Hungary, and the
Philippines, some local discretion within a predetermined range is
allowed; and in only a few, for example, Argentina, Canada, and Kenya,
do local governments have complete discretion in setting tax rates.12

Greater autonomy in setting tax rates can be highly desirable, especially
in the case of CEE where, as discussed earlier, the privatization of enter-
prise land has largely stalled, because cities and local governments are
unwilling to give up the secure and regular rent payments that they
receive directly for vaguely defined property taxes over which, in many
cases, they have little control.

In many countries poor tax administration rather than the more con-
ceptual issues identified earlier imposes the greatest bottleneck on effec-
tive collection of property taxes. As a consequence, either the tax register
does not include all taxable properties, and collection rates, as well as
enforcement, remain low. Considerable devolution of power to subna-
tional governments along with a strengthening of their administrative
capacity may be needed to facilitate improvement.1 3 The issues associ-
ated with administration are the typical technical ones and include iden-
tification, assessment, and collection. Identification is achieved through
a fiscal cadastre that contains a description of each property, a definition
of its boundaries, an indication of ownership, and the value of the land
and improvements (for a more detailed review of cadastres see Dale and
Mclaughlin 2000). In many countries, for example, Hungary, Latvia,
and the Philippines, this information is dispersed among different agen-
cies. Completeness of the revenue base is also a problem, for example, in
Guinea and Kenya, where the fiscal cadastre covers only 33 percent and
20 to 70 percent of taxable property, respectively. As assessment requires
specialized expertise, it may be contracted out rather than performed by
local government employees. In addition to the problem of coordinating
different government offices, key issues are the need to keep the system
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up-to-date and to provide an appeals mechanism. Collection, by con-
trast, is mostly a local government function. Although tax arrears as a
proportion of taxes collectible are low in most industrial countries, for
instance, 3 to 4 percent in Japan and the United Kingdom, they can be
large in developing and transition economies, and amount to 50 per-
cent in Kenya and the Philippines and almost 70 percent in Russia.

Equity concerns need to be The literature is clear that if risk is high and insurance markets are
incorporated in the tax unavailable or imperfect, introducing a significant land tax (based on

structure average incomes) can be disadvantageous to the poor, and in extreme
cases can lead to greater land concentration, as Hamid (1983) shows for
India. In addition, when insurance markets are imperfect, a mix of out-
put taxes and land taxes is always superior to either tax in isolation for
the same reason that a sharecropping contract is preferable to a fixed
rental agreement (Hoff 1991). The simplest way of dealing with this
concern is to have a land tax from which owners of extremely small
holdings are exempt, as is the case in many countries. In addition to the
positive effect on equity, this approach can also be justified by the high
administrative cost that would be involved in taxing small holdings.

High visibility makes One of the reasons for the limited effectiveness of property taxes
property taxes politically may be that because of their visibility they are difficult to introduce

difficult politically and fall largely on the rich who, at the local level, may hold
political power, and thus effectively resist the collection of such taxes.
Unlike income or sales taxes, property taxes are not withheld at source,
but have to be paid directly. The implied visibility is desirable from a
decisionmaking perspective, because it enhances the accountability of
local governments and corresponds with the fact that property taxes
normally finance local services, but that same visibility makes their
introduction more difficult. This is further exacerbated by the fact that
the values on which land taxes are based will rarely be available from
impersonal markets, but have to be determined administratively. More-
over, the property tax base is relatively inelastic, implying that yields are
unlikely to increase significantly over time.

A number of authors have argued that, conceptually, progressive land
taxes would be more appropriate for reducing the tendency to hold land
unproductively than land ownership ceilings and other instruments
reviewed earlier. Taxes could reduce the scope for land speculation and
induce large landowners to sell out or to use their land more intensively
(Hayami, Quisumbing, and Adriano 1990). Because they encourage
more intensive land use, land taxes could even be envisaged as a means
to finance programs of redistributive land reform. Experience with this
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EXPERIENCE WITH LAND TAX REFORM IN KENYA led to political resistance. By contrast, in Indonesia
and Indonesia illustrates the importance of simplic- the enactment of a single tax, the land and building
ity and fairness in administering taxes. In Kenya, tax, with a single flat rate of 0.5 percent of land value
well-intentioned policies to strengthen local govern- helped to curtail exemptions for residential property
ments' capacity for tax collection have not had the and to considerably broaden the tax base. Revenues
desired success. Taxpayers did not feel they had have already increased significandy, and the positive
received improved local services or that the taxes experience thus far will allow giving local govern-
were administered fairly. Local governments had ments some discretion over rate setting to increase
limited independence in setting tax rates, and local accountability and control over the anmount of
incomplete tax rolls and varying valuation standards property taxes collected (Bird and Slack 2002).

in the past has not been encouraging. Many countries, including

Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, Colombia, and Jamaica, tried to imple-
ment progressive land taxes. In all cases success was limited because of
difficulties in valuation, in enforcing compliance, and in dealing with
litigation surrounding the issue (Bird 1974; Strasma and others 1987).
Part of the reason for the almost universal failure of taxes on rural land in
these cases was undoubtedly the political clout of landlords in rural as
compared with urban areas, their domination of local governments, and
the formidable technical obstacles that created. Both were much higher
when these reforms were attempted than they are today. Nonetheless, in
view of both the political and administrative challenges associated with
the implementation of land taxes, careful ex ante evaluation is needed
and a simple, possibly flat, tax that may be waived for very small
landowners may be more advisable than a complicated structure that

invites evasion and political resistance (see box 4.5).

N PRINCIPLE, STATE OWNERSHIP OF LAND DOES NOT PRECLUDE Mfte omenllop oU aknd
the award of secure, long-term leases to individuals that would allow can hannpeir pwvaie

. entrepreneurs to make the investments needed to increase the pro- sedor development
ductivity of the land and use it as a basis for enterprise development. In
practice, however, unclear legal provisions, lengthy and nontransparent
procedures, and a limited ability by either the central or local governments
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to credibly commit in the long term can all increase tenure insecurity,
reduce investment incentives, and pose an obstacle to productive use of
land. The areas involved can be substantial, for example, in Ghana esti-
mates indicate that the state owns 40 percent of urban and peri-urban
lands, most of which are left undeveloped (Kasanga and Kotey 200 1). To
the extent that such land is not used optimally, the transfer of land own-
ership or use rights, depending on the legal situation, to the private sec-
tor, could not only improve land use, but could also increase government
revenue and eliminate a potential source of corruption.

In addition to legal issues, some of which have been discussed earlier,
there are three areas of concern in relation to implementation, namely,
(a) the recognition of adverse possession on state lands and speedy reg-
ularization procedures to occupants of such lands in peri-urban and
rural areas; (b) the devolution of control of state land, either through
long-term leases or through full ownership and the resolution of issues,
for example, debts of predecessor enterprises, that might preclude such
action; and (c) the clear circumscription of the state's right to expropri-
ate land in the public interest that is linked to reduced scope for arbi-
trary and discretionary action by individual bureaucrats in this context.

The negative impact of land ownership arrangements on private
investment is especially pronounced in Africa, where many newly inde-
pendent states originally adopted the legal framework inherited from
their colonial masters with few modifications, and subsequently often
further increased rather than decreased bureaucrats' discretionary
power over land. Purportedly to pursue equity and social justice, in the
1970s many African governments established state ownership or a
monopoly of the state over land allocation, and in many cases national-
ized land, something that has often given rise to high levels of misman-
agement and corruption (Mabogunje 1992). In rural areas, this has
often implied an attempt to replace traditional authorities that, while
certainly not without shortcomings, were at least accessible and recog-
nized at the local level, with a state bureaucracy with neither the neces-
sary outreach nor the requisite social legitimacy or accountability. In
situations where land is still relatively abundant, this can imply serious
delays and obstacles to investment, and at the same time can reduce the
scope for local communities to benefit from such investment. A study
of 10 francophone Sub-Saharan African countries shows that with the
exception of one country, the state has not yet renounced its monopoly
on land, although the situation has improved in some countries
(Durand-Lasserve and Royston 2002b).14
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In many cases households have occupied state land for long periods Where state land has been
of time, but the lack of formal recognition creates uncertainty and pre- occupied for a long time,
vents occupants from making long-term investments, and in some cases giving rights to occupants
even from using the land as collateral for credit, and may give them lit- can have large equity
tle recourse against evictions or extortion. In all these situations, the benefits
authorities provide a low-precision, and thus low-cost, certificate of
usufruct that protects against eviction and can be gradually upgraded
over time. Doing so can provide considerable benefits, as has been
demonstrated in Brazil, where such certificates are known as usucapios
(Fernandes 2002), or in India, where they are referred to as pattas
(Banerjee 2002). By contrast, protection for possession of land in good
faith in urban and rural areas is much weaker in Indonesia and nonex-
istent for state lands in Venezuela.

The ability to obtain legally recognized rights, even if unchallenged
occupancy in good faith cannot be documented formally, but is instead
based on oral evidence, is particularly important where administrative
capacity is limited. In Mozambique, for example, legal provisions in
favor of adverse possession provide immediate security to occupants
independent of the government's limited capacity to survey and record
such rights. Outside investors who want to obtain unoccupied land
have to negotiate with neighboring communities, something that can
effectively avoid land grabs and at the same time ensure that local com-
munities derive net benefits from such investment (Negrao 2002).
Respecting occupants' rights and making oral evidence admissible as
proof of such rights has also proven to be critically important for a
speedy transition toward stability at reasonable cost in postconflict situ-
ations, for example, in Cambodia, where any other system would have
been infeasible. In instances where the same plot may be subject to
complex and multiple layers of rights, slow maturing of possession into
a fully recognized legal right can have equity and efficiency advantages
and be much preferable to drawn-out and costly court proceedings.

The privatization of enterprise land and state farms in Eastern Devolution of state land can
Europe and the CIS provides an example of the various pitfalls and improve land utilization
consequences of government ownership of land. Most of these coun- and spur investment
tries traditionally issue separate titles to land and buildings, and many
are only now starting to privatize land, years after they began privatiz-
ing buildings on the land. The most pressing legal issue is to define the
land to which building owners are entitled. Even though such land is
currently subject to serious mismanagement (Kaganova and Nayyar-
Stone 2000),I5 local governments perceive land ownership as a critical
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WHILETHE INCIDENCE OF INEFFICIENTLY MANAGED under the holding company APA is leased out, with
state land is particularly large in Eastern European 1.1 million hectares remaining fallow. In Romania
transition economies, it is by no means confined to about 1.7 million hectares of high-quality arable
these. In Estonia, about 75 percent of land remains land continue to be administered under state farms.
under state ownership and is being used on the A 1999 law has removed the uncertainty about land
basis of short-term leases, which is inimical to the ownership that had blocked progress, but remains
necessary structural transformation. In the Czech to be fully implemented. In Croatia the privariza-
Republic 800,000 hectares remain state owned and tion of the remaining collective structures is slow
privatization is proceeding slowly. In the Slovak because of their size and the complexity of privati-
Republic most of the cooperatives continue to oper- zation procedures (Csaki and Nucifora 2002).
ate as before, and average almost 2,000 hectares. While less prominent, state farms also remain a
State ownership of the land of former state farms is large part of the landscape in West Africa (Gueye,
still an issue in Poland, where less than 10 percent Ouedraogo, and Toulmin 2002) and northern
of land is private and about 70 percent of land Africa (Gharbi 2002).

revenue source that is more predictable than taxes, and in addition gen-

erally use their authority over such land to impose often arbitrary land
use regulations. As a result, political opposition to eliminating public
land ownership is strong, and given the insufficiency of the leases to

provide a basis for investment, much of this land remains seriously
underutilized, similar to much of the rural land in a number of coun-

tries (see box 4.6).
In countries with a history of collective land exploitation, the trans-

fer of land to individuals is in many instances impeded by the fact that

the land may have been used as collateral for loans, often to previously
collective enterprises, that have not been repaid. To address this issue, it

will often be necessary to combine the transfer of land rights from the

state to individuals with a comprehensive debt workout. Although the

details of such an arrangement will depend on the case at hand, experi-
ence shows that the social benefits from such an arrangement, in terms
of increased investment and the ability to impose a hard budget con-

straint in the future, are often more than enough to quickly outweigh

the costs of a write-off of part of the debt (Csaki and Lerman, 2000).

In many countries governments "own" considerable amounts of land

in pern-urban areas, where high population density and rising land val-

ues imply high land values and considerable demand for such land.

This land is often significantly underutilized. In this case, devising
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transparent mechanisms to transfer ownership to individuals or groups
can have major benefits in terms of equity and, in the longer term, in
terms of investment. Where equity concerns do not dictate otherwise,
auctioning such land off to the highest bidder in a transparent fashion
can benefit both local governments and private investors, as demon-
strated by a number of successful privatizations (Rolfes 2002). If com-
bined with a system of land taxation, this could yield significant
economic benefits. For example, in China the auctioning off of use
(now ownership) rights to peri-urban land has not only opened up a
source of considerable revenue for local governments, but has also sig-
nificantly improved urban land use (Dowall 1993).

National and local governments tend to have the authority to override Unregulated expropation
private ownership rights using compulsory acquisition procedures for the can affect governance and
broader public benefit. Governments should do so only for clear public reduce efficiency and equity
purposes and with prompt payment of full market value as compensa-
tion, subject to a process that protects owners from abuse, for example,
involvement by the courts. In many countries, the way in which govern-
ments have used their prerogative for zoning, eminent domain, and
expropriation of land have often been a major source of political discon-
tent and have lacked transparency. The extensive use of the powers of the
state to expropriate property, the lack of a procedure for due process, or
the failure to pay fair compensation seriously undermine the security of
individual property rights, especially in peri-urban areas where land is
rapidly appreciating. This undermines incentives for investment in areas
where such investment would be most profitable or needed, and often
leads to the accumulation of large tracts of land in the hands of the state
or well-connected politicians and government representatives.

Attempts by the state to exercise its powers of eminent domain and pay Limiting discretionary
only nominal compensation for land improvements made by private users bureaucratic behavior
are widespread virtually all over the world. In China, village officials fre- is particularly critical
quently expropriate village land for nonagricultural uses, often factories, in in peri-urban areas
the "public interest" or to rent out village land for use by nonvillagers. As
the village owns the land, current users do not receive any compensation,
even though the officials often derive handsome personal gains. A survey
found that such practices affect about 20 percent of villages, that this prac-
tice is increasing rapidly, and that litde consultation takes place with the
villagers who have the primary right to the land. The pervasiveness of the
practice led to a policy document that identifies it as one of the principal
dangers to the integrity of landholdings at the village level and emphasizes
that village authorities do not have the power to expropriate village land
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(Li 2002). In Africa the taking of land by governments with minimal or
no compensation is a key reason for landlessness in peri-urban areas
(Kasanga and Kotey 2001; Kironde 2002). Anticipation of government
expropriation often leads to informal land sales from the poor to richer
and more influential entrepreneurs who can better protect their rights or
obtain compensation in advance of expropriation. As prices charged are
only between 10 and 20 percent of the market price when the risk of
expropriation is high, this implies a significant transfer of resources from
the poor to the rich (Kironde 2002). In Mexico users are unwilling to wait

for expropriation with relocation or low compensation, but try to preempt
it through by selling their land in the informal market, thereby contribut-
ing to further expansion of unplanned and informal settlement. This con-
siderably increases the cost of providing infrastructure and services (World
Bank 2002b).

Land Use Regulation and Zoning

Where externalities exist, VEN THOUGH DIRECT MANAGEMENT OF LAND THROUGH

limits on individuals' land 1 government agencies has rarely been effective, there is a clear
use decisions are justified - role for government to ensure that resources that embody

broader social and cultural values and benefits, such as landscapes, bio-

diversity, historic sites, and cultural values, will not be irreversibly
destroyed by myopic individual actions. Furthermore, public action is
warranted to reduce undesirable externalities and nuisances, to provide
incentives for the maintenance of positive external effects such as
hydrological balances, and to facilitate cost-effective provision of gov-
ernment services. Ensuring that these goals can be met will first require
attention to the nature of property rights and associated enforcement
institutions, but can also involve the adoption of specific regulations.
Environmental effects can often be internalized if property rights are
designed in a way that encourages prudent management of natural
resources, for example, by awarding property rights to groups that will

be able to internalize the externalities arising from land use; by
strengthening the capacity of these groups for collective action; or by
making award of property rights, either to individuals or to groups,
subject to certain restrictions or rewards for desirable behavior.

Governments employ zoning regulations to assign specific uses, or
prohibit particular uses of certain lands, to overcome environmental
and other externalities that would not be internalized if pure market
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forces were to determine land use. For example, local jurisdictions can
use zoning regulations to prevent undesirable externalities, including
cutting forests, converting agricultural land to specific uses (for exam-
ple, industrial), or erecting specific types of buildings on a plot. In
urban areas the objective of zoning is to prevent commercial or indus-
trial activities from locating in residential areas and creating noise and
pollution, to avoid congestion, to provide environmental benefits such
as green space, and to preserve historical sites, views, and neighbor-
hoods. Systems for zoning are also routinely used to lay out town plans
and thereby facilitate orderly development and effective service provi-
sion. With the exception of establishing protected areas to serve envi-
ronmental needs, zoning is more likely to be justified in urban and
peri-urban than in rural areas (Brandao and Feder 1995), where the
main focus is on regulatory intervention to avoid negative externalities
from land use. In general terms, the purpose of government regulation
is to enforce the rights of the broader public to environmentally accept-
able land use against the rights of landowners to exploit the land for
private benefit. Zoning standards will impose compliance costs, and
should therefore be imposed only in cases where there is a clear external
benefit or where negotiation and the imposition of restrictions at the
community level would not yield the desired outcome.

In general, zoning is justified if negative externalities need to be Key requirements for
reduced by more than the cost of zoning enforcement. This is likely to zoning regulations include
be the case if externalities are large, if policy instruments to deal with implementation capacity,
them are available, and if an apparatus to implement these instruments transparent and fair
impartially exists (Malpezzi 1998). As earlier discussion illustrates, allocation of costs and
implementing regulation is never costless, and in developing countries benefits, and predictable
in particular is likely to add to the demands placed on scarce adminis- rules designed to minimize
trative capacity. This implies that the requirements for implementing compliance costs
specific regulations must be matched to the available institutional and
enforcement capacity. Where the state aims to regulate land use to
avoid externalities and provide public goods, interventions should thus
be based on broad and well-informed discussion of the costs and bene-
fits and their incidence and a critical assessment of the state's capacity
and comparative advantage to actually perform such a regulatory func-
tion. The latter is particularly important, because bureaucrats often
tend to underestimate the scope for communities to establish and
police standards locally based on voluntary cooperation. Indeed, in
many instances, especially in rural areas, the government taking control
has proved to be less effective and efficient, if not outright disastrous,
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than control by those directly affected (Curtis 1991). Investigators have
documented that nationalizing forests previously governed by local user
groups in India (Jodha 1996), Nepal (Jodha 1996), Niger (Thompson
and Wilson 1994), and Thailand (Feeny 1989) has had often ambigu-
ous effects on equity as well as efficiency. The imposition of state con-
trol over pastoral resources was relatively ineffective and may have
contributed to open access situations (Ngaido and McCarthy 2002).
Governments should therefore focus on issues that will not be ade-
quately tackled either through markets or through community action
at a more informal and voluntary level.

In any given situation, the costs of imposing certain zoning regula-
tions, which will not be independent from the availability implementa-
tion capacity, should be clear to those who are involved and will
eventually have to bear them as well as to those who make the decisions,
and these costs should be allocated in a way that is perceived as fair. Evi-
dence illustrates that failure to analyze the cost in advance can easily
imply that well-intended regulation will end up hurting the poor. For
example, restrictions on the conversion of agricultural land at the urban
fringe are often inconsistent with the need to make land and services
available for urban expansion at a reasonable cost. This has considerably
increased land prices in peri-urban areas and driven land sales in these
areas into informality, at a significant cost to the poor. For example, in
Malaysia inappropriate zoning standards are a primary cause for housing
prices being significantly above the costs of production. Recognition
that this is likely to be a particular burden to the poor prompted the
government to offer subsidies to this group as partial compensation. Evi-
dence suggests that this has been costly and ineffective, and that the
poor were more likely to choose informality (Malpezzi and Mayo 1997).
The inverse relationship between informality and the imposition of reg-
ulations is also evident from India, where estimates put the size of the
informal sector at 55 percent in Mumbai, where land markets are highly
regulated; 40 percent in Ahmedabad; and only 22 percent in Bangalore,
which has significantly fewer standards and restrictions on land markets
(Durand-Lasserve and Royston 2002b).

Another frequent application of zoning is the declaration of certain
places as parks, forests, or protected areas, which is associated with the
prohibition of agricultural cultivation, and in addition precludes the
acquisition of private property rights to such land. To avoid protecting
areas with limited environmental value at a huge administrative expense,
ways to quantify the costs and benefits of protection will be needed
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(Deininger and Minten 2002). In cases where land is already owned by
individuals or a group, the use of market substitutes, for example,
through payments for the provision of environmental services, can pro-
vide an alternative to achieve the desired outcomes at low cost.

Where zoning is justified, regulations should be clear, predicable,
and easy to implement. To be effective, government regulation needs to
be matched by constraints on official discretion, transparent and effec-
tive rules, and formal and informal mechanisms for appeal and dispute
resolution. Ensuring that regulations regarding land development are
well justified is particularly important in developing countries, where
both enforcement capacity and the ability to pay by those demanding
housing is more limited. For example, in Africa overly rigorous permit
systems impose large transaction costs and delay private investment,
generate price distortions, breed corruption, and undermine gover-
nance (Mabogunje 1992). By contrast, a lack of regulation can greatly
increase uncertainty over land rights if it gives rise to ambiguity and
bureaucratic discretion. In a number of Eastern European countries, for
example, lack of clarity about regulations pertaining to peri-urban land
has considerably slowed the overall process of land privatization (Butler
2002). Economic preferences are often imposed in the guise of physical
planning, thereby inducing corruption and interference in economic
decisionmaking. This is particularly important because states have all
too often used the need for appropriate land use regulation, especially
in peri-urban areas, as a pretense to impose state ownership of land or
other ambitious undertakings. When discretionary power was trans-
ferred to corrupt bureaucrats, this has often made landowners decid-
edly worse off, without clear benefits to society.

Zoning and other land use regulations should be established based on
a clear assessment of the capacity needed to implement them, the costs
of doing so, and the way in which both costs and benefits will be dis-
tributed. Failure to do so has often implied that centrally imposed regu-
lations could either not be implemented with existing capacity, that
doing so was associated with high costs that were predominantly borne
by the poor, or that they degenerated into a source of corruption. Too
little thought has often been given to providing mechanisms that would
allow local communities to deal with such externalities in a more decen-
tralized, and therefore a less costly, way. To facilitate this, it is essential
that local governments have sufficient capacity and are aware of the
advantages and disadvantages of different approaches. A gradual devolu-
tion of responsibility for land use regulation to local governments, if
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coupled with capacity building, could make a significant contribution to
efforts toward more effective decentralization. Eventually, the decision
on whether to impose land use restrictions is clearly a political one, and
it will therefore be important to clarify the costs and trade-offs involved
and to set priorities among competing objectives so as to maximize their
contribution to overall welfare. The principle of having correspondence
between the costs and benefits of zoning regulations implies that to the
extent that the externalities are of a local rather than a global nature,
land use planning and development control, like property valuation and
taxation, should be at the discretion of local authorities.' 6

Putting Land Policy in Context

Land policy can help HE ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS, AS

address structural issues well as evidence from qualitative studies, demonstrates that
that affect the poor i- insofar as the rules governing access to and the distribution of

the benefits from one of the economy's main assets, land policy is impor-
tant for poverty reduction, governance, economic growth, and environ-
mental sustainability. This importance is often not reflected in countries'
development strategies, where reference to land is either tangential or
lacks specificity (Gueye, Ouedraogo, and Toulmin 2002). To be effective

as an instrument for reducing chronic poverty and creating the precon-
ditions for sustained long-term growth, the emphasis on delivery of
basic services that characterizes much current thinking on development
will need to be complemented with attention to more deeply rooted

structural issues. This implies that factors related to tenure security,
broader land access, and appropriate regulatory activity by the state dis-
cussed in this report will have to be translated into policies and programs

within the context of specific countries. To do so, two principles are key.
First, the long-term nature of the issues at stake will require a strategy
that integrates actions in the legal, institutional, and policy arenas, tak-
ing into account the impact of other policies on land access and use
wherever appropriate. In this context, key land policy indicators can
have an important function, both for problem analysis and to measure
progress toward achieving overarching policy goals and make compar-

isons across different countries. Second, even if addressed in a very tech-
nical fashion, land issues will always be highly political. It is therefore
essential, especially in view of the wide range of stakeholders involved, to
build local capacity to conduct policy dialogue and analysis.
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Establishing a Land Policy Framework

In view of the wide variation of conditions across countries, it is impossi- Land policy needs to
ble to implement "patent recipes" without an awareness of local condi- be integrated into a
tions. Doing so can result in ad hoc interventions that can have serious long-tern strategy
negative impacts. For example, if the legal basis is inadequate, moderniz-
ing land administration institutions and land records may be of doubtful
value. Issuing titles in the absence of a clear legal framework or in an envi-
ronment where institutional responsibilities are not clearly delineated can
easily increase rather than reduce conflict and may even become a source
of higher tenure insecurity. Finally, where access to land is highly dualistic,
property rights are insecure, information available to participants is scant,
and access to institutions is wealth-biased, the activation of markets can
easily bring about socially undesirable land concentration. The potential
for such undesirable outcomes, together with the complexity and politi-
cally controversial nature of land issues, implies that the establishment of a
land policy framework to guide the sequencing of specific interventions in
the sector can have multiple benefits in generating consensus, helping to
prioritize actions, and (by ensuring participation in the implementation
and monitoring of these interventions) avoiding cosdy errors.

Given the long-term nature of interventions in the area of land pol-
icy (see box 4.7 for an example from Ghana), integration into the
broader development strategy is particularly relevant to provide a basis
for relating land policy to other interventions. Experience from Eastern
European transition economies illustrates that having land markets
function and contribute to greater productivity will be impossible if
land rights are not well defined. Indeed, liberalizing markets in situa-
tions where either land rights are ambiguous or other markets do not
function well has historically been one of the main facilitators of land
grabbing. Clarifying land rights early on in the reform process, even if
done in a very gradual manner as in China and Vietnam, is also impor-
tant, because subsequent improvements such as infrastructure will be
capitalized in land values, thereby tending to cement existing owner-
ship relations. As sacrificing quality for quantity is not desirable either,
low-cost methods of land registration are often sufficient initially and
can be complemented by a more elaborate procedure at a later stage.

In line with the broad topics discussed earlier, an overarching frame-
work for land policy should address (a) the property rights to land and
tenure security and its impacts, (b) the scope for accessing land and the
functioning and impact of market and nonmarket channels, and (c) the
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Box 4.7 Ghana: an example of a comprehensive land policy

THE GOVERNMENT OF GHANA'S LAND POLICY, and registration of all group members holding a
which it elaborated over a period of about two years beneficial interest in land (as opposed to just the
of policy discussion, illustrates the type of issues to leaders, who may then be able to dispose of the
be tackled in such a strategy. These include land without the knowledge of other group

members). This will go a long way toward ensur-
* Reviewing the legal situation with a view to endors- m bnesrs) Thisewil g n way tard ensur-

ing purtlitn. Cstomay ownrs cotrol bou ing investors' confidence in the land sector.
ing pluralism. Customary owners control about Ensuring access to land. The agricultural system is
78 percent of the land, with the remaining area still largely effective in guaranteeing access to
owned by the state either directly (20 percent) or land, but in urban areas the powers of compul-
indirectly with the state holding legal interests sory acquisition need to be curtailed. All dis-
and the community holding beneficial interests posal of public land has to be done in the open
(2 percent). This implies that no land policy can market, and compulsory acquisition has to be
afford to neglect the issue of customary tenure, stricty circumscribed to the public interest.
something that is reinforced by the fact that in Adequate and prompt compensation, resetde-
many areas the state does not have enough insti- ment for those displaced, and a right of preemp-
tutional presence or resources to fully assume tion if the land is not used as designated are not

responsibility for the multitude of functions asso- guaranteed. All surplus acquired land should be
ciated with land admainistration. This would returned and past compensation claims should
imply that the best option would be to focus on a be settled (probably as annual rents or by using
regulatory role and leave implementation to cus- equity shares).
tomary institutions and the private sector. * Restructuring land institutions. The institutions

* Privatizing government land that is not needed. dealing with land are overstaffed, underpaid, and
Eliminating state ownership over vast tracts of have a reputation for lacking transparency. The
urban and pei-urban land that the government land policy envisages bringing them together
is unable to develop would not only remove a under one independent commission responsible
major impediment to increased investment, but for assuring title and managing public land that
would also send a powerful signal and stimulate would be fully self-financing to ensure autonomy
the development of the private sector. In cases from political pressure. Also the management of
where charging for this land will not have a neg-

atv. qiy math moe gane w oudb communuty lands and revenues, which is cur-ative equity impact, the money gaied would be rently one of the functions of the public sector at
used in part to compensate those whose lands the central level, would be discontinued and
had been expropriated in the past without given back to communities. At the same time,
proper compensation. At the same time, land mechanisms to monitor the performance of tra-
revenue that is currently paid to central or local ditional institutions and hold them accountable
governments would be re-assigned to customary to specific standards would be established.
owners in return for them assuming essential Increasing communiy involvement in managing

functions in transparent and accountable land forest reserves. This would reduce state interven-
administration and management. tion in the management of these resources and

* Ensuring security of tenure. Preconditions for instead increase communities' stake in promot-
secure title are systematic registration of allodial ing long-term, sustainable management.
(root) tide, adequate education of communities,

Source: Adapted from Kasanga and Kotey (2001).
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broader regulatory framework governing land and related sectors. Box 4.8
contains a series of questions and quantitative indicators. Most of the
information needed should be available either from standard household
surveys or can be included at little cost if it is not, or from administrative
records. Even though not all of these will be relevant in a given situation
and others might need to be added, they can provide a useful frame of ref-
erence, as well as a tool for initial analysis and a basis for discussion among
stakeholders, in addition to permitting international comparison across
countries. In doing so they can help to obtain consensus on the most
urgent measures and generate backing for implementing specific policy
measures. Building a strategy based on these indicators will also provide a
foundation for monitoring to assess the extent to which specific policies
have the desired effect and contribute to overarching policy goals. In this
context, capacity building, piloting, and further research will all help to
monitor and gradually refine indicators as implementation proceeds.

Even though linking land policy to the broader policy environment and Pilot projects can be used
sequencing interventions in light of an overall strategy are important, the to develop solutions
formulation of a policy framework must not be an excuse for inaction. adapted to local conditions
Indeed, the initiation of pilot activities often permits confronting vested if they are replicable and
interests and initiating a meaningful policy dialogue. To prevent such dia- carefully evaluated
logue from degrading into a repetition of familiar prejudices, it should from
the beginning be combined with the implementation of pilots and their
careful and independent evaluation (or the conduct of field studies) to
inform the debate. This is particularly important, because implementation
of the general principles identified earlier in any given context will require
that they be adapted to the specific legal and institutional context prevailing
in a given country. To maximize the learning effect from pilot projects they
will have to be designed appropriately and in a way that resists the tempta-
tion to use anecdotal evidence rather than rigorous evaluation to measure
success. Careful design and rigorous evaluation of pilot activities generate
benefits beyond the country conducting the pilot, and such pilots would
therefore be an appropriate area for international funding.

Pilots can be important in situations where, even though agreement
on the problem to be addressed has been reached, the benefits and costs
of certain actions are not well established, or where debate about the
specific approach to be taken is ongoing. Pilots can test different
approaches in parallel, thereby providing input into the policy discussion
as well as evidence about the extent to which a specific approach can
be implemented in a given situation and can help evaluate the impact
of specific measures before progressing to large-scale implementation.
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INDICATORS THAT CAN BE USED TO MEASURE THE tivation? Are prices of past land transactions available
performance of institutions and the extent to which to interested parties or the public? Is mortgage
policy is contributing toward overall objectives are financing for land acquisition available? Is inheri-
of great relevance to demonstrate that progress is tance regulation unfavorable to women? Is there evi-
being made toward meeting certain policy objec- dence of undue fragmentation, and if so, what are
tives over time and to facilitate comparison across proximate reasons and suggested remedies? What are
countries. Although not all of them will be relevant interest rates and other requirements? Are rents con-
in any given situation and the list is by no means trolled, and if so, what is the share of land to which
exhaustive, a number of criteria and indicators that such controls are applicable? What is the level of
can serve as a reference and starting point to assess informal land transactions? Is a land reform program
the need for more in-depth investigation in each of in effect? Are there administrative restrictions on
the main areas discussed in this report follows: land sales or the prices to be paid in such transac-

Tenure security. What is the overall amount of land tions? If so, what are the mechanisms used and how
held under different, formal and informal, tenure much land has been transferred at what cost to how
regimes and what is the tenure security associated many beneficiaries over the last five years? What is
with each of them? What is the share of land held de the cost (in terms of fees, other monetary expenses,
jure and de facto by women under different forms and rime, absolute and relative to the value of the
(individual, joint, and so on)? What share of parcels land) to register a land transaction and to subdivide
and of the total area are formally registered? What is land? What are the prices of average pieces of land
the cost in terms of time and money for landowners under different tenures in rural and urban areas?
to register a plot of land under different tenure sys- Regulatoryframework. What is the land conversion
tems? Are institutional responsibilities clear? What is multiplier and the price ratio of agricultural to non-
the subsidy element involved and how does this com- agricultural land? Are big price differences apparent
pare with the value of the land? Are the rights of between different types of land that cannot be
indigenous people or herders appropriately protected? explained by differences in inherent quality character-
How important is land as an asset and a source of istics? What are the tax rates on agricultural land, who
livelihood for the poor? What is the inequality of the has the authority to set them, who receives the money,
ownership or operational distribution of land? How and how much of the potential revenue is actually col-
much land in rural or urban areas (public and private) lected? How much of the land base is state owned and
is informally occupied by squatters? What criteria and how does its productivity compare with that of com-
mechanisms allow squatters to obtain recognized parable privately owned land? Are maps anid cadastral
property rights? What is the number of land conflicts, and registry information readily available and at low
where are they concentrated, and how many new cost to those who request them? What is the share of
conflicts arise each year? How long does resolving a costs recovered from fees for service? What percentage
"typical" conflict take, what are the obstacles, and are of the land is held as collateral by financial institutions,
solutions considered to be fair? Are mechanisms of and how much of it is in default? How long does it
appeal available? How much land does the state hold, take a local or a foreign investor to get a permit in rural
what is the justification for such landholdings, and areas and in urban ones? How long does it take(and
what mechanisms could be used to divest such land? what does it cost to register a mortgage? Can creditors

Markets and productivity What share of land is foreclose on property that is in default? How long does
transacted annually in sales and rental markets? How it take to complete the process, what is the cost, and
do prices for different types of land compare with what is the likely price that a creditor is going to obtain
each other and with the profits from agricultural cul- in a forced sale?
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Well-designed and thoroughly evaluated pilots can be particularly
useful to identify mechanisms and procedures (including the provision
of legal assistance) appropriate for land regularization in a given context.
They are likely to be essential to develop approaches to informally
resolve conflict that are adapted to local realities, and are therefore effec-
tive. Similarly, even though strengthening women's land rights is an
imperative that does not appear to lend itself to pilot approaches, the
earlier discussion illustrates that large gaps are often apparent between
the intention of laws and their actual impact. This implies not only con-
siderable scope for monitoring in general, but also that evaluating spe-
cific instruments to improve women's rights, including awareness
campaigns to inform women about their rights, may be appropriate.
Another area where pilots to close gaps in knowledge concerning appro-
priate policy interventions would be suitable revolves around instru-
ments for pro-poor land administration, in particular, means to protect
and manage the rights of occupants at low cost at the local level. The
same is true with respect to mechanisms that could help redistribute
land through market and nonmarket channels.

Aspects of Process and Political Economy

Initiatives in the area of land policy entail institutional and other The presence of vested
changes that will almost inevitably have to confront powerful vested interests requires paying
interests, making it essential that they be based on solid analysis that is attention to political
backed by local capacity and a broad policy dialogue. In cases where the economy aspects
focus of land policy has shifted or where little attention had been paid
to land issues in the past, building the capacity to move ahead with
implementation will be critical. This is particularly relevant where
existing land institutions have been established under different circum-
stances and may be too fragmented or not have the skills needed to
respond effectively to the requirements of an agreed land policy that
enhances tenure security, provides broad access to land, and uses gov-
ernment regulation to prevent externalities and provide public goods.
In many cases this will include a decentralization strategy and involve-
ment by the private sector, local governments, and other stakeholders
to ensure that the strategy addresses the appropriate concerns in an ana-
lytically justifiable way.

While the earlier discussion has already addressed many of the sub- Process issues are
stantive principles that are important in developing a land policy important
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framework, the process of going about this task is likely to be equally
important. Examples show that the process of consensus building,
which includes the private sector, NGOs, and academics, in addition to
government representatives, is extremely important, both for the ability
to implement and to identify priority activities in light of existing bud-
get constraints and links to a poverty reduction strategy. The impor-
tance of a policy dialogue to gain political acceptance can be illustrated
by comparing the cases of Colombia and Mozambique, both countries
where conflict related at least partly to land played a major role. Post-
war Mozambique had to repatriate about 5 million refugees and, more
important, increase communities' rights to the land while at the same
time helping to foster investment. To achieve this the government initi-
ated a broad and participatory process that led to the formulation of an
innovative law that has contributed significantly to the re-establish-
ment of peace and broader economic development (Tanner 2002). By
contrast, in 1994 Colombia passed a land reform law with little public
discussion. As a consequence, finalizing the most basic regulations took
almost three years, making the required institutional adjustments was
impossible, and during 1995-97 a large amount of resources and polit-
ical capital was spent on implementing a law that was poorly suited to
realities on the ground (Grusczynski and Jaramillo 2002).

Building local capacity The need to adapt land policies to the socioeconomic realities of a
is essential given situation implies that local capacity, both technical and socioeco-

nomic, is an essential element in any process of policy reform that no
amount of foreign technical assistance will be able to substitute for.
Support to establish the necessary technical expertise poses considerable
challenges, especially in a decentralized environment with rapidly
changing technology, and constitutes an area where broad international
support will be appropriate. The example of the United Nations Work-
ing Party on Land Administration in Eastern Europe illustrates that
considerable advances can be made even within a short time frame. At
the same time the need to complement technical skills with expertise
on social, financial, legal, and economic issues, depending on the spe-
cific context, is likely to increase. This capacity building could include
providing knowledge about land valuation and taxation; running legal
literacy campaigns; and training local bodies in mediation and informal
conflict resolution, land use planning, and basic economic concepts.
Even though the specific approach to land issues will need to be coun-
try specific, sharing experience on common elements can add consider-
able value and enrich the policy dialogue.
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Conclusion: Continuity and Change since 1975

T HIS REPORT DOCUMENTS THE EVOLUTION OF THINKING ON

land policy and some of the emerging areas of consensus. High-
lighting how the experience gained during recent decades has

expanded the scope of land policy compared with the World Bank's
(1975) Lanad Reform Policy Paper permit demonstrating these changes and
at the same time identifying challenges for the future, both in terms of the
general relevance of land issues, and more specifically in the areas of land
tenure, land markets, and land access and use. Such challenges arise both
in terms of implementation and in identifying areas where evaluation of
past and emerging experience could help improve knowledge and the abil-
ity to design more appropriate interventions in the area of land policies.

While development practitioners have long recognized the impor- The relevance of land
tance of property rights and land policy for long-term development and issues is now appreciated
poverty reduction, recent research and operational experience, as illus-
trated in this report, have improved understanding of these issues in
ways that are highly relevant for policy. Research has improved our
understanding of the links between the distribution of assets, the chan-
nels for accessing land that are open to households and entrepreneurs,
and longer-term economic and social development. These links include
not only the scope for investment and access to other markets, but also
the empowerment of the poor and their resulting ability to have their
voice heard and to hold accountable local institutions that often derive
much of their power from the ability to control access to land. Recent
research also indicates the potentially far-reaching impact of insecure
tenure, inequality in land access, and ill-functioning land and factor
markets on a wide range of development outcomes and some of the
channels through which such impacts may come about.

Other areas that were not covered in the 1975 paper include the rele-
vance of land for broader social conflict, the need to pay particular atten-
tion to the vulnerable in designing and implementing land policy
interventions, and the broader repercussions of the design of land-related
institutions on governance and the accessibility of government services.
This implies that despite the historical and institutional complexity of
land issues and the long-term nature of any programs to deal with them,
interventions in the area of land will have far-reaching implications and a
narrow focus on only one or two policy instruments may not be appropri-
ate. Evaluation of the wide variety of innovative approaches that have been
implemented in different places and at different times can be utilized in a
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more systematic fashion to stimulate the policy dialogue, build capacity,
and inform policymakers. More systematic learning from the successes
and failures of the past could probably help to save considerable amounts
of resources, while at the same time facilitating the policy dialogue, espe-
cially across countries. At the same time, support for strategies to imple-
ment new land legislation and careful monitoring of the impact these have
on governance and social capital, provision of public goods, and private
investment at the local level could provide interesting insights regarding

the broader impact of land tenure arrangements.
Different ways to increase Tenure security, one of the key goals of public land policies, can be

tenure security have achieved under different modalities of land ownership. Instead of an
been recognized often ideological stance in favor of full private ownership rights, long-

term secure and transferable leases will convey many of the same benefits
to owners and may be preferable where full ownership rights and titles
would be politically controversial or too costly. Also, in the past land

policy interventions often paid too little attention to protecting the
rights of women and the vulnerable. Failure to do so can have negative
economic and social consequences. Rather than striving to "modernize"
the institutions that manage land rights at the local level, building on,
and where needed adapting, existing ones is often more effective and

efficient. This implies not only paying greater attention to existing insti-
tutions, but also emphasizing dissemination and assistance to create
awareness and to help people exercise their rights, even where a good

legal basis is available. A greater focus on local institutions is also war-
ranted because, in some instances, central government institutions man-
aging land rights have developed into a source of ambiguity, corruption,
and red tape. As reforms will run counter to powerful vested interests,
local technical and socioeconomic capacity to help support them is
essential. Financial sustainability is required to make the institutions
administering land rights contribute effectively to secure tenure and,

through low-cost implementation, the long-term sustainability of the
land administration system. While the earlier report did not deal with
institutions, it is now recognized that failure to do so can jeopardize
implementation and should therefore be avoided.

Land issues often become most acute in peri-urban and urban areas.
Because the same regulatory and institutional framework will apply to

rural and urban land even though modalities of implementation may
vary, separation between the two is frequently difficult to justify, and

approaches now often deal with both simultaneously. Better definition of
property rights to reduce uncertainty can make a significant contribution
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to enhancing the functioning of markets, reducing the scope for discre-
tionary bureaucratic intervention, and improving the climate for private
sector investment. Better evaluation of innovative approaches that build
on these conceptual advances would include in-depth assessment of the
effect of formal recognition of women's land rights on their ability to
assert their interests in intrahousehold bargaining; their vulnerability and
risk-coping options; and their propensity to make land- and nonland-
related investments, for example, starting businesses, and to accumulate
and transfer human and physical capital across generations. Similarly, the
broader impact of land-related policies and legislation on economic and
social outcomes and the interaction between different types of interven-
tions in bringing them about needs to be reviewed.

Considerable conceptual advances have also been made in relation to Markets for rental and sales
the operation of land markets and their impact. The experience of tran- are better understood
sition economies demonstrates that markets are complex institutions
that do not emerge automatically, and that even where they can be
made to work well, they are not an end in themselves, but should con-
tribute to broader social goals. Through its macroeconomic policies,
the legal framework, and the institutions to implement it, government
plays a critical role in creating the conditions and incentives within
which markets operate. At the same time, a long history of failed inter-
ventions in land sales and rental markets has illustrated that in most
cases the best contribution government can make is to provide secure
land rights, reduce the costs associated with land transactions, provide
infrastructure to eliminate credit market imperfections, and offer safety
nets to avoid distress sales. This has a number of implications.

Overemphasis on sales markets compared with rental markets is
unwarranted. Given that wealth constraints and credit market imper-
fections pose considerable barriers to land access by the poor, relying on
sales markets as the primary means for land access would be inappro-
priate. Rental markets are more important quantitatively and can make
an important contribution to productivity, and often to poverty reduc-
tion as well. Steps to increase tenure security and reduce transaction
costs through standardized contracts and better means of enforcement
and dispute resolution and more systematic dissemination of informa-
tion will be critical to fully realize the potential of rental markets and
facilitate the emergence of long-term contracts.

Where administrative restrictions on the functioning of tenancy per-
sist, there is a strong case for better documenting the economic losses,
especially for the poor, that such restrictions are likely to cause, and for
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identifying opportunities to eliminate such barriers that are beneficial to
all parties-for example, by combining policy reforms that would
improve the opportunities for rental markets with explicit recognition of
the rights acquired by sitting tenants and an improvement of tenure secu-
rity for both landlords and tenants. Direct government intervention in
markets to bring about "desirable" outcomes is rarely effective, but tends
to weaken property rights and decentralized land transactions. It also
encourages bureaucratic discretion, which will reduce not only the confi-
dence of private investors, but in most cases be particularly inimical to
the poor who will be least able to afford the added costs thus created. In
situations where land rental markets work well and demand for sales mar-
kets is unsatisfied, steps to ensure access to financial markets, including
the use of assets other than land as collateral, could help reduce the need
for distress sales and provide potential buyers with the necessary liquidity.
Encouraging land sales markets can take various forms, ranging from tax-
ing land and promoting the functioning of markets to providing direct
grants for establishing small production units or expropriating non-
productive land (with compensation).

Even though our understanding of the way in which land rental and
sales markets operate has improved, the equity benefits from land access
through rental markets, the obstacles faced in the process, and the pos-
sible long-term impact of such access remain imperfectly understood.
Assessing the impacts of land access and ownership on household wel-
fare, the circumstances under which land rental can be an effective tool
for poverty reduction, and the scope for renters to make the transition
to owners is important. More systematic assessment and quantification
of the potential for government policy to activate rental markets and to
help to prevent socially and economically undesirable results, and of
the potential advantages of eliminating such intervention in cases
where it does not provide such benefits, is needed. Where real incomes
are relatively high and increasing, but where land ownership remains
highly fragmented, many think that projects aimed at land consolida-
tion will be justified. Careful evaluation of the costs and benefits of
experiments involving flexible and low-cost market and nonmarket
approaches to consolidation is of great interest.

Govemments have a role in In situations where a combination of historical processes and policy
ensuring effective land use distortions has led to a land distribution that implies substantial under-

utilization of productive economic resources, the operation of markets
alone will not provide the poor with access to land at the level and speed
required to deal with deep-rooted problems of structural backwardness
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and deprivation. Where land and other policies have discriminated
against specific groups in the past, actions to empower the poor by pro-
viding them with equal access to economic opportunities will be justified.

Given the multiple channels through which a highly unequal distri-
bution of land ownership can reduce economic and social development
and the immediate welfare and productivity benefits that can often be
derived from measures to transfer land from large, unproductive hold-
ings to small producers, government involvement to hasten such
restructuring can be justified as an investment in a country's long-term
future. This has led the World Bank to provide loans, based on a case by
case approval, for use in land redistribution efforts that are targeted
toward the poor and can be shown to have a clear productivity benefit.

Note that such interventions constitute investments that can yield
direct and indirect economic benefits in the form of more intensive land
use, higher productivity, and greater incomes for beneficiaries. Where
these benefits can be demonstrated and are shown to be superior to
alternative options, and where transparency in beneficiary selection is
ensured, there is no reason for outside donors not to support such inter-
ventions both technically and financially. In addition to their important
role in helping to adjust operational approaches toward redistributive
efforts that use land as a catalyst for improving beneficiaries' welfare,
such evaluation is also likely to provide significant insights into the
broader role of access to land and other assets as a means of overcoming
poverty. In relation to the benefits and costs of helping landless or ten-
ants make the jump to landowners, a number of programs of redistribu-
tive land reform can provide evidence that would facilitate a comparison
of different approaches, while longitudinal evidence on past beneficia-
ries of land reform could provide insights on the longer-term impact.

Different options for interventions to bring land use closer in line
with social needs constitute a second area where a considerable amount
of innovation has taken place, and where the evaluation of experience
could provide insights that are likely to be of value beyond the immedi-
ate context in which such policies were implemented.

Although the focus of this report is on the substantive issues, the fact Implementing these insights
that land issues are highly country specific, of a long-term nature, and is a challenge for the future
often politically controversial, implies that identifying priority areas
and integrating these into an agreed long-term framework becomes
essential. In view of the wide variation in conditions across, and even
within, countries and regions, more work will be needed to adapt the
principles identified in this report to specific contexts. This will imply
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spelling out which of the various policy options will be the most appro-
priate; how they can be translated and adapted to a specific institutional
framework; whether any changes in the legal and regulatory context
will be necessary; how changes should be prioritized and sequenced;
and how to devise indicators for monitoring and impact assessment
that would indicate not only whether implementation keeps up with
expectations but, more important, what the expected impact has been
and how it might compare with outcomes from alternative strategies
and approaches.

Given the complex nature, the cost, and the long-term horizon of
land-related interventions, any attempt to address them in a sustainable
way will have to use the synergies derived from collaboration with oth-
ers. As this report documents, thinking on land policy has evolved con-
siderably over the last decade, leading to a modification of ideological
positions and a considerable convergence of opinion on basic principles
among major stakeholders. The challenge ahead is to translate the
emerging agreement into specific programs at the national and regional
level that can be integrated into countries' broader development strate-
gies. The hope is that this report provides the basis for a policy discus-
sion that would allow this, and that in so doing it will be possible to
continue the spirit of open discussion and collaboration that has char-
acterized the preparation of this report.

Notes

1. In Hungary, the use of financial rather than phys- the imminent threat of revolt-with backtracking as soon
ical restitution has reduced the administrative require- as the threat weakens, as modeled by Horowitz (1993).
ments and delays associated with the latter. It also allowed
giving priority to current occupants of land, thereby 5. The case of Colombia, where in recent years
reducing the possible negative impacts on productivity. about 75 percent of the land reform budget has been

spent on the operational costs of the land reform insti-
2. In Romania, for example, the courts were inun- tute and about 25 percent on acquiring land and settling

dated with real estate cases expected to take up to five beneficiaries, illustrates this dilemma (Rojas 2001).
years to resolve (Dumirru 2002).

6. Economic distortions-for instance, marketing
3. Households plots, which emerged in the 1930s, restrictions or differential subsidies to products from

entitle households to small plots for home consumption. large farms, as well as noneconomic interventions such
as subdivision acts, that were established to maintain

4. This would be consistent with the interpretation large farms-need to be eliminated if land reform is to
of land reform as a piecemeal strategy by the rich to avoid have any chance of success.
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7. Many land reform programs make the rights 12. A minimum rate would be desirable to avoid tax
given to beneficiaries condirional on "efficient" use and competition whereby rich local governments with a
impose restrictions on the ability to transact and inherit. strong tax base reduce rates to attract businesses, while a
Even if well intended, this has often given rise to politi- maximum rate would help to avoid tax exporting, that
cally motivated manipulation. is, the levying of high tax rates on industries in the belief

that the tax burden will ultimately be borne by nonresi-
8. The rapid undoing of land reform by beneficiaries dents, thereby severing the connection between taxpay-

in many countries legally or illegally selling their proper- ers and beneficiaries (Boadway 2001).
ties to large landlords, often the former owners, illustrates
the importance of an undistorted policy environment. 13. Bird (2000) develops this argument in more

detail in the context of different systems for intergovern-
9. Fischel (2001), for example, has argued that the mental transfers.

properry tax in the United States is like a benefit tax,
bccause taxes approximate the benefits received from 14. Better definition of some land reserves, but also
local services. To the extent that this is the case, using the emergence of civil society and of improved democ-
local property taxes to finance local services will promote racy at the local level, were conducive to such progress
efficient public decisions, because taxpayers will support (Durand-Lasserve and Royston 2002b).
those measures for which the benefits exceed the taxes.
Both the benefits derived from such local services as 15. In Eastern Europe and the CIS, where state land
good schools and better access to roads and transporta- still makes up a large share of the total, the management
tion and the taxes used to finance such services are capi- of such public property is often highly inefficient, often
talized into property values. without any integrated strategy or policy, and is under-

taken by multiple agencies and without performance
10. Purchase of development rights pays the indicators. This causes not only economic and financial

landowner for the unearned increment of land values in losses to the public sector, but also distorts real estate
exchange for strong deed restrictions that limit the use of markets and, by creating artificial scarcity of land in
the property, whereas land value taxation taxes land areas where demand is high, contributes to inefficient
more heavily than improvements, thereby encouraging spatial development. Identifying good practices and
the development of land. While these two elements ensuring that managers of public assets implement them
might appear to be opposing fiscal policies, they could is therefore extremely important.
be employed together as part of a regional planning
strategy to encourage infill development within and near 16. We therefore do not deal with global externali-
cities and to curb sprawl by retaining farm, forest, and ties even though some interesting issues are involved.
ranch lands (Daniels 2001). These include protecting fragile environments that,

through various channels (biodiversity, hydrological
11. For the last year for which all data were available flows, carbon sinks) provide local or global public goods.

(1995), the highest property tax to gross domestic prod- Indeed, a number of innovative mechanisms, such as
uct ratio (4.1 percent) was in Canada, followed by the tradable permits, now permit achieving environmentally
United States (2.9 percent) and Australia (2.5 percent). sustainable outcomes in a decentralized way rather than
That all three are rich federations is unlikely to be a through direct government intervention.
coincidence.
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Regional Workshops
Regional Workshop on Land Issues in Central
and Eastern Europe
Budapest, Hungary, April 3-6, 2002

Summary Program

Keynote: Land in the Broader Context of Economic Development
Presenter: Peter Dale, Honorary President, International

Federation of Surveyors

Political Economy of Land Issues and Sequencing of Policy Reforms
Chair: Laszlo Vajda, Ministry of Agriculture and Regional

Development, Hungary
Presenters: Klaus Frohberg and Peter Tillack, University of Halle,

Germany
Konrad Hagedorn, Humboldt University of Berlin,
Germany

Discussants: Vladimir Nossick, Land Initiative Project, Ukraine
Valeriu Bulgari, Private Farmer Assistance Project,

Moldova

Making the Legal Basis for Private Land Rights Operational
and Effective
Chair: Mario Thurner, Center of Legal Competence, Austria

Presenter: Leonard Rolfes, Rural Development Institute, United
States

Discussants: Aleksei Pulin, Vladimir Oblast Center for Land Reform

Support, Russia
Stephen Butler, United States

Farm Restructuring and Land Ownership
Chair: Sergio Botezatu, U.S. Agency for International

Development Mission, Moldova

Moderator: Csaba Csaki, World Bank
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Panelists: Renata Yanbykh, Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Russia

Nadir Huseinbekov, Azerbaijan Land Cadastre,
Azerbaijan

Gejza Blaas, Agriculture and Food Economics Institute,

Slovakia
Thomas Doucha, Institute for Agricultural Economics,
Prague, Czech Republic
Alexander Muravschi, Private Farmer Assistance

Program, Moldova

Comparative Analysis of Land Administration Systems
Chair: John Manthorpe, Her Majesty's Land Register, United

Kingdom

Presenter: Gavin Adlington, United Kingdom
Discussants: David Egiashvili, Department of Land, Georgia

Bozena Lipej, Department of Surveying and Mapping,
Slovenia

Mihaly Szabolcs, Institute of Geodesy, Hungary

Joseph Salukvadze, German Technical Assistance, Georgia

Land Markets and Land Consolidation in Different Contexts
Chair: Holger Magel, International Federation of Surveyors
Moderator: Zvi Lerman, The Hebrew University, Israel
Panelists: Alexei Overchuk, Federal Land Cadastre Service, Russia

Natalya Korchakovar, Center for Land Reform Policy,

Ukraine
Doina Nisto, Consulting and Credit in Agriculture,
Moldova

David Arsenashvili, Land Market Project, Georgia
Christian Graefen, Gesellschaft fir Technische

Zusammenarbeit, Germany
Fritz Rembold, Food and Agriculture Organization of

the United Nations, Budapest Office

Improving the Functioning of Land and Financial Markets
Chair: Geoffrey Hamilton, United Nations Economic

Commission for Eastern Europe

Presenter: Alexander Sarris, University of Athens, Greece

Discussants: Juris Cebulis, Mortgage and Land Bank, Latvia
Victor Chiriac, BizPRO Microlending, Moldova
Hayk Sahakyan, State Cadastral Committee, Armenia
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Jozsef Toth, Budapest University of Economic Sciences,
Hungary
Lela Shatirishvili, Land Market Project, Georgia

Land and Property Taxation in a Framework of Decentralized
Governance
Chair: Helge Onsrud, United Nations Economic Commission

for Eastern Europe, Working Party on Land
Administration

Presenter: Enid Slack, University of Toronto, Canada
Discussants: J. Eckert, KPMG, United States

David Kirvalidze, Minister of Agriculture, Georgia
Istvan Feher, Hungary Agriculture University, Hungary

Country Case Studies
Albania: Katherine Kelm, legal adviser
Bulgaria: Diana Kopeva, Institute for Market Economics
Georgia: Jaba Ebanoidze, Association for the Protection of

Landowners' Rights
Kyrgyz Republic: Kachkynbai Kadyrkulov, Rural Advisory Service
Moldova: Alexander Muravschi, Private Farmers Assistance

Program
Romania: Mihai Dumitru, European Union delegation
Russia: Vasiliy Yakimovich Uzun, Agrarian Institute
Ukraine: Pavlo Kulinich, U.S. Agency for International

Development Land Titling Project

Regional Workshop on Land Issues in Africa
and the Middle East
Kampala, Uganda, April 29-May 2, 2002

Summary Program

Keynote: Land Access and Land Tenure in Africa: Historical
Perspectives and Current Challenges
Presenter: W Kisamba Mugerwa, Minister of Agriculture, Uganda

Social, Political, and Equity Aspects of Land and Property Rights
Chair: Philippe Ospital, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, France
Presenter: Francis Ssekandi, African Development Bank, C6te

d'Ivoire
Panelists: Jean Pierre Chauveau, Institut de Recherche et

D6veloppement, France
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Christian Graefen, Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusam-
menarbeit, Germany
Martin Adams, Government of Botswana

Legal Basis for Land Administration in an African Context
Chair: H. E. Baguma-Isoke, Minister of Water Lands and

Environment, Uganda
Presenter: H. Okoth-Ogendo, University of Nairobi, Kenya
Discussants: Hubert Ouedraogo, LandNET West Africa, Burkina Faso

Patrick McAuslan, Birkbeck College, University of
London, United Kingdom
Liz Alien Wily international consultant, United Kingdom
Chris Tanner, Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations Mozambique

Customary to Modern Transition: Challenges and Recent Advances
Chair: Paul Van Der Molen, Dutch Kadaster
Presenter: Philippe Lavigne Delville, Groupe de Recherche et

d'Echanges Technologiques, France
Discussants: Scott Drimie, Human Sciences Research Council,

South Africa
Andre Teyssier, Centre de Cooperation Internationale en
Recherche Agronomique pour le Developpement, France
Hamadou Ousman, Centre de Cooperation
Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le
Developpement, France
Julian Quan, Department for International
Development, United Kingdom

Pastoral Land Rights
Chair: Berhanu Gebremedhin, International Livestock Research

Institute, Ethiopia
Presenter: Tidiane Ngaido, International Food Policy Research

Institute, United States
Discussants: Michael Odhiambo, Resources Conflict Institute, Kenya

VeroniqueAncey, Centre de Cooperation Internationale
en Recherche Agronomique pour le Developpement,
Madagascar
Thomas Price, Centre de Cooperation Internationale
en Recherche Agronomique pour le Developpement,
C6te d'Ivoire
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Land as a Source of Conflict and in Postconflict Settlement
Chair: Joan Atherton, U.S. Agency for International

Development
Moderator: Jean Daudelin, senior researcher, North South Institute,

Canada
Panelists: Jose Negrdo, The Land Campaign, Mozambique

Mahamadou Zongo, University of Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso
Eugene Rurangwa, Ministry of Lands, Rwanda
Ruth Hall, Centre for Rural Legal Studies, South Africa

Land Markets in Africa: Preconditions, Potential, and Limitations
Chair: Paul Matthieu, Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium
Moderator: Frank Place, International Livestock Research Institute,

Kenya
Panelists: Honorat Edja, LandNet West Africa, Benin

Camilla Toulmin, International Institute for
Environment and Development, United Kingdom
Jean-Louis Arcand, University of Clermont-Ferrand,
France

Land Reform
Chair: Yves Gillet, European Union, Uganda
Moderator: Rogier van den Brink, World Bank, South Africa
Panelists: Glenn Thomas, Department of Land Affairs, South Africa

Vincent Hungwe, Government of Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe
Ben Cousins, University of Western Cape, South Africa
Odenda Lumumba, Kenya Land Alliance, Kenya

Management of Peri-Urban Land and Land Taxation
Chair: Klaus Deininger, World Bank
Presenter: Alain Rochegude, Paris University, France
Discussants: Rex Ahene, Malawi

Alain Durand-Lasserve, Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique, France
j M. Lussuga Kironde, University College for Lands
and Architectural Studies, Tanzania

Ensuring Women's Land Access
Chair: Salome Sijoana, Permanant Secretary, Ministry of Lands

Tanzania
Moderator: Cherryl Walker, Independent Consultant, South Africa
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Panelists: Harriet Busingye, Uganda Land Alliance
Elizabeth Kharono, Initiative for the Advancement of
Women, Uganda
Michael Kevane, Santa Clara University, United States
Esther Kasalu-Coffin, African Development Bank,
C6te d'Ivoire

Designing Viable Land Administration Systems
Chair: Kaori Izumi, Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations, Harare
Moderator: Tommy Oosterberg, Swedesurvey, Sweden
Panelists: Clarissa Fourie, University of Cape Town, South Africa

Seth Asiama, Kumasi University of Science and
Technology, Ghana
Fidelis Mutakyamilwa, Ministry of Lands, Tanzania
Michel Pescay, Centre de Cooperation Internationale
en Recherche Agronomique pour le Developpement,
France

Regional and Country Case Studies
C6te d'Ivoire: Le6on Desiri Zalo, Ministry of Lands
Ethiopia: Berhanu Nega, Ethiopian Economic Policy Research

Institute
Ghana: Kasim Kasanga, Minister of Lands
Kenya: George Onyioro, Ministry of Lands and Settlement
Lesotho: Qhobela Selebalo, Chief Surveyor
Mozambique: Maria Conceicao da Quadros, National Land

Commission
Namibia: H. K Katali, Deputy Minister of Land
Rwanda: Eugene Rurungwa and Annie Kairaba, Ministry of Lands

and Rwanda Initiative for Sustainable Development
Southern

Africa: Sue Mbaya, LandNET Southern Africa
Tanzania: Salome Sijoana, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of

Lands
Tunisia: Mohamed Gharbi, National Land Agency
Uganda: Joanne Bosworth, Ministry of Lands, Water, and

Environment
West Africa: Bara Gueye, H. Ouedraogo, and Camilla Toulmin,

LandNet West Africa and International Institute for
Environment and Development
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Regional Workshop on Land Issues in Latin
America and the Caribbean
Pachuca (Hidalgo), Mexico, May 19-22, 2002

Summary Program

Keynote: Land Policy and Access to Assets in the Droader
Development Context
Presenters: Jose Abrdo, Minister of Agrarian Reform, Brazil

Edson Teofilo, Nucleo para Estudios Agrarios, Brazil

Political and Equity Aspects of Land Rights
Chair: Isaias Rivera Rodriguez, Procurador Agrario, Mexico
Presenter: Gustavo Gordillo de Anda, Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations Regional Office for
Latin America, Chile

Discussants: Alain deJanvry, University of California at Berkeley,
United States
Mario Pastore, Central Bank, Paraguay

The Legal and Institutional Basis for Effective Land
Administration in Latin America and the Caribbean
Chair: Jan van Hemert, Cadastre International, Netherlands
Presenters: Isabel Lavadenz, World Bank

Jolyne Sanjak, U.S. Agency for International
Development

Discussants: Anthony Burns, Land Equity, Australia
Thackwray Driver, Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, and
Marine Resources, Trinidad and Tobago
Felix Garrid Safie, Centro Nacional de Registros, El
Salvador
Gabriel Montes, Inter-American Development Bank,
United States

Land and Other Factor Markets in Latin America
Chair: Manoel dos Santos, Confederac,o Nacional dos

Trabalhadores na Agricultura, Brazil
Moderator: Michael Carter, University of Wisconsin, United States
Panelists: Elisabeth Sadoulet, University of California at Berkeley,

United States
Wilson Navarro, Fondo Ecuatoriano Populorum
Progressio, Ecuador
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Pedro Tejo, United Nations Economic Commission for
Latin America and the Caribbean, Chile
Javier Molina, Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, Chile

Indigenous Land Rights and Natural Resource Management:
Legal and Institutional Issues
Chair: Shelton Davis, World Bank
Presenter: Roque Roldan, Centro de Cooperaci6n al Indigena,

Colombia
Discussants: Soren Hvalkof Nordic Agency for Development and

Ecology, Denmark
Francisco Chapela, Estudios Rurales y Asesoria
Campesina, Mexico
Jaime Urrutia, Grupo Permanente de Trabajo sobre
Comunidades Campesinas, Peru
Xavier Albo, Programa de Educaci6n Intercultural
Bilingiie para los Paises Andinos, Bolivia

Land in Conflict and Postconflict Situations
Chair: Juerg Benz, Swiss cooperation, Nicaragua
Presenter: Jean Daudelin, North South Institute, Canada
Discussants: Carlos Camacho, United Nations Verification Mission

in Guatemala, Guatemala
Margarita Flores, United Nations Economic Commission
for Latin America and the Caribbean, Mexico
Edin Barrientos, Minister of Agriculture, Guatemala
Juan Guillermo Ferro, Javeriana University, Colombia

Policies to Enhance Land Access
Chair: DittmarJenrich, Gesellschaft fuir Technische

Zusammenarbeit, Guatemala
Moderator: Klaus Deininger, World Bank
Panelists: Antonio Marcio Buainain, University of Campinas,

Brazil
Byron Garoz, Confederaci6n Guatemalteca de
Cooperativas, Guatemala
Miguel Urioste, Fundaci6n Tierra, Bolivia
Jonathan Conning, Williams College, United States

Gender Dimensions of Land Access
Chair: Maria Correia, World Bank
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Moderator: Carmen Diana Deere, University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, United States

Panelists: Lara Blanco, Fundaci6n Arias para la Paz y el Progreso
Humano, Costa Rica
Elizabeth Katz, St. Mary College, United States
Jorge Edmundo Beyer Esparza, Procuraduria Agraria,
Mexico

Land Taxation and Land Valuation
Chair: Efrain Diaz, Honduras
Presenter: Enid Slack, University of Toronto, Canada
Discussants: John Strasma, University of Wisconsin, United States

Marino Henao, U.S. Agency for International
Development, El Salvador
Mark Gallagher, Dev Tech Systems, United S tates

Urban and Peri-Urban Lands
Chair: Patricia dejager, Federation

of Municipalities of the Central American Isthmus,
Guatemala

Moderator: Ernesto Alva Martinez, Secretaria de Desarrollo Rural,
Mexico

Panelists: Wendy Quintero Gallardo, Fideicomiso Fondo Nacional
de Fomento Ejidal, Mexico
Carolina Roullion, Comisi6n de Formalizaci6n de la
Propiedad Informal, Peru
Olivier Delahaye, Central University of Venezuela,
Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela

Country Case Studies
General overview: Ruben Echeverria, Inter-American Development

Bank
Bolivia: Jose Justiniano, Minister for Sustainable Development
Brazil: Edson Teofilo, Nucleo para Estudios Agrarios
Colombia: Diana Grusczynski, National Planning Department
Guatemala: Edgar Gutie'rrez and Carlos Cabrera, Ministry of

Agriculture
Honduras: Anibal Delgado Fiallos, Universidad Nacional

Aut6noma de Honduras
Jamaica: Jacqueline da Costa, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of

Land and Environment
Mexico: Sergio Sarmiento, Instituto de Investigaciones Sociales
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Regional Workshop on Land Issues in Asia
Phnom Penh, Cambodia, June 3-6, 2002

Summary Program

Keynote: Access to Assets and Land, Poverty Reduction, and
Economic Development in Asia
Speaker: Michael Lipton, University of Sussex, United Kingdom

Land Registration for Security, Transparency, and Sustainable
Resource Management
Chair: Abdul Majid Mohamed, Malaysian Land Registry
Presenter: Anthony Burns, Land Equity, Australia
Discussants: Luif Nasution, National Land Agency, Indonesia

Wanna Rakyao, Thailand Land Titling Project
Sek Setha, Ministry of Land, Cambodia

Improving Functioning of Land Markets in Asia
Chair: Robin Palmer, Oxfam, United Kingdom
Presenter: Michael Carter, University of Wisconsin, United States
Discussants: Chan Sophal, Cambodia Rural Development Institute,

Cambodia
Eric Penot, Centre de Cooperation Internationale en
Recherche Agronomique pour le Developpement,
Indonesia
WKK Kumarisiri, Secretary, Ministry of Lands, Sri
Lanka

Improving Land Access through Land Reform
Chair: R. B. Singh, Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations, Thailand
Moderator: Klaus Deininger, World Bank
Panelists: Myoung ChaeJoung, Korean Rural Economics Institute,

Republic of Korea
Raj Lumsalee, Association of District Development
Committees of Nepal, Nepal
Ronald Herring, Cornell University, United States

Enhancing Land Access and Land Rights for the Marginalized:
Regional Overview in an International Context
Chair: Cynthia Bantilan, International Crops Research

Institute for the Semi Arid Tropics, India
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Presenter: Keijiro Otsuka, Foundation for Advanced Studies on
International Development, Japan

Discussants: Sediono MP Tjondronegoro, Agricultural Institute
Bogor, Indonesia
Jean-Philippe Fontenelle, Groupe de Recherche et
d'Echanges Technologiques, Cambodia
Bharat Shrestha, Mobilization and Development, Nepal
Shaun Williams, Oxfam, Malawi

Ensuring Land Access in Postconflict Situations
Chair: Bruno Vindel, director, Ministry of Agriculture,

France
Moderator: Jean Daudelin, North South Institute, Canada
Panelists: Jon Lindsay, Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations, Italy
Oun Visounnalad, Department of Lands, Lao People's
Democratic Republic
Willi Zimmermann, Gesellschaft fur Technische
Zusammenarbeit, Cambodia
Thun Saray, Cambodian Human Rights Action
Committee, Cambodia
Bencyrus Ellorin, Center for Alternative Rural
Technology, Philippines

Land Management in Urban and Peri-Urban Areas
Chair: Christian Graefen, Gesellschaft fur Technische

Zusammenarbeit, Germany
Presenter: MichaelKirk, University of Marburg, Germany
Discussants: Geoffirey Payne, United Kingdom

MyleneAlbano, Land Administration and Management
Programme, Philippines
MuhammedKamaluddin, Association for Realization of
Basic Needs, Bangladesh

Country Case Studies
Cambodia: Sar Sovann, Ministry of Land Management, Urban

Planning, and Construction
China: Li Ping, Rural Development Institute
India: R. Deshpande, Institute for Social and Economic

Change
Indonesia: Sujana Royat, National Development Planning Agency
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Lao People's

Democratic
Republic: Phoumy Vongleck, Department of Land Use Planning

and Development

Philippines: Marife Ballesteros, National Economic and

Development Agency

Sri Lanka: R. M Ratnayake and W K K Kumarasiri, Ministry of
Finance
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Glossary

Collective farm: A farm jointly owned and oper- Family farm: A farm operated primarily with fam-
ated under a single management for the benefit of ily labor, with some hiring in or out of labor. Fam-
and with work input from the owners of the ily farming systems may be socially stratified, with
collective. wide variation in farm sizes and technology levels.

Communal ownership system: A system of land Hacienda: A manorial estate in which part of the
ownership in which specific plots of land are land is cultivated as the home farm of the owner
assigned temporarily or permanently to members and part is cultivated as the home plots of serfs,
for family cultivation, while other areas are held in usufructuary rights holders, or tenants.
common for pasture, forestry, and collection of Home farm: That part of the manorial estate or
wild plants and game. Individual plots may or may * .
not be inheritable or tradable in internal rental or rge owner hoding c ed by thel

landlord, or owner under his or her own manage-
sales markets, but sales to nonmembers are always ment using corvte and sometimes partly remuner-
forbidden or subject to community approval. ated labor.

Contract farming: A form of production whereby Landlord estate: A manorial estate in which all the
farmer and purchaser enter into a contract in land is cultivated by tenants or usufructuary right
advance of the growing season for a specific quan- hold
tity, quality, and date of delivery of an agricultural
output at a price or price formula fixed in advance. Junker estate: A large ownership holding produc-
The contract provides the farmer an assured sale of ing a diversified set of commodities operated under
the crop and sometimes technical assistance, credit, a single management with hired labor. As part of
services, or inputs from the purchaser. their remuneration, laborers may receive a house

Corvde: Unpaid labor and sometimes the service of and garden plot for purposes of own cultivation.

draft animals provided by serfs, tenants, or usufruct Manorial estate: An area of land allocated tem-
right holders to owners of manorial estates or other porarily or as a permanent ownership holding to a
landlords. manorial lord who has the right to tribute, taxes, or
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rent in cash, in kind, or in corvze labor of the peas- as in a fixed rent contract, a cash payment that has
ants residing on the estate. Manorial estates can be to be made irrespective of the production obtained.
organized as haciendas or as landlord estates. In some cases the sharing arrangement involves the

provision of certain inputs or credit through the
Sharecropping: A land rental arrangement lado.
whereby landlord and tenant share output accord-
ing to a formula agreed on in advance rather than,
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path of social and economic development. This report draws on an impressive body of research to-

among academics and policymakers.
-Yuiiro Havami. Chairman. FASID Gradaaatn Fara.slth and Prnf..nr

National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies, Tokyo, Japan
H,,i,c,t,irn,rigaynrinrn in 1 -1n.ntr;- inI--- _*I _- - 1_4
it will be difficult or impossible to reduce deep-rooted structural poverty and inequality
Building on a wide array of research and experience, this report lays out the main

to land policy that fits into more general strategies for poverty reduction -

By documenting the long-neglected importance of land tenure for good governance and
* Ame. eADM s-aa-a-51IN . IF, *IT1 r m 6a s.a a Sr
highlighting the far-reaching implications of land policy for economic development. 

Ys^UUMlgNs.l.l-l.iitl-it! li s^iis'A ellll ll _

This report represents a major and welcome shift in World Bank thinking on land policy by
* . . W, I in,*a*lS l i l^...

takes, and an avoidance of dogmatism. The critical test will be to ensure that the report's I
relatively more enliahtened aooroach and orincinles will he tiirnpd intn hpttpr Rink nrartirp qt
the country level. This will require genuine commitment from senior managemet n the Bankir
and continued pressure from civil society advocates who defend the land rights of the poor.

- fiiTilfll7]z;ffp *: *- . *'* '. .: rIU rJI' lJ JJ,U
This policy research report is a siqnificant contribution to the knowledae and exoerience that
can guide policies and programs for poverty-reducing growth. It has emerged from a participa
tory process that serves as an example to others in its efforts to consider the wide range of

-n'Ann; - 1 -2+ 1_4 T-_-- -- ,L- -. , .:I -

critical resource for governments, civil society, and international organizations that must seize
this moment when land has reappeared on the development agenda.

Bruce H. Moore, Director, International Land Coalition, Rome, Italy
TliliD-zim-|m.pn'sPli) rir rnnltinn vnror el2-1 hn nni,- -A *

complexity of the issues with which development practitioners must deal. It provides recommendations to
improve policy with regard to land ownership and use, which is essential to fostering dynamic economic growth.

Emmy Simmons, Assistant Administrator, USAID
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Uwe Werblow, Head, Environment and Rural ,.~ *., 
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